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Abstract 

Justice as Fitness 

Geoffrey Cupit 

In 'Justice as Fitness' I have argued that a uni fying and 

coherent account of the concept of justice can be given. 

Injustice, I have suggested, is to be understood in terms of the 

notion of treating someone unfittingly, that is, by treating them 

as if they were less, or lower, than they are. This account of 

justice suggests that desert is central to justice; to treat 

someone as less than they are is to treat them in a manner in 

which they deserve not to be treated. It is intended that this 

account of the concept of justice be consistent with (many of) 

the various conceptions of justice, that is, with the various 

conceptions of what is and is not just, and that these various 

conceptions be illuminated by being viewed as interpretations of 

the 'justice as fitness' concept of justice. 

In the course of defending this view, rule-relative and non

rule-relative justice are compared and contrasted, an attempt is 

made to place the concept of justice in relation to such concepts 

as authority, merit and worthiness, degradation and value, and 

the view that justice is always a matter of desert is defended 

against the charge that considerations, irreducible to desert 

without conceptual impropriety, are relevant. The problematic 

character of people being said to deserve compensation and 

treatment in accordance with their contribution are explored. 

Accounts of the obligation to keep a promise, and of political 

obligation, are offered. It is argued that there is reason to 

believe that reasons for action are incc:mnensurable. 
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Preface 

I have tried in this thesis to develop a unified and coherent 

account of the concept of justice. To be at all persuasive such 

an account must be as comprehensive as possible. Although I have 

certainly not done more than sketch the broad outline of this 

account, I have nevertheless largely had to forgo discussion of 

the views of others. It is, I believe, better to avoid the 

insult of an inevitably superficial discussion of significant 

works. My failure to discuss the views of others should not, 

however, be thought to imply that I have not learnt a great deal 

from those who written on justice. I should like to take this 

opportunity to acknowledge my debt to four works which have 

particular ly stimulated my thoughts. My interest in justice 

began, as an undergraduate, with study of John Rawls' A Theory of 

Justice. Subsequently, I \o,Testled with Robert Jl.iozick' s Anarchr 

State and Utopia. In trying to develop my own ideas I have 

returned again and again to David Miller's Social Justice. 

Readers familiar with Social Justice will be aware of the extent 

to which this book has 'set the agenda' of my discussion. I 

began to consider the concept of desert with the intention of 

showing the unsatisfactory nature of this concept, and with a 

view to reconmending that it be abandoned, at least as far as 

theoretical discussion is concerned. As the reader will 

discover, matters did not work out quite as I intended. Like 

others I have found Joel Feinberg's article, 'Justice and 

Personal Desert' enormously helpful. 
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~y interest in political philosophy was aroused when, in my final 

year as an undergraduate, I chanced to take a course on poli tical 

ideas taught jointly by Russell Keat and Geoff Smith. This 

course was, far and away, the highpoint of my education; I was 

thrilled. I am indebted to them for having provoked a decade of 

thought about the problems there raised. And, I am sure, there 

are many years of ruminating ahead. 

I am very grateful for the help and encouragement I have received 

over the years from my successive supervisors, Terrell Carver and 

Peter Morriss. Both have done much more for me than supervise. 

I have learnt a great deal in conversation with former teachers 

and colleagues; I should particularly like to express my thanks 

to Keith Graham, Janet Hutchings, Russell Keat, David Milligan 

and Tariq Modood. 

I have tried out some of the ideas in this thesis - and rather 

more since abandoned - in papers read at meetings in the 

Philosophy Departments of the Universities of Bristol, Hong Kong 

and Lancaster, and I should like to express my thanks to all 

those people who attended and tried to show me the error of my 

ways. 

I have tried the patience of many friends over the last few 

years, subjecting them to my latest wild ideas at all hours of 

the day and night. I must express not only my thanks, but also 

my apologies to these good people; especially B.J. Gran. Dr. K. 
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Singer satisfied an tmanticipated need at a critical time. 

I should like to acknowledge financial support from the late 

Social Science Research Council in the form of a post-graduate 

award which enabled me to undertake this research. I should also 

like to thank the Uni versi ty of Bristol and the Uni versi ty of 

East Asia for allowing me time to continue this work whilst in 

their employment. 

The tedious task of preparing the present typescript was 

undertaken wi th astonishing good humour by Maggie Ho, Anna Lam 

and Tracy Yuen. It is, I think, a magnificent achievement. 

Susie Fung organized and prepared the clear and elegant 

typescript which I originally submi tted from my extremely 

inelegant and unclear offerings in the little time I left to her. 

I am deeply indebted to her; without her labours late into the 

night I could not have submitted the work in time. I should like 

to dedicate this work to her, and to my mother and father who 

made many sacrifices to enable me to study, and who first taught 

me how we should act. 

Rap Bin Long Village, 

Sai Kung, Hong Kong. 



Olapter 1. The Concept of Justice 

In this first chapter I begin by trying to explain what, in 

general terms, I will trying to achieve in this thesis. I then 

go on to indicate the central idea of Justice as Fitness, to give 

SaDe indication of the issues to be raised and the .ethods to be 

used and, finally, to explain how I propose to set about my task. 

1.1. '!be Concept and Conceptions of Justice 

What is justice? It is this seemingly simple, but beguiling 

question which I want to try to answer. Since the question is 80 

difficult, it will be as well to begin with saae raarka about 

the question itself and how it is to be lmderstood. 

Suppose we disagree as to whether scme particular actien is or is 

not \mjust. In discussion we may discover that we agree in our 

basic ideas of which types of action are unjuat, bJt find that we 

have applied these basic ideas to the particular case in 

different 1eY'8. Let us say that, in such a case, we share a view 

of what is just and mljust, a conceptim of Justice, bJt disagree 

as to how the conception or theory 18 to be applied to the 

particular case. However, we may find that our disagreement goes 

deeper that this, that we do not share a coocepticm of Justice, 

and that our views on what typea of action are .,.t. and ~t 

differ, perhaPl even in a radical fashion. 

Suppose; then, that we agree that we do not ahare a CDDCepticm of 

1 



justice. We may, nevertheless, be willing to aa:ept that we each 

have a conception of justice. 'Illat is, we ma.T" agree that our 

respective conceptions are conceptions of ,justice. And if this 

is so then it would seem that there must be at least some measure 

of agreement between us about justice; we JDUSt, it would seem, 

share an lD'derstanding of what 'justice' means, a concept of 

justice. ( 1 ) 

Of course the disagreement may take a different form: one party 

may be unwilling to" accept that the other has. ~conception of 

justice at all. It may be denied that the other party has a 

conceptiQD of justice, that is ,"an adequately cleC.t~:~~t 
• ... "t: "..;,.. ... ~ ./",.'. • 

set of views; or it may be denied that the other's conception is 

properly described as a conception of justice. Ql sane occasions 

these responses are, no doubt, the most appropri.&~ "that can be 

made. But this is not always so: in many discussions of whether 

an action or policy is just or lUljust, diBalre~t arises as a 

resul. t of the clash of, what are accepted on all sides as being, 

differing conceptions of justice. And if this is 80 it does ~ 

to follow that there is some concept of justice which. at least 

most of use share. 

-----~~--------------------------------------------~-----------

(1) M7 use of 'concept' and 'conception' ot justice follows 
RAWLS (1972), p5. Full details of works cited are liven in 
the BiblioarallhY. 

2 
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Our task will be to try to characterize this concept of justice 

which, I allege, at least most of us share. I shall, therefore, 

be proposing, and attempting to defend, a view of the basic idea. 

the central core. of the notion of justice which, I will claim. 

lies at the heart of our talk of, and our theorizing about, 

justice. (2) 

1be task of attempting to elucidate the concept of justice has, 

of course, been undertaken before. An attempt was made by 

Sidgwick in Methods of Ethics, and it is worth reminding 

ourselves of his judicious statement of the problem. (Sidgwick's 

discussion of justice was part of his progr&lae to determiDe 

whether the method which he termed 'intuitionia' was coherent. 

But Sidgwick's statement of the problem is wort.b7 of note even if 

we are not concerned with tbat issue.) Sidgwick begins his 

chapter on justice with the following: 

We have seen that in delineating the outline of duty, 
as intuitively recognized, we have to attempt to give 
to COIIIDOJl terM a definite and precise meaning. 'this 
process of definition alwa)"S requires saae reflecticn 
and care, and is sometimes one of considerable 
difficulty. But there is no case where the difficulty 
is greater, or the result more disputed, than when we 
try to define Justice. 

-~---------------------------------------------------------------

(2) In so doing I follow Slote (SlDI'E (1972-3), p339): 

I think. then, that the concept of justice can be 
analysed IlOre subatanti vely and leaa trivially 
than RavIa and otbe1'8 have auppoaed. even tbauIh I 
do qree with Rawl. that the concept of justice 
-..t be --tJU.na caaa'l to different concepticna 
of juatioe. 

3 



Before making the attempt, it may be as well to remind 
the reader what it is that we have to do. We have not 
to inquire into the derivation of the notion of 
Justice, as we are not now studying the history of our 
ethical thought, but its actual condition. Nor can we 
profess to furnish a definition which will correspond 
to every part of the CCIIIDOn usage of the term; for 
many persons are wxioubtedly vague and loose in their 
application of current moral notions. But it is an 
assumption of the Intuitional method that the term 
'justice' denotes a quality which it is ultimately 
desirable to realize in the conduct and social 
relations of men; and that a definition II&Y be given of 
this which will be accepted by all canpetent judges as 
presenting, in a clear and explicit fora, what they 
have always meant by the term, though perhaps implici ty 
and vaguely. In seeking such a defini tim we 1D8.Y, so 
to speak, clip the ragged edge of CMDOn usage, but we 
must not make excision of any considerable portion. (3) 

As Sidgwick says, the project is difficult, and any results we 

obtain are likely to be at best controversial. It may be 

wondered, therefore, whether we are wise to eIIbark on such a 

project at all. Is there any reason to suppose that there is a 

caIIDOJ1 core to the different conceptions of Justice? Perhaps

it may be suaested - there simply is notJrl.Dl COIIIDOJ'l to the 

various uaes of ' just' and ttmjust'. (4) If this were 80 our 

search would be docmed to failure from the outset. Even if it 

were cmceded that there ia a ccmmon concept of justice, it -.y 

be asked 1Ibetber there is any reason to suppose that the measure 

of agt'e.ant sthodied in that concept will be anything but meagre 

------ --------------------------------------------------------

(3) SIDONIat (1981), p284. Footnotes omitted. 

( 4) ". ._.ian that .mere there is a aenenJ. terII there i. 
a1110 a oo_on property was, of cour •• , discussed and 
queaticned by Wlttce-tein. See, for ....,1., ~ 
(1969), pplf-19 and 88-Sf: end WITroi'Hn'EIN (19"12), Part I, 
Sections 65-"1"1. 

4 



and banal. If this were so then it would seem that, even if we 

were to be successful in elucidating the concept of justice, we 

should establish nothing which would help to resolve substantive 

disputes concerning what is, and what is not, just. 

1bese are not \.Ulre8SOIl&b1e fears. Certainly SClIDe concepts appear 

to be 'contested' ( 5), and there often appears to be no more than 

a f8llli.1y resemblance between the diverse uses of a term. But it 

does not follow that there iI no greater coherence than there 

appears to be. It is not, I think, appropriate to respond to 

these reservations directly. The only satisfactory way to 

support the claim that the concept of justice is coherent is to 

present and defend a particular view of that coherence. If the 

argument of this thesis is successful then the foregoing 

reservations will thereby have been shown to be over-cautious. I 

shall endeavour to show that they are indeed over-cautioua, that 

the cancept of justice has a areater coherence and lD'li ty than 

appearances aay suggest, and that an understanding of this 

coherence will, in turn, enable us to achieve a better 

understanding of the differing conceptions of jl.8tice, and of the 

disputes to which they give rise. 

I have distinguished between the concept of justice and a 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

(S) '1he notion that aaae concepts are eaaentially oonte8ted i. 
pnRIltecl in GALLI! (19SS-6). Gallie·. account i. dillCWlaeci 
in CJELUml (1967-8). 

S 



.,. 
part.icular conception of just.ice, and in so doing I have followed 

Rawls' discussion in the opening pages of A 1beorY of Just.ice. 

It. may not. be inappropriate therefore t.o indicate very briefly 

why I do not. wish t.o follow Rawls furt.her and endorse t.he 

characterization of the concept. of just.ice offered in A TheorY of 

Just.ice. Rawls' view is that. the concept of justice is to be 

understood by reference"t.o the mk which principles of justice, 

concept.iONl of justice. play. He writes: 

'11lus it. seems nat.ural to think of t.he concept. of 
justice as distinct fraB the various conceptions of 
justice and as being specified by the role wch these 
different sets of principles, these different 
conceptions. have in COIIIDCII'l. (6) 

Now. of course, in order t.o make use of the suggestion that the 

concept of justice is t.o be understood by reference to the role 

of principles or conceptions of justice tit is necealary that we 

are able to distinguish between those principles which are. and 

those _ich are not. principles of JUltice." Unless we are able 

to isolate principles of Justice fran other principles. we shall 

hardly be able to proceed to the stale of t.ryin& to determine the 

role they "have in ec.aon". It is. I think," ani), fair to add 

that we almost. certain I,. Illsread Rawls if we read him as 

coamending a two stage process for determining the nature of the 

concept. of justice. Rather he is concerned onl,. to distinguish 

----,-,-,-.----.. -.---~-~~--------~--------~,--------------------
( 6) RAWLS (19'72). p6. 

6 
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concept fran conceptions, and to offer what he takes to be a 

"natural" and \D'lCOntentioua view of each. What, then, is Rawls' 

view of the concept, and conceptions, of justice? In s\.IJIII8.rizing 

his &CCOlUlt, he writes: 

••• I have distinguished the concept of justice as 
meaning a proper balance between competing claiE from 
a conception of justice as a set of related principles 
for identifying the relevant considerations which 
deteraine this balance. (7 ) 

Now Rawls is, of course, only concenled with social justice, and, 

indeed, only with an. albeit important, porticm thereot. His 

theory is an attempt to work out an 'ideal theory' for the 'basic 

structure' ot society. Continuing to sUlJlD&rize his view, he 

explains that the theory he will propose: 

• •• is not ottered as a description ot ordinary 
meanings but as an account ot certain distributive 
principles tor the basic structure of .ocietT. I 
_ .... that any reasonably canplete ethical theory auat 
include principles for this tundament.al proble. and 
that these principles, whatever they are. constitute 
ita doctrine of justice. (8) 

'!be basic idea. then. aeema to be that any set ot principles 

offered for determini.ng the division of benefits and burdens 

among the • nbera ot a society is a conception of jt8tice, that 

---~-~------------.- ------------- ------- .. ---------~ 
(7) llWl. plOt 

(8) Ibid. plOt 

7 
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this may not be in accordance with the 'ordinary meaning' of 

, justice', bJt, if this is 80, it is not of major signi ficance, 

and ~t any decent moral theory is going to have to come up wi th 

principles of the type which Rawls is calling principles of 

justice. Whether such principles are called 'principles of 

justice' or not is merel,. a terminological _tt.er. 

I propose to reject the view that the concept of Justice is 

intimatel,. linked with the division of benefits and burdens 

between the members of some group or societ,.. . I do not, of 

course, wish to deny that the division of beneflbi and burdens 

between the IIt!IIIbera of a group .aJ be jWlt or tmjust. Clear 1,. , 

principles of justice have a role to pIa,. when it comes to 

arguing about the division of benefits and burdens within a 

society. But it does not follow that such a role IlUSt, or 

should, be taken as the defining characteristic of justice, as 

Rawls sua_tao (It __ preawlptuoua, without &l1C\IDI!Itt, to 

speak of JibI role which principl. of Justice have "in caaD'l". 

It is hardly obrioua that. principles of justice have only $!D§ 

role tin o..,.;m'.) 

I want. to araue that. Rawls' a.pprcech is cavalier: there are, it. 

would seea, clear disadvantages t.o adopt.ing Rawls' 

characterisat.ion of the concept of just.ice, but. no obvious 

cc .. enaatiDI advantac_. Rawls iJlplici t,. concedM that his UIIe 

of 'justice' .,. be a cIeparb.uoe frca the 'ordinalT aeaninI' of 

the tel'll. But if this is so we JIhall require ...... for the 

adoptian of what, in the alwence of such ~, would st.ply be 

8 



a perverse use. There is an obvious and basic presumption 

against increasing ambiguity. 'Ibe substantive issue which Rawls 

discusses, (namely, the question of what constitutes a proper 

balance of claims to be embodied in the basic structure of a 

society) is, \.Dldeniably, an important one. But it is, surely, _ 

possible to discuss this issue without requiring that the tel'll 

, justice' be appropriated to label ADr answer to the question 

which the issue raises. My objection to Rawls' use of 

'principles of justice' to refer to ~ principle which is held 

to play a role in the determination of the proper balance of 

caapeting claiDa when it comes to the division of benefits and 

b.ardens wi thin a society, is that this is to do serious violence 

to our .,ral voc:abllary. Let me illustrate this violence, and 

then explain why I regard such violence as of consequence. 

~ of the standard objections of utili tariani_ ia that, in 

principle, it is consistent with aross injustice. And the 

standard hard-noeed response to this objection is: 'so JaJCh the 

worae for justice'. Such an exchange ia immediately 

intelligible. Of course, it raises any questions as to the 

nature and importance of justice. But it is a nonal use of the 

language. It would, however, appear to be inconaiatent with what 

Rawls clai .. is a "natural" way to think of the concept of 

Justice. For if one holds that IIOIIe utilitarian principle ahould 

pI.,. the role of determiniDI how the benefit. and burden8 ill a 

aociet1 ahould be diatributed, thea that utilitarian principle 

i., on Rawls' view. ipao fagt,o, a principle of Jt-tice. 'Jbe 

I 
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... 
standard objection cannot then be put by saying that 

utilitarianism 'does not take justice seriously', nor the 

standard hard-nosed reply by saying 'so much the worse for 

justice' • We cannot say that it is justice. rather than some 

particular conception of justice, which the utilitarian (rightly 

or wrongly) ignores, for utilitarian principles are. on this 

view. principles of Justice. I do not see bow this way of 

speaking can be said to seem "natural" and thus nor, I think, can 

the view that Justice is simply the proper be.1anCe of competing 

claims. 'Jbe question is, then, whether such distortion matters. 

I believe it does. I will explain why in Jq . discussion .on 

philosophical method. But first I want to in~ce the main 

idea of justice as fitness. 'ftrls will, I hope. enable the reader 

to benefit from Imowing in which direction he is to be led. 

10 



1.2 The Main Idea of Justice AS Fitness 

Consider first the view that justice requires that we 'treat like 

cases alike'. As Hart says: 

••• we need to add... 'and treat different cases 
differently'. (9) 

for, of course, the requirement that like cases be treated alike 

is satisfied by treating All cases alike. 

'Ihi.s view of justice is widely accepted, and it is inconceivable 

that it is wholly mistaken. (10) However, as an accomtt of the 

concept. of justice it is inadequate for obvious and well known 

reasons. 

-----------------------------------------------~------~---------

(9) HART (1961), p155. 

(10) It is to view justice, to borrow Feinberg's teras, as 
caaparati ve rather than non-cauparati ve. See Feinberg's 
'Non-comparative Justice' in FEINBmG (1980), eapeciall,. 
p266. (Feinberg's analysis is discussed in MONTAGUE 
(1980). ) 

Hart suggests that justice is t\mdamental17 CCJIIP8.r&tive; he 
wri tea (HARI' (1961), p155): 

The general principle latent in these diverse 
applications of the idea of Justice is that 
indi viduala are entitled in respect of each other 
to a certain relative position of equality or 
inequali t,.. 

For a siailar view of Justice as caaparative see ~ AND 
PEtERS (1959). pIll. 

11 



Firstly, the view is consistent with always acting unjustly: for 

example, if all guilty defendants were found not guilty, and all 

innocent defendants were found gull ty, this would satisfy the 

requirement to treat like cases alike and different cases 

differently. But, obviously, it would not be justice. 'nle point 

can be leneralised. Justice requires not only that like cases be 

treated alike, and different cases differently, but that the 

treatment should be appropriate. 

Secondly, justice does not require us to treat all different 

cases differently, irrespective of what the difference is. Some 

differences are of no significance, and do not call for 

di fferencea in treatment. 'Ihe point is often made by saying that 

justice requires us to treat relevantly different cases 

differently, and releVantly similar cases similarly •. 'Ibis may be 

true; b.at it raises the question of how we are to determine which 

differences are relevant, and which are not. 

'nle inj\mction to treat like cues alike and different cases 

differently may be viewed as a precept urging impartial action 

and unbiased judgement. 'Ibis..,. be enough for fairriesa, but, as 

we have seen, it ia not enough for justice. We m&7. therefore, 

say that the requirement that we act impartially and without bias 

- perhapa fair 11' - is a ..... ·.1 ",,--~l ~-::'~" ... - of the requ1reaent that we 

act justly. But impartiality cannot be CQDItituative of j_tice. 

Juatice is the deeper and richer cor.cept: it 1s the requirement 

to act Justly which accounts for the require.ent to act 

illlpartially or fair 1,.. 

12 



Let us suppose that the concept of justice has a greater degree 

of structure than appearances suggest. (he way in which this 

might be so is for all cases of injustice to have SaDe particular 

form, and for SaDe, but not all, cases of injustice to manifest 

this fora. If this were the situation we could distinguish 

between transparent cases (Le. cases of injustice which manifest 

the fora of all injustice), and opaque cases (i.e. those cases 

which possess, but do not manifest, the fOnD of injustice). If 

there are opaque cases then understanding justice is not simply a 

matter of 'looking'. Certainly we need to look. But we need to 

think too. 

~t me introduce an example of what is, I believe, a t~t 

use of the concept of justice. Suppose that I believe you are 

untrustworthy. When you make me a promise I go out of lIlY way to 

avoid relying upon you ~ I warn other people DOt to rely upon 

JOU. And now suppose I discover that ay belief that JOU are 

untrustworthy was based on a Ilisunderst.aDdi.nll. I have no reason 

to ccnsider you mltrustworthy. I ahall - I hope - admit my 

aistake and say that I have done you an injustice, that my 

treatment of you was lmjust. Such. case is - I claim - • 

transparent use of the concept of justice. (11) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
( 11) Cf. FBINIDG (1980), p268 (emphasis added): 

'!be cleareat exaaples of non~ ",lfU"athe injuatice 
are casea of \Wlfair pmillbments and 1'8IIU'da, .ri t 
arad1na, and deroaatory JlIc....,ta. Of tbeae three 
kirda of activitivea, the third In to be the 
.. t m'ic frql the POint of vi", of .baltica, ••• 
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Sane readers may be surprised at the choice of this example. Let 

me try to anticipate their reservations. Firstly it _y be said 

that this is not 'really' a case of injustice. My reply is that 

people do call such treatment 'doing an injustice'. I am happy 

to take this at face value. It is for those who wish to argue 

this away to try to do so. 

Secondly it may be thought the example is a tri vial case of 

injustice - of insufficient importance to constitute a paradigm 

case. My reply is that, even if this were t.rue (and I do not 

accept that it is), there is no reason to suppose that a minor 

injustice may not be transparent. I shall use this example, not 

because I believe it to be an example of an important injustice, 

but because it is - I claim - an example of a transparent use. 

1h1rdly it may be held that the example does not manifest the 

general fom of injustice. 'lbat ia, II)' claiJD that the case ia a 

transparent case may be rejected. 'Ibis ia, of course, precisely 

the question at issue, and everythina I shall say in thia work 

can be viewed as an attempt to buttress my claim that thia 

particuJ.ar cue is transparent. (Anyone who wishes to claw that 

this example ia not transparent rut opaque will, of courae •. owe 

us an explanation of our use of • injustice' in this CCIIltext.) 

Let us DDW return to the Min araument. 1be points I have -.de 

reaarcIJ.IC tbe inadequacy of the precept 'treat like cues alike, 

and different caees differently' can be illuatrated by the 

flX8llPle 1M have Juat introduced. Firstly, the injustice of 
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treating a trustworthy person as untrustworthy would not 

disappear if we were to treat All trustworthy people as 

untrustworthy (and all untrustworthy people as tnJstworthy). '!be 

suggestion that justice requires that our treatment be 

appropriate is consistent wi th this case: treating a trustworthy 

person as untrusb«>rthy is , clearly, an example of inappropriate 

treatment. 

Our second point was that difference and similarities had to be 

'relevant'. Not any difference, nor any similarity, is 

sufficient for Justice to require that two people be 'treated 

differently' or 'treated alike'. Again the example is consistent 

wi th this requirement and sUigests how 'relevance' might be 

tmcierstood: by the use of the notion of 'treating as'. It A baa 

property P, and B lacks property P, then this difference 1s 

relevant to the justice of act W, if act W constitutes treating A 

or B as possessing or lac1d.nc P. In the pe.rticular example we 

have considered, whether a person is trustwort.hy or \D1trustworthy 

is, obviously enough, relevant to the justice of any act which 

constitutes 'treatment as trustworthy' or 'treatment as 

\D1trustwort.h)r' • 

There is a further point worth noting about the example: the 

attribute concerned (trustworthiness) is a virtue; it bestows 

merit on its poesesser. And it IIeeDI8 pl.8.usible to aay that it we 

did not consider trustworthineaa to be a virtue. we ahaul.d not 

consider treatinl a tru8t.worth7 pencn .. unt.nBt:North7 to be 
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unjust (or, at least, not obviously unjust). 
-:-

I will argue that 

the relationship between injustice and a virtue which occurs in 

this example - namely, that. an tmjust act is consti tuted by the 

treatment of a person as lacking SaDe particular virtue (that is, 

an attribute conferring merit on its holder) which they do 

possess - is not accidental, b.it rather, that this relationship 

between an injustice and a virtue appears in all cases of 

injustice, and, indeed, that that pattem is part of the nature 

of justice. 

:~ . ... 
By way of a S\m'ID&I"Y let me now present the ~tal idea of 

justice as fitness: to act 1.Uljustly, 1 will argue, is to treat 

saneone inappropriately or, as 1 will say, unfittingly, that is, 

as lackinl BaDe virtue (or possessing BaDe vice) which the)" do 

not lack (or possess). '!be point can be put in • familiar 

metaphor: to do someone an injustice is to treat them as less, 

or lower, than they are. 

I have called this view 'Justice .s fitness' since, on this 

&CCOW'lt, the eaential feature of an unjust act i. that it is 

unfi ttina: we act unjustly when our treatamt of • peracn does 

not fit the peraon treated. '!be term '\Ulfittinl' is saaet1.mes 

used to refer to ADJ: act which ahould not have been pertor...t. I 

will D2t be uainl it in thi • .armer. I will use the tent in the 

specific aenae I have indicated: an act is unfittin8 if and cnly 

it to perlOl"ll the acticm i. to treat a penon, A, aa ~s_.inI 

(or laeidDl) ~ att.riblte which they do not. poes., •• (or do not 

lack). And, .inee 'fitnes.· _,. be used to •• an what ia' 
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appropriate - as in the expression 'the fitness of things' - I 

shall use 'fitness' rather than the somewhat inelegant 

'fittingness' • 

I will claim that to act Wljustly is to act unfittingly. But I 

do ngt. claim that to act unfittingl,. is to act unjustly. In 

other words there are, I believe, actions which are unfitting, 

but not unjust: we may say that fitness is the genus, and 

justice the species wi thin that genus. Justice is one of a 

family of concepts. 

Let me illustrate this point l4 th the followinC example. Suppose 

Brown shows contempt for a judge in a court of law. He refuses 

to stand up, swears, and so on. Now we may "'ish to say that 

Brown has treated the judge inappropriately or unfi tt1ngly , that 

he has treated the judge as less than be is. But this point 

would D21 normally be made by describing Brown's actions a. 

un.iust. Rather auch actions Jdght be described as disrespectful 

or ccnt.ptuous. Here, then, we appear to have a cue of an 

unfitting action which is not unjust. 'Ibis is no objection to 

the theory I propose to defend: lIlY claim is that all unjust acta 

are unfittinc, D2t that all unfitting acta are unjust. However 

the case does raise the question of which unfitting acta are 

unjust. Bow does injustice differ fn. other tJPe8 of l.Dlfitting 

acta? 'Ibis isaue will be explored later. 

It M7' be helpful to caapa.re justice .. fitDeD. with another 
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familiar characterization of justice, namely, that of 'giving to 

each according to their due'. ( 12) It is clear that the two 

views are not unrelated; if we treat a person unfittingly we are, 

it would seem, failing to provide what is due to them. (If we 

fail to provide what is due we mayor many not be acting 

tmjustly. In our previous example Brown - we are to suppose -

failed to treat the judge with the respect which was due. But-

I suggested - he did not act unjustly. It would appe~:r:, 
·~t·· .. 

therefore, that 'to each according to their due' is - like 

fitness - a wider notion than justice.) 
. " 

Nevertheless, despite the aflini ty between justice as "fi UleSS and 

'to each according to their due', justice as fitness - if sound -

is to be preferred for its greater potency. It is, I suggest, 

quite unclear how we might extract fran the formula 'to each 

according to their due' any indication of ~ is due to anyone. 

(111is is, of course, widely acknowledged, and 'to each according 

to their due' is described as a purely 'formal' account of 

justice.) But the notion of fitness I am using is lION potent; 

it contains wi thin ita auaestion of how we aight .t about 

--.... _---_...--.-_------.. --.. ---.... _--------... ----._---_ ... _-------
(12) AIDcnC CCUltless reiterations see MII..I..m (1916), p20: 

• •• the moat valuable general defiai tion of 
justice is that which brinp out ita distrihlti ve 
character II08t plainly: justice is pl' cuique, 
to each his due. 

and FEINBIIG (1980). p266. 

In all eaaea, of coura.. Juatice caaaiat. in 
givina a peraon hi. due, ••• 
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detennining What is due to a particular person. As I have said 

an action which constitutes treating a person as less than they 

are is unfitting. In order to determine what is due we may. 

therefore. consider which actions constitute treating the person 

concerned as less than they are. I do not wish to pretend that 

answering this question is a simple ... tter. But it does suggest 

an avenue to explore. 

Justice as fitness der! ves its greater potency - as compared with 

'to each according to their due' - by being more specific and 

assertive and. thereby, more contentious and risky. Let me 

illustrate this point with two examples. Consider first the case 

of needs. It is held by some that, in appropriate circumstances, 

to act justly requires the distribution of benefits in accordance 

with need. Such a view appears to raise no problem for the view 

that justice is a matter of treating each according to their due. 

What is due to someone is, it is claimed, what they need. But 

the view that justice requires (at least sanetiea) distribution 

according to need appears to raise a problem for Justice as 

fitness, for it requires us to hold - it we hold that what is 

Just i8 'to each according to their needs' - that to fail to 

distribute in accordance with need ia to treat the needy as less 

than they are. But is this so? (If it is, how i8 it so?) After 

all, it is not generally held that to be in need i8, ipso facto. 

to be a bigher or 1101'8 'WOrthy person. 

~ider al80 the cue of entitl.anta. Suppoae I appear to be 

failing to honour a ccntract we Iw.ve 18de. and JOU 10 to court. 
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The judge, however, has accepted my offer of a bribe and decides 

against you. You canplain that you have been treated unjustly, 

that you have been denied that to which you are entitled. Now 

clearly, this can happily be put by saying that you have been 

denied that which is due to you. But have you been treated as 

lower or less worthy than you are? It ~ DOt. It is not 

generally held that to becaDe entitled to some goods or services 

is to become higher, to be rendered more wort:.hy. How could it 

be, then, that to be treated as unentitled when one is entitled, 

is, at least sometimes, to be treated as less than one is? 

Qle response to these apparent problems for justice as ti tness 

would be to deny that failing to treat people in accordance with 

their needs and/or their entitlements is unjust. But this would 

be to abandon the project we have set ourselves: I do not wish 

to offer Justice as fitness as a conceptiQD of justice - as one 

among .any possible variants - but as the explicit 

characterization of the concept of Justice which we share. In 

any case, to reject needs and entitlementa as irrelevant would be 

too quick and wholly \D1persuasi ve. Justice as fitness is, then, 

a contentioua view: it can be sustained only if these (and 

other) problems can be resolved. 

In this section we have been ccncemed only with the t\mdspental 

idea of juatice as fitDeas. 1bere are, no doubt, MDT point.. 

which lact clari t,. -.d require expanaion and furtber elucidation. 

To aid the :reader I have introduced tlIe idea iD • slapl. tema; 
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but it would be surprising if quali fications of I and refinements 

to, this idea are not required. And, as we have already seen, 

justice as fitness is contentious, its defence calling for 

solutions to a maber of problems. 
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1.3 Issues and Methods 

~ task, then, will be to understand the concept of justice. 

How is this to be achieved? What methods are we to use? What 

questions are we to ask? 

We are to investigate the concept of justice. We might, 

therefore, begin by considering what kind of object the concept 

of justice is. What kind of an object - if it is an object - is 

a concept? But if we tackled this question seriously we should 

be unlikely to tackle any other. I shall, therefore, assume that 

our intuitive ideas on this matter are sufficient. 

I shall take it that there is an intimate relationship between 

the concept of justice and the use of the tera ' justice' • ( I 

presupposed this to be the case when, in my opening remarks, I 

associated the ideas of sharing an understanding of what 

'justice' means with sharing a concept of justice.) But what 

exactly is this relationship, and how inti_te is it? In 

particular, muat our account of the concept of justice be 

consistent with All (current) use. of the term 'justice' and its 

COIMtes? If not. to what degree IlUBt it be consistent? 

It is cl-.r encJUIh that the our account of the CCDCept ot justice 

.. t be ccnsistent with at l_t .uz us_ of 'Justice'. It we 

tail to satis" this candi tim then - it would __ - it would be 

perverae to clam that the concept we have described ia the 

cancept of JptlCO. It ..... alllO clear that the existence of 
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sane uses of the term which are apparently inconsistent with an 

account of the concept constitutes at least a prima facie 

objection to that &CCO\D'lt. And, it we have two rival accounts, 

the account which is consistent with more uses (or, perhaps, more 

types of uses) of the term is, other things being equal at least, 

to be preferred. 

But are we ever justified in ignoring BaDe uses? And if so. what 

justification can be given for so doing? Hay we. as Sidgwick 

suggests, 'clip the ragged edge of coa.Jn usage'? Or is to do 80 

- as Wittgenstein suggests - to indulge our 'craving for 

generality' and to display a 'contemptuous attitude towarda the 

particular case': 

Philosophy really is 'purely descriptive'. (13) 

As an example of what is at issue here, consider a question which 

we shall be discussing later: Is it \D'ljust to fail to keep a 

PI'CIIIlise? (Let us grant, for the sake of &rglIDent that it is 

wrong to fail to keep a proaise. The question is:. Is it 

unJust?) 

Let us suppose - as I believe is the case - that 'failing to keep 

a promise is described by sa.e people. thoulh hot .. ny, as 

------------------------~-------------------------- - --------
( 13) wrrrouBI'EIN (1969). p18. 
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unjust. If we are content to be 'purely descriptive' we -.y 

simply record this fact. But are all uses 'all right as they 

are'? Or are some uses to be avoided? 

'nlere appear to be two distinct ways of taking these questions. 

Firstly, we might consider whether some term uses are Ilisuses of 

the concept. If this were so then to make such a use would be to 

make a mistake, an error. Secondly we might consider whether 

some tera uses are inappropriate, imprudent - bJt not mistakes. 

If we find reasons for thinking that some uses are inappropriate 

we shall have reason to recoanend the adoption of a revised use. 

('ftle general ground for such pI"Op)S8l.s is - Presl.lll&bl7 - that 

current use fails to mark a distinction which ought, for SOllIe 

reason, to be marked by the term in question; or that current use 

marks a distinction which ought not, for some reason, to be 

marked - at least, not by that term.) 

Consider first the question of whether a term use -'7 f!fVer be 

said to be lIi,taken, an error. Consider again the question of 

whether failine to keep a promise is tmjuat. Could it be a 

aistake to call failing to keep a praDiae 'tD"lJ .. t'? At first 

aight this may __ an intelligible question. But there is a 

problem: in order to decide this issue we need .. accc::ult of the 

concept of justice. But - it would seem - our account of the 

concept of Jt-tice i. to be derived fraa the __ of • Justice' 

and ita cognates. Do we require that our accomlt of the concept 

takes note of the tact that '1mjust' i • .ad (by lIOII8 people) of 

fail1na to keep • prcE.ae? Whichever view we take we __ to be 
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in danger of begging the question at issue. 

Sidgwick's suggestion was that our objective should be to produce 

a definition: 

••• which will be accepted by all canpetent judges as 
presenting, in a clear and explicit fona, Mlat they 
have always .eant by the term, though perhaps 
implicitly and vaguely. (14) 

According to Sidgwick, then, there is the po.sibili ty of error by 

those who are not caapetent judges. (Competence is, no doubt, a 

matter of degree. a.tt there are clear cases of DOI'l-caapetence -

resulting, for ex8IIPle, fraa insufficient fluency in &laliBh - to 

set against the hard cases.) 'lbe possibility of this type of 

error is, surely, WlCOntroversial. 

But, Sidgwick appears to imply, there is the poaibility of error 

by competent judges: a speaker ( who is, let us aaSUlte, a 

caapetent judge) EY, after reflection, ccme to the view that an 

occasion on which he used a particular tel'll was DQt: one on which 

what he had 'alW&J8 JDe8l'lt by the term', albeit 'illlplicitly and 

vaguely', ... present. In such a cue the speaker could refer to 

his previous use of the term as a aiauae or a mistake. 

------,------------------...-_---------_ .. - ---------..-...----
(14) SIDGWICK (1981), p264. 
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I do not claim such an account settles the mafter: there are no 

doubt, responses which may be made at this point. Nevertheless I 

propose to leave the arg':lJ11E!nt here - except to ask the reader to 

consider whether the foregoing is a reasonable description of an 

experience which he has sanetimes had. I shall assume that it is 

at least possible for a canpetent judge to be in error in the 

manner indicated; and I shall suggest that to call failing to 

keep a pranise \D'ljust may be one such case. If this &rgtIDent is 

successful we shall be able to conclude that the (existing) 

concept of justice need not be consistent with All uses of 

, justice' and its cognates. 

Let us now tum to the second interpretation: Are there uses of 

'justice' which are inappropriate or imprudent, hit not properly 

described as mistaken? Are there reasons to reocmuend revisions, 

to change (whether it be to extend or limit use), and reasons to 

adhere to established usage? 

What reaacms are there to adhere to established patterns of term 

use? To chance for no reason would be perverse. It ia plausible 

to IIUJ'.POM that the l.anguaae or Iarcuag_ we kncJw restrict what 

we are able to think and 8&J' (or", at l_t, what we are likely to 

think of and apeak of). But if this ia BO, it is worth notinc 

that it i. no less plausible to suppoae that aD established WIe 

of te~, and the associated cor.cepbal .,.taa. are enablinl as 

well .. reBtrlctl ve: that i., they both enable _ to think, and 

constrain - or, at leut provide a resistance to - our thinlciDII. 

It i. alao plausible to suppose that such eapowerln. and 
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constraining are interrelated. As Kant, in a different context, 

wrote: 

1be light dove, cleaving the air in her free flight, 
and feeling its resistance, might imagine that its 
flight would be still easier in empty space. (15) 

It is, of course, important not to be oblivious to the 

constrictions or resistance offered in any given conceptual 

system. But it is also important to remember that there are 

dangers attached to ignoring established use. Theories couched 

in novel terms are, at the liait, unintelligible. 

What reatIOIlII are there to change existing uses? Let us begin by 

noting that a correction of the kind we have been discussing - so 

as to bring our use into conformity with 'what we have always 

meant by the term', albeit only 'implicitly and vaguely', will be 

a revision of term use. Such a revision adght be said to be ot 

the tel'll use rather than the concept. But are there reasons to 

modify the concept? 

Consider the suggestion that we should chanae OlD" tena uses where 

necessary in order to make the respective concept accord with 

'the world' or 'reality'. Is such a suggestion intelligible? Is 

'what there is' - including actions - divided into naturally 

--~--~------~~------------------------~---------------- -------
(15) KANT (1929) t pl7 (A5/B8). 
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occuring kinds? And ~ven if this is so, how are we to discuss 

these kinds? 'Ibis does not seem (to me) a pranising line of 

inquiry; I do not, therefore, propose to explore it. 

Mention has already been Mde of what is, I take it, the general 

grolUld for change: to revise a term use so as to enable the 

concept to mark a distinction which ought to be uarked by the 

concept or to avoid marking a distinction what ought not to be 

marked by the cancept. But what distinctions ought or ought not 

to be Erked? 

In part it would seem that which distinctions ought or ought not 

to be marked will depend upon our purposes. But, of course, we 

have many different purposes. And, at least saaetimes, these 

different pJrpOSeS will conflict. A rather crude illustration of 

this is the following. Sometimes we want to ,,"in a particular 

argument, and we have no interest in the validi t,. of our 

arguments - as long as they are not exposed as iDvalid. We ma,., 

for exa.ple, be seeking funding for a particular project fraa 

paymasters who do not ahare, or cannot understand, our 

objectives. Here a vocabulary which enables U8 to be, any 

difficult queationa 8bould be adopted. 'Ibis aituatioo _y be 

contraated with one in MUch we are seeking the truth by engaging 

in debate with peraaDII we respect as equals in that search. In 

pouible. does not bea 8ltI of the queationa at t.ue. brt. enables 

all vi.. to be put wi tb force and clarity. A diatiDCticn which 

it .. ,. be iIIportant to .ark in this later c.ea. it..,. be 
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important to have collapsed in the former, and vice versa. 

What are we to assume are our purposes? I shall assume that at 

least ooe of our purposes is indeed the search for truth (however 

this is to be understood), and that where possible we should 

avoid adjusting a concept in such a way as to beg a question at 

issue. 

I have said that to justify revision of a CClnCept we must show 

that the revision introduces the marking of a distinction which 

ought to be marked. But it should be noted that any argument for 

a revision must show, not simply that the use of a term fails to 

mark an important distinction (or draws one which it is important 

not to draw), but also that the distinction should be marked (or 

not marked) by the particular tenD in question. 

In order to satisfy this requirement it would aeea that we are 

required to look at the concept in the context of other concepts 

available. ('lhere is, for example, less need to adjust a concept 

to Mrk a aet ot distinctions which are already being marked, 

though perhaps not exclusively, by sc.e other concept.) And we 

may then be led on to the thought that it is not the 

appropriateness of individual concept. which we should consider t 

but whole weablll] aries. 

'Dleae 8CCOWlta ot the arguments tor and againat dlanging tem use 

are extre.ely,eneral. But they are, I hope, BUtticient to abow 
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that there can rarely be any possibility or an entirely 

conclusive argument. At best it will be a matter of evaluating 

and weighing various considerations, and there ,,-ill be room for 

differing judgements. Indeed it may be doubtful ... nether there is 

any real place for arguments in this area except those which 

amount to the outlining of saDe new vocabulary and conceptual 

scheme, in the hope that the new scheme will attract followers by 

the promise of fresh insights on old problems. 

We have considered both the correction and revision of term use. 

'!be arguments I shall offer are primarily aimed at achieving 

Sidgwick' s objective, that is, of providing a definition which: 

will be accepted by all caapetent judges as presenting t 
in a clear and explicit form, what they have always 
meant by the term, though perhaps implicitly and 
vaguely. (16) 

However, my arguments MY instead be taken as recallDending a 

revision of established use (and the existing concept). 

Is it reasonable to take two bi tea at this cherry? I suggest it 

is. 'lbe central notion here is coherence. It is not 

~e to suppoee that our (abstract) coocepts have BaDe 

measure of coherence: if this were not 80 it is DOt easy to see 

how we could have any feelina of 'having alwa)"8 .ant somet.hing' 

by the respective tera, albeit '1Japlicitly and vacuely'. 

~-~-----~--~-------- ... --.~--~--------~~~----------~-
(16) SIDOWICZ (1981). p284. 
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But it is not unreasonable to suppose that, other things being 

equal, our concepts gyght to possess more coherence rather than 

less. If, then, the reader rejects justice as fitness as a 

description of what he has always meant by 'justice', the 

arguments to be presented may be viewed as indicating how our 

concept of justice could be 'tidied up', made more coherent than 

it is. 

As I have said, I will argue that our concept of justice has more 

structure and more coherence than, on the surface, appears to be 

the case. Let us suppose for a moment that such a deep structure 

or undiscovered coherence does exist. What would be the 

consequences ot the existence of such a deep structure, and how 

should we attempt to uncover it? 

The existence of a deep structure would mean that it is possible 

to make discoveries about concepts. We should DOt be condemned 

to a choice between having merely to describe existinc concepta, 

or to construct new ones. (I take it that by 'describe' we mean 

silaply recording the evidence, that which lies tor all to see.) 

Such discoveries would be insights enabling us to see into the 

inner workings of the concepts, as it were; and they ailbt also 

be held to have explanatory force, perhaps pla7inl a sipUficant 

role in accounting for disagreements over what is Just and 

unjust. At the very least, to organize a aeem.inCly di ..... te set 

of beliefs i. to remove the problem of why then! iI a Memincly 

diaparate set ot beliefs. 
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How might this (posited) deep structure be uncovered? Firstly we 

may distinguish between disputed and undiswt.c:d uses of 'justice' 

and its cognates. I propose to use 'undisputed uses' to refer to 

those where it is agreed by all parties that SClme act, policy, 

outcane, or whatever may, with conceptual propriety, be described 

as just or unjust, that is, that the concept of justice is 

applicable to the particular case. (1be parties II&Y, of course, 

disagree as to whether the act, etc., is just or unjust.) In 

disputed cases the question of whether the question of justice 

arises is itself in dispute. I have suggested already that to 

describe faili.J)g to keep a promise as lmjust would be at best 

controversial or disputed. I have also suggested that the 

application of the term 'unjust t to describe the treatment of a 

trustwortllJ person as untrustworthy is undisputed. 

I have spoken of a distinction between disputed and tmdisputed 

uses of 'justice'. But what we have is, of course, not a simple 

distinction but a continUl.DD. At one extreme we have applications 

which are universally accepted, at the other extreme uses which 

are not tolerated. Between these ext~ we have applications 

which are, to varyina dearees, disputed. 

A second distinction (which was introduced in the last section) 

is that between transparent and opaque uses. A transparent use 

of a concept i. one which not only pease.HII, but &180 ..u.fests, 

the .eneral fora of the ccncept,. 
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It see.s reasonable to begin an analysis by concentrating upon 

the tntisputed cases, and to attempt to determine which (if any) 

cases are transparent. 'Ihe opaque undisputed cases must then be 

shown to possess - even though they do not mani fest - the form 

POSsessed by the transparent cases. Of course, to describe a 

particular case as transparent i8 tantamount to adopting a 

particular view of the concept. We are not, therefore, 

describing a process by which a view of the concept of justice 

may be reached so much as a proce88 by which a particular view 

(or hypothesis) can be presented and defended. '!be example, 

gi Yell in the last section, of treating a tnastworthy person as 

untrustworthy, was, I shall try to show, an example of a 

transparent use of the concept of justice. To aay justice 

requires that (in certain cil'C\.lDStancea) a person be canpensated 

is. I shall suggest. an example of an opaque use of the concept 

of justice. As such, compensation - like needs and entitlements 

- poaea a problan for justice as fi tnea •• 

Having identified those cases whose surface structure is the same 

.. the ccncept' s deep structure, and havine expoaed this same 

structure in those case. where the tel'll use i. uncontentioua but 

where the structure does not lie on the aurfaee, we _y attempt 

to account for cases where the very application of the tel'll is 

disputed, or not widely practised. In the diSCU8Sion of disputed 

caaea the sources of the dispute over use IBY be ilhainated. 

And on the basia of this exandnaticn. it., be poaalble to ofter 

support to one particular part" to the diap.rt.e, to aua-t. that 

the cue does, or does not, involve 'what we have alwaJII 1le8ftt.' 
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by 'justice', and to reconmend the adoption or rejection of the 

term use at issue. 

The search for a deep structure is, perhaps, to be conducted in a 

manner akin to a scientific research programme. (17) There is a 

need to propose as simple and as elegant a theory as seems to 

have any chance of fitting 'the facts'. 'Ibe idea for such a 

theory might be drawn from the application of the concept of 

justice in one area, and the prograame consist in showing how 

this view of the concept may be profitably applied in other 

areas. In a research prograaae in conceptual analysis it would. 

I think, be distinctly odd to be able to defead an- hypothesis 

which seemed initially implausible in relation to All uses of the 

concept. (1bis would be the case if there were no transparent 

cases.) But I have no wish to rule out such a possibility. 

Typically, then, the research prograame will consist of trying to 

show how the analysis can deal with seemingly difficult cases. 

To deal convincingly ~th such cases is to illlainate thea. A 

theory will be attractive only if it is able to handle difficult 

cases in a fashion which &eeID8 plausible. If. view has to be 

distorted in order to preserve the theory fraa falaification the 

victory, or rather the defence, will most likel,. turn out to be 

pyrrhic. I would add, however, that, just as there JIIaY be no 

------~--------~-~-------~~~---~~------------,----------

(17) at tbe notion of • lIOi_tifl0 reaeareh PI'GII- 8M IIIre 
Lakatoa 'Pal.if1cation and the MethodolOlJ of Scientific 
Reaeardl PropanE.', in LAKA'ftB AND ~VI (1970', pp91-
196. 
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'crucial experiments' in the sciences, so there ..,. be no:-crucial 

'difficult cases' in conceptual analysis. 'lbe success or failure 

of the programme must be judged on the basis of how the 

hypothesis fares in relation to the various cases, viewed as a 

whole. 

'ftle body of views about what is and is not just might be 

considered the analogue of scientific experiaental data. It is, 

therefore, important to be alive to the variety of conceptions of 

justice, both contemporary and historical. But it is must also 

be remembered that, at some point t views becaIIe 80 radically 

different' as to be disparate, and to defy being iDtearated within 

a single given theory, even though the same tel'll _1' be used in 

regard to them. We "1', therefore, face a choice between 

invoking ambiguity and abandoning the particular organizing 

hypothesis with which we are working. Again, this is a matter 

requiri.ng Judgelll8l'lt. A hypothesis needs to be given a reasonable 

nut, hat there is nothing to be gained from floalng it to death. 

The iJDportant point is to be alive to temptatic:ma. 'Jboae who 

defend theories "1' 8UCClDb to the temptation to deny too readily 

that apparent counter-evidence to a preferred theory ia 

significant. We may be tempted to den.y that saaecne's conception 

is 'really' a conception of justice. Or clau. that 'just' and 

'unjust' are being used only JDetaphorical.ly. We .. t, of course, 

remember that what we have ulterior motives for saying is 

sOlDet~ true. In the case of J~ce there are obvi~ reaaona 

why people fiDd it advantageous to extend the u.e of the ter.. 
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But, as I have implied earlier, there are lillits beyond which a 

term's use may be extended only at the cost of pulling the 

concept to pieces and destroying its internal coherence. It has 

been l'eIDflrked that political concepts, being" used in political 

life, are particularly prone to suffer this fate at the hands of 

the politically active. It would, however, be a mistake to 

underestimate the influence, at least on theorists, of the 

sometiaes (but only sometimes) more subtle distortions 

perpetrated by theorists as a means of protecting their preferred 

theories. 

We must be sensitive to the subtleties of different theories of 

Justice (at least where theorists have, themselves, been 

sufficiently sensi ti ve to produce subtle theories) and to the 

subtleties which abolUld in what people actually say and do not 

say. Close attention to the finer points of the linguistic 

practices of native English speakers baa not bad a good press 

since the reaction to the excesses of ' ordinary language 

phi l()SOJily , set in. But, though we ahould avoid getting bogged 

down in collecting specimens, I do wish to endorse Austin's 

dict\.a that ordinary J.ancuage is the - or at least a - first 

word. (18) To traaple roughshod over conteaporary usage is 

perverse, being nothing less than to obliterate many of the 

available clues to significant distinctions and interrelations. 

---~-~--------~----~--~-~----------,--------------------

(18) See J. L. Auatin t A Plea tor Excuses' in AUSTIN (1970) • 
eQeCiall)~ piG. 
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It is as i.portant to avoi? dogmatic antagonism to the 
• 

characteristic questions of 'ordinary language philosophy', as it 

is to avoid embracing its excesses. 

As I have said, it is important not to be &historical. A full 

understanding of a concept is to be drawn, not only from 

contemporary sources, but fraa historical ones too. To full,. 

understand a concept it is necessary to have not merel,. a snap

shot portrait but a biograph)". '1be writing of such a biograph)" 

is a task to be undertaken by historians of ideas. But the work 

of historians of ideas and philosophers should be complementary: 

historians 1118,. discem conceptions which may (or ma,. not) be 

worked up into possible loose side-constraints on views of 

concepts; philosophers will provide theories which may be worked 

into historical hypotheses, and suggestions as to what it might 

be worth looking out for. 

Fai thful.neas to the complexi t,. of the actual use of a term, and 

the desire to find coherence in its structure 1118)", at least on 

occasions, give rise to divergent demanda. To philosophize, to 

seek coherence, is to risk paying too little attentiCXl to the 

CCIIplexit,. involved in the emplo~t of a COI1Cept like Justice. 

Over-simplification is the occupational hazard of the 

Jlhllosopher. We BUJt tr,- to guard against this. Nevertheless, 

for the reasons I sketched earlier, we need not view all existing 

uses .. sacrosanct: in conceptual anabsia, .. in aurcer,- or 

archaeological excavation, it ia MC'etIsat7 to cc.bine ... i ti vi tJ 

Wi th an ability to recoanize a foreilft bodf. '!bere is no place 
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.. 
for indiscriminate· hacking: decisions to amputate and remove 

sections need to be taken with extreme caution. To change the 

metaphor, analysing a concept like justice requires the careful 

unravelling of a very convoluted thread. It is, of course, 

easier and quicker to cut the knot. But that would not help us 

to achieve the task we have set ourselves. 

I have concentrated so far on how we mi.b~ uncover the 

eharacteristic forms of justice and injustice - the source of the 

coherence (if there is any) of the concept of justice. But fully 

understanding a concept is not simply a matter of understanding 

ita internal coherence. It is also necessary to grasp its role 

or function in our conceptual system, its relationship to other 

concepts. 

The concept of justice is first and foremost a cancept employed 

in practical reasoning. Above all else, to say tbat an action is 

tmjust is to say that, other things being eq\8l at least, it 

should not be performed. It is also, I take it, to say that 

there is ac.e m"an why the action should not be perforaed. But 

not all reaaona for not perfol'llling an action, for thi.nlti.ng the 

action a wrong action are, even if other thiDas are equal, 

tmjust. An understand ina of the role of Justice in practical 

reason requires, therefore, clarificatian of the distinction 

between those reasans failure to act in accordIDce with which 

reaults in injustice, and thoae reasons failare to act in 

accordance with which results in • wrong, but not. Wljuat, action. 
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In sho;t, then, we DaJSt look for an answer to the question of how 

reasons for acting justly differ from, and relate to, other 

reasons for action. I will suggest later that utilitarianism is 

best understood as invol ving the rejection ot considerations 

appertaining to justice. If this is so, we should expect a 

striking contrast between the utilitarian's reasons for action, 

and the reasons for acting justly. I will offer an account of 

the nature and origin of that contrast later. 

An examination of this issue may shed some light on the relative 

importance to be attached to acting justly. It has seemed to 

many that we are often faced with a choice between acting justly 

and pursuing some other objective; in substantive moral and 

political philosophizing we often find divercent cansiderations: 

'on the one band equality, on the other efficiency' or 'on the 

one hand rights, on the other utility'. Now the relative 

importance of acting justly in general is, of course, simply a 

flD'lCtion of the relative importance of that t)'Pe or types of 

reason for action failing to act in accordance with 1IIhich results 

in injustice, as caapared with other t)'PeS of reaaco for action. 

'Jbe first task is to distinguish that tJPe. or thaee tJP88, of 

reason tor action tailing to act in accordance with which results 

in injustice, and this task we have already set ourselves as part 

of the general project of coming to a full understandi.ng of the 

concept ot Justice. But, having distinguished between the 

various types ot reasons tor &etien, we should tJ.l uk wt.t 

'weiCht', is to be attached to the various (tJPell of) reuona for 

action, and bow this is to be defended. Or, alternatively, and 
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"'!' less positively, to explain why various (types of) reasons for 

action are incoamensurable. 

A proper understanding of the role and context of the concept of 

justice requires an understanding of the relationship between 

justice and the other concepts whose roles are also, first and 

foremost, in practical reasoning. In .ost cases such 

relatimships will be brought out by indicating similarities and 

dissimilarities, of com.paring and contrasting; in others, it is a 

matter of establishing relations of entailment. But in the case 

of concepts more distantly related to justice this task requires 

not.hing less than the lUlcovering of the structure of our thought 

in that area with which justice is primarily concerned, that is, 

the tmCOVering of the conceptual system (or systems) employed in 

practical. reasoning. A full understanding of justice requires, 

then, an \D'lderstanding of how justice stands in relation to such 

concepts as intelrity, trust, obligation, desert, merit, 

authority t value t respect t honour, entitlement and 80 on. ~ 

particular conceptual relationship which we shall be concerned 

wi til is that between justice and virtue. I will argue that a 

concepticn of Justice presupposes a view ot what cansti tutes a 

virtue. If this is so then at least ~ disaareements over what 

is and what is not Just may arise as a reaul t of 1101'8 fundamental 

di&agreeMnts over the nature, and relative iIIportance, of the 

varioua virtues. If this ~t ia sound it will, I believe, 

be of aa.e assistance in clarifying debate over substantive 

isaues. 
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This point may be generalized. The task of delineating and 

defending a view of the concept of justice will require, as I 

have already intimated, close attention to the structure of 

&rg\Dents and claims about what is, and is not, just. In a 

sense, then, the project is an attempt to answer a second order 

question, a discussion of discussions about which actions are 

Just. But it should not be ass\Bed that a second order debate 

leaves first order topics 'as they were'. The distinction 

between first and second order levels of discourae is, I think, 

rather like a distinction between two geological layers. '!be 

distinction is useful t and the interface often clear and distinct 

enough. Nevertheless, alJDost by sheer proximity, a change in our 

thinking about the concept of justice may produce movement in our 

thinking about what is, and is not, just. It is not to be 

expected that developoents. even changes, in our view of the 

concept of justice will force us to .ake changes in our view of 

what is just and what is unjust. Ita I have said, the objective is 

to delineate the concept of Justice which, I posit, we ahare. 

Justice as fitness should. therefore. be conaistent with the 

various different substantive viewa of what ia, and i. not, Just. 

Nevertheless, though we may not be forced to change our 

substantive views. the process of cc.i.nI to an understanding of 

those views, by way of exposing their structure and 

Pl"eSuppoai tions, IB7 lead us to wish to reviae tbaae viewa. nus 

POint can be illustrated with the cue of need which we have 

already introduced. I have aua-ted that the view that. in aa. 
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circ\.DDStances, distribution should follow need presents a problem 

for justice as fitness. Now this problem will need to be 

resolved. A successful resolution of the problem will require it 

to be shown (in a convincing manner, of course) that, on the 

appropriate occasions, to fail to treat people in accordance with 

their needs is to treat them as if they were lower than they are. 

If we are unable to do this, then we must reject (or suitably 

amend) justice as fitness (or, of course, deny that 'to each 

according to their needs' is a principle of ,justice). But, if 

this probl. for justice as fitness can be successfully resolved, 

what is at present only implicit will be made explicit; that is, 

it will becaDe explicit exactly why (it is held that) to fail to 

treat people in accordance with their needs is to treat those in 

need as less or lower than they are. Needless to say, on SaDe 

occasions, ~n our implicit assumptions are rendered explicit, 

we choose to revise those assumptions and the views which flow 

from them. But even when we do not change our views, the process 

of having their structure and presupposi tiona exposed can hardly 

fail to increase our understanding of them. ui short, then, we 

have every reason to hope that an examination ot the concept of 

justice will not leave our substantive views 'as they are'. 

As I indicated earlier, I shall be suggesting that it ia aistaken 

to believe that failine to keep a promise is unjust. It My be 

wondered wbJ. it this is BO. the topic of promisinC i. included 

in a 1«)rk 1Ib1ch allB. pru.rily, at elucidatinl the concept ot 

~tice. IAaviDa aside any cla1JD to intrinsic interest, I would 
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make two points. Firstly, it has indeed been held (19) that 

failing to keep a promise is, ipso facto, \D'ljust. It might be 
. 

objected, therefore, that the theory I will develop is unable to 

accOllllllOdate this type of (alleged) injustice. And 'it is, 

therefore not inappropriate to attempt to deal with such an 

objecticn. Indeed to fail to meet this objectien would, I think, 

be a serious lacuna. 

But, and this is my second point, even if it had never been held 

that it is unjust to fail to act in accordance with a promise, 

the investigation of that issue would not. I thi.nk. be irrelevant 

to an inquiry into the nature of the concept of Justice: a full 

understanding of a concept requires that we are able to say, not 

only when and .my the concept may be eaplQ1ed, b.rt when and why 

it should be withheld. Needless to say not all occasions on 

which the concept of Justice is not used aerit detailed 

consideration. However, in the case of obliptiona generally. 

----------------------------------------------------------------
(19) 'Ibe view was held, for example, by Hobbes (1D3BFS (1968), 

C21apt.er XV): 

And in this law of nature, consistetb the fountain 
and original of JUSTICE. For where DO covenant 
hath preceded, there hath DO ri.ht been 
transferred. and everyman has ri.ht to every 
t.hina, and consequently no actien can be Wljuuat. 
But when a covenant is made, then to break it is 
lVl.iust: and the definition of INJUSTICE, is no 
other than the not perfol'lMnCe of ccm!!D8I'lt. And 
whatsoever is not unjust is juat. 

by IhBDe (See HUME (1888), Book III, Part II, Sectiona I and 
V), and byJ. S. Mill (MILL (1962), p229): 

••• it is ccnfeuedly tmjust to break faith to 
arvone. " 
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and the obligation to keep a promise in particular, we have an 

apparently related or neighbouring concept. It is difficult to 

see how an Wlderstandins of the relationship between justice and 

obligations (i.e. an understanding of their·respective places in 

the conceptual system or systems we employ in practical 

reasoning) - irrespective of whether that relationship is such 

that failins to act in accordance with an obligation is unjust -

could fail to add to our understanding of the cxmcept of justice. 

To summarize: we shall require an explicit account of the 

concept of justice, and of the reasons for actiCID we act contrary 

to when we act lUljustly; we shall require an account of how such 

reasons relate to, and differ fran, other possible reasons for 

action; and we shall require an &CCOWlt of beN justice relates 

to, and differs from, the other concepts used in practical 

reasonins. It would, no doubt, be over-optimistic to hope that 

we shall be able to answer fully all of these questions. 

Nevertheless, we should keep them in mind, in the hope that at 

least some light can be shed upon each of them. 

'!be foregoinC, then, is the method by which we shall precede. It 

ia not, of course, a mechanical procedure. I have spoken of the 

need for sensitivity, for tolerance, for being alive to 

temptations, and for judainl matters 'as a whole'. To call this 

collection a 'philosophical method' .. y seem P1"ep)8tercus. But I 

doubt that ~ IIOre hard and fast is defensible. 
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1.4 A Starting Point 

It has become customary to begin a discussion of justice by 

noting that we speak of justice and injustice in relation to many 

different 'objects' - actors or agents and their dispositions, 

actions, laws, institutions, treatments, distributions and so on. 

Such uses are, it would seem, interrelated in a fairly obvious 

manner: an unjust actor is a person who has a disposition to act 

lmjustly, that is, a person who may be expected to be ready to 

act unjustly when placed in an appropriate situation; an unjust 

act is, it would seem, an act which involves the \D'ljust treat.-ent 

of someone (or, perhaps, something); and when 8OIIeOne is treated 

unjustly, an tmjust state of affairs is brought about. To apeak 

of actions raises the question of whether, and if so which, 

failures to act, that is, omissions, are to be included. But 

this topic is too large to be pursued here. 

It seeaa a reasonable conjecture that the use of 'just' and 

, unjust' in relation to one of these objects is priMry, their 

USe in relation to other object. beiD, derivative, that is, 

explicable by reference to the primary UN. 'Ibua David Miller 

claiJDs that the justice ot states ot atfain 

. .. ..t be reprded .. the pr1m&ry me, tor when we 
describe a man as just we mean that he usually attempts 
to act in such a 1I8T that a just state of affairs 
results ••• If we did not have independent criteria for 
asserting the justice of .tate. of aftain, we cauld 
not describe men .. just or \D'ljuat. (20) 

---~------------------~-----~------------------------------
(20) MII.tLm (1976). ppI7-8. 
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However, according to Julia Annas, Plato took the opposite view: 

The whole development of the argument is summed up 
vividly at 443c-d, where Plato says that the sphere of 
justice is not external actions but a person's own 
inward self. 'He has made the just ~ primary, not 
the question of just actions which dominated the 
concerns of Thrasymachus, and of Glaucon and 
Adeimantus. (21) 

1be issue of whether just agents. actions, states of affairs or 

whatever, should be taken as primary, \D'leXCiting though it may 

seem, is a crucial one. It is one of those fundamental ' first 

water' choices of a kind we are often disposed to make too 

easily. sometimes less than fully consciously, and which are 

likelY to radically affect the analysis which then follows. The 

fundamental character of the choice also means that it is very 

difficult to argue for a particular choice. Now I am inclined to 

think that it is inadvisable to try to discuss the issue entirely 

in the abstract. I propose, therefore, to postpone the 

discussion of this issue 1.D'ltil , but only 1.D'ltil, the topic of 

justice has been rendered a little IIOre manageable. 

Where, then, are we to begin our investigation of the concept of 

justice? In view of the ditticul ty of the task we have 

undertaken, it would aeem· prudent to see whether there is not 

scme alternative to a frontal assault, as it were. Is there some 

route, albeit lION cireuitou. but leas dangeroua, than a direct 

---------------.-.*-------------------------------~-- --------------
(21) ANNAS (1981), pp158-9, ori,inal emphasis. 
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attack? I want to suggest that a discussion of the concept of 

justice in relation to rules (or sets of rules) ~ prove to be 

just such a route. Let me say a few words about the use of 

justice in relation to rules, and then try to explain why this 

may not be an \UlSui table point of departure. 

We often speak of justice in contexts where some particular set 

of rules is to be taken for granted. 'Ibe state'. law courts -

the Courts of Justice - are an example of such a context. The 

law of the state can, at least as an approximation, be thought of 

as, in part, providing a set of rules to be followed by citizens. 

And these rules are to be taken as gi ven as far as the 

Pl"OCeedings of the courts are concerned. 'Ibis i8, no doubt, a 

crude picture, but it will, I trust, suffice for 117 purposes. I 

do not propose to discuss the nature of law, nor to argue from 

the example of the state's law. My discussion of the state's law 

courts will be for the pu-poses of illustration cnly. If the 

reader finds the picture too obviously uninformed to be helpful, 

then he or she is asked to ignore the illustratiCll, and perhaps 

to supply altemative examples. It may be worth adding that it 

will be as well to remember that there are many other 

insti tutions and practices in addition to the laws of the states 

where rules appear to playa similar role, and .mere Justice, 

relative to a set of rules, seems equally readily intelligible. 

An obvious set of examples are competitions for prizes and 

honours, such as football championships, flower arrangin, 

contesta, and the like. 
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1he concept of ~ustice is, then, used in contexts where a set of 

rules is to be taken as given. But, of course, the relationship 

between justice and rules is more than one of contingent 

contigui ty, of sometimes being used in the same place at the same 

time. But what exactly is the nature of the conceptual 

relationship between justice and rules? How intimate, as it 

were, are the concepts of justice and rules? Are they so 

intimate as to preclude the possibility of meaningfully using the 

concept of justice without (at least iJDplicity) employing rules? 

Or are there, perhaps, different 'senses' of 'justice', one 

intimately related to rules, the other not? Or is there a single 

concept of justice which may, but need not, be employed relative 

to a set of rules? 

I propose to examine the question of the nature of the 

relationship between rules and justice in Chapter Two. We will 

there be concerned with the question of what is required for 

there to be justice (and injustice) in relation to a set of 

rules. I will refer to such justice as 'rule-relati ve justice'. 

Wi th an accexmt of rule-relative justice on hand, I propose to 

proceed to enquire into the nature of non-nlle-relati ve justice 

and, if there is such a thing, the relaticnsh.ip between rule

relative and non-rule-relative justice. 

Now this MY indeed seem a ciroli tous way to proceed and I bad 

better make clear lIlY reasons for attemptlnl to 10 torward in this 

way. It &eeII8 pretty clear that we do, in tact. use juatice both 
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in relation to rules, and in abstraction fran rules. It seems 

equally clear that rule-relative justice and non-rule-relative, 

or absolute, Justice are not unrelated. We should, at the very 

least, resist the temptation to think that there are two senses 

of 'justice'. As Anscombe put it: 

Where we are tempted to speak of different senses of a 
word which is clearly not equivocal, we may infer that 
we are pretty much in the dark about the character of 
the concept which it represents. 'Ibere is, however. 
nothing wrong wi til taking a topic piecemeal. (22) 

Now if there is indeed a single coherent concept of justice, and 

if we do indeed wish to take the topic piecemeal, then it would 

appear prudent to examine the concept in the least controversial, 

most straight-forward, area in which it makes an appearance. Ql 

the face of it, the topic of justice in relation to a set of 

rUles which are to be taken as given, may prove to be a 

comparatively uncontroversial topic. (For the purposes of 

CaDparison, the alternative is, I think, desert. I am willing to 

concede that this might appear a more controversial topic.) 'Ibis 

is, then, my reason for beginning my investigation of justice 

wi th a discussion of justice relative to rules. 

My hope is, of course, that a discussion of rule-relative Justice 

will not prove worthless when we caoe to consider what CO\.Ults as 

just when no set of rules can simply be taken for granted. We 

LIVERPOOL 
UNlVFRSJTY 

---------------------~'fft'~'-', " ~,----------------------------
( 22) ANSaItBE (1963), P' •• 'Bn:i~JI'· 



may imagine that, rather like Darwin, we are familiarizing 
~ 

ourselves with a phenomenon in its domestic setting in order to 

be better equipped to recognize it when it appears in the wild. 

But we should not forget the inherent danger involved in the 

piecemeal approach, namely, that in the chosen area, the concept 

may exhibit an uncharacteristic appearance. 'niis is, I think, a 

risk which must be taken. And we must also bear in mind the 

possibility that justice only really makes sense when used in 

relation to rules. I will try to show that this is false by 

arguing that the essential features of justice allow, but do not 

require, justice to be used relative to rules • 

. tt,-.,!;:"",· •.. ..,..... •. -', t.' 
.1 1 

r 
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Olapter 2. Justice and Rules: Rule-relative Justice 

In this chapter I will be concerned exclusively with rule

relative justice, that is, wi th justice and injustice when these 

concepts are used relative to some given set of rules. 'lbe issue 

wi th which I will be primarily concerned is that of the nature of 

rule-relative Justice and injustice. What, exactly, constitutes 

Justice and injustice when these terms are used in relation to a 

set of rules? 

These questions may seem straightforward enough. But they are, I 

think, more difficult - and IDOre interesting - than _y be first 

thought. Let me try to support this contention by briefly 

mentioning two approaches to answering theIIl which I propose to 

reject. 

Firstly, it might be thought that an ACCO\mt of the nature of 

rule-relative and injustice might be ,iven in terms of the 

relationship between the (Just or unjust) act or treatment and 

the IOUl'Ce or origin of the rule. But clearly this will not do. 

Aa I have already sua.ted it ia, at least, poIIible, for the 

pUrpoaes of an argument as to the (rule-relative) Justice of IIOIDe 

act, to take tor cranted BaDe given set of rules. But to take 

Ule rules for granted is tantamo\.Ult to ~ looking at the source 

or origin of those rules. (Rule-relative Justice can, therefore, 

operate on a set of non-conflictinC rules deri vec:l fl'Cll a nUlllber 

of different aources - from. for exaaple. both established 

Practice and the will of a legislative .a.,ly.) Rule-relative 

Juat1ce is to be elucidated. not in te1W8 of the 8OUI"CO of rules. 

but rather in ten. of IIctDe f.ture of rul_ th ••• lwa. 
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Secondly, it might be claimed that an account of (rule-relative) 

justice and injustice is to be given in terms of the 

contravention of rules. On this view I unjust' and 'illegal' are 

held to be synonymous - which, of course, they are not. On a 

more sophisticated account it might be held that l.D'ljust acts 

constitute some subclass of illegal acts. Rather than argue 

specifically against this view I propose to develop an 

alternative, and, I hope, more convincing account. In the light 

of this alternative account, I hope to exhibit exactly what is 

wrong with trying to elucidate rule-relative injustice in terms 

of rule contravention. And we should I thereby I be in a position 

to distinguish the mljust and the illegal. 
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2.1 Rule-relative Injustice: Agents. Actions and Suffering 

In the last chapter I noted that the term • just' could be applied 

to an actor or agent, to an action, to the way in which person 

was treated, or to the state in which a person was placed. I 

mentioned also the issue of priority, the question of whether one 

of these types of application is logically prior to the others, 

the remainder being derivatives. I want to begin lIlY discussion 

of the nature of rule-relative justice by considering this 

'priority issue' in relation to rule-relative justice. 

Let us use the term 'standard case of injustice' to refer to a 

case where there is an unjl.wt aaent, who acta unjustly, treating 

8aDeone unjustly, the person treated suffering an injustice and 

being placed in an unjust situation. We may then consider 

whether each component of the • standard case' is necessary in 

order for there to be a lack of justice. In the present section 

I will be initially concemed with two questions. Firstly, is it 

POSsible for there to be a lack of Justice even though no-one has 

suffered an injustice? Secondly, i. it possible tor there to be a 

lack ot Justice even though no-one is unjust, or has acted 

unjustly? 

But, tirst, why should we even try to answer these questions? 

Q,e reason for tryiDl i. this: thouIIh it is not necessarily true, 

it __ initially plausible to IAJPP(lee that the application of 

• Just' and 'unjust' to a particular 'object' (e.l. t an ..-t, an 

actiQft or a per8OIl'. situation) is 100ically prior only if an 

object ot that type ·i. present whenever there is a lack at 

.n.tice. nn.. if it is the C&II8 that there can be a lack ot 
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justice without there being an unjust agent it seems initially 

less plausible to suppose that just and Wljust agents are prior, 

unjust acts and the suffering of injustice being derivative 

therefrom. I have said only that this view seems plausible. I 

do not wish to deny that it is possible, by dealing with the 

exceptions J to argue that a type of Wljust object, sanetimes 

absent when there is a lack of justice, is, in tact, logically 

prior. I mention this point regarding initial plausibility as DO 

more than the basis of a hunch as to what one might choose to try 

to defend - not as part of a defence. 

Let us beain, then, with the question of whether it is possible 

for there to be a lack of justice even though no-one has been 

treated lD'ljustly. Now at first sight the claim that this is 

indeed possible may seem highly implausible. It may even seem 

to be simply a contradiction. But let me try to show that the 

admission of such a possibility may be the .ost plausible 

solution to a particular problem. 

Consider the notion of a aiscarriage of justice. We speak of a 

miscarriage of Justice (on certain occasions) ~ a person is 

convicted ot a crime they did not CCIIIIdt, or when a guilty person 

is tound not guilty. 1bere is an important - if obvious -

distinction to be drawn between miscarriages of justice in which 

someone is judged to be entitled (or not liable) to ~thing to 

which they are, in fact, not entitled (or liable), and 

miacarrlac. of Jt,.tice in which ~ i. judged to be not 

entitled (or liable) to somethina which they are, in fact, 

anti tIed (or not liable). In the tiNt type of aillC&l'riaCe the 
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judged person stands to benefit < in some general sense) frca the 

miscarriage (as when, for example, a guilty person is found not 

guilty), in the second type of case the judged person stands to 

suffer <as when, for example, an innocent person is found 

guilty). Let me borrow from the econanists and refer to cases of 

the first type as 'up-side' miscarriages, and to cases of the 

second type as 'down-side' miscarriages. 

Now in the case of up-side miscarriages of justice it seems 

POSsible, at least at first glance, that no-one has been t.reated 

unjustly. If we accept this claim, should we argue that. since 

no-one bas suffered an injustice. no-one has been treated 

unjustly, and hence there has been no injustice, and hence there 

is no lack of justice? '!his. surely, cannot be rilht. We cannot 

have both a miscarriage of justice, And no lack of justice. 

Should we, then argue instead that since there has been a 

miscarriage of justice, there has been injustice, and hence 

someone must have been done an injustice, that is, treated 

unjustly? On this view the alleged problem case of the 

aiacarriage of Justice whereby no-one is done an injustice is 

held to be, in principle, impossible. Let us brien7 conaider 

this 1"e8pOIUIe. 

Down-side miscarriages of justice involve the per80D judged beina 

done an injustice. We are, therefore ccncemed onlT with upaide 

aiBCa.rriaa .. of justice, that ia, lliacarriaa. where. em the face 

of it, the peraan Judlecl is not dane an injustice. At. thia point 

the ~t can proceed either by den7inI that, 1D tact, the 

peraon Judged 1. not dcme an iDjuatice. or bJ' aaert1aI that, in 

aU IIUda caaea, there i ••• scne (aaaean8 other ta.a the ptI'IICII1 
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Judged) who is done an injustice, and on 8CCO\Dlt of which there 

is injustice. 

The first of these views is embodied in the well-lmown, even 

notorious, view that a guilty person is done an injustice if they 

are left unpmished. (1 ) 1bis view seems, to say the least, 

initially implausible, and, consequently, it is usual to nm 

certain metaphysical claims wi th it. The point of these 

additional claims is (at least initially) to support the view 

that, cantrary to appearances, the person Judged d2a suffer if 

there is a IIliscarriage of justice. But, for our purposes, the 

truth or otherwise of these cIa iDa is beside the point. For even 

it they were true - and even if they were pecess'ril:r true {in 

the sense ot true in all possible worlds) - the point to be 

emphasized is the fact that they had to be given at all. For to 

accept the need to give the addi tiona! metaphnJical arguments is 

to concede that a lliscarriage of injustice is not a conceptual 

impossibility, but a metaphysical ~ssibility - it is, if you 

will, at IDOSt a fact about all possible words. But this is not 

enough to solve the problem with which we are dealing. Our 

probl.. concerns the relationship between concepts and the 

apparent. existence of an incompatabilit.y in cur _t ot concept.a. 

Nothing leas than conceptual impoaaiblity would, therefore, be 

sufficient. 

'!be aecand approach i8 to claim that a IDiscarriaCe of justice 

will al.,.a .an that someone baa auffered an ibjuatice, and if 

---.... . - ._-------------,---
(1) See lDIBUaI (1978). pp47-8 and the tIOrka there cited. 
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the person Judged benefits by the miscarriage, veeone else D.l8t 

suffer the injustice. I want to make two initial points about 

this view. Firstly, it is, surely, false to suppose that merely 

to suffer, in the sense of 'be made worse off than one would 

otherwise have been', as a result of a aiscarriage of justice, is 

ipso facto to suffer in injustice. Suppose, for example, that 

the result of a lottery is in dispute, and suppaae that scaeone 

is called upon to decide the issue and, wrongl)", judaes that 

Sai th rather than Brown has won. Now Brown bas been done an 

injustice, baving been denied that for which she has qualified. 

But Brown's husband. who might have expected to profit from 

Brown's win has not suffered an injustice, eveD though he may 

sutfer &8 a result of this miscarriage of justice. 

Seconcny, it is true that on .n)' occasiona a miscarriage of 

justice which favours the person judged, does entail that 

another, or others, thereby sufer an injustice. This will, 

Pl'eS~ly, usually be the case in cc.petitive Situationa, and, 

of course I quintessentiall)" in zero-S\II si tuatlu.. A referee 

who wrcngly awards a goal to one teem -:v be thaulht to do their 

~ an injustice. But the question is not whether this ia 

""'ths the case. 1be question is whether th1a .... t always be 

the case. 

~ider again the case of • lottery. It 8l'OWIl is held to have 

1«ln when actuall)" SlId th did, then clearly SIIi th ... been done an 

inJustice. But IRJPP08Ct that Brown is WIUIIly declared the wimer 

when. 8OCOl'di.nI to the rul., oo-ane tal. (And SUFPOM that in 

8Ucb caea the rule. stipulate that the pri_ ___ la to be 

thrown ~.) Who baa been dane an inJuRice? Is it poalble to 
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araue that all the other losers have been done an injustice - by ':' 

being treated as losers? It is worth noting that such an 

argument cannot, I think, be made as far as rule-relative justice 

and injustice is concerned. If we want to press this claim we 

shall need to appeal to an understanding of justice beyond the 

rules. In the present chapter I am concemed only with rule-

relative justice and I propose, therefore, to defer proper 

consideration of claims of this type. But I do WIlt to make the 

point that, as far as rule-relative justice is concerned, it does 

appear that no-one is done an injustice, but even as f'!I!!tAnfs only 

rule-reWi ve justice this case would appear to consti tute a 

aiscarriage of justice. It appears to follow theft that, at least 

as regards rule-relative justice, it is possible for there to be 

miscarriages of justice even though no-one . suffers an injustice. 

(2) 

r.n we give any further support for the view that there can be a 

lack of justice Jet no-one be treated unjustl),? It is. I think, 

interesting to note that we saaetilDes say of a situation that it 

is 'not unjuat', rather that t Just' • We soaetimea show a 

similar reluctance with «fair'. In his discussion of pure 

procedural justice, Rawls writes: 

---.... ~ .. -----------------------.-.------------------
(2) Cf tOn'AGUE (1980). p140: 

• •• one can act unjustly without doing ~ an 
injustice. 

Feinberl. writinl of what he te~ the 'Platcnic notion' of 
Justice writes (FEnGRJ (1980), p276): 

When "functions" ••• are not perforaed b~ the 
t:.h1nI or ptrllCXl best fitted ." ita (his) natme to 
perfora thai. there ia iDjuatice dane, at laut 
trca tbe co.lc poiDt of view. wbetber or DOt IID7 
_i.peble individual 1. dmied hi. due. 
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What MItes the final outcaDe of betting fair. or not 
unfair. is that it is the one which has ariaen a4er a 
series of fair gambles. (3) . 

Now we might. wonder why we shQuld trouble to use the double 

negative. Why not simply say of a situation that it is just, 

rather than not unjust? I suggest it. it precisely because we 

want to assert that no-one has been done an iDjustice, without 

COIIIIitting ourselves to the view that 'all is .;...t', which would 

imply that there has been no up-side miscarriages of Justice. 

Our reluctance to use the simpler form reflecta our deaire to 

distinguish Just and not \.D'lJust: use of the foner auaests that 

there is not up-side injustice; use of the latter ..tea no such 

suggestion. 

It is also, perhaps, worth pausing to note that the term 

'miscarriage of justice' exists at all. Why do we not simply say 

that someone has been treated Wl,juatly or that there baa been an 

injustice? Now in part it aess reasonable to 8Upp08e that the 

tel'll functions to mark a refWlal or reluctance to bold the person 

whose act results in the miacarriaae responsible for the lack of 

Justice. 'Ibia ia so because the term ' aiacarri.,e of -"-tice' 

WOUld BeeII to be appropriate cnIy when an at1'..elllpt. baa been made 

by the pel"llCll applYinI the rule to act Juat17. 'lbe idea of 

lIliBCa.rrying suagests accidental rather than deliberate failure. 

If so it is, at least, mialeadinl to use the the tem in caaea of 

deliberate failure to Judie Justly. But it does not aeell 

unreasonable to suppoae that the existence of the term 

'miscarriage of justice' is alao fostered b7 t.be pouibility of 

------------------------------------------_._---,----------
(3) RAWLs (1972), p86. 
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up-side aiscarriag. of justice which result in no-one Buffering 

an injustice. 

1be tel'll 'lliscarriag~ of justice' is, I think, rarely used beyond 

rule-relative justice. If, despite having taking pains to cane 

to a correct judgement about you, 1 come to the wrong conclusion 

- 887, I think you tmreliable, when if fact )'OU are not - I will 

not speak of a Iliacarriage of justice, bit.. rather of having done 

you an injustice, of having judged :you unj .. tly. My concern here 

is not to dwell on the finer points of linguistic usage, and 

certainly not to investigate them for their own sake. '1bere is, 

I contend, a distinction to be drawn between those cases where 

there i8 a lack of Justice and saueone suffers aD injustice, and 

those cases when there is a lack of justice and DO-ODe suffers an 

injustice. 

Now these &rg\I8ents MY be less than wholly convincing. 'lbe 

interpretation of the examples and the linguistic evidence "1 be 

cantenticua. '!bere MY be COWlter-arg\.IIIeIlta and wa,. of dealing 

with 'the facta' which I have not considered. Let ae add, 

therefore, tlIat I have not IIOUIht to ccmviDce the reader that 

there am be a bck of justice without an)'ODe havinl been treated 

~tl.J'. It will, I think·, be fJI'lOUIIh for rq PJI"PORS if I have 

ahoNn that it ia poeaible, or arguable, that it is 80. For 1111 

own part I conaider thia interpI'etaticn to be the .. t plausible 

and coherent ~ to deal with the probl_. art I do not wish to 

iMist that 1 t i. the cnly interpretatiClft - cnl,. that it ia not 

I want DGIf to .... en to the ael'Ud laue: i. it paaible tor 
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there to be a lack of justice yet no-one to have been unjust or 

to have acted unjustly? Let me say i.amediatel,. that I do not 

propose to discuss the significance of the acts-omissions 

distinction. Rather I will try to make it seem at least possible 

that there can be injustice without there being an unjust actor 

or act, without recourse to the contentious acts-omissions 

distinction. 

Suppose that a judge makes a aistake and decides a case wrongly, 

resul ting in someone suffering an injustice. Such injustices l118y 

be suffered as a result of an tmwillingness or an inability on 

the part of the judge to apply the rules properb'. A judge may. 

of course, be apprised of the relevant facts aDd familiar with 

the nUea, bIt deliberately choose to misjudge the case. Or a 

judge ., be ignorant of relevant facts appertaining to the case 

judged, or fail to fully understand the rules which are to be 

applied, and -.y, in consequence, unknowingly misjudge the case. 

Judges who are ignorant of the rules to be applied, or ill

equipped to ascertain relevant information regarding the case are 

incompetent or unfit to judge, and are likely to perpetrate 

injustices: a person ignorant of the law or unable to follow a 

caaplex legal. &rg\.IDent makes a poor judge' in a law court; a 

person \Wlfamiliar with the rules of soccer, or lacking reasonable 

eyesight would make a poor football referee. 

Now it i., obviously. possible for even the .oat careful. 

caapetent aDd conscienti0U8 Judge to _e a mistake. 'Ibeae are 

caees for rearet rather than blame, and we sJllP8thize wi til both 

vlett. and judie. We say. unreservedly. that the nctt. baa 
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suffered an injustice and we do not say that the judge is tmjust. 
, 

Should we say that the judge has acted unjustly? I want to 

suggest that to speak of the judge as having acted unjustly is, 

at least normally, to suggest that the judge deserves criticism 

or censure. Now it is possible to argue that not everyone who 

acts unjustly merits condemnation, and that • acted tmjustly' 

implies no more than that an excuse is required if one is to 

deserve to escape censure. But this way of organizing matters 

does seem to miss a difference in emphasis between saying that a 

judge made a mistake, or acted wrongly, and saying that a judge 

acted unjustly. 'Ibis contrast, and the fact that, at least in my 

view, 'acted \D'ljustly' is not an entirely happy phrase in the 

circumstances, is a reflection of the fact that 'just' and 

'WljUst' d2 take so many objects. (Notice that a man who 

habitually judges unjustly is an unjust man. But a man who 

habi tua11y judges wrongly is not a t wrong man'.) 'Ibe consequence 

of this wide use is, I think, a tendency to think that although a 

good defence is enough to ,et one caopletely off a charge of 

having acted (I8erely) wrongly (say, having backed the wrong 

horse), it is less clear that even a ,ood defence will get one 

completely off a charge of having acted unjustly. In consequence 

we are, I think, reluctant to say that a person has acted 

unjustly if it is the case that he is in no way at fault. 

Again I do not wiIIh to insist that the particular 8CCOIImt I have 

,i ven here ia the only reasonable view to take. 1beIIe isauea are 

larIel., concemed with questions of focus and f"!Illbaaia. and the 

relationships are usually more subtle than strict logical ones. 

Let _ .. 'WU"i_ the poe! tian. I have aua_ted tiat. it i. at 
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l~ arguable that there can be a lack of Justice wi thout anyone 

suffering an injustice. I have also suggested that there can be 

a lack of justice without anyone acting lD'ljusUy. We BlUSt now 

consider why, if this is so, it should be. And we must consider 

what, if any, significance it has. 

Consider again the standard case of injustice where, for example, 

a J'lldge acts lUljustly, perpetrates a miscarriage of Justice, and 

the person Judged is done an injustice. 'Dlere are, of course, a 

gamut of locutions we may use to describe this situation in which 

there is a lack of Justice. If we concentrate upon expressions 

which refer to actors, actions and recipients or 'experiencera', 

we can arrange these expressions in order according to their 

shifting e.pbasis from the actor to the recipient. Such an 

Ordering aight be indicated by the following: 

( i ) the judge is unjust 

(if) the judge acted mjustly 

(iii) the judge treated the victim unjust17 

( i v) the victim was treated by the judge tmjustly 

(v) the victim was treated unjustly 

(vi) the victim suffered an injustice. 

It WOUld be tedious to discuss the relationship between each of 

these expressions. 'ftlere is, clearly, a shifti.aC emphasis fram 

8.Ctor to action, to treatment. to sufferer. Thia chu,e in 

emphasis ia able to make one or more ot these expressions 

appl'OPl"iate or inappropriate (or, B)l'8 or 1 .. appropriate) on 

any particular occaaion, dependin., in part, upon the 

ciraa.tance. of the cue. It abould, however ... noted that it 
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is not simply a matter of changing enq:ilasis in all these cases. 

'Ibe distance betwen (i) and (ii) has, I think, a harsher logical 

torm. It is not simply a question of emphasis because the 

question of whether someone is l.Uljust depends not on whether they 

have acted, or will act, unjustly, but rather on the 

circumstances in which they are willing to act unjustly. 

'1be standard case is, as I have said, the case where an unjust 

actor acts unjustly thereby treating a victim unjustly, the 

victim thereby suffering an injustice. When, in general, do 

matters not conform to the standard format? When, in general, do 

we have reason to be reluctant to embrace all its aspects? Ql 

the basi. of the foregoing discussion we _y, I tJrlnk, offer the 

following 8CCO\Ult. To say that someone is Wljust, and to a 

lesser extent, to say that soneone has acted unjustly, is, at 

least normally, to condemn or criticize him. To say that someone 

has been treated unjustly is, at least normally, to be taken to 

iJaply that they have been wronged. 'lbe standard case is not 

always appropriate simply because we do not always want to 

condemn anyone even when someone has been wronged, and we 

saaetiBles do wish to condemn SaDPOne even when no-one has been 

wronged. 

'ftlese are, it would seem, the basic ideas underlying the 

positions I have tried to .eke plausible. But what of the 

aignificance, if any, of these results? Let us return DOW to 

the priority iuue, the iBBUe of whether unjust actors, actions, 

sufferiDea, atatea of affail'll or whatever are to be taken &8 

priMr)-, and _ the basi. upon 1&bich the other uses are to be 

ex.plahwd. It 1., I thiDk, worth pausinl to reflect CD the 
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simple fact that 'just' and 'lmjust' dQ take so many objecta. 

Perhaps those most general terms of our moral vocabulary, 'right' 

and 'wrong', and 'good' and 'bad', can be applied over a similar 

range, though such an application of even these terms seems less 

obvious than the wide use of 'just' and t unjust t • Why should 

'just t and tlUljust' take such a wide range? Can such a fact be 

accounted for? And why should they take the particular range 

they do? 

The picture I have attempted to OOild up in these paragraphs is 

one of justice being concerned wi th l2.2iJl. someone acting or 

judging I ADd saneone being judged or acted towards. And I want 

to suggest that the way to think about justice is to begin, not 

wi th just and unjust actors I nor wi til just and tmjust sufferings, 

but with this relationship, or axis, between the person (or 

whatever) who acts or judges, and the person (or whatever) who is 

acted towards or judged. 'Ibis axis is one of treatment: the 

judger or actor treats the other in saoe way, the person judaed 

or acted towards is treated. 1be place to begin thinking about 

the concept of justice is, I suggest, by considering not the 

judge nor the judged, OOt the relationship between them; not one 

of the ends of the axis, but with the axis i taelf • It should 

then be possible to develop the anal)'Sis by exploring each end: 

by examining the use of t just' in relation to the sufferings of 

People; and by examining the use of • just' in relation to acta 

and actors. 'Ibe standard case of injustice, then, i8 to be 

t.hougbt of in te1'U8 of one person wrongly treatinc (that i., 
actina towards) another. Deviant cases, such .. CUe8 where D0-

one acts unjustly, but BOBsane sutfers an injustice, or •• eane 
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acts unjustly, but no-one suffers an injustice, if they are held 

to be possible, may be explained by accounting for their 

departure from this standard case. And this I have already tried 

to do. But at this stage the cases to be examined are not the 

deviant ones but the standard ones. Accounts of deviant cases 

presuppose, of course, that an acCO\.U1t of the standard case is on 

hand. It is also worth noting that the reasons for avoiding a 

miscarriage of justice in which no-one suffers an injustice may 

be different to the main reason for avoiding acting unjustly in a 

manner which d2.ml result in saneone being treated unjustly. It 

is widely held, of course, that injustices of the second type 

are, in general, more serious than those of the first. 1his is, 

I suggest, a further reason to take the two types separately, and 

to tackle the (pres\m8bly) more important type first. 

Finally. we may note that the view that justice is centrally 

concerned with a relationship between judge and judged would 

appear to have the virtue of being able to account for the fact 

that 'just' and t unjust' take the wide range of objects they do. 

Being centrally concemed with treatment, it is a simple atter 

to extend the use both to the person who treats, and to the way 

someone is treated, and it i8, therefore, hardlT surprising that 

we find the range of uses we do. 
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2.2 Rule-relative Justice; the Appliscation of Rules. the 

Classification of eases 

I want now to discuss the nature of rule-relati ve justice and 

injustice. We have, of course, already been examining rule

relati ve justice for sane time and thus the present discussion 

will be largely a matter of attempting to make explicit what has 

been implicit in the foregoing discussion. We have seen that the 

notion of treatment is central to justice. We mat now connect 

together treatment and rules. 

I want to suggest that questions of (rule-relative) justice and 

injustice arise when a rule is applied. (4) Rule-relative 

justice and injustice are to be understood by reference. not to 

.the keeping and breaking of mIes. but to the application and 

misapplication of rules. (5) To act justly it is necessary to 

properly ~ the rules j a miscarriage of justice occurs only 

when the rules are improperly applied. rus is. of course, no 

more than a rough first statement. Let me proceed by first 

trnng to add a few conments on this first approxi.aticn, before 

gOing co to consider some of the refinements which will need to 

be made • 

....... ---,----------------------------------~--. . . --.----
(4) ~tions of justice also arise, of course. when rules are 

introduced or changed. But theae are not, unless they 
violate hi,her ordered rulea t the occasiona tor rule
relative injusticea. On the po.aibili ty of injuatices 
arising frca changes of rules aee CAMPBELL (1972-3). 
IIIaID (1973-4) and C'.AMPBELL (1974-5). 

(5) Ritchta and entitlements are often held to be rule-reIati w 
(in contrast to deserts which are not reIatiw to 8n7 ,i WIn 
rule). '!be view I _ arsuinC against, therefore, is that 
IR violatiOD of a rilbt or entitlement is unjust. 1_ 
OAaOairc. therefore, the view I take to be the ort.hodax7. 
See, for example, NJlI(]( (1974), Olapter 7, Secticm I, and 
MIlU:R (1976), Olapter 2. 
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Let us begin by considering the notion of applying (and 
:' 

aisapplying) a rule. It is useful, I think, to relate this 

notion to that of classification. '!be rules with which we are 

here concerned have categories associated with them. These 

categories may be explici ty or implicitly delineated, and their 

boundaries indicated more or less speci fically. Nevertheless 

there must be some indication as to how a person, team or 

whatever qualifies for membership of any given category 

associated with a rule, if the rule is to be capable of being 

applied. By 'qualifying' I simply mean satisfying the rule-

governed conditions for membership of a given category. It is, 

of course, useful to distinguish among 'qualifyings': we speak of 

being eligible for election, entitled to a prize, liable for 

punishment or compensation, and so on. (6) But for present 

purposes the general notion of qualification should suffice. 

Now a rule does not apply itself: it has to be applied; and in 

order for a rule to be applied it is necessary tor a judgement to 

be made. Thus the application of a rule requires a judge. '!be 

judge applies the rule by giving a Judgement indicating the 

category or categories into which the case being Judged falls. 

It is often desirable tor Judgements to be made explicity, and, 

on some occasions, for specitic persons to be appointed as 

Judas. 1bua tor the conduct ot, for example, legal trials or 

tennis cha-.Pionshipa Judie. are appointed to give explicit 

Judgementa bringing cases tmder rules. But even when there is 

no apecitic peraan appointed to apply the rules, and even when no 

~----.-- -.-~---~---- - ---- _. ---- ... -------------
(6) Q1 these diatinctlona Me I'EINBIRJ (1970). pp67-8. 
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eXplici t judgements are gi ven, the rules are applied only by 

the making of judgements, albei t i.JIplici tones. Dlus when a game 
... 

of tennis is played without a referee it is necessary for the 

players themselves to make judgements and to apply the rules. 

Such judgements may, of co~rse, be made explicit only at 

intervals or when there appears to be a disagreement, that is, 

When the parties appear to judge differently, or wish to 

ascertain that they have not. 

We are now in position to specify what is required for the proper 

application and the misapplication of rule. The proper 

application of a rule, I have suggested, requires the making of a 

(correct) judgement as to bow the given case falls with respect 

to the categories associated with the rule. Thus if rule

relative justice is to be understood in ter.. of the proper 

application of the rules, failures to achieve justice are to be 

understood by reference to the notion of failing properly to 

apply a rule, and the consequent failure properly to classify a 

case. If we express the saM point in terms of treatment, we ~ 

say that, in the standard case of injustice, the judge treats 

( that is, acts towards) the person who ia juclged as if baving 

liabilities, or lacking entitlements, which, in fact, the judged 

Person does not have, or does not lade. Injustice, then, ia a 

t)'pe of mistreatment. 

'1'0 accept the tenor of this approach is to regard 

misclMsification as a necessary condition of justice. But we 

need DOt. of course, regard aisclaaaification .. a sufficient 

condi tian of injustice. We must now oonaider .. u.er there are 

any additional neoeuary canditiOll8 tor injustice. I will ararue . 

that there are. 
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.2.3. Further NecessarY Condi tiODS for Rule-relative Injustice 

What is required for rule-relative injustice, in addi tion to a 

misclassifying judgement? It is, I think, clear that the 

misclassification must be significant, in sane sense. By this 

I mean only to exclude those cases of misjucigement which do not 

matter. If. for example, I am judged to be entitled to one 

particular copy of a book, rather than to another which is, to 

all intents and purposes, identical, when in fact I am entitled 

to the second and not to the first, I can hardly claim that I 

have been lmjustly treated. '!be misclassification RlSt matter if 

there is to be a lack of justice. 

As I have said, I am going to be concerned with what I have 

called the standard case of injustice, that is, wi til cases where 

there is aa.eone who is done an injustice. To be done an 

injustice ia, I take it, to sutter in some very general sense. 

(7) (1 take it that to have fewer options available, or to have 

one's reputation impugned are toras of sutfering in this general 

sense. ) In 80 tar as we are concerned wi til standard cases of 

injustice we shall, therefore, be concerDed only with 

misclaaalticaticna Mrlch result in saaeone suttering. We shall 

not be concerned with t.hoae lliscl ... sitications which result in 

thoae ~ide lliacarriages ot justice ... a result ot which no-one 

sufter. an injustice. 

__ ... _' ___________ a _, _ •• _______ , ________ • _________ ~~, ____________ _ 

(7) 'lbauIh," we baft seen, the caovenle is tal.8e. 
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I want, now, to consider a number of putative additional 
, 

necessary condi tiona which I want to reject. Firstly, it is 

SOIDetiJDes held that justice is concerned only with relations 

between people; thus we are said to risk injustice only when we 

have dealings (or perhaps neglect to deal) with other people. To 

pUt the matter picturesquely, if there were only one person there 

could be no injustice. I know of no argument for this piece of 

conventional wisdaa. Indeed it seems to be usually taken as a 

COi'lSequence of a stipulati va definition adopted for the purposes 

of 'organizing the conceptual field'. In.y view such a 

stipulati ve defini tion is unhelpful, serving to ark an (in this 

context) uniaportant distinction and, thereby, to direct 

attention away fraa what is important and ~tal. It is 

Widely held, no doubt rightly, that in general a person should 

not be Judge in his own case. But this is held to be - for 

obvious reasons - tmdesirable. It is not held to be conceptually 

i.mpossible. Now suppose one Judges one's own case and misapplies 

the relevant nde in suc.h a way as to disfavour cxaeaelf. Ql auch 

OCcasions we speak of having 'done oneself an injustice'. Is 

this JIbrase in any way deviant? I see no reasco to auppoae that 

it is. Of course, people who find themselves having to Judge 

their own caaes ..,. often prefer to err em the aide of doina 

themselves an injustice. Such action, when recqpliud for what 

it is, does not occasion censure since it ia norally taken to be 

iJldicative of honourable, rather than dishonourable, intentiona, 

and it is DOt, therefore, non.! to eay that. a peracn who doea 

hiD.elt an ~tice ia an Wljuat person, or ewa. perbape, that 

he baa acted unjuatly. But clearly auch reluctance ia a 

(atrailhttorward) refinement on the tundaaeatal conceptual 

Pattem which sa. allow _ to apeak ot J-t1ce end ~tice 
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when we judge ~lves. 

1be topic of the 'circumstances of justice' has attracted some 

attention in recent years (8) and a brief word on this topic is, 

perhaps, to be included here. As I have said, I am concerned in 

Ws thesis with justice in ,enera!, and not simply with what has 

caae to be known as distribrti ve or eocial justice. '!bose who 

bave written on the 'circumstances of Justice' have been 

primarily concerned only with distribrti ve justice. To discuss 

the matter thoroughly would require an examination of the 

question of whether the alleaed cira.atancea of justice are 

indeed necessa17 ccnditiona for the possibility of social or 

distributive Justice and injustice, before then considering 

whether these circumstances (if there be any) carry over to be 

circumstances of justice understood in awider sense. But this 

seems \.D'U'lCeaaarily tedious. Instead, therefore, I propose to 

consider the alleged ci~tancea of distrib.ttive Justice as 

SUSSestiona tor necessary conditiana for (rule-relative) justice 

and injuatice in general, wi thout iJaplyina that anyane ever bas 

-.de such a auaeation, and to explain why I wish to reject them. 

I will not cansider the questicn of whether they are reasonable 

a1mplif)rinC aalll,Dptiona, bJt anly the queaticn of whether they 

canstitute eonditiana for questions of Justice to ariee. 

Ocn8ider first the .uaesticn that cne .,. be Just or \Bljust cnly 

to ac.eane who is of siID.ilar Mntal and phpica1 capacity aa 
____ •• _ ... _________ • ___ ' _______________ .a _________________ ___ 

(8) See RAWLS (1872), Section 22, and Barry's 'Cira.atancea of 
J1atice and Puture Oenel"ationll' in SIKafA AND BARRY (1878), 
ppI04-t8. 
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',," . 

oneself. 'Ibis condition may be thought to embody the notion that 
., 

a person acts justly or unjustly only if they are subject to the 

(collective) power of others. It is enough, I think, simply to 

note that God is spoken of as being just. lWhether such a claim 

is true or false is beside the point. It is siJllply false to say 

that to JDake such a claim is to concede that God is wi thin our 

collective power. Of course it Idght be said that we should stop 

sPE!aking of God as just. But I will not try to anticipate what 

&l"IUment might be given for such a claim. 

'Ibe cla.ia that moderate scarcity of material goods is a necessary 

condition for social or distributive justice would hardl,. be 

expected to appl,. to justice in ae,neral. It ia DOt ea87 to Me 

Why this claim in connection wi tb social Justice amounts to .,re 

than a particular instance of the truism that if there is no 

Probl_ then no solution is needed. But we may simply note that 

even in condi tiona of superahmdance or extreme scarei ty it i. 

Poaaible to have football matc.hes. And where one can have a 

tootball match one can have a just or l.Dljuat referee. 

'!be foregoing suggestions do not appear to suppl7 adeli tional 

necesllal"7 conditions for the poaaibility of nlle-relAtive justice 

and ~tiee. But tbere are, I think, other aug_tiona whim 

are at the same time more plausible and more interesting. I have 

Arlued that Justice (and inJuatice) are to be understood b,. 

reference to cluaificat.icm (and lliaclaaaiticatim), and hence to 

J\ldaeaent (and Idsjudge.ent). If the D8kina of • judgeaent is • 

neceuary condi tian of actina juat1,. or unJuatl.7. tbal it will 

tollow that ~ neoeaaa..,. conditicna of Jur:l81rc are neceual7 

candi tiCM of actina Juatl,. or unjuatl,.. I prGpQIIe to explore 

fa 
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this line of enquiry in the next section. 

A further issue concerns the point at which the misapplication of 

a rule first appears. If we distinguish between '.ere judgement' 

and putting the judgement into effect, in sane sense, we could 

ask whether the effectuation of adsjudgement is necessary. (9) 

'Ibis question raises sane interesting points, I think, but I 

propose to defer discussion until after the nature of justice 

beyond rule-relative justice baa been examined, for it is, I 

think, only in the light of the contrast between rule-relative 

and non-rule-relative justice that these points can best be made • 

... _--- .. .. -- .. -- -_-..-...-'---------_._-'-....---
(9) at thia 1_ .. FEINB1RJ (1980). p212. 
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2.4. NeceSsary Conditions for Judging: the Presumption of 

Aut.hru;:iq 

In this section I want to consider the claim that authority to 

jUdge is a necessary condi tion of being able to act justly or 

unjustly. Another way to put this claim would be to say that to 

call an action just or unjust is to concede that the actor 

POSsessed - or at least did not lack - the relevant authority to 

jUdge. 

Towards the end of the last section, I suggested that, since the 

making of a judgement is a necessary condition for the 

Posaibility of acting justly or unjuatly, the necessary 

conditions of being able to judge are necesa&r7 conditions for 

being able to act justly or unjustly. What, then, are the 

necessary conditions for being able to judge, and thereby, for 

being able to act tmjustly or perpetrate injustice? 

There appears to be something like <at leaat) two aenaes of 

jUdg1rc. Let us begin by diatinguishing between them. 'Ihere is, 

tiraUy, Judging in the sense of CCIId.nC to a belief. or f01'lllinc 

an OPinicn, by' the YIIe of one,a rational facultia. It would 

IIOat likely be in thia sense that I would be _ina the tera 

, judge' if I were to say that I judged Kant to be the moat 

important PUI08Opher. or the diatance frc:. where I am ai tting to 

the furtheat 8hip I can see to be seven ail.. Secondly. there 

i. the DOtion ot Judainlr in the sense of decidina the laaue. To 

Judie in this aenae is not simply a _ttar of tol'lliDl an opinioo. 

When tile Judlea at a tlower-&l'I'8IIIiDI canteR aanounce their 

decluGIl they are DOt .... 1)" exprMaiDI • view. but "'ntdipc the 

~""'-.-. ...... -----
~. '---
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iaaue, decidinc issues such as who has won first prize. 1he 

competitors IIlight Judge in the sense of 'form their own views' as 

to whose arrangement was the best. But they could not judge in 

the sense of 'decide the issue'. 

'lbe appointJaent of persons to posi tiona which carry with them the 

authority to judge, that is, the authority to decide an issue, is 

a familiar enough feature of social life. Tennis umpires, 

football referees, JDeIIlbers of the Judiciary are variously 

appointed and are said to possess the authority to decide 

(certain specific) issues which arise. What are we to understand 

by the phrase 'decide an issue'. I take it that at least part of 

what we .an i. that when, in order for _tters to proceed, scme 

question baa to be taken as having been decided, it i8 the 

judgement of the person with authority to judge whose judgement 

is to be taken &8 give. (10) 1he judgement of the judge with 

authority to decide the issue is to be accepted, not in the sense 

that it should be believed to be correct, but as fol'lllinl part, of 

the basis on which future actions and decisions are to be based. 

Or, to p.rt the _tter the other way round, to refuse to accept a 

judie'. Judgaalt 88 a basis for proceeding is to c:IenT, or to 

queation, that Judge's authori tl", that is, it is to refuse to 

accept. that the judge does indeed possess the authority to judge 

in the sense of ' decide the issue'. 

'Ibe two aenaes of Judging are. I tbiDk, independent in the aenae 

--,--------------------....--------...-.-'---------.------~--------
(10) 'Ib1a poiDt would need to be refined slilht17 to take account 

of the exi8teDce of appeal. ~ - tat 1. cuea where 
it ia not the cue that 'the ~ decl.im i. fiDal'. 
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that it is possible to be able to Judge in either sense, without 

being able to judge in the other sense. I may have the rational 

C&P8City to cane to a view about a legal case, but, having not 

been appointed as a judge, I am not able to judge in. the sense of 

• decide the issue'. By contrast a senile judge _1' be unable to 

come to a view about a case but able to decide the issue. 1his 

indePEmdence of the two senses of 'judge' is a cansequence of the 

fact that the conditions which JllUSt be satisfied if one is to be 

able to Judge are different in the two cases. To be able to 

JUdge in the sense of deciding an issue it is necessary to have 

the requisite authority. 

'lbe distinction between possessing (or claiming to posse .. ) the 

authority to judge, in the sense of decide an issue, and 'merely' 

Possessing the capacity to judge, in the sense of formi.ng a view, 

is not only important fran a conceptual point of view. It is, of 

course, a distinction of major social significance. To judae in 

the sense of decide an issue is 8OIID8t.hing like an event, and, 

tyPically at least, involves the making of a performatlve 

utterance. '1be possession of authority to decide an i .. ue (or 

~ather, the claim to possess such authority) ia otten to be 

&ccaupanied by a heavy s)'lDboli- - at least iD cultures tdUch 

lack a republican ideology. 'Ibis symboli. finda a reflecticm in 

the metaphors we use to speak of those who 'ill in judgement' to 

JUdge those who may 'stand condemned'. (Perhapa ai ttinl is 

88aociated wi til power and diJDi ty. not only because it is _ier 

Oft the bod7. bit beina • position frail which it ia difficult to 

run 1MIl'. it indicates • lack of fear. Lying down apt be ewm 

better ill these reapecta - but it ailbt alao be &II8OCiatecl with 

det.t aDd a lack of attention. RunninI is hardl.7 dilDitied. Mel 
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even football referees are not said to 'run in Judle.en~'!) 

Judges able to sustain their position without sysmbolism must 

presumably rely an the wisdaD of their decisions to -.intain 

their authority in the eyes of the Judged. It would, of course, 

be \.D'\Charitable to suggest that systems of Judgeant replete with 

s)'lDboli- indicate a lack of confidence, either in the abilities 

of the Judges, or in those Wo would Judge the Jwtces. 

Let us take stock of the posi tion we have reached. I have 

suggested that (rule-relati ve) Justice and injustice arise only 

when rules are applied, and I have argued that for a rule to be 

applied a JudIIement ... t be JDBde. '!be necessary condi tians for 

being able to Judge are, therefore, DeCeaSar1 conditions for 

beine able to act Justl,. and unJustly. But, I bave now 

suggested. there are two senaea of Judging, each with their own 

necessary conditional In order to determine the necessary 

conditions of actina Justl,. or unjustly, it is necessary to 

decide in which sense of 'Judlinl' judging is a necessary 

condi tion of acting JuaUy or unj\Btly. What IIOrt of ,judging -

formine and expreasinl a view, or deciding an illllUe - is required 

if it is to be poaaible for the action which lives expr .... ian to 

the JudI--t to be Just or \mjuat? 

I pt'OpOU to take .eriOUllly the claiJl that JudCinC in 1mh senses 

is required if an action i8 to be Just or unj.t. If this view 

were rilht. it would follow that the neceMaJ'7 ccnditiana for 

judlinl in each aenae would be necel'88ry ccndi ticaa tor - action 

being Juat ar unj.t. 

7. 
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1be claUi that in order to act justly or tmjustly it is necessary .. 
to have the rational capacity to fOnD a judgement, to be capable 

of discriaination, is, I suspect, the less contentious claim; I 

shall not, therefore, try to construct a defence for it. If the 

claim is true then the insane judge in the criminal court cannot 

act tmjustly, and cannot provide us with evidence that he is just 

or lD'ljust. (It does not follow fl'ClD this that no-one 111&7 suffer 

10 iniwU.ice as a result of such a judge' s ' judg.anta J • ) 

The claim that judging in the sense of deciding the issue, and 

therefore authority to judge, are necessary ccnii tiona for the 

PQasiblility of an action being Just or unjust is, I think, a 

IIore controversial, and more interestinl. claim. 'nle poaaibility 

of there being an important conceptual ccmection between Justice 

and authority has not, to my Imowledge, received attention in 

recent work on justice. I do believe that there is an important 

COnceptual relationship between Justice and authority alone the 

lines I have indicated. (I do not suggest it is as simple as the 

relationship suggested so far.) At the velT least it seems not 

hopelessly implausible to suggest that the leas appropriate it is 

to say of a Judgement that it is given with authority. the leas 

appropriate it is to a&7 ot that judg.ant that it is Just or 

~t. And even if we were able to -y only this, we ahould 

stiU, I think. have a significant result. 

Betore I diacusa the claia that authority to Judie is a neceaaary 

cand1 tim tor beiDI able to act Justly or mljuatly, I want to ..,. 

& tew .,rda about the concept of authority. My Pl"1MI'7 cancem 

i., ot COUl"R, with the concept of ~ce. and I _. theretore, 

cancemed with authority, not tor ita CMa ub, bat anl,. tor the 
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purposes of an understanding of j~ice. My re.arka conceming 

authority are not intended as even the beginnings of an account 

of the concept. Indeed I shall assume what may well be false, 

namely, that the concept is unproblematic. (11) 

I begin with the distinction between authority (to judge) and the 

ability to enforce one's will. As far as conceptual. propriety is 

concerned it is, I take it, neither necessary nor sufficient to 

be able to enforce one's will in order to be said to have 
'. 

authority. A football referee who is unable to enforce his 

decisions does not thereby lose the authority to judgewhidl has 

been bestowed upon hill. Nor do the spectators 'gain such 

authority simply by invading the pitch. Of course, were it to be 

successfully argued that 'might implies right', that is, that 

those able to enforce their wills do, by virtue of that fact, 

possess authority then there would, on my view, be a connection 

between the ability to enforce one's will, and the capacity to 

act Justly or unjustly. But such a connection would rest on the 

claill that 'ailht implies right', a claim which certainly 

requiree &l'lWDent, and which I have no wish to t1'7 to defend. 

Let _ DOW tum to the relationahip between authority and the 

capaci t7 to DIke saaeone (or saaething) a member of a class by 

Judlina thaD to be BO. I want to suaeat that no such capacity 

is required in order to poaae.. the authorit7 conceptual17 

cannected with justice. Indeed it i., I beliew, arcuable that 

---------------- -----------_._. ---------------------------
(11) For diacuaaiOD of the notion of authorit7 see BENN AND 

PiH.. (1918) pl78 ff.; R. s. Petera ' Aut.hcsri t7 (1)' and 
Peter Winch 'Autborit7 (2)' reprinted in QUINTON (1867) 
pp83-111; 1DI'J' (1870) pp3-12; and NISBET (1967,. C2Iapter 4. 
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the paaa!Baion of such a capacity in an unliaited fOnD would 

render one unable to act justly or tmjustly. 

It seems sufficiently clear, so as not to require argument, that 

it is possible to have authority to judge without it being 

necessary that one's judgement possess a stipulaUve character. 

A duly appointed jury possess the authority to decide (subject to 

8ppeaJ,) whether the defendant is guilty. But the defendant ia 

not made guilty by being judged to be so. (or course one could 

adopt a use of 'guilty' which did make it true by definition that 

all and only those judged to be guilty are guilty. But nothing 

follows from that.) Judgements possess a stiPJlative character 

if, but mly if, membership of the category of which the judged 

is held to be a member, is defined by reference to the judgement 

of the judge. In general, categories may, but need not, be 

defined in such a manner. 

It is 8.rIUable, I think, that were all relevant categories to be 

defined by reference to some judge's decision, the possibility of 

that judge's decision being just or unjust would be precluded. 

'Ibis would seem to follow if injustice is characterized in ter. 

of IDaltinc a (miacategorizing) mistake, for there would be no 

10lical PDBaibility of .akinl a aistake (or, therefore, of 

catelorizing correctly). I say that this is arguable because the 

~ibillty of acting justly or unjustly in such a case aiaht, 

at least at first aiaht, be thought to CCIlIIti tute the baai. ot a 

lIdygtjg td ahturdt. ~ ap1nat tbe cla1a that -"-tice is 

to be cbaracterized by reference to the notiOll of correctly and 

1ncorrectl.7 cateaorizlDl. To mcult 8Uoh an ~t it would be 

nece.aar" to show that 1M ..,. intellipbly taJ.t ot • Just or 

' ............. -
. ---- '--~--------------
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tmjust dec~aion in such a situation. Now it aight be thought 

that the decision can be judged just or tmjust an the basis of 

the ProcesS followed by the (stipulative) judge in coming to his 

decision. If this process is unfair, then, on the basis of the 

canons of pure procedural justice (12). the judge may be 

described as tmjust. To defeat such an ~t it would be 

necessar'1 to show that to fail to follow a fair procedure is 

itself to be understood by reference to the notion of 

IIliscategorizing. And this is, I suggest, highly plausible: to 

act unfairl)" in coming to a decision aight, for example, be 

understood as failing to give someone's interests the attention 

they deserve, and thereby failing to treat that person as he 

deserves, and hence (as will be argued later) to treat him as 

less (and hence other) than he is. 

This is, of course, no more than a sketch of a COWlter-argument 

to II)' characterization of justice, and a sketch of a COWlter

arguaent to that counter-argument. It would, I think, be 

inappropri tate to pursue these arguments further at this stage of 

the anal,.ia. I f the original claim - namel)", that were all 

relevant categories to be defined by reference to SOlIe judge's 

deciaion, the possibility of that judge's decision being Just or 

unjust would be precluded - can be defended, it would appear to 

follow that if t for example, we held that God oauld not adsjudge 

by virtue of the tact that whatever Be Judaea .iIIply ia right. it 

would follow that God cannot (logically) be juat or unjust. 'ltd. 

argu.ent presupposes, as I have said, the categorizing or 
. _____ , _. __ .........-...... .._ ........... __ ...... _. _____ ._. _____ r ___________ __ 

(12) I borrow this tem frca Rawls. See JWa.B (1172), p85f. 
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classification characterization of Justice. It 1IIOUl.d 8eeII that 

an agent-centred conception of Justice (that is, a view of 

JUStice which deterained just acts by reference to the acts of 

just agents (13), and then identi fied the just agent 

independently of acts) JDi.gbt allow us to speak of just and W'ljust 

applications of rules, even where there was no logical 

Possibility of mistake or aisclassification. M, as I argued 

earlier in Ws chapter there is, I think, JDUCh to be said tor 

the view that it is actions, not agents, which are primary aa far 

as Justice is concerned. 

Who has authority to judge? 1his is too general a questian to be 

USefully tackled. If instead we ask how, in general, may aaneone 

come to possess authority to Judge, then we -7 begin by DOting 

that authority to judge ma7 be rule-govemed, that is., a person 

-Y qualify under scae rule for the right to judge, or it -7 be 

non-rule-governed. A flower-arranging club might have a rule 

8tatinc that Judges are to be appointed from the -..berahip list 

in alphabetical order, or chosen by BaDe camlittee. To be next 

on the list, or to be chosen by the caJlDittee wauld then be to 

qualify to be a judge. 

AI t..houch authority is 8C1111etiJles acquired by qualification under a 

l'Ule, it would seta that this cannot alwaYil be the cue. If 

l'Ulea require prcwdp.tian by persona or bodi_ with authority, 

then it would appear that aDf rule-covemed SJllta .. t have 8CIDe 

8\1prage (aovereign) authori t7, whether it be God or 'the people' 

... -.--...------~------.------------------... -.--.. ------_._---
(l3) As ,. noted in a.pter eDt, Annas attril:l.ata this view to 

Plato. 
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or whoever, whose authority has not been acquired by 

qualification under a rule. 'nlere is, of course, no requirement 

that non-sovereign authority to judge be acquired by 

qualification \D'1der a rule. To discuss how non-rule-governed 

authority may be acquired would take us too far from our topic. 

However it seems reasonable to suppose that where authority is 

not posaeaaed by virtue of qualification under a rule, it is 

possessed by virtue of the characteristics of the possessor. As I 

have said, it would be imprudent, in a thesis On justice, to 

attempt an anal)'Bis of authority. But were the concept thought 

to be problematic, and were the present strategy successful in 

analysing justice, it might be worth attempting to analyse 

authority be beginning wi th a careful study of authority in a 

rule-governed context, before attempting to extend that analysis 

to the nan-rule-govemed cases. 

It is, of course, important to distinguish between the role 

played by a rule in relation to rule-relative justice, and the 

role played by a rule in relation to rule-governed authority. 

'Ibis is not to deny that a rule governing authority MY not also 

be a rule relative to which an act may be just or unjust. For 

there to be justice or injustice the further necessary condi tiona 

menticned in the previous aect!on ... t be satisfied. 'lbua to 

treat 8OIII8CIle as lacld.na author! ty to Judge, when they have, in 

fact I qualified for the possession of authority. is unjust only 

if ,. regard the potI ... ion of authority .. silDificant in the 

sense dlacuaaed in 2.3. It it were not the cue that to be 

treated .. ladd.nl authority for tdUcb one baa qualified i. to 

suffer (in ... aeneral _), it would not be the cue that to 

be treated as lackilJl such authority i. ~t. Itn illustration 
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-y help here. Suppose that Jones has qualified under the rules 

to referee the next F. A. Cup Final, but is denied that honour by 

the Football Association. In such a case it would be 

Appropriate, other things being equal, to say that Jones had been 

treated Wljustly. 

I have distinguished between rule-relative and non-rule-relative 

Justice, and I have now distinguished. between rule-governed and 

nao-rule-govemed authority. How do these two pairs of concepts 

t1 t together? I see no reason in principle to deny that all four 

COatbinations are possible. Thus rule-relative justice or 

injustice Jay arise when someone with nale-governed or non-nale

loverned authority judges, and silllilarly in the cue of non-ntle

relative justice (assumi.ng there be such a thing). But it is, ot 

COUrse, CClIIIDOIl for rules to be applied (and hence rule-relative 

JUStice or injustice to be perpetrated) by judges who have calle 

to POSseas authori ty to judge by quali fication under a rule. 

And, by contrast, when we are in a situation where we are 

UIlwill1ng to take any specific nales as .iven tor the purposes of 

deciding 'What is just and W'ljust, and hence unwilling to make use 

of rule-relative justice, we are likely to be equally \D1Wi.lling 

to take any authority conferring rules as given. 

Let us proceed with our discussion of the question of whether 

authority to judge is a necessary condition for beina able to act 

(rule-relatively) justly or unjustly. I have distinguished 

between cases where the relevant authori t7 is .ovemed by rules. 

and tboae where it is not. Let us cansider cases of the fol'lll8l' 

t1Pe. 

.... 
'-.-------------..... ---._--
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Gi ven a set of rules governing authority, questions of who has, 

and who does not have, authority to judge are likely to be 

relati vely straightforward. '11lis is not to c:Ieiv that there tnay 

be hard cases and points for interpretation. But given that 

rules are usually made to clarify matters, it wuld be odd if 

scae ..sure of clarificat.ion were not achieved. 

Now it sees that, not only is the question of who has, and who 

does not have, authority to judge clearest. in the cases we are 

presently considering, but the requirement. that one have 

authority to JudIe if one is to be able to act justly or unjustly 

is alao clearest in these casea. 

Consider again the case of Jones being denied the honour of 

refereeing the F. A. Cup Final for which he has qualified. If 

the thesis that acting justly and unJustly presupposes authority 

is true. then it should be the case that a denial of authority 

(A) to aaaeone entitled to have authority is unjust only if the 

person or body denying authority (A) itself possesaes the 

neoeu&rJ' authority (AI) to decide the issue of who baa authority 

(A). And this i., I aua-t. precisely wbat ,. find. Jones i. 

treated unjustly by the Football Aaaociaticn if he i. denied the 

authority tor which he has qualified by beiDl denied the 

opportunitl to referee the _tch. .But DDIf auppaee that JCIleII, 

haviDi been duly appointed, finda that hi. Judgementa and 

decisicna are treated with contalpt by one of p~ra. Is the 

player treatinc Jones unjustly? We would not 8&y .0. The 

reaacn. I .... t. 1. that., thouIh the plaJer i. trM.tiDI Jcnea 

as ...utled to have hi. decisions tak __ ,iY8lwben. in fact. 
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Jones is 80 entitled, the player is held to l.act the authority to 

judge whether the referee possesses the authority to decide 

issues that arise in the course of the g_e. We speak, 

therefore, not of the referee being treated unjustly by the 

player, but of his being treated with contempt, with a lack of 

respect. 

SUpPose we did say that the player was treating the referee 

unjustly. It is, I think, significant that we find it necessary 

to refocus to make full sense of such a remark. To call the 

player's treatment of the referee tmjust is to -*e a point, not 

about the player's treatlDent of the referee gya referee, but 

about his treatment of the person holding the office of referee. 

In other words, it would be to make a point to be taken in a 

wider context, wider than the context wi thin which the structure 

of authority, and the referee's and player's placea wi thin it, 

Were to be taken for aranted. And in that ccntext it is no 

longer clear that the plqer dgg lack the neceaaary authority to 

JUdce the person who holds the office of referee. 

Similar remarks would appear to apply to describiDa the action of 

those who fail to show the respect allegedly due to Judlea in 

COUrts ot law. SUch acticas are described, not _~. b.at .. 

CQn1:.emptuous. But note the siJDilari ty. It a judge denies to 

8aDeone that to which the)' are entitled he M.7 be llaid to act 

unjustly. But if that person deniea to the Juctae the napect to 

Which he is entitled that person will D21 be said to act 

unjustly. 'lbe difference arises. I aua-t, fna the (~) 

PoasesaiOll of the aPPl'Opl'iate authority to judie in the fOJ"Mr 

case and the (pJ'eIA.ed) lack ot appropriate authority to JudIe in 
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the latter case. 

As I have said lD'ljust and illegal are not s~. If my 

account of the nature of (rule-relatiVe) justice is correct there 

is a straightforward distinction between the two notions: to act 

illegally is to act in a manner prohibited by law, to act 

lDljustly (as far as rule-relative justice is concemed) is to 

misapply the law. But it is also worth noting, I think, that, 

whereas authority to judge ia presupposed in the case of an 

action being described as just or unjust, there ia no such 

presupposition in the case where an action ia described as 

illepl or legal. It is not that an illegal or legal action 

cannot live expression to a judlement (in the sense of a 

discriainatlng belief), for an illegal. (or legal) act lay well do 

so. 'Ibus to describe the activities of Al Capone as illegal ia 

not to preclude that they expressed judgements about other people 

(say, for example, that other people are \D1WO~ of respect), 

hlt nor is it to concede that Al Capone bad the authority to 

judge those other people; but, I sUllest, to call Capone'. 

actions lDljust m.&ld be tantamotmt to conceding that Capone did 

not lact the authority to judge his victims. 

~ JDfI.7, of course, call Capone'. actiOl'l8 unjust. But to call 

them unjust is to take the 'wider' view, comp!Ll'8bl.e to the case 

of caJ 1 i.... the pl.a1er' s COIlteliptuous treataent of the referee 

unJ-.t. To be' willinC to call Capcoe' a act.ia. \mjuat, to be 

willinC to take the wider view, ia, I su"eat, to betray a 

republican cut of aind for precise17 this 1W18CI1: that it ia to 

be willinc to allow that Capone did not lack the nece.aary 
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authority to Judie his victt.a. 

Of course, republicanism is a part of the dcmi.nant ideology of 

our times, and many - at least among philosophers - may 1Mll wish 

to Concede or at least not deny, that CApone (or Robin Hood) did 

not lack tlle necessary authority to be able to act lmjustly. 

Gi Yen Ws view the presumption of the necessary authority to 

JUdge becaDes less significant siJlply becaI.-e it is taken for 

,ranted that everyone possesses it. The belief that some 

caPacity is universally possessed -Ires it _ier, I suggest, to 

faU to see when the possession of that feature is pre&upposed: 

it is simply taken for granted. It is temptint to speculate that 

the distinction between acting unjustly and ectiDa illepJly has 

been eroded, in part, for precisely this reason - DalEly that one 

of the differences bas come to be overlooked. Perhaps this has 

faCilitated the use of these terms to mark a much less 

interesting distinction, from the analytical poin,t ot view, 

naaely, the distinction between what the state (or aome 

relevantly similar entity) requires of us, and what (part of) 

Iborality requires of us. 

What of cases where the relevant authority to Judie is not n.al.e-

1000rned? As I aua-ted -.rlier, it aeea8 pau.ible to auppose 

that such cases are IIOre likely to teature DOD-rule-relative 

JUstice rather than rule-relative J1mtice. I propoae therefore, 

to leave the dillCU88!an ot the ~icn ot authority clam for 

the -.nt, and to retum to the isaue when .. caae to di.acuu 

JUstice 'be)'Olld the rul_'. 
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2.5. BeYmd Rule-relative Jusit&e 

In this c::hapter I have been concerned with what I have termed 

rule-relative justice. I have suggested that rule-relative 

justice is to be understood in terms of the application of rules 

to cases. such application requiring judgement. An unjust act 

gives expression to a mistaken judgement. I have suggested that. 

as regards rule-relative justice. it is plausible to suppose that 

certain other necessary conditions must also be satisfied if the 

epithets of just and tmjust are to be applicable to an action. 

'I'be most interesting of these is, I think, the requirement that 

the action be one which gives expression to a judgement which the 

actor doea not lack the authori t,. to "e. art. I have also 

suggested tnat the misclassification IlUBt be Bigaificant, and the 

person IDisclasaified must be placed in a less desirable category 

than the one which they have actually qualified for membership of 

under the rules, if they are to have been done an injustice. I 

have not, of course, said anything yet to suaest that these 

neceaaary condi tiona are applicable to the CllplO)'lDel1t of the 

notions of juat and unjust, where those tel'lB are not used in 

relaticn to rules taken as given. 

At the end of a..pter Q'lC, I sua-ted that the use of the 

concept of juatice in relation to rules tiUch are to be taken as 

given, was a CClIIP8l"&tively uncantroveraial topic and. as auch. 

was an apJII'OPl'iate place to begiD • diltCUBSica of the concept of 

Just,ice. We have now taken W. journey tbrou&b the foothill •• 

as it were, and we aust now conaider haw we are to .at our way 
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towards the higher peaks. 
':' 

I do wish to stress the importance of considering which 

fundamental approach to thinking about Justice should be adopted. 

It is all too easy to leave one's fundamental assumptions 

unexamined. 1bus, for example, the question of whether we can, 

or should, use justice without presupposing rules is not, I 

think, an idle question. 1be fact that we can, and do, ask 

Whether some specific set of rules are just, does not decide the 

issue. To criticize rules as unjust we do not necessarily have 

to adopt a use of justice unconnected with rulea. It may be 

enouch to criticize one set of rules by appeal to another (more 

fundamental) aet. 'Ibe ~uestiao of whether we can, and must, 10 

beyond rule-relative justice is one aspect of an important 'first 

water' question about the nature of justice. and we should beware 

of assuming that we all lmow the answer already. 'Ibe different 

approaches are, perhaps, no more than ways of eaphasizing 

different aspects ot justice. But differing ~i. - even if 

that were all that is at issue between the different approaches -

is extreaely important. What we empbasize. what 1M take to be 

fundamental, is highly influential as regards our pattems of 

thoucht. our style of a.rI\IDf!Ilt. our choice of _taJlbor and our 

beliefs about what is, and i. not. plausible, what does and does 

not require defence. It is easy to think that such _tters are 

ot little consequence. particularly when coapared with the 

CJUeation ot the validity or invalidity of an ~t. But I do 

not think that thia ia so. 
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How, if-'at all, is it possible to move beyond rule-relative 

justice? And if it is so possible, how are we to \D1derstand the 

notion of justice when D2li used in relation to a set of rules to 

be taken as ,i ven? I propose to begin the task of answering 

these questions by considering how, in general, rule-relative and 

non-rule-relative justice (if there be such a thing) might stand 

in relation to each other. 1bere are. I think, three basic 

post tiona ~cb .. y be adopted on this issue. 

Firstly, one may hold that the term 'justice' is (properiy) used, 

both in relation, and not in relation, to a given aet of rules, 

hit tJ1at there is DO connection between these uses. 1bus, on 

this view rule-relative and non-rule-relative Justice are 

radically different, \ml'elated in any significant sense, and 

'justice' is ambiguous. If this were 80 then we have. of course. 

been wastinc our tt.e in climbing the foothills of rule-relative 

Justice. '1be peak we aspire to climb is simply unconnected with 

those foothills. 

It will be recalled that, at the end of the last chapter I 

suaeated that we should at least resist the talptation to think 

that there are two senses of 'Justice'. The po.sibilit.,. of 

func.ta.ntal ambiauity ahould alwaJ8 be kept open. Jut 80 should 

the poIIBibili ty of • fundamental interconnection which ., have 80 

far overloaked. 'lbe W¥ to demonstrate that thi. view is fal_ 

i.. of coune I to do that which those who hold this view claia is 

impos.ible. namel.,., exhibit the relationship between rule-
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relative and nan-rule-relative justice. 

The view that non-rule-relative and rule-relative justice are 

radically different represents one of the ext~ possibilities. 

At the other extreme is the view that there is DO such thing as 

non-rule-relative justice. To take this view is to preserve the 

relationship between justice and rules in all cases; the absolute 

character of absolute justice being vieMd 88 a function of a 

Particular set of rules. 1bere is, on this view, no need to 

COnceive of justice in other than a rule-relative fashion. 'lbe 

belief that (absolute) justice is to be understood in tems of 

natural law, of treatment in accordance with natural or 

fUndamental rights, is, I take it, a belief 1dUch presupposes 

this view. <kl this view the concept of jl.mtice presupposes the 

COncept of law; the foothill we have already clabed turns out to 

be all there is - at least as far as justice is concerned. 

1be foregoing views represent the extremes: in the first, non

l'Ule-relati ve justice is conceived to be entirely distinct from 

l'Ule-relative justice; in the second, non-rule-relative justice 

is denied existence, absolute justice beinl (if anything) 

identified with rule-relative justice, with so. particular set 

of rules. 1be question arises, then, whether there is a way 

between these two extremes. What would such a aidcUe way look 

like? To take the middle way is, I suggest, to ccnceive of non

l'Ule-relati ve (and hence I perhaps I absolute Justice) in a aanner 

anaJ.OCOUS to, bit distinct frea, rule-relative justice. Ql such 
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a view rule-relative and non-rule-relative Justice will be 

congruent, that is, they will have the same basic patterns of 

argument, the same basic 'shape'. It is, of course, only on this 

view that our strategy of looking to rule-relative Justice for 

clues to the nature of non-role-relative justice Ekes sense. 

1be reader will, then, have had no difficulty in anticipating 

that it ia this third approach to the relationship between rule

relative and non-rule relative Justice which I endorse. I take 

it that it is the most intuitively attractive of the three views, 

IU1d is to be adopted provided only that it is coherent. 1be view 

requires. it would seem, the achievement of what, on each of the 

other views. is held to be not possible. In ccntrast to the 

first view. it requires a significant ccnceptual. relationship to 

be exhibited between non-rule-relative justice and rule-relative 

justice. And in contrast to the second view, it ia necessary to 

ahow how justice can be intelligibly employed without recourse to 

rules. Tbe other views derive their plausibility, at least in 

}art, by virtue of the fact that it is less than obvious how both 

of these requirements can be satisfied at the same tt.. 

To adopt the view that rule-relative and non-rule-relative 

justice are congruent is to be led to ask what the. s1Ddlariti_ 

and differences between rule-relative and non-rule-relative 

justice are. We ahall, then, need to look ap.in at the f.turea 

of rule-relative justice which have been identified in the 

present chapter, and consider which of tbeIIl are preserved in non

rule-relative Justice, or justice 'be7CDi the rules'. 'Ibis is. 
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of course, what I propose to do. For if it can be ahown that 

Justice as conceived in Justice as fitness is congnaent with 

Justice when used in relation to rules, then we shall, I think, 

have a not insignificant argument in favour of Justice as 

fitness. But before I attempt to develop such an argument 

further I I want to undertake another piece of preparatory work, 

namely, a discussion of practical reasoning. 
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Chapter 3 Two SYStems of Practical Reasoning 

3.1 Justice and Reasons for Action 

Justice is first and foremost a concept employed in practical 

reasoning, that is, in reasoning about how we should act. To 

call an action W'ljust is to say that, other things being equal, 

it should not have been performed; and it is to imply that there 

is a reason (though not necessarily a conclusive reason) why the 

act should not have been performed. Acts which are unjust are, 

ceteris paribus at least, wrong acts, though not all wrong acts 

need be unjust. An act is unjust, I propose, if and anly if it 

is contrary to a particular type of reason for actim. In the 

present chapter I will try to show what type of reason for 

action, when acted contrary to, produces an Wljust act. In order 

to achieve this objective, it will be necessary to isolate 

different types of reason for action, and to outline the systems 

of practical reasoning within which they make sense. In the 

course of the present chapter, therefore, it will be necessary to 

build up a picture of practical reasoning, and to locate the 

various concepts we employ in practical reasoning therein. As a 

consequence of doing this, it will becaae clear how the concept 

of justice ia related to (sc:ae of) the other concepts tie employ 

in our practical reasoning. 

<Dl (thouIh only one) factor in Judlina the plausibility of any 

particular characterization of the ccncept of justice will be the 

extent to which the characterization _kea sense of the fact that 
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to call an action lUljust is to imply that there is reason not to 

perform it. I hope to show that justice as fitness is sucessful 

in this regard. Conversely, a characterization will be suspect 

if it appears to preclude our being able to account for the fact 

that there is reason not to act unjustly. (To be avoided at all 

costs is the temptation to believe that simply by labelling an 

action as 'unjust' we saoehow manage to conjure up a reason not 

to perform that action.) 

I am inclined to think that this point weighs against the view 

that justice is essentiallY a matter of producing the right 

Pattern of distribltion. Now I do not, of course, deny that 

distriblting is saoething which may be done justly or tmjustly. 

But I think that it is a mistake to concentrate upon di fferent 

Patterns of distributed goods, to suppose that one of them must 

be just, and that the problem is to defend the pattem. 1he 

difficulty arises because it is not easy to see how the 

PQssibili ty of creating a pattern could provide a reascn for 

action - leaving aside aesthetic considerations web, I suggest, 

are too weak to fOnD the fOlD'ldation of justice. A particular 

Pattern will be provided by acting justly (1), but it is not the 

Pattem that _tters - it is, I think, saoething else. Perhaps 

the emphasis upon distribution in thinking about justice is part 

of the legacy of the dominance of utilitariaDism. 

Utilitariani_, of course, has no intrinsic interest in bow the 

~-------------------------~------------~~-------------~~~~--

(1) '!his is denied by Nozickj see K>ZIQ( (1974) pp155-64. 
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good gets distributed. To think of justice primarily in terms of 

distributive patterns is, perhaps, to preserve fundamental 

utilitarian ways of thinking, but to tack on a concern for 

justice. (2) I think this kind of approach is a mistake for, as 

I will try to show in the present chapter, justice and 

utilitarianism have very different roots. 

What reasons for action do we have? We act for. and attempt to 

justify our actions by reference to, a whole variety of reasons 

for action. 'Ibe reader may. therefore, be forgiven for wondering 

whether this is not a preposterous question to ask. 

Nevertheless, what I want to consider is whether there are 

fundalDeatally different types of reason for action. If there 

are, what are they? 

How might we go about task of uncovering fundamental divisions 

amongst reasons for actions? Reasons for actions are often 

discussed in terms of desires and beliefs. I want to eschew this 

approach, at least to begin with. To concentrate upon the 

desires and beliefs of agents is, perhaps, to place the 

indi vi4lal actor at the centre of the stage. I do not say that 

there i. anything wrong with concentrating upon the individual 

actor. But at would be wrona would be to IIUpp08e that, in 

doing so, we were not taking a particular view, and that no other 

--------------------------------------------------
(2) Barry tor exaaple, offera ua a diatinction between 

'aareaative' and 'diatributive' principl_; and sugeats 
that Juatice ia a 'apecial case' of diatributive 
ccmalderationa. See BARRY (1965), pp43-4. 
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approach is possible. I propose to try to tate what might be 

described as a wider view. 

When people argue about matters of public policy, they talk- of 

rights and justice, the public interest, decent and civilized 

treatment, behaving honourably and with integrity, and so on. We 

USe, obviously enough, D&lY different concepts and arguments. 

Are these concepts interrelated? Is it possible that they all 

hang together in one single coherent conceptual system? 

We are, of course, all familiar with the clash between efficiency 

and equality, or between utility and rights. (3) It is easy to 

feel that much recent philosophical discussion in practical 

ethics reduces to 'on the one hand rights/equality/Justice, on 

the other utility/efficiency'. Arguments purporting to defend 

some point of trade-off are notoriously unconvincing. 

It seems plausible to suppose that there is Dot one single 

COnceptual system of practical reason but, rather, at least two. 

(4) Indeed I will argue in this chapter that there are indeed 

----------------~---------------------~------------------------
(3) Cf. for example, the very title of a«JN (1975): EQuality 

and EUiciency; the Big Tradeoff. 

(4) ct. FINDLAY (1961), p293: 

Koral systems of the right are main17 concemed 
with the avoidance ot evil and particularly of 
injustice, whereas moral syste.a of the .ood have 
been concerned with quite different tab. It is 
not remarkable that these two 1lJllte.a law, except 
by confusion and trespass, found 80 few meeting 
points. 
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two distinct systems: the levels of being system and the syste. 

employed by utilitarianism. I will also try to indicate why I 

think these two systems cannot be integrated. Each system, I 

will suggest, has its own concepts, each has its- own pattern or 

patterns of arguments (and hence type or types of reasons for 

action), and, indeed, each system has its own distinctive 

conception of action. I am inclined to think that each is also, 

in some sense, based upon a metaphor. It is, I believe, 

difficult to over-estimate the importance of the use of metaphor 

in our practical reasoning. 1his point has been made by Iris 

Murdoch. She writes: 

The deve10paent of consciousness in human beings is 
inseparably connected with the use of aetaphor. 
Metaphors are not aerely peripheral decorations or 
useful models, they are fWldamental forms of awareness 
of our condi tion: metaphors of space, metaphors of 
movement, metaphors of vision. Philosophy in general, 
and moral philosophy in particular, has in the past 
often concerned itself with what it took to be our IDOSt 
important images, clarifying existing ones and 
developing new onea. Philosophical arguaent which 
consiata of such iaage-play, I mean the great 
met.aPlYaical systems, is usually inconclusive, and is 
regarded by l8I'ly contemporary thinkers as valueless. 
'lbe status and merit of this type of &rguIIIent raises, 
of courae, many problema. However it see... to me 
impouible to discuss certain kinds of concepts without 
resort to metaphor, since the conceptll are ~lvea 
deeply metaphorical and cannot be analyaed into non
_t.a.pbJaical caapcnenta without a loas of substance. 
(5). 

If it ia the case that there are two distinct ccmceptual systems 

as far .. practical reuanJ.ng ia c:a'lC8med, and if it were a1ao 

------~---~----~.-~-------~----~---------~----------------------

(5) tIJRIXXJf (1970), p77. Ql metaphor in general I have found 
I.tAID'F AND JaHQI (1980) of particular interest. See also 
CIl10fY (1979). 
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the case that these systeas were not only exclusive t:dt. also 

exhaustive, then we should have here the basis of an account of 

the difficulty of defending trade-offs between considerations 

expressed in the language of the two systems. For, it would 

seem, we should sblply lack any concepts wi th which to think 

through the question of how the different considerations should 

be traded off. 

incommensurability. 

We should, then, face the spectre of 
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3 • 2 'Ibe Value SYStem 

I want to begin by discussing the syst.ea employed by 

ut.ilitarians. I propose to call this system the 'value system'. 

1bere are, of course, many variants of utilitarianism, but I 

shall not examine their di fferences. My concern is wi th how in 

general utilitarians think about action and reasons for action. 

I take it that we will find the clearest and most authentic 

indication of 'how utilitarians think', if I .my put it that 

way, in classical utilitarianism. (6) The reader will be 

familiar wi til utilitarian systems of thought, and I will do no 

more, therefore, than draw attention to what I take to be the 

salient features. 

1be fundamental idea of utilitarianism is strikingly simple: all 

possible states of affairs, it is to be supposed, have positive, 

negative or zero value, and the right action, on any occasion, is 

that action which will bring about the -.xi..... possible value 

(or, takinc account of tmcertainty, the maxiJaum possible expected 

value). It is Call1lOll to talk in terms, not of value, but of 

utility. It may be as well to remind ourselves that when 

utilitarians speak of 'utility' they do not - or at least should 

not - simply .an usefulness. Not only lnstn.-entaliy valuable 

states of affairs are said to have utility, those which have only 

,------------~-------------------------- --------------------
(6) See, for example, SIDGWIQ{ (1981), Book IV. 
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intrinsic value are also said to have utility. kat it would, of 

course, be bizarre to suppose that we could account for the 

intrinsic value of a state of affairs in terms of the notion of 

Usefulness.- Readers of this work will not be prone to identify 

value with monetary value; I propose, therefore, to speak not of 

utility, but of value. 

'1lle eye of the utilitarian is fixed firmly on the future, on the 

consequences of action. He must try to work out what the future 

holds, what the possible consequences of the \'B.rious possible 

actions will be. 'Ibis is, of course, a task of mind-boggling 

CQaplexi ty. He must caoe to terms with the natural and social 

SCiences, with game theory and risk analysis, and 80 on. But the 

complexity of utilitarianism lies, not in understanding the 

Principle, but in operating it, not in the met.a.Jlh1sicsbut in the 

calculations. As far as concepts are concerned, the utilitarian 

travels light. He will distinguish between value and disvalue 

(POSitive and negative utility), between IIe8I1S and ends, will 

&peak of effects, effectiveness and efficiency, of usefulness, 

utilising and utility, and will use exploitation to refer to 

laking use of opportunities, of avoiding the occurence of an 

OPPOrtunity coat. But it is difficult to imagine a more elegant 

- or, as saae would say, impoverished - conceptual system of 

Practical reason. 

Tbe utilitarian has a no-nonsense approach to practical 

l'eaacning: whatever .... t be dane, ... t be done. In principle, 

the end M¥ alwaya Justify the meana; it ia sUply a matter of 
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the costs and the 'benef'i ta, of the size of the pay-off, and 

whether the 'winner' can pay-off the 'loser'. There is, in 

principle, no difference between an act and an emission. Nor is 

the distinction between what is done intentionally and what is 

done only imowingly, in principle, of any sign]. f'icance. Such 

distinctions are at best only contingently related to what comes 

about, what is produced. 

Of course most people do not actually conduct their practical 

reasoning in terms only of value and disvalue, of efficiency and 

expected utility. Rather they make use of a 1Iibole plethora of 

notions - integri ty, degradation, obligations, honour, dignity, 

self-respect, deserts, self-realization, Justice and 80 on. Now 

these concepts are not bmediatelyand obviously reducible to the 

uti Ii tar ian 's preferred concepts. These notions must be 

explained, explained away, or simply abandoned. 

'!be concept of value (or utility) bears enormous weight then, in 

the ayatem of thought eaployed by utilitarians. Questions 

concernina value occur en two levels. 'lbere ia, firstly, the 

queation of what baa value. 'lbe tradi tiona! anInIIel'll are in telW8 

of happiness or pleasure. More recently, notions such as welfare 

and preference, want or desire satisfaction have been canvassed. 

Aeathetic considerations have alao been thoullbt relevant. 

Secondly, there ia the question of what it JDMna to say that 

IIClIDet.hinll baa value. And this is, of course, a question which 
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has been at the centre of analytic IIIOral philosophy since Moore 
:0 

claimed that good is a non-natural, indefinable quality. (7) 

Reasons for action are, for the utilitarian, of a \Bliform type: 

if some state of affairs has value there is reason to bring it 

about. Action is viewed primarily as enabling .. to change what 

exists, or to prevent such changes. For the utilitarian there is 

reason to act to change, or to prevent changes if, in 80 doing, 

we can create what has positive value (eg happiness) or destroy 

what has negative value (ec suffering). 'lbus we have reason to 

Create and preserve what has value, to destroy and prevent what 

has negative value, to improve (that is, to add value) and to 

resist deterioraticn (that ia, to prevent the e1"08icn ot value). 

'lbe utilitarian would, then, have us conceive action in tel"l8 of 

Q'eat.ion and destnact.ion - and related notions of preservation, 

prevention, improvement and resistance to deterioration. Actions 

most readily conceived in this fashion are actions which may be 

said to be conaequential, or 'make t.hings happen'. To insiat en 

viewing all actions in this way is likely to lead to distortion: 

8UCh practices as kissing and the removing ot bats or aboes when 

entering holy places are not, tirst and tOrMOat, attempts to 

-.Jce tJrl.ng. happen. They _y. of coune, have effects. 

Let me now emphasize and summarize a number ot teature. ot 

utilit&riani_. Firatly, it is a sJlltai which JUI"POrta to haw 

-----~--------~-----~----~--- . -----------------------
(7) See NXJm (1903), pp5-10. For a review of anal)1:.ic .oral 

philO8OJlhy see ~ (1970) or WAIHQ( (1966). 
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universal application. To embrace utilitariani. is always to 

know how to go about deciding how to act: the theory deals with 

all the 'moral' issues, leaving only 'the figures' to be 

calculated. Secondly, and relatedlYt it is a system which 

emphasizes quantification rather than qualification (or 

classification). Mathematics (or at least aritbDetic) has an 

important role to play. ('Ibis point is illustrated by the fact 

that John Stuart Mill's notorious attempt to introduce the 

notions of higher and lower pleasures (8) seems so out of key.) 

Thirdly, utilitarianism is, as I have said, a theory with a 

strildngly simple conceptual apparatus. At the heart of the 

system is one simple concept - which, it has heeD suggested, is 

indefinable - namely, value. And finally, we have seen that 

utilitarianism places at centre-stage those conceptions of action 

which see action as making or preventing changes; and utilitarian 

reasons for action appear to be tied to those conceptions of 

action. 

Utilitarianiam is an attractive theory, and it employs an 

attractive ayatem of ideas. 'Ibe fUllduental idea is that we 

ought to produce as much of that which is load as possible. How 

cOuld an)'QIle object to this, one milbt wonder? And once the 

tundallental idea is accepted the rest of classical utili tariania 

SeellS to follow, easily and irresistably. ('Ibe other aide of 
. 

thia particular coin is the botched character of variations on 

-~~-------------------~-----------~---~------------

(8) See MILL (1962). pp258-60. 
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classical utilitarianism: the variant. avoid classical 

utilitarianism's allegedly unacceptable conclusions only by 

measures which appear ad hoc. (9)) Yet how is it possible, we 

might 1«XlCier, for so much to flow from so little? How is it, 

that by embracing this seemingly innocuous idea - the idea that 

We ought to bring about as much good as possible - we are led to 

COnclusions which many find impossible to accept? How is it that 

So much of substance can flow from a claim which looks posi ti vely 

banal, and even, perhaps, has the appearance of being no more 

than a definition of what it is to act rationally? 

It is tempting to think that this system has IDOre built into it 

than meets the eye. '!be first point to be made is that it seems 

to aas\lle that the only reason to act is to produce, create, 

destroy and so on. But this is not the only way we conceive 

action. We speak also of treating. (As I have suggested, to 

regard all actions as producing or destroying is to simply fail 

to understand them.) Does the system of ideas employed by 

utilitarianism assume that the (whole) point ot lite is to 

Produce, to create? This is a view of life associated with a 

P&rticu1ar class in a particular type of society. But it i., 

BUrely, leas than an obvious truth. (10) 

~--------------------------------------------------~-------~-----
(9) An example ot the kind ot variant I have in aind is 'person 

affectilll' utilitariani_: see NARVESON (1967). For a 
critique ot this theory aee PARFIT (1984), pp393 ft. 

( 10) For a di8CU88ion of utilitarian ideas trca a sociolOlical 
perspective see GClJLDNJ!R (1970), OIapter 3. 
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Attacks on the claim of the utilitarian system to be neutral are 

often met with the reply that, each of us may assign value to the 

various possible states of affairs as we wish. In consequence, 

the utilitarian way of thinking is neutral for, in itself, it is 

contrary to no view; any result can be obtained if you only 

, fiddle the input'. 1his particular ' argument' has, it seems, 

been pressed into service to deal with the problem which 1II8l1y 

have thought justice posed for utili tariani_. 

If we give up hedonism, they [' John Laird, Ewing and 
others'] point out, we can hold that there are a number 
ot different kinds of things which are good: pleasure, 
knowledge, love, aesthetic experience, and the like. 
We can even hold that one of the good things to be 
promoted is an equal or just distrib.ation ot the other 
things. 1ben when we are calculating our &corea, we 
DJIIt figure in, not only the value of the pleasure and 
other such goods that are produced, b.at also the value 
of the pattern of distribution involved. (11) 

Frankena goes on to say that he finds the view 'unconvincing': 

• •• I do not see that a pattem of distribltion is ••• 
a normally good thing in itself. (12) 

Nor do I. 1be point is that, though it may be possible to get 

any conclusion out of the utilitarian algori tba, in order to do 

so, it _y be necesll&17 to distort SOllIe views to the point where 

they appear simply bizarre. 1bis is hardly neutrality. 

------------~--~~-~~~-~~---------------------~-------------

(11) IRANKINA (1973). pot2. 

(12) DWI. 
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But why should this be so? In part, it is, I think, because the 

system which utilitarianism employs conceives action exclusively 

in terms of creation, destruction, and so on. And this requires 

some views to be presented in less than their best light. 

(Indeed it is, I suggest, to make nonsense of SaDe views.) But I 

am also inclined to think that there may be analogy or metalilor 

hovering at the back of utilitarianism. Might not the notion of 

value, and of what has value, be understood by reference to an 

analogy? If we take this possibility seriously, what would we 

eXpect? We should expect, I think, that when exposed the 

restrictive impact of the analogy will be disavowed. But we 

IIlight also anticipate that its operation will in part be 

insidious, and that the concept of value will continue to be 

informed by the analogy (or sane other) even after disavowal of 

the analogy. We might doubt that, were we not to continue to 

employ the analogy, or some other, in SOllIe way, we would be able 

to attach significance to 'value', and to utilitariani_. 

We may expect to feel resistance to the idea that value is 

(understood as) an analogue. It is easy, when one bas been 

indoctrinated into a system of thought to the extent that one can 

happily operate it, to think that there is nothing problematic, 

IlYSterious or unliteral about it. But if value were to be 

understood as an analogue, would that not help to explain how we 

are able to operate the concept wi tbout being able to define it 

in an ill\afnatiIC fashicm? 
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If value were an analogue of some other concept, then it would be 

reasonable to expect utilitarianism to be analogous to some other 

theory. Such a theory would presumable need to be one which has 

been sufficiently powerful and impressive' to affect men's 

thinking in areas beyond the realm to which it applies (though we 

should remember that today' s specialization is a fairly recent 

phenomenon); and it must possess the relevant salient features 

we identified earlier in utilitarianism: we would expect the 

theory to be conceptually econanical and elegant, canplex in its 

application, emphasize quantification over classification, and 

have at its centre a notion similar to value, a simple, 

indefinable property which may, in principle, vary between 

positive and negative infinity. 'lbere is, I think, a theory 

which fits this description sufficiently well to be worthy of 

further investigation. But before we explore this issue further 

it is necessary to introduce the conceptual system in which 

justice finds its hane: the levels of being systea. 
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~ 3 The Levels of Being SYStem 

.3.. 3 • 1 The SYstem 

I now turn to a radically different and distinct system of 

COncepts. 'Ihe fundamental assumption of this system is that it 

makes sense to speak of beings or entities as existing on 

different levels. What is JDe8Ilt when it is said that some being 

is higher or lower than another is not, of course, that one 

entity is physically Cie spatially) above or below another. 'Ibe 

syStem has, then, a metaphor at its heart, and indeed, a much 

JDore obvious one than utilitarianism. What is IIeallt when it is 

said that some entity is higher than another is that it is more 

IQeri torious, has a higher status, is IIOre worthy or virtuous, or 

sane similar claim. 

'Ibe use of the height metaphor is ubiquitous. We apeak of higher 

detrees, the lower divisions of the Football 1Aague, the High 

Court, upstarts J higher motives, high table, a low trick. of 

Sinking to depths of depravity. of heaven being en high and hell 

being the underworld, judges sit above the court, important 

People sit on platforms at gatherings, and so on. Why we should 

eDlploy t.hia particular spatial metaphor is a topic on which it is 

difficult to resist speculating. 'Ibe sun is both impressive and 

(lfaa thought to be) above, though if this is the source we do 

seem to have generalized fre. the particular in an extremely 

reckless fashion! Perhaps the aetaphor arises from a 

strailhttorward identification of right and honour with llight: 
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someone in control is 'on top', has power" ~ those ~ him. 

'llle explanation of the metaphor is, then, presumably, the obvious 

one, that those literally on top of others have power over them. 

'nle positions in a hierachy or on a scale are variously referred 

to by such terms as 'grade', 'degree', 'rank', 'status' and so 

on; the general terms for the quality on account of which 

assignaent to a particular grade (or whatever) is to be made are 

'virtue' and 'vices', 'merits' and 'demerits', 'qualities' and 

'flaws'. These, in turn confer merit or demerit, worthiness or 

unworthiness. 'Ibe 'higher' may be spoken of as: high-ranking, 

worthy (worthies), noble, honourable, precious, worshipful 

revered, sacred, holy, meritworthy, reputable, respectable, 

estimable, inestimable, digni fied, dignitaries, highly-regarded, 

and so on. The 'lower' by low, low-ranking, base, ignoble, 

unworthy, dishonourable, humble, brutish, undigni fied, profane, 

disreputable, depraved, despicable, unrespectable. and so on. It 

is saaetimes possible to raise or lower an entity. We speak of 

promoting, dilllifytng, deifying, ennobling, raising, elevating, 

consecrating, civilizing and so on; and of degrading, relegating, 

debasing, htllbling, desecrating, dehumanizing, tarbarizing and so 

on. To keep down is to repress. Sane of these terms, such as 

'elevating', are evidently connected etymologically wi th the 

higher and lower metaphor. others are not. nus' defile' is 

deri vee! fre. .-kina foul or dirt.." and 'deprave' fraa Bing 

crooked. 'lbe height metaphor is not, then, the cmly one which 

has been employed. But notice that we say '.~ to the depths 
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of depravity'. 1be height metaphor, though not the source of all 

our teI"llS in this area, is, I think, a particularly powerful, and 

uni fying image. 

In addi tion to raising and lowering, we are able to treat an 

entity as possessing the status it has: we may honour the 

honourable, praise the praiseworthy, revere the fearful, worship 

the worshipful, esteem the inestimable, show respect to the 

respectable, as well as despise the despicable, and show contempt 

for the contemptible. To treat an entity in such aanners, to 

treat it as it is, is to treat it appropriately (perhaps 

properly), or, as I will say, fittingly - in a Emler which 

befits it. 'Ibe notion of 'treating as' is an important one. I 

propose to examine ita little more closely later in this 

chapter. 

We are able to act, not only fittingly, bit also unfittingly. To 

act unfittingly is to treat an entity as if it were higher or 

lower than it is. To treat in an entity as having a higher 

status than it has is to flatter it; to show a respect which is 

not due. We treat entities as having a lower status than they 

have when we act disrespectfully, when, for example, we show 

contempt for what is not contemptible, not wo~ of oantempt, or 

when we refuse praise to the praiseworthy. And, of course, to 

treat ... eone as lower than they are is <at least saaetime) to do 

them an injustice. Injustice, I want to su"est, is to be 

understood in terms ot this idea of unfitting treatment, of 

treatina entities as lower, or less, than they are. To do 
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scaeone justice is, by contrast, to treat the. fittingly - to 

treat them as they are. Hence justice is to be understood in 

terms of fitness. 

A single feature of unfitting treat.ent is its capacity to 

occasion strong emotional responses. We feel resentment and 

indignation when we are treated 1.D'lfittingly, when we are treated 

\D'ljustly or contemptuously. We resent being teated as if we were 

less than (we think) we are: we resent being accused of crimes 

we have not commited, being treated as unreliable when we 

consider aurael ves reliable, being treated as \D'lfree when we 

consider ourselves free. We - and, apparently, God - are jealous 

of our statu.; we are jealous when those who are not our equals 

(ie tllose who are lower) are treated as if they were our equals. 

'Ihe man who works all day is jealous of scmeooe who works for 

only an hour and is treated the same. We are jealous when our 

spouses bestow sexual favours on their lovers - treating them as 

our eq1.Bls. And we are envious of those whom we regard as no 

better than ourselves, but who are treated with "1'8 favour. Why 

should we be moved by unfitting treatment? This is also a 

queatian to which we shall need to retum. 

How does the levels of being S1Bt.em canpa.re with the utilitarian 

systa.? The first point to which I want to draw attention 

concerns clasaification and quantification. It will be recalled 

that, in my discussion of utilitarianism, I sUllested that 

utilitarianism emphasizes quantification. (Whether the 
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quantification can be achieved is, of course, an open question.) 
:' 

But in the case of the levels of being system there is no drive 

towards quantification. I do not mean to deny that we 

distinguish between, for example, more and less serious 

injustices. We do indeed speak of gross and grave injustices • . 
Nevertheless we seem less willing (or perhaps I should say ~ 

less willing) to quantify when using the concepts of the levels 

of being system, than when using those of the value system. 

'Ibe situation with regard to qualification and classifying seems 

quite the reverse. 1be utilitarian eschewal of classification is 

the other side of the coin to utilitarianism's elegant s~licity 

and conceptual econany. As we have seen, tJle levels of being 

sYStem includes a DlUI tiplici ty of concepts, and includes IIBI17 

concepts which are themselves to be made sense of in terms of 

classifying and misclassifying. 

'!be array of ccncepts found wi thin the levels of being systaa 

are, perhaps, partly responsible for the fact that reasoning in 

this system seems often chaotic and to rely on intuition (13). 

'1he drive for order within the system can be seen as leading to 

the view that there ia one single and complete bierachy or scale 

- hence the notion of a great chain of being and the principle 

~--~-----------------------~-------------------~-----~------~ 
( 13) '1bus. for exaIIIPle, Sidgwick di8CU88e8 the ccncepta of this 

sfStem under headinl of Intuitionism, his title for Book III 
of SIDGWICX (1981). 'Jbe term ia, of course, also associated 
wi th the work of Rosa. 
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of plenitude. (14) But the point I want to emphasize is that use 

of the concepts of the levels of being system does IlQ.t a.ai tone 

to a belief in a single 'great chain of being'. 1he system of 

concepts may be equally happily employed - and, of course, 

usually is now employed - in connection with the view that there 

are a vast number of different scales, with different parameters, 

different virtues, and with entities able to occupy different 

places in different scales. The conceptual system requires only 

that we agree that it makes sense to talk of different levels. 

The second contrast between the levels of being and the 

utili tarian systems concems the contrast between the concept of 

merit, and the utilitarian concept of value. 1bese concepts have 

strong claDs to be regarded as the f\D'ldamental concepts of their 

respective systems. A utilitarian theory, to be applied, 

requires that a theory of value - that is, a theory of what has 

value - be en hand. Similarly, a levels of being theory can be 

applied only if a theory of merit - that is, a theory of what 

kind of entities are more or less meritorious than others - is 

adopted. A cOllP8rison of the conceptual schemes would be 

incomplete without a comparison of these f\.D'ldamental concepts. 

It would DOt be prudent to attempt to answer the questions of 

what hall value and what is meri torioua at this stage of the 

argument. I aball be indicating some of lIlY viewa on the question 

of what centers .ri t in later cllapters. 

---~-----.... ~-~~-----~---~~-----------------------------
(14) Ch the ~t chain of being and the principle of plenitude 

see I.D'IEJOY (1936). 
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It is imperative that we do not confuse merit with value. Or, at 

least, if we do insist on regarding them as syncn)'IDOUS, it is 

important to find terms to distinguish the two notions I am about 

to discuss. I do not deny that some people may use these terms 

interchangeably. I will not. If, in so refusing, I am thought 

to 'clip the ragged edge of conmon usage' then so be it. The 

important point is to recognize that there ia a distinction 

between the concepts I use the terms 'merit' and value' to label. 

Obviously, I do not think it inappropriate to use these terms to 

bring out this distinction. 

The possibility of confusion is perhaps lade easier by the fact 

that it is possible, and even appropriate, to believe that merit 

is (&aDetimes) a f\D'lCtion of usefulness or capacity to produce 

happiness. Typically, man-made objects which have been made with 

the intention of being used - machines, cars, knives, footballs 

and so on - ..,. well have their merits judged in accordance with 

their usefulness. 'Ibis is hardly surprising si.Dce what we make 

to use is (normally) intended to be useful. 1hJs we might say 

that a particular football has certain features; that, for 

example, it bas an even bounce and is unlikely to burst in 

reaacnable use, and in virtue (as we say) of theae features it is 

a good football. '!be fact that some object can have botll merit 

and value does not mean that 'merit' and 'value' are s1J'lOl'll'DlOU8. 

Nor Jet does it follow from the fact that some object has merit 

beguM it has value. that '.rit' and 'value' are s~. 

Indeed the ter.s need not be s~ even if it were the case 
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that all and only objects with merit had value. Indeed such a 

coincidence does not exist. 'nle merits of people, animals, works 

of art - and, I venture to suggest, Ph.D theses - are not thought 

to be solely detennined by their respective capacities to bring 

about that which has value. In short, there are other merit-

conferring features besides usefulness, or the capacity to bring 

about happiness, pleasure, welfare, interest satisfaction - or 

whatever is thought to have value. And, as I have said, I will 

try to indicate what some of these might be later. 

Let me now try to bring out something of the contrasting 

character of the concepts of value and merit. It is, I want to 

suuest, not implausible to suppose that being meritorious is, 

essentially, a comparative notion, while value is not. I do not 

JDe8ll to deny that values can be compu-ed. Rather, what I want to 

suggest is that in the case of value we work out relative values 

an the basis of our assignment of a value to the states of 

affairs to be compared. '!bus we believe that, for example, 

happiness has value wi tbout any need to caupa.re happiness with, 

say, suffering. And if we say that happiness has more value 

than, say, aterial possessions, we do this, not 80 .. ch an the 

baais of saae canpariaan of happiness and .. terial poaaeaaiona, 

b.Jt on the basis of a caapariaon of the values we have already 

assigned to happiness and _terial possessions. I do not say 

that it ia actually possible to do this. What I am aaJing is 

that we tend to think and talk _ if it were poeaible to do this. 

Now it .... at least arcuable that the reverse is the cue with 

the concept of merit. Here aaain, I do not ... to deny that we 
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speak of the meritoriousness of some particular person. Of 

COurse we do. But I want to suggest that we arrive at a view on 

the meri toriousness, say, of a particular case on the basis of an 

(albeit sometimes implicit) view of the meritoriousness of the 

case in comparison with some other case or cases. Examples will 

certainly not prove this point. But simply for the purposes of 

illustration, let me suggest that we would not try to decide en 

the respective merits of a set of bridge playera by. first, 

trying to assign some level of merit to each one. and then 

comparing the levels assigned. Rather we should make the 

&ssigraent to levels on the basis of some sort of compa.rati ve 

basis. 

The point can, I think, be put in a slightly different way. I am 

suggesting that it is plausible to suppose that when we use the 

notion of merit, of a level, we have no fundamental independent 

cri teria for assigning an entity or being to a particular level. 

The type of hierarchy or scale employed may, perhaps. be 

calibrated by means of same changing quantity. ('lhls is rather 

like the way in which temperature might be calibrated by means of 

an expanding column of mercury; our notions of hotness and 

Coldness are prior to, and are only found to conveniently 

COincide with. changes in lengths of mercury columns.) The 

height metaphor at the heart of the levels of heine system i., 

PerhaPB, appropriate only if this i. the case. To say of an 

object that it ia literally high or low is to ..,. that it i. hip 

or low relative to, or in OCIIJPIl"iaon with t IICIIIe other body or 
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location. It is a feature, I think, of scales without 

independent external criteria of allocation that the zero point, 

if there is one, is notional and of no particular significance. 

By contrast, scales which do have independent external criteria 

of allocation will t at least typically t have significantly placed 

zero points. '1he case of temperature is, I think t again an 

instructive one. 'Ibe acceptance of the theory tllat temperature 

is a measure of molecular vibration transforms the temperature 

scale from an essentially comparative scale, a scale without 

independent external criteria of assignment, to a scale which is 

not essentially caapa.rati ve, and does have external criteria of 

assignment. Notice, incidentally, that with this change comes 

the introduction of a significant, rather than notional, zero 

point - absolute zero. 

Merit, in the levels of being system, is, perhaps, similar in 

form to a conception of temperature prior to the adoption of the 

theory that temperature is a f\DlCtion of molecular vibration, and 

value, as ccnceived within the utilitarian system, has a form 

siailar to that ot talperature after the adoption of tllat theory. 

The value scale ia aupposed to function as a scale with a 

aiCniticant zero point, and independent criteria of allocation. 

Height. and presumably meritoriousness, is a ccmpa.rative scale. 

In a later aecticn I will .uu-t that the concept which value ia 

analocoua to ia indeed not an essentially coaparative one. 

Further conaideraticn ot thia will, however t need to be postponed 

until then. But I hope I have done enoulh even in theae 
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tentative I'ell8rks to bring out saaething of the contrast between 

value and merit, and hence of the contrast between the value and 

the levels of being system. 

Let me, on this altter, make one final point at this stage. 

Ceteris parila. it is, I think, better to employ an external 

criteria scale: our understanding is clearly meagre if we can do 

no more than say that some entity is more or leas meritorious -

or whatever - than another, and we have no independent criteria 

for the allocation of entities to levels of merit. But were such 

external criteria to be lacking, any presumption of superiority 

on behalf of a concept which appeared to provide an abaolute, 

non-relative scale would be bogus. It remains to be seen whether 

there are external criteria for the assignment of value, end if 

there are, what restrictions if any this places on what aly be 

said to have value. 

'Ibe third CClI'ltraat between the value and the levels of being 

8Y8tems concerns their respective conceptions of what constitutes 

a reason for action. In terms of the value .)'Stem, one has 

reason to act if and only if one is able to bring about an 

increase, or prevent a decrease, in v:alue. a. bas reason, it ia 

8\lppoaed, to -.vjmize value. But what reasons for action are 

there in the levels of being .,.t.? 

'lbere &eaIB to be no ,eneral view that we have reason to try to 

lllaXiDdze merit by, say, trying to tum as much base aatter into 
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as ..ny noble hlDMll beings as quickly as possible. My point is 

not to deny that there is such a reason to act - though I see no 

reason to adopt such a view. My point is rather that this is not 

the characteristic, view associated with this system of thought. 

It is supposed that we have reason to avoid acting unfi ttingly, 

particularly where so to act is to treat some-:me as of lower 

stattE than they are. It is supposed, therefore, that we have 

reason to avoid doing a person an injustice or treating them with 

inappropriate contempt. But what reason is there - contingent 

considerations apart - to avoid acting lUljustly? What reason for 

action do we (necessarily) act contrary to ttilen we treat someone 

as of lower status than they are? Of course, ghWl our sense of 

justice, people treated unjustly normally resent being so 

treated, are made unhappy, and are, perhaps, lIDIiilling to give 

their allegance to a system which contains injustice. But these 

are not reasons for acting justly t but reasons for not openly 

acting unjustly. People 'only resent being treated lUljustly it 

they know they have been so treated. I do not wish to deny that 

utilitarian-type reasons tor actions are indeed reasons for 

acticna, nor that they do, at leaat 8OIIett.es, provide us with 

reasons to act justly. But the issue is Miether. and it so why, 

we would have reason to act juatlJ' if, tor tIIIT reason, such 

consequences were not to apply. Again, I will return to this 

isaue later in this chapter. 

It does ... to be held that, thouIh there ~ be no reason to 

create wort.h¥ entitiea per .t there is reuon, ceteris paribuat 
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to raise beings, to avoid preventing beings frca being raised and 

from raising themselves, to avoid lowering beings, and to prevent 

beings from being lowered or lowering themselves. Thus we 

should, it is supposed, try to make ourselves noble, virtuous and 

civilized; we should try to prevent others and ourselves becoming 

contemptible, unworthy, uncivilized, depraved and brutish. But 

here scain there seems to be a problaa: given that there is no 

reason to '.ximize worthiness' why do we have reason to raise, 

to avoid lowering ourselves, and to prevent the lowering of 

others? 

It would seem, then, that even on this sketchiest of discusaions 

the reasons we have for acting as regards the value system are 

radically different to the reasons for actins we have as regards 

the levels of being system. Each system has its own conception 

or conceptions of what constitutes a reason for action. But this 

ia not all. I want now to suggest that even the Danner in which 

ACtion itself is, in general, conceived differs between the two 

s)'&tems; the two systems emphasize different cbaracteristica of 

fICtion. 

1be utili~ian, as we have seen, views acticm as primarily a 

-tter of mking or preventing change - of creating, destroying 

Or transforming. It is, I susgest, a conception of action 

Palticularly appropriate for, and to be expected to be ssphasized 

h, I people who consider themselves in control of their own - and 

Perhapa othera I - destinies I people who think of their Ii Yea 
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acti vely rather than pusi vely, and who consider themselves able 

and even duty-bound to play a role which others llight reserve tor 

a God. Historically, of course, utilitarianism has been 

associated with a humanistic conception of value (happiness, 

welfare, pleasure, preference-satisfaction). It is worth noting, 

I think, that, even as regards its conception of action, 

utili tarianism has a disadvantage tor (sane) theists which it 

does not have for those of a secular outlook. To conceive of 

man t S action as substantially creative might be thouCht to place 

man on a level with God. If this were so then. though the 

unbeliever might find such a conception of action 

unobjectionable, this llight not be so for the believer. '1bere is 

- or rather was - a greater readiness to view the actions of 

emperors and kings as creative. Given the present line of 

argument, this is hardly surprising, for the notions of gods, 

kings and emperors, are at no great distance fran each other. 

(Kings and emperors are presented as possessing god-like powers, 

and gods are spoken of by such phrases as 'Prince of Peace', 

'King of Kings'. and so on.) Equally, it might be unsurprisi.ng 

if the notion of artists being creative were to have appeared 

only in a culture able to accept the creative conception of 

action which is 80 much a part of utilitarianism. The 

. al temative view would require that, to the exteftt that the work 

of an artist is viewed as creative, it must be rep.rded as havinl 

been tranaDitted fl'Clll God - or, perhaps. the cleril (who 8I17W&1' 

baa his reala). Given the creative conception of action embodied 

in utilitarlani_. it is not difficult to see - or at leallt to 

think ane __ - why utilitarian thinkinl baa flouriabeci wberl and 
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where it has. 

While the utilitarian views the ability to act as pri.a.rily a 

potentiality to create or destroy (what has) value, the 

conceptions of action associated with the levels of being system 

are of treating (of treating fittingly or mistreating) and 

raising or lowering (actions which change the place, or prevent 

changes of place, of entities in hierachies). 'Ibis second view 

of action in the levels of being system allows us to speak of 

elevating, humbling, repressing (holding down) and liberating 

(setting free to rise). Is the existence of action of this 

second type caapatible with the emphasis upon the 'treating' 

conception of action which, I have suggested, is a feature of the 

levels of being system? 

It is certainly the case the such actions bring about changes. 

But it is worth noting that there appear to be, within the 

conceptual systeaa, methods to tone down the trans formative 

character of such actions. 'lbus the achievement of higher status 

lDay be spoken of as the realization of BaDe already existing 

Potential. 'Jhe idea of self-realization, of being one's true 

self, seems, when -.ployed, invariably to suppoee that a person's 

true self is indeed his higher self. If this is so then it would 

seem that self-realization arguments should not be seen as Meed 

Upon 8CIIIe a.aitment to overcomi.ng alienation or estrangement. 

To argue in such a faahion 'WOuld be to allow that, were a peraon 

to have a wicked true self he would have a reascD to act wickedly 
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- thereby overcaning his alienation fro. himself. ('lbe question 

is not whether such a ' reason' would be an important reason to 

act, bJt whether it is any reason at all. It seems less than 

plausible to suppose that it is.) Thus I would suggest that 

self-realization arguments (or at least those worthy of 

consideration) should be viewed as canbining the view that, where 

possible, we have reason to raise ourselves and others, together 

wi th a view as to what is indeed possible. There is a much 

greater willingness to suppose that men can lower themselves and 

others; they are capable of self-degradation and humiliation, as 

well as defiling, desecrating and so on. Yet here again the 

notion of regression to some still existing, albeit latent, 

bestial nature is a popular image. 

The final contrast I want to draw is between, an the one hand, 

the conceptual economy and universal applicability of 

utilitarianism, and, on the other, the plethora of concepts, and 

numerous diverging arguments fOWld in the levels of being s)'Stem. 

It is, I think, striking that literary works are invariably 

li ttered with the concepts I have located in the levels of being 

syst.. It is this system through which conflicts, dileaaas, 

tracedies are expressed and explored. Had Shakespeare confined 

himaelf to value and its MXimization, we should not have heard 

of hill! 

But, of COUl'IIe, utili tarians do not wiah to ~ ua the use of 

the concepta I have located in the level. of beiDa a)'Btea - or, 

at leaat, not all of theat. Rather the ~t ia that a concem 
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for, say, justice or self-respect can be explained in tel'lllS of 

the maximization of value. This is illplausible. I will suggest 

later that the two systems have at their hearts incompatible 

IIletaphors and incOIIIIlensurable analogues. 
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3.3,2 Justice and Related Fi mess Concepts 

Justice, I have argued, is a concept which finds ita home in the 

levels of being system. But how is it to be distinguished fran· 

other concepts within that system - in particular, of course, 

with other concepts of mistreatment? It is DQ.t the case that all 

forms of mistreatment are Wljust. When we fail to revere, praise 

and worship God we are hardly doing him an injustice. When the 

defendant abuses, shows contempts, and otherwise shc::MI disrespect 

for the judge be is not said to do the judge an in.iustice. Why 

should this be? Inappropriate treatment may be necessary for 

injustice rut it is not, it seems, sufficient. lIIbat more is 

required? 

It will be recalled that in Chapter Two I argued that a further 

necessary condition of acting tUljustly or Justly, as far as rule-

relative justice is concerned, is the possession of the relevant 

authority to judge. To call an action tUljust is, I sqggested, to 

concede that the person alleged to be acting unjusUy does not 

lack the authority to make the judgement to which the (unjust) 

act gives expression. Does a similar si tuatiClll obtain in the 

case of non-rule-relative justice? (It will be recalled that, in 

the discussiOft of rule-relative Justice and aut.hori ty t I 

concentrated lIlY attention upon what I there called nile-govemed 

authority. In the present disCU8sion I will ~trate upon 

non-rule-governed authority. IA!t _ repeat that I haWl di8CU8sed 

rule-relative jt8t.ice together with rule-govemed authority t and 

non-rule-relative Justice toaether with nOD-rule-,overned 
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authority, for the purposes of simplifying the exposition only.) 

The suggestion seems plausible. Suppose that I misjudge a 

friend, mistakenly believing him to have shohn himself to be 

untrustworthy. To believe him \.Ulworthy of trust when, in fact, 

he is entirely reliable is to do him an injustice. In such 

circ\DDStances, to say that I had done my friend an injustice 

Would be an entirely natural thing to say. 

But consider now a similar case where our 1Kk of authority to 

judge seems least in doubt: cases relating to God. It is, I 

take it. to be asstJDed that the Olristian God is to be thought 

reliable. Olristians enjoin each other to rely upon God, to have 

faiUl in God, as would, of course, be an appropriate II8llIler to 

act if God is a reliable being. We might expect then, that those 

who find themselves failing to trust God aightcri ticize 

themselves by saying that they had 'done God an injustice' by 

their lack of faith. If we have such an expectation we will be 

disappointed. We do not refer to our treatment of God as just or 

unjust. Or, at least, if we do, to use such tez. has an air of 

PresUlllpticn about it. 

Why are we tmable to criticize ourselves by S8.)'iDg that we have 

been unjust without being presumpti ve, wi thout , as it were, 

falling into another error? It is, I suggest, that to do 80 is 

to PUt aneself on a level with God. Justice and ~tice. it 

WOuld appear, are qaed in relation only to the treatment of 
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'equals' and 'lessera'. God is said to be just in his treatment 
'!" 

of us, we may be just in our treatment of others (or, at least, 

some others, sometimes), rut we may not be just or unjust in our 

treatment of God. We lack the (necessary) authority to judge 

God. To be neither a 'better' nor an equal (a peer, as we say) 

is to lack authority to judge. Similarly the judge may do the 

defendant an injustice, but the defendant is restricted to 

Ilisplaced contempt and disrespect. 

In Chapter 'JWo I suggested that it seems plausible to suppose 

that the sense in which 'authority to judge' is to be understood, 

when it is said to be necessary condition of being able to act 

justly and unjustly, is that of having the risht to make a 

decision to be taken as Si ven in subsequent actien and decision

making. 'Ibis suggestion seemed plausible in the case of rule-

relative Justice and rule-governed authority. But is it 

plausible in the case of non-rule-relati ve justice and non-rule

govemed authority? 

'Jbe answer would appear to be that it is not. Ccosider again the 

case of doing a friend an injustice by treating him as 

W'lt.rustMorthy. If it were the case that in order to act Justly 

or unjustl, it were necessary to have the authOrity to judge, in 

the aense of havinC a right to decide the issue, then it would 

follow that I have the riCht to decide the issue of whether lIlY 

friend ia, or ia not, trustworthy. But we do not, aurel" 

presuppoae that we have such authority when we describe our 

acticn as Wljuat. 
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In the face of this particular example t we .. y be tempted to 

believe that what is required in order to be able to act justly 

or unjustly is authority to judge, not in the strong sense of 

being empowered to decide the issue, but rather only in the 

Weaker sense of being free to form and, perhaps, express a view. 

But this will not do. Authority to decide the issue may be too 

strong a condition, but merely being free to form and express a 

View is too weak. We can see this by looking again at the case 

of failing to trust God. We gg hold that we are free to form and 

express an opinion about God. Were this not so it would be 

Presumptuous to revere and worship God! For the whole point of 

these acti vi ties is to give expression to a belief about God. m 
that God is fearful and worthy of worship. To say that we muat 

be able to decide that issue is too strong to be a necessary 

COndi tion of being able to act justly or unjustly. But merely 

being able to pass judgement is too weak. 

We may note that a capacity to form judgements is presuppoaed in 

the case of all the concepts which are closely related to justice 

and injustice. And it is IlQt supposed that thoae who are lower 

are unable to judge in the sense of fOnD a view. Quite the 

contrary. As we have seen we are able to trat our betters 

disrespectfully and contemptuously, to honour, l'eYere and respect 

them. to hold them in high reaard. to provide. reason for the 

belief that one believes the person to be conteaptible. We 

IIhould expect. therefore, that beinp thought incapable of havinl 
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beliefs will be thought incapable of honouring, revering, 

worshipping, showing respect, contempt and ingratitude, and, of 

course, of acting justly and unjustly. And this is, I suggest, 

precisely what·we do find. 

If 'deciding the issue' is too strong, and merely 'passing 

judgement' is too weak, we may wonder whether it is possible to 

find a condition weaker than the former, but stronger than the 

latter. Is it possible to find a condition weak enough to handle 

the unpresuaptuous admission that one has done a friend 

an injustice, but not so weak as to render worshipping God 

In calling -.IT treatment of a friend tmjust we do not suppose that 

I am able to 'decide the issue', in the sense that lIlY Judgement 

is to be taken as given. But what we do suppose, I want to 

suggest, is something rather close in spirit, namely, that I am 

competent to serve as a full participant in an appropriate 

procedure for deciding the issue. Thus to call -.y treablent of 

lIlY friend unjust ia to concede that it is not the ease that I am 

unfitted, uy, to serve as a member of a jury to decide whether 

lIlY friend ia or is not trustwortJoly. Conversely, if we deny that 

I am fitted to serve, IIY action cannot be said to be unjust. If 

1 describe the pilot of an aircraft which has crasbed as 

negliaent .. Judcement is Just or unjust (depending upon whether 

the pilot was or waa not negligent). only if 1 _ caapetent to 

serve as a full ...... 1" of an enquiry into whether the pilot was 

netligsat. If I am not competent 80 to serve, 117 judgement may 
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happen to be right, but it will not be Just. If I - wrona I 

will not have been unjust (as far as this particular judgement is 

concerned) • To call a person's judgement wtjust in cases where 

they are not caapetent to judge is to flatter them, to treat 

their judgement wi th more respect than it deserves. 

In discussing rule-relati ve justice and authority, I made the 

POint that it is possible (given that the possession of authority 

is held to confer merit) to treat saneone unjustly by denying 

them the authority CA) to which they are entitled if, 

M only if, the person or body denying the authority (A) has the 

authority (AI) to decide the issue as regards possession of the 

original authority (A). It will be recalled that I illustrated 

this POint with the following example: if Jones is denied the 

honour of refereeing the Cup Final (for which he has quali fied 

under SaDe rule) by the Football Association, this _y well be 

unjust. But for Jones to be denied authority by a player and 

treated with contempt will not be unjust, for the player lacks 

the authority to decide whether Jones should or should not have 

the authority 'associated with the position of referee. 

We find • similar situation appertaining with regard to non-ntle

relative justice and non-rule-governed authority. If, for 

example, an eminent scholar in SCDe field is treated as less than 

an authority in the field by • second equally e.iDent scholar in 

the field, then we ahould speak of the second edIolar as treating 

the first unjustly, of doing him or her an injustice. But 
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suppose instead that it was a caBplete ignoramus in the field who 
~ 

denied that one of these scholars was an authority. Such a 

judgement would not be unjust, and to call the judgement unjust 

would be to flatter the person who made it. Similarly, were the 

ignorant person to say that he judged them to be authorities in 

their field, again to describe this judgement as just would be 

flattery - it would be to presuppose that the judger were 

caapetent to judge when, in fact, he is not. 'Ibe judgement, 

then, would be neither just nor unjust, rut at best presumptuous, 

at worst foolish. Notice that in this case, unlike the case of 

Jones and the Football Association, the eminent scholar is not 

supposed to have the authority to 'decide the issue' of whether 

the other scholar is an authority or not. In describing his 

action as unjust we suppose no .ore than that he is competent to 

participate fully in a relevant decision-making process. 

Let me now try to elaborate on a couple of points. Firstly, what 

ia to be understood by the noticm of playing a .tYll role in the 

declaion process? And, secondly, what is required in order for 

8ClIII8OJl8 to' be fitted or qualified to judge. Neither of these 

iesuea can be explored at any length here. 

What i. it to play a full role in a decision-making process? A 

distinction may be drawn between CClIIling to a belief autonomously, 

on the buis of our own t.hou8ht, research and 80 forth, and 

CCDing to a belief parasitically, that is, by simply taking a 

view on tl'Wlt (perhaps havinl decided whose view to take on 

trust). In practice, no doubt, ..,. of our beliefs are arrived 
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~ at by a combination of these two types of process. Nevertheless 

We can draw a distinction for analytical purposes. And we can 

say that some beliefs are arrived at in a more pa.rasi tic fashion 

than others t and that there are cases which are C at least almost) 

wholly parasitic or wholly autonomous. A person who serves on a 

jury and who decides to cast his vote in whatever manner sane 

other jury member decides is judging in a Cat least almost) 

wholly Jl8,rasitic fashion. With this distinction on hand, we 

might begin to elucidate the notion of ' full role' in terms of 

COrning to a judgement in a largely non-parasitic or autonomous 

fashion. If one is to be able to act justly or tmjustly in a 

IDatter one DlJSt be able to juc::lge the issue in an autonomous 

fashion. 

It seems doubtful that a judgement made parasitically can be just 

or unjust. Consider the case of the use of references. To 

knoWingly wri te a false and damning reference is to do the person 

of whom the reference is written an injustice. But to reject an 

applicant on the basis of a false and damning reference which one 

has no reason to believe is false is, it would seem, not thereby 

to do the applicant an injustice. 'Jbe fact, if it were a fact, 

that a parasitic judgement can be neither just nor unjust does 

not mean that a person, in judging someone parasi ti cal I,. , may not 

be acting \D'ljustly. To rail to take the trouble to consider the 

Jberi ts of a case for oneself. where one is able. may, at least on 

80me occasions, i teel! constitute doing the judged person an 

injuatice. But thia is a different matter. 
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Let us now turn to the second question: what is required for 

someone to be fitted or qualified to judge? It seems reasonable 

to suppose that the sense in which fitted or competent to judge 

is to be understood must be such as to deny competence to those 

who are disqualified on such grounds as ignorance and mental 

incapacity. 'nlese are, I take it, fairly uncontroversial claims. 

But as we saw earlier, an inferiority - a lower level of 

worthiness - than tJle person to be judged has been regarded as 

incapacitating. We are not worthy to sit in judgement over God. 

Car lisle reminds the usurping Bolingbroke and Northumberland: 

Would God that any in this noble presence 
Were enough noble to be upright judge 
Of noble Richard! then, true noblesse would 
Learn him forbearance from so foul a wrong. 
What subject can give sentence on his King? 
And who sits here that is not Richard's subject? 

Richard II, Act IV, Scene 1, 117-122 

Why should it be held that a person is treated as less worthy by 

being judged, and hil faW being decided, by inferiors? The only 

plausible explanation would seem to be a general preslaPtion that 

a person in the power of another, at the mercy of that other, is 

inferior to (that is, less worthy than) the person who has power 

over him. Perhaps the idea that power confers merit, worth, 

dignity, rank is just too obvious for us to notice. Gods are 

held to be all-powerful and small boys argue over the relative 

strengths of their fathers. Weal til is not D!rely a mark of 

success, it also confers status; money, particularly in the 
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modem world, is power. The height metaphor, it it does indeed 

arise trom the idea that those (physically) on top are more 

worthy, of a higher status, is yet another mani testation of this 

general presumption. Footballers may be told that some 

Particularly skilled (and hence powerful) opponent deserves their 

attention - though the opponent may well not coaplain of 

injustice if he does not receive what he deserves. We are told 

to treat electricity with the respect it deserves; it has power 

OVer us. It seems plausible to suppose that many of us have not 

lost the belief that power confers worth, though, of course, such 

a belief sits unhappily with the Christian claim that it is 'the 

IDeek' who are blessed. Of course, it is rarely held that 2Dh 

IlOwer confers status. It is possible, I think, that .any would 

not .disagree with Carlisle as regards the inappropriateness of a 

'lower' being sitting in judgement over a 'higher' being. What 

many of us now wish to reject is the notion that some people are 

of higher rank than others. 

The reader will recall that I began my discussion of justice and 

authori ty (in Chapter Two) by distinguishing between 1M) senses 

of 'judging': 'ccaing to a belief', and 'decidi.ng an issue'. A 

necessary condi tian for the former is the rational capacity to 

JUdge; for the latter a necessary condition is authority. 'lbose 

Who are CCGIIlitted to the ideals of republicanism, of course, take 

the view that those with the rational capacity to judge have 

satisfied all the conditions required in order to be titted to 

serve as full aMbers in their societies' deciSion-making 

Procedures. (The fact that. liven certain (egalitarian) 
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assumptions, these two classes are extensionally equivalent is no 

reason to overlook the distinction between the two senses of 

, judge' • ) 

Ignorance, mental incapaci ty and lack of necessary rank are, 

then, possible grounds for holding that a person is not competent 

to serve in a decision-making procedure; in the appropriate 

circt.lDStances such failings may preclude a person fran being able 

to act justly or unjustly. But what are we to say in the case of 

prejudice? Is prejudice to be considered a defence against a 

charge of injustice? The requirement (for just and unjust 

action) that the actor possesses the authori ty to judge, 

understood as a requirement that the actor be cc.petent to serve 

as a full member in a decision process, taken together with two 

views concerning prejudice, appears to produce an inconsistency. 

These two views are, firstly, that those who are prejudiced are 

IlQ.t canpetent to judge, and, secondly, that a person does not 

avoid doing an injustice by virtue of his or her prejudices. 

Taken in the light of our ambivalent attitude to the relationship 

between a person's abilities and will, that is, our \Blcertainties 

as to the extent to which it is proper to say that those who are 

unwilling are, ipso facto, unable, I am inclined to believe that 

this apparent conflict does not provide good grounds for 

rejecting the view presently being considered, hlt rather may 

actually lend it support. Let me explain. 

Extreme prejudice is, perhaps, a form of irrationality, and 
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certainly competence to judge diminishes with an increase in 

irrationali ty • At some point in the increasingly prejudiced 

l'antings of a judge it ceases to be appropriate to refer to his 

jUdgements as unjust. This is, I suggest, precisely the point at 

which it ceases to be appropriate to try to argue and persuade 

(as opposed to manipulate), to condemn (as opposed to consider 

for clinical treatment), to regard as free. and to resent. (15) 

If the judgement (or perhaps 'judgement') ot a judge cannot 

OCcasion resentment against the judge. the judgement cannot, I 

think, be regarded as (in itself) lUljust. (.Again, this is not to 

Say that there is no injustice in the situation. Those who, 

through action or inaction allow senile and bigotted judges to 

l'eJnain in office may well be guilty of injustice.) 

On the other hand there are lesser forms of prejudice which do 

not preclude argument and attempts at persuasion. Such forms may 

not therefore constitute grounds for disqualification from being 

eligible to playa full role in a decision-mak:1.ng process. And 

JUSt as these lesser forms do not preclude the possibility of 

l'esentment, nor do they preclude the possibility of moral 

COndemnation, and, in particular, the condemnation of a judgement 

&s unjust. My point here is that our thinking en this issue may 

be confused I but if it is, it seems not unreasonable to suppose 

that it is confused in a consistent fashion!1be problem is not 

a little local difficulty for a theory of the relationship 

~-----~------------------------------------------~--------------
( 15) The relationship between the freedom of someone. and its 

being appropriate to resent their actions, is discussed in 
STRAWSON (1962). 
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between justice and authori ty. 

aspect of) the free-wi 11 problem. 

'nle problem is (at least one 

If the theory lo'e are presently 

considering is unclear in this area that is, perhaps, a point in 

its favour. For given the free-will problem this area of our 

thinking is unclear. 

I propose to conclude, then, that there is indeed an analogue in 

justice 'beyond the nales' of the requirement that, as regards 

rule-relative justice, an actor must possess authority to judge 

in order to be able to act justly or unjustly. And it is this 

cornU tion which serves to distinguish a just and unjust treatment 

from the closely related notions of honouring, respecting, 

treating with contempt, and so on, for justice appears to be the 

only member of the 'fitting treatment' family of concepts which 

presupposes authority. 

3.3.3 Justice, Heri t and Neutrality 

Just as the application of utilitarianism presupposes saae theory 

of the good, 80 the application of the levels of being concepts 

presuppose scae theory of merit. If we have DO view on what 

JD8kes a being .ore or less worthy, more of, less Jeri torious we 

cannot apply the family of concepts: justice, respect. and so 

on. In this sense there cannot be a 'neutral' theory of justice: 

the right (which includes the just) cannot logically precede the 

good (in the sense of what akes a being worthy of respect). 

Sane writers have attalpted to characterise liberalism as the 
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view that the right does precede the good in this sense. Thus 
"!' 

Dworkin, speaking of the theories of Rawls, Nozick and himself 

said: 

In a way, we're all working the same street. If you 
accept the characterization of liberalia I offered 
earlier - that liberalism is the theory that makes the 
content of justice independant of any particular theory 
of human virtue or excellence - then we're all trying, 
though in different ways, to define and defend the 
consequences of liberalism so conceived. (16) 

If this is indeed liberalism's project then accepting justice as 

fitness is tantamount to accepting that the liberal project is an 

impossible one. To illustrate: most of us believe that to call 

a man a liar when he has not lied is to do him an injustice. Why 

is such treatment unjust? It is, surely, because we believe that 

honesty is a virtue - that is, that an honest man is, other 

things being equal, more admirable than a dishonest man. 

The belief that we are all equally worthy and admirable is 

sometimes thought to find support fran moral scepticiSlll. (17) We 

are asked to believe that it is impossible to show that one being 

is more worthy of respect than another, that one way of life is 

IDore admirable than another. The argument can procede on one of 

tWo levels. We may be told that we cannot know one form of 

character is IDOre admirable than another because this talk of 

admirability has no sense; it" is, literally, Maningless. But 

of COurse such a claim implies that the proposition that we are 

all equally admirable would also be meaningless. 

---~--------~-~----------------------------------------------
CI6) MAGEE (1982), p223. See also HAMPSHIRE (1918), p127. 

(17) See, for example, AaamMAN (1980), pU. 
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We must suppose, then, that it is meaningful to speak of lives 

being more or less admirable, but, as a matter of fact we cannot 

lm2H. which ones are more, which ones are less, admirable. (In 

which case how do we Imow that they have admirability?) We are 

then invited to infer that we should treat people (and other 

creatures?) with equal respect. 

It is not easy to see how this argument is supposed to work. It 

is, obviously enough, a non sequitur to infer from 'I do not Imow 

that A is better than B' to 'I do know that A is not better than 

B'. If this &rg\DDent ~ sound we could, of course, add that, 

since I also do not Imow that B is better than A, I Imow that B 

is not better than A. Hence I know that A and B are equal. But 

as I say, this is, obviously, an invalid argument. 

I suppose, then, that what must be argued is that though we do 

not Imow people are equall~ meritable, we have reason to treat 

them as such. But why? Certainly we have no reason to treat 

them differently, but it does not follow from this that we have a 

reason to treat them the same - that is, that we do have a reason 

not to treat them differently. Why may I not treat them in a 

random fashion? What would be wrong with a 'respect lottery'? 

What would be Wl'OIlI, of course, is that the liberal believes we 

should treat people with equal respect because, in some sense, 

theY are ema ] I. But thil requires that they spell out in what 

sense. (In what sense were, for example, Hitler and Martin 
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Luther King equally worthy of respect?) Liberals who are willing 

to do this are, of course, offering a conception of justice 

consistant with justice as fitness. It is unjust to treat people 

as unequals because they are ( in sane sense to be explained) 

equals. But equali ty is not to be llistaken for neutrality. 
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3.4 Justice and Belief 

3.4.1 'Treating As' 

In this section I want to take up a topic which I raised, but did 

not discuss, in section 3.3.1. What does it mean to treat sane 

entity as a member of a particular class? 

I suggested earlier that the notion of an unjust act is to be 

understood by reference to the idea that unjust acts are (a 

particular type of) unfitting acts. An unfitting act is an act 

which involves failing to treat some entity, X, as if it were a 

member of SaDe class, A, when, in fact, X is a 8E!IDber of A. 'I11is 

characterization of justice relies on the notion of 'treating 

as'. But what do we mean when we say, for example, that SaDeOne 

treats a dog as a person, a screwdriver as a chisel, or a h\.lD8ll 

being as a human being? Put generally, what do we aaean when we 

talk of treating an entity, X, as if it were, or were not, a 

member of sane class, A? What is 'treating as'? 

To treat X as an A is to act towards X as if X were an A, that 

is, to act in relation to X as, ceteris paribus, one would if one 

regarded or believed that X were an A. (To talk of acting 

towards is another spatial metaphor. I can certainly treat you 

badly without facing or moving towards you.) Now it is not 

necessary to believe that an entity, X, ia an A in order to act 

M if X were an A. (he DBY treat a screwdriver as a chisel 

wi thout needing to believe that the acrewdri ver is a chisel. Q1e 
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cannot, therefore, infer from the fact that someone treats X as 

an A, that he or she believes that X is an A. Nevertheless there 

does appear to be an important conceptual relationship between 

, treating as' and the bel iefs of the 'treator'. Let us explore 

this relationship. 

The suggestion that treating X as an A implies believing that X 

is an A is wrong, but not wrong-headed. It is necessary to make 

(at least) two revisions. Firstly, the connection is not between 

treating and actual beliefs, but between treating and rational 

beliefs. In other words, we cannot infer fran the fact that John 

is treating the screwdriver as a chisel that he actt.J ly believes 

the screwdriver to be a chisel. The most we could hope to infer 

Would be that John is rationally camdtted to the belief that the 

screwdri ver is a chisel. The connection between 'treating as' 

and 'believes that' may break down in the case of less than fully 

rational agents. But, of course, even this is too much: we 
. 

cannot even infer fran 'treating X as an A' to 'is rationally 

COlllJrl tted to the belief that X is an A'. A second revision is 

necessary. 

I want to suggest that the treatment of X as an A by an actor 

provides a reason, but not a conclusive reason, for holding that 

the actor ia camdtted to the belief that X is an A. If this is 

rilht, then to say that John is treating the screMdriver as a 

chisel is to say that there is a reason, but not a conclusive 

reason, to believe that John is rationally committed to the 
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belief that the screwdriver is a chisel. Now there are, of 

course, any nwnber of reasons why one might use a screwdriver as 

a chisel. One may not have a chisel, one's chisels may be even 

less suitable for chiselling than one's screwdriver, one might 

wish to irritate people who are horrified by the misuse of tools, 

and so on. But suppose that we believe the actor acted from no 

such reason (suppose he had plenty of chisels to hand, and so 

on), but still chose to use the screwdriver. Hay we not then 

reasonably conclude that the actor believed that the screwdriver 

was a chisel? 

To act in such a manner as to treat an. entity, X, as if it were a 

member of a class. A. is then, ipso facto, to supply a reason for 

the belief that one is rationally comndtted to the belief that X 

is an A. 'nle presumption that one must (rationally) believe Z to 

be an A can be defeated by a (strong enough) reason for holding 

that one is DQt rationally coami tted to the belief that X is an 

A. Perhaps the pres\.lllP"tion .is easily defeated. Nevertheless my 

point is that the presumption does always exist: to 'treat as' 

does always provide • reason for believing one believes, or at 

least must, on pain of being irrational, believes, that the 

enti ty treated is a member of the category it is being treated as 

a member of. and that (adequate) countervailing reasons are 

required to defeat the. presumption. 

It my be necessary to introduce a third caveat. To say that to 

treat X as an A i. to provide a reason for the claim that X is 

(on pain of being irrational) believed to be an A _y be too 
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strong: it may be necessary to replace 'is rationally cOlllllitted 

to the belief that X is an A' with the weaker claim 'is 

rationally required not to believe that X is not an A'. Thus, to 

USe a screwdriver as a chisel is only to provide a reason for the 

claim that one does not believe the screwdriver is not a chisel. 

But having noted this point, I propose to set it aside so as to 

aVoid a too convoluted exposition. 

The general approach presupposed in this discussion of the 

relationship between actions and beliefs is not, of course, 

limited to actions construed as 'treating as'. The inferral of 

an actor's beliefs from his or her actions requires that we 

assume the actor is, at least in saue degree, rational. (To say 

that an agent is wholly irrational is to say that there MY be no 

ordered relation between beliefs and actions. The possiblili ty 

of inferral fran actions to beliefs is, thereby, brought into 

qUestion.) Similarly, the presumptive character of the 

relationship between treat~ X as A, and believing that X is an 

A, seems to be a general feature of the inferral of beliefs from 

actions. If I struggle up a IDO\D'ltain on a hot day you may 

reasonably infer that I believe I shall derive some satisfaction 

fran the experience of reaching the top. But, of course, there 

Jllay be any mDllber of reasons why I may be climbing the lDOuntain 

(to lose weight, to win a bet, and so on) which, were they U; be 

thought operative, would readily defeat any presmaption favouring 

the attribution to me of a belief that reaching the top will be a 

Batisfying experience. 
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If the essentials of the foregoing account are correct, then it 

would appear that the adoption of the justice as fitness approach 

allows us to make sense of two features of justice. Firstly, we 

shall be able t.o account for the fact that, whether, on any 

particular occasion, there has been an injustice, will depend, 

not simply on 'what was done', but on the proper interpretation 

of what was done. Of course, there is a sense in which one 

cannot say 'what was done' without engaging in interpretation -

there is always the problem of selecting the appropriate act 

description. But let us suppose (as is, it would seem, often the 

case) that the parties to a dispute can agree en some rough and 

ready, apparently relevantly-neutral description of what has been 

done. My point is that it is ~ simply a matter of deciding 

whether this act is one of the set of lUljust acts. (Nor, for 

that matter, is it a matter of deciding whether the outcome is 

one of the set of unjust outcaDes.) To suppose that this is an 

accurate description of the .kind of discussion MUch occurs when 

people talk about justice is to close one's eyes to the 

existence, and to close one's mind to the significance, of the 

caaplex debate which often accanpenies a genuine discussion of 

whether someone baa acted unjusUy. There is, at least often and 

perha~ typically, considerable scope for 'explaining away' one's 

apparently unjust acts by 8CCO\Dlting for the relevant act in a 

way which defeats the presumption favouring the attribltion to 

one of the relevant (false) beliefs conceming the person (or 

whatever) treated. It i. important not to confuse this 

complexity (whereby the character of justice is, in part, 
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exposed) with the problem of finding the correct description ot :

an action, nor with the issue of the proper description of 

actions in cases of tragic choices. Let me illustrate the point, 

once more using the example of relying on a promise. 

SUppose that you make me a promise which I go out of my way to 

aVoid relying upon. And let us suppose that )'OU are, in fact, 

trustworthy. Have I done you an injustice? The ans1IJer is, 

SUrely, possibly, but not necessarily. To avoid relying on 

people, whether trustworthy or not, is ~t, in itself, to act 

unjustly. 'Dlere is, surely, no general duty to rely on others. 

(Or rather, to speak strictly, one doe~ not need to believe that 

there is such a duty in order to have reason to believe that 

someone, in avoiding reliance, was acting W'ljustly.) To go out 

of one's way to avoid relying on someone provides evidence for, 

bJ.t does not prove the truth of, the claim that one believes they 

are untrustworthy. To rebut such evidence, it is necessary to 

Provide an alternative (utisfactory) explanation of why one 

acted in such a way as to avoid reliance. 1bis may well be 

PoSsible and if so, the charge of injustice is defeated. 

Secondly, the justice as fitness approach, toge~r with the 

foregoing account of unfitting treatment, enables us to make 

Clear the relationship between Justice and expression. The 

existence of the preBllllPti ve relationship between ' treatment as' 

and the beliefs rationally attributable to the actor accounts for 

the existence of the ~ive character of actions constnJed as 
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'treatment as'. To treat a person as one's lover, for example, 
~ 

is to engage in behaviour which ( if one is thought rational) 

provides evidence for the existence of, and therefore ( in the 

absence of reasons for the contrary) gives expression to, a 

belief that the person treated is one's lover. Roughly, then, to 

treat saneone as inferior, incompetent, unreliable and so on, is 

to give expression to the belief that that person 11 inferior, 

incompetent, unreliable or whatever. In this way, justice as 

fi tness suggests that the notion of expression has a central role 

to play in relation to justice. And this is, surely, the case. 

How do particular actions give expression to particular beliefs? 

'Ibis is an enormous topic, and not, perhaps, one best discussed 

in general terms. But let me make a few points. Firstly, there 

would seem to be ~ cases which are straightforward enough. To 

take a case already discussed, if I make a point of going out of 

my way to ensure that I never rely upon you, whilst happily 

relying on IMIlY other people, you would be forgiven for thinking 

that I considered you to be unreliable. It is as well to 

remeeber that there are relati vel,. straightforward cases to be 

set against the caaplex and ambiguous ones. 

Secondly, to view actiOll8 as, inter alia, expressions of belief 

is to regard the set of possible actions as analogous to a 

lancuale. Now it would seem to be undeniable that languases are 

highly conventional. Basic for.s of expression are, 

characteristically, leamt - or, at. least, they are not typicall,. 

deduced. We should not be surprised. therefore, if at least 8Cla!! 
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actions construed as t treatments as t .. re conventional in 

character. Nevertheless we should not allow this possibility to 

inhibit us from investigating the nature and origins of 

expressi ve behaviours t to which there is t no doubt t more than 

-.eets the eye. 

!,4.2 Injustice as Degradation: Social Reality? 

Let us now consider a question we raised earlier: why should we 

act justly? As I have said, I understand this question to mean: 

what reasons do we act contrary to when we act unjustly? 

Neec:uess to say, we shall not here be concerned with (contingent) 

connections between acting justly and bringing about that which 

has value. (To suppose that the only possible reason for action 

is to bring about or increase that which has value is to beg the 

question with which I am here concerned.) 

To treat saoeone Wljustly is, on my 8CCO\mt, to act in such a 

~er as to give expression to the (false) belief that the 

Person treated is lower than, in fact, they are. To act \Uljustly 

-7 be thought, therefore, to be akin to making a mistake (a mis

take: to take something for. what it ia not) if the unjust act is 

unintentional, while an intentional tmjust action ia akin to the 

telling of a lie. 

We might begin by WOIldering whether it w_ any sense to tr7 to 

live a reason why, in general, one sbould try to avoid making 
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mistakes. Is it not obvious? And would there be a point in 
"!' 

trying to offer reasons to someone who saw nothing wrong in 

principle with making mistakes? Such an arguaent is hardly 

convincing. And it is surely even less convincing if we tried to 

apply it to the case of intentional unjust action. It might be 

said that perhaps some other argument was to be offered to cover 

such cases. But this is, surely, implausible. Both intentional 

and mlintentional acts are tmjust, and whatever is wrong about 

unjust actions would, surely, be expected to apply in both cases. 

It can, I think, be argued that in acting unjustly, either 

intentionally or unintentionally, we make ourselves less 

reliable, that is, less worthy of being relied upon. People who 

are less willing to lie are more reliable than those IDOre willing 

to lie, and this feature of the situation carries over to 

deliberate acts of injustice. Similarly, people who are more 

prone to make mistakes are less reliable than those who are less 

prone, and again this feature presumably carries over to the case 

of mlintenticnal unjust acts. Now I am willing to allow that 

reliability is thought to be a virtue. But the problem with this 

view is that if it were held to be the only reason 1ily one should 

not act unjustly, it would appear to suggest that. there is no 

difference between making a mistake which involves treating 

saaeone unjustly, and making a mistake which does not. (And 

similarly, in the cue of lying and intentional injustice.) But 

this, surely, ia falae. We do believe that there i. a 

difference. Increasing one'. unreliability may he • reuan for 

not acting ~tly. But it ia not the only reeBQIl. Nor ia it 
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the distinctive :-l'e8Son which makes unjust acta wrong. When we 

talk of unjust acts, we talk not of wronging cursel ves (unless, 

of course, we have done ourselves an injustice), but of wronging 

the person unjustly treated. It would seem, then, that the 

reason B.lSt be, in some way, connected with .. nat we do to the 

person we treat Wljustly. But how? Of course, sometimes the 

person's interests suffer - such as when SOlDeCXle is wrongfully 

imprisoned. But is this not a contingent matter? Hay there not 

be times when the wronged person's interests do not suffer? 

In my discussion of the levels of being system, J suggested that 

there were two different types of reason for action. Firstly, I 

aUllested, we have reason not to act unfittingly (and hence 

unjustly), that is, we have reason not to treat someone as 

silnificantly different from what they are. '!be second type of 

reason for action relates to changing the status of saae person. 

There is reason not to lower an entity - to c:Ieb1aani.ze, humble, 

debase and so forth. Now I have spoken so far as if these two 

t)'pes of reason are distinct. And indeed, it is, I believe, very 

iarportant to distinguish between them. But this does not mean 

that, at some deeper level, they may not be interconnected. 

SUppose we were to say that, when a person is treated tmjustly, 

they are not merely treated as less than theY are. b.at, to some 

dearee, in acme WII¥, thereby "MVk Ie.. than tbv wen. We are, 

ot course, all laailiar witJl the idea that a person who suffers 

an injustice may have his reputation daEged. How there ia the 
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(Hobbesian) point that damage to one's reputation dallages one's 
':' 

interests: if people consider you untrustworthy, they are 

unlikely to lend you money. But what of cases where one's 

reputation is damaged (\D'ljustly) oot (what we normally think of 

as) one's interests are not damaged? 'Ibe point might be put by 

asking whether we have something I ike an interest in our 

reputation, our being thought well of, our being of good repute, 

our having a good name - per se? Of course, one can say that 

people just deserve to be thought well of - even when they are 

dead? - and so being thought well of just has value for them. 

But this is, I think, an uninteresting response to an interesting 

question. Why ~ our 'name' IDatter? Why do people devote so 

much energy to 'clearing their names'? Why do people attach 

iIIIport.ance to clearing the names of the dead? Why should a 

figure like Proctor (in Arthur Hiller's play The Cntcible) who 

dies rather than give up his 'name' be not only movi..ng (a fact 

which might be accounted for by our respect for his integrity), 

but actually intelligible? 

'Ibe distinction between 'that which is thought to be the case' 

and 'that which i8 the case' is, of course, an important 

distinction. We believe that, usually at least, things are not 

made true by being thought to be 80. We talk of wishful 

thinking. But perhapa, when we think about this issue, we over

estimate the distance between thought and reality. Our 

conceptiOl'l8 of ourselves are in large measure, determined by who 

others think we are. 
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The suggestion, then, is that the distinctive wrongness of acting 

unjustly relies on the fact that, to all intents and purposes, we 

are, to some degree, whatever we and others think us to be. And, 

as I argued earlier, unjust actions are related to the expression 

of beliefs about the person acted towards. If this line of 

&rgument is sound, then, in treating saDeOne unjustly, we would 

actually be tending to lower them from what they :are, and f!'Cllll 

What, but for our unjust action, they might have continued to be. 

And therein may lie the wrongness of acting unjustly. 

It is, perhaps, worth noting that we typically resent treatment 

we regard as unfitting, particularly, of course, contempt we 

regard as unjust. Such treatment constitutes an attack upon our 

self-respect, our ego. 'Ibe strength of our sense of justice -

Particularly in our own case - is, perhaps, a consequence of the 

fact that unjust treatment is an attack upon the ego. Is an 

OYer-scrupulous attention to being treated justl,. associated wi til 

illSecurity? And is, perhaps, the keen, and often too keen, sense 

of justice, particularly in their own cases, which children 

deVelop an accompaniment of, and intelligible in relation to, a 

Particular stage of psychological developnent? (If we CaDe to 

believe that this is so, then we would expect our theory of 

JUstice to be capable of casting sane light on the fact. Justice 

a.s fitness, in locating justice close to such concepts as 

dilnity, respect and self-respect, would seem well placed to do 

80. ) 
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'lbe suggestion that to treat someone as less than they are is 

wrong because it is, in some way, to make them less than they 

were is, at best, no more than a beginning to the story. Q1e 

question which it raises is this: if we can lower people by 

treating them as lower than they are, are we similarly able to 

raise people by treating them as higher than they are? (Perhaps 

we have, here, the starting point for an argument explaining why 

down-side injustice is more important than ~side injustice.) A 

second issue concerns the question of why it is wrong to make 

someone less than they were. If we have agreed that there is no 

requirement to maximize worthiness, why is it wrong to 

deh\lD8llize, to debase or whatever? 

We may, perhaps, wish to argue that though there is no 

requirement to create worthy entities, or maxiaize worthiness, 

there is a requirement to help people (and possibly other 

entities) to realize themselves, or, at least, not to prevent 

people from 80 doing. And 'realizing themselves' might be 

understood to include achieving the highest level of worthiness 

of which they are capable, their full potential. This, in turn, 

raises the further question of why we should so act, or refrain 

frail so actinC. This is no longer a question directly concemed 

wi th justice, and I IllUBt offer that reason as 1111 excuse for not 

speculating further. Certainly, if we are able to relate justice 

to the notion of self-realization along the lines I have 

sketched, we shall have a significant result. 

It is worth noting, I think. that the &rg\.IDeIlt I have sketched 
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here for acting justly would apply to acting justly in a rule

relative sense only if rule-relative injustice could be shown to 

entail non-rule-relative injustice. To treat saDeOne as if they 

have failed to qualify under a rule, when, in fact, they have 

quali fied, may be to tend to make of them a being who has not 

quali fied. But it is not thereby to tend to mate them less than 

they are. 1bere remains, then, the question of why we should act 

to avoid rule-relative injustice - leaving aside contingent 

utili tarian type considerations • 

.3..4.3 The Appearance of Injustice: Mere Judgement or 

Effectuation? 

In Clapter Two I raised the question of whether injustice first 

occurs with 'mere' mistaken judgement, or whether the 

effectuation of a mistaken judgement is neces.sa.ry for injustice. 

I said that I would defer discussion of this question in relation 

to rule-relative justice lUltil the nature ot DOll-role-relative 

JUStice had been discussed. I now propose to take up this topic. 

Let me begin with a few words about the distinction between 
, 
IDerely' judging (ie forming a view) and putting it into effect. 

'Ibis is, I take it, atraightforward enoUlb. I..,. (mistakenly) 

lberely think you tmreliable, blt not let III)" words or actions be 

affected by 117 belief. Or I may think you unreliable and give 

~ion to IIY belief in lIlY words and actions - Ba7, by telling 

People not to rely en you, by refusing to lend JOU money, and ao 
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on. Or, to take a rule-relative example, a judge may come to a 

(mistaken) belief that you are guilty, but not give expression to 

this belief; or he may both come to a (mistaken) belief, and 

express this belief, and his belief may be given effect by the 

forcible imposition of punishment. The question I want to 

consider now is whether injustice occurs with mere mistaken 

belief, or whether expression and effectuation are required in 

order for there to have been injustice. 

'Ihere are, I think, cases where it seems plausible to say that 

misjudgement without effectuation does not resul t in injustice 

(or justice). And there are cases where it seems plausible to 

say that mere mental misjudgement is sufficient in order to do 

saneone an injustice. It may seem, therefore, that no clear 

general answer can be given. I think this would be a mistake. 

'nle situation may be more complex than one might at first think. 

But there is, I think, some order to be uncovered here. Let me 

begin with examples to illustrate my suggestion that it is 

plausible to say that effectuation is sometimes required for 

injustice, aaDeti.JDes not. 

If we think ill of a person - believing them, for example, to be 

calloua, 'lUlfai thful, incompetent and 80 on - and later discover 

our judgement to be mi8taken, to have been based on a 

aisunderatandina of the evidence, for example, then we will speak 

of having done the misjudged person an injustice. 'lbese seem to 

be cases where, even if we did not give expression to our 

Idsjudgeaent, and even if we did not act on our aisjudgement, we 
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still speak of having done an injustice. In such cases, then c 

mere (mental) misjudgement appears to be enough. 

But now consider the following example. Suppose that, in the 

course of refereeing a football match, I mistakenly believe that 

one of the teams has scored a goal. Suppose I decide, however, 

not to award a goal. (Perhaps I am endeavouriqr to ensure that 

the game remains an exciting one and I judge this to be .,re 

likely if a goal is not given.) My action is, no doubt, 

SUfficient to show that I am an unjust judge. But, of course, it 

does not follow from that fact that there has been an injustice. 

To be an tmjust judge it is enough to be willing or disposed to 

act unjustly. It is not necessary to act tmjt.8tly. Has there 

been an injustice? 

I am inclined to believe that there has not been. If this is so 

then it would appear that it is at least possible for there to be 

IIlisj\.ldgements which do DQi: give rise to injustice tmless put into 

effect. (Had I put III)" Illsjudgement into effect and given a goal 

then the defending team would have been done an injustice.) 1be 

&l"gument for the claim that there has been no injustice is, I 

think t the following. In a case of this type there is injustice 

only if saneone is denied something to which they are entitled, 

that is t have qualified for under the rules. But neither team 

baa been denied anythJ.ng to which they were entitled. Hence 

there has been no injustice. No goal was actually scored, 

nei ther team was entitled to be ,i ven a goal. and no goal ... 

"-'-
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given. '!bat there has been no injustice is, of course, no thanks 
~ 

to me. It is simply a matter of good fortune that events 

combined to result in there being no denial of entitle.ent, and 

no injustice. If this argument is accepted then it would appear 

that we have an example of a case where injustice does not arise 

at the stage of (mental) misjucigement, but would have arisen had 

the misjudgement been effected. 

1here are two responses which can be made to this &rg\IIIent and 

which I want to discuss. I do not believe that either of these 

responses is sufficient to show that the refereeing example does 

not serve to demonstrate the point which I am ~i.na it to make, 

namely t that there are cases where injustice occurs only with the 

effectuation of a misjudgement, not with the DIking of it. But 

the responses are t perhaps, instructive and worth consideration. 

Firstly tit might be suggested that merely in judgeing (wrongly) 

that a goal had been scored I do an injustice to the team thought 

to have conceded the goal, for, it might be &rgW!d, so to judge 

is to believe that team to be less competent footballers than in 

fact they are. If this argument were sound it would show that 

even in the present case, injustice arises froll mere 

llisjudgement. But this arguaent is fallacious. It siJlply does 

not follow fran the fact that a team is thought to have conceded 

a goal that it is, therefore, thought to be less competent at 

football than would have been the case had the goal not been 

conceded. 'Ibe outcaoe of a football match is only in part a 

reflecticn of the skill of the teaa., and it is alwa)'B possible 
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to believe that the scoring and the c9nceding of the goal were 

matters of luck. Notice that had I wrongly believed that one 

team deserved to concede a goal then (i t seems plausible to say) 

I should have done them an injustice, even if I had not given 

expression to, or otherwise given effect to my belief. I will 

return to this point in a moment. 

Seconcny, it would seem that it is possible to argue that mere 

adsjudgement of entitlement (without effectuation) is unjust if 

either one of two additional premises holds. Firstly, if there 

Were a rule such that, a person is entitled to whatever a Judee 

rightly or wrongly believes that that person is entitled to 

(under rules other than this rule). 'Jbe effect of such a rule 

Would be to render (uneffected) misJudgement8 unjust. But, 

though formal inconsistency might be avoided by the use of 

priority rules, such a rule would be highly undesirable: there 

WOuld be an entitlement to the effectuation of a llisjudgement, 

Which by its very nature required the denial of some entitlement. 

Such a rule would be likely to \D'ldel"llline the coherence of appeals 

Against judgements • . 

Secondly, it might be held that people are not only entitled to 

that which they are entitled \Dlder first-order rules. but also 

enu tIed to be thought to be entitled to that which they are 

anti tled under firat-order rules - or. perhaps, .,re strictly at 

least entitled not to be thought to be not enti tied - and that to 

-erely think someone unentitled (to their first-order 
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enti tlement) is to deny them sanething to which they are enti tIed 
':' 

by this second-order rule, and thereby to do an injustice. 'I'be 

existence of such a second-order rule would appear to be one of 

the necessary conditions for the possibility of rule-relati ve 

injustice (and justice) beginning at the point of (mental) 

judgement. I suspect that, in general, we do not have such a 

rule, and that there would be no point in having one. 

There is, I think t an interesting contrast to be drawn between 

rule-relative and non-relative justice as regards the present 

topic. I want to suggest that, as far as rule-relative injustice 

is concerned (and hence, as far as cases in which only the 

question of rule-relative injustice occurs are concerned) the 

possibili ty of injustice arises only at the stage of 

effectuation. But, in the case of non-rule-relative justice this 

is not so. Where we are concerned, not with qualifications under 

rules, that is, wi th entitlements, b.lt rather with deserts, the 

possibility of Justice and injustice arises at the stage of 

juc:lgement. At the beginning of my discussion of this topic I 

II8I'ltioned a Dlaber of cases where we do (appear to) hold that 

injustice arises at the stace of misjudgement. Merely to think 

you callous, lmfaithful or incompetent when you have none of 

these attributes is, I suaested, thought to be to do you an 

injustice. 'lbese are, of course, all cases of non-rule-relati ve 

injustice; we do not suppose that the tmeallous, faithful and 

competent are entitled (ie qualify under a rule) not to be 

treated as callous, un!ai th!ul or incompetent. Rather they 

deserve not to be treated as callous, lDlfaithful or 1Dcaapetent. 
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Let me emphasi.ze that I am suggesting that injustice occurs only 

with effectuation only in cases of pure rule-relative injustice, 

that is, in cases where there is no question of non-rule-relati ve 

justice arising. Thus to be aerely thought guilty of a 

'technical offence' is not, on the view presently being 

considered, to be treated unjustly. Needless to say, these 

examples do not prove the point. But they do, I hope, make the 

view appear to be at least initially plausible, and worthy of 

consideration • 

But why should rule-relati ve and non-rule-relati ve justice be 

different in this respect? Let us look a little more closely at 

the case of misjudging the reliable. Suppose I mistakenly 

believe you to be unreliable and lUltrustworthy. And suppose 

further that, for some reason I have decided not to let you know 

that I think you unreliable, and that I am successful in keeping 

my judgement from you. Do I thereby avoid doing you an 

injustice, and if not why not? 

I suggested earlier that it appears to be at least part of the 

SUfficient condi tiona for hoIc:U.ng that rule-relative injustice 

begins at the point of IlisJudgement that those entitled to X are 

enti tIed, not only to, but to be thought to be entitled to X, or 

at least, not thought to be not entitled to X. (I raised the 

qUestion of whether there would be any point to such a aecand 

order entitl~t.) Is there a caapa.rable (and more plausible) 

8econd order claim in the case of noo-rule-relative Justice? 1118 
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canparable claia appears to be the following: those who deserve 
... 

X, deserve to be thought to deserve X. I f this claim is endorsed 

then we should expect non-rule-relative injustice to arise at the 

point of misjudgement - for even at that point the misjudged are 

denied something which they deserve, namely t to be thought to 

deserve X. Is there any reason to believe that the virtuous 

deserve not to be thought lmdeserving, but the entitled are not 

enti tled (nor deserving) not to be thought unentitled? Perhaps 

this point connects up with my earlier suggestion that what makes 

(non-rule-relative) injustice wrong is that by tJrlnking people 

less than they are we (tend to) make them kH than they 

otherwise would have been. In the case of rule-relative justice, 

to think saaecne lmenti tIed when they are entitled may have a 

canparable tendency to make them different fran Wat they are (ie 

lacking the predicate on account of which they would be thought 

to have qualified), but not lower. If the 8CCOtUlt of why we 

should act Justly sketched in the last section is rejected, then 

we shall need to try to find some other account for the 

divergence between rule-relative and non-rule-relati ve justice we 

have been discussinl in this section. Or, of course, show that 

there is no such divergence. 
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.3..5 Value as Analogue 

In this section I want to deal with the objection to the levels 

of being system that it is ineradicably metaphorical and 

IIlYsterious: that all this talk of levels, virtue and fi tness 

cannot be cashed. I accept the 'charge' that the levels of being 

system is metaphorical, but I do not regard it as damaging. 

Metaphor, I believe, is inevitable in moral thought. 

If this is so then it should follow that the utilitarian system 

is also metaphorical. I believe this to be 80 and in the present 

section I propose to sketch a defense of the claim that 

utilitariani_ is best conceived as a derivative of an analogy 

With Newtonian gravitional theory. If we do view utilitarianism 

in this light, then it would seem that a caaparable role to that 

played by the concept of (gravi tional) mass wi thin the theo17 of 

lravitation, can be said to be played by the ccncept of value in 

utilitariani.. If this is so then we IB7 say that value is 

analogous to _s. 

'Ibe sWlarity between III&8B and value i8, I think, Btriking: 

both CClIlCepta have been regarded as fundamental and indefinable. 

a8 intrinsic properties of whatever they are held to be 

Properties of, and as Bimple non-directional scalar quantities 

~cb "7 be ataDed. Above all, both JD888 and -.lue have been 

held to give rise to a force of attraction. In the case ot __ , 

I torce of attraction I i8 used quite literally. But in the cue 

ot value, I take it that moat ot us, at least t 1IDUld reprd the 
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'force of at traction' as figurative or metaphorical; we do not 

suppose that we are literally pulled towards that which we 

believe has value. If we hold that what has value has a 

metaphorical power to attract, the (metaphorical) force being 

proportional to value, should we not, perhaps, regard the notion 

of value as being metaphorical in character, and as being 

analogous to the notion of mass? I am not in a position to offer 

a full-scale defense of these views. What I will do is try to 

make the approach appear sufficiently plausible to merit further 

investigation, and to justify looking briefly at What some of the 

consequences of adopting such a view might be. 

I have indicated already some of the similarities between value 

and mass. If we compare the utilitarian and gravitation 

theories, we will, I think, discover some equally striking 

similari ties. We have seen that utilitarianism is a conceptually 

econanica1 theory, elegant and simple in its t.sic principles, 

though caaplex in its application. This, surely, is tn.ae also of 

the theory of gravitation. Secondly, I suggested that 

utilitarianism emphasizes quantification, and has little use for 

classification or qualification. Again, this would appear to be 

as much a feature of the theory of gravitation, as of 

utilitarianism. And thirdly, there is the point which has 

already been aade: at the centre of each theory is a simple, 

indefinable notion, a scalar, sUlllllable property, a quantity which 

may take any value between positive and negative infinity, and 

which 18 viewed as the source of a force of attraction. Mass is, 
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I take it, held to be indefinable. (It is sometimes said to be 

the quantity of matter, but this seems hardly Ik)re illuminating 

than the standard definitions of value.) Anti-matter may be 

thought to play a similar role in relation to the gravitation 

theory as that which is said to have negative value plays in 

Utilitarianism • 

There are, I think, at least two reasons why we should not be 

SUrprised to find that the gravitation and utilitarian theories 

are closely related. The first of these re8SCOS is that, in a 

very general sense, they are both concerned with 'things moving 

about'. We are, of course, used to emphasizing the difference 

between the (mere) movement of physical bodies and m-n actions. 

But we should not be surprised if we find evidence that, at a 

Very basic level, men have been blpressed by the similarities; 

and on the basis of these similarities, sought to describe and 

eJtplain the phenomena in parallel fashion. ('D1ere would be no 

Point in emphasizing the di fference between ~ical JDOVements 

and htaan action were it not the case that such differences were 

Set against a background of similarities.) 1be prediliction to 

think of physical motion and human action as analogous has 

l'eaUlted in so many terms finding e.plo)'llel'lt in both areas. (The 

terms have, of course, acquired different senses - notably 

technical senses in physics. But that does not affect the 

Point.) Such terms include 'action' itself (we speak DOt only ot 

~ action, but of 'action at a distance', and 'action and 

l"eaction being equal and opposi te' ) • A co..an thread runs 

tbrouch motion, motives, motivation, and 80tive power; the te:n18 
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used by physicists to acCOlUlt for the motion of objects include 

'force', 'work', 'power' and 'energy'. And, of particular note 

for our present concern is the literal and figurative uses of 

'attractive', 'repellant' and 'repulsive'. 

There is a second reason why an intimate relationship between the 

gravitation and utilitarian theories should come as no surprise: 

there appears to be sanetinS like a similar relationship between 

their respective predecessors. We think of the Newtonian 

synthesis as having replaced an Aristotelian world-view, a view 

which emphasizes quality and classification, rather than 

measurement and quantification; and employs a hierachy or 'ladder 

of nature', a system at least analogous to that which I have 

referred to by the phrase 'levels of being'. 

I have so far been concentrating upon the similarities between 

gravitation theory and utilitarianism. There is an obvious 

di fference between them which we must DOW consider: 

utilitarianism is a theory about how we ought to act, while 

gravitation theory is concerned with providing a description or 

explanation of what does, in fact, happen. But does this 

preclude the posaibili ty of utilitarianism being analogous? 

The way to respond to this point is, I think, to say that 

utilitarianism - at least in it. cla.sical fora - ia to be 

viewed, not as an exact analogy with II'&vitation theory, but as 

cloaely related to a theory which is an exact analogy, namely, 
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PsYchological egoism. If we take psychological ego!_ to be the ., 
view that people always and only strive for their own happiness, 

and we regard happiness as the sole and universal object of 

desire, then we have the analogue of gravitatioc theory: a body 

Will tend to move towards that which is attractive (ie 

happiness). We can then reach utilitarianism by IDOving, first to 

ethical egoism, and then to utilitarianism. Noh- these IIOves are, 

of course, notoriously difficult to justify. The .ove from 

PsYchological to ethical egoism would required an &rg\.IDent that 

showed that what is the case (what is 'natural') ought to be the 

case. The second move, from ethical egoi .. to classical 

utilitarianism is equally problematic. Nevertheless it is 

Possible to view classical utilitarianism as Something like 

ethical egoism ' for society as a whole t • Now ~ point here is 

not that arguments for those moves can be given, but rather that 

the various theories are structurally very simj)ar. It is this 

structural siailarity between psychological e,oism and 

utilitariani., together with the anal08ical relationship between 

Il"avitation theory and psychological egoism, which allows us to 

describe utilitarianiSM as analogous to, or, at least, the 

derivative of a theory which is analogous to , gravitation 

theory. If this account, or something like it, could be 

developed, then it would seem that it may have a number of not 

insignificant raaifications. 

Let us begin by cansidering again the case of aa.eone who arcuea 
that there is DO conflict between justice aDd utili tariani_ 

becat.e all we need to do is recOJDize that • Ju.t state of 
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affairs per se has value. Thus we simply assign:-a value to just 

states of affairs, and justice is part of that which is to be 

maximized. Assign a sufficiently large value to justice and 

utilitarianism will never require anyone to act unjustly. Now I 

think it is pretty obvious that this is a silly argument; it is 

far too quick, and is little short of an insu1 t to those who have 

thought that justice does pose a problem for utilitarians. But 

the problem is to see exactly why it is a silly argument. Let us 

see if the foregoing discussion can help to illlDinate what is 

going on here. 

The theory of gravitation supposes there to be a force of 

attraction between material bodies directly proportional to the 

mass of each body. 1be mass of any body is, therefore, a measure 

of how attractive that body is to other bodies. Now if 

utilitarianism is to be analogous to the gravitation theory, the 

value of any object DlSt also be a measure of its attractiveness, 

even it this attractiveness is only figurative or metaphorical. 

If we abandon the view that value gives rise to attraction, two 

consequences will follow. Firstly, the theory will no longer be 

analOious to gravitation theory. 'ftle idea of attraction is, 

after all, what holds the two theories together. 1be second 

consequence will be that we shall owe an &cCO\mt of what is to be 

\D'lderstood by term 'value'. 

Let us suppose, for the IDCIIIeIlt, that we do accept that value is 

to be -.de senae ot in ten. of attractiveness (that is. the 
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~-

capacity to attract). What follows frail this? 1be first point 
~ 

to be made is that the question of what has value becomes a 

relatively straightforward one: what has value is to be 

determined by .refemce to what attracts us (in some appropriate 

Condition). I add the final rider because it seems plausible to 

SUppose that this view can acCOlJlDOdate, at least to some extent, 

the kind of problems which arise from ignorance of consequences, 

weakness of will, and so on. ('lbus we Idght suppose that what 

has value is what attracts a well-informed, rational actor. To 

extend this by saying that what bas value is Mat attracts a 

rational actor who Wows what is <intrinsicallY) good for him 

Would, of course, be to render the test worthless.) 

Now if utilitarianism is an analogy with gravitation theory, and 

if the notion of value is understood in terms of attractiVeness, 

- shoUld not be surprised to find the classical utilitarians 

Offering hedonistic and similar theories of value. Look around 

~, they might say. Can you deny that pleasure, happiness, or 

1dlatever are the things which attract people? If they are indeed 

attracted by these and only these things, can you deny that it is 

tbeae things that have value? 

Well, of course, the· answer i. yea. As we all know, the mere 

fact that people Am attracted to saaethingdoes not mean that 

they 2YIIlt to be attracted to it. To make such a move is to 

cam.ut the so-called 'naturalistic fallacy'. 

In a t8llOU8 pas.ace Hill JII8de the a.parable aM! fn. • deaired' 
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to 'desirable': 

1be only proof capable of being given that an object is 
visible, is that people actually see it. 1be only 
proof that a sound is audible, is that people hear it: 
and so of the other sources of our experience. In like 
manner, I apprehend, the sole evidence it is possible 
to produce that anything is desirable, is that people 
do actually desire it. (18) 

Moore, in an equally well-mown passage, sneers at this argument. 

Referring to the foregoing passage, he writes: 

Mill has JDade as naive and artless a use of the 
naturalistic fallacy as anyone could desire... 'lbe 
important step for Ethics is the one just taken, the 
step which pretends to prove that 'good' means 
'desired' • 

Well, the fallacy in this step is so obvious, that it 
ia quite wonderful how Mill failed to see it. '!be fact 
is that 'desirable' does not mean 'able to be desired' 
as 'visible' means means 'able to be seen'. The 
desirable means simply what ought to be desired or 
deserves to be desired;... (19) 

How did Hill fail to aee 'ao obvious' a fallacy? 

Consider, for a -.ent, what happens if we cast Hill 'a argument, 

not in terms ot deairea, but in terms of attraction. The 

&rglIDent then 1U1B: 

••• the sole evidence it is possible to produce tnat 
anything ia attractiye, ia that people are actually 
attracted bY it. 

---------~---------------~----------------------------.-~-------

(18) MILL (1962), p288. 

( 19) KXJm (1903), pp66-7, ori,inal emphasia. 
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And now compare this argument with the following: 

••• the sole evidence it is possible to produce that a 
physical body is attractive, is that other bodies are 
actually attracted by it. 

In the literal sense, this is what attractive does mean. It 

Would also seem to be true if we use 'attractive' in the, albeit 

filUrative, sense required if we are to take the lletapbor, and 

the analogy with gravitation theory, seriously. And thi8 is, 

Perhaps, what Mill was doing - consciously or \mCOnBCiously -

When he moved fran 'desired' to 'desirable'. If this i8 BO, then 

Perhaps Hill '8 argument is. not 80 much a fallacy, as an 

enthymeme. 1be 8uppres8ed premise is simply the fund8llental 

tenet of asS\lling that we can talk about lnatan action in a .anner 

akin to the way the gravitation theory would have use think about 

Ibotion. I do not, of course, wish to suggest that we can. But 

Hill does appear to have had consi8tency on hi8 8ide. What i. 

leas clear i8 whether there is not scmething disi.JJCenuoua about a 

utilitarian theory which does D2t identify the attractive with 

that which attracts, or in psychological tena, the desirable 

"ith the desired. Suppose we do allow 'attractive' to go the 

way of 'desirable', and thus allow that something attract.a ~ but 

Wonder, in a perplexed tone, whether it is reaU,. attractive. If 

'- separate 'attracts' and 'is (really) attractive', we have, I 

think. taken the heart out of the metaphor. '!be question then i. 

lfbat are we to make of utilitarianism - with its metaphor 

l'eaaoVed? It would be disingenuous to continue to regard 

utili tariani. as po8aesaing such sut.t.ance as it ..-sessed anl,. 
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:' on the basis of the metaphor, and lIlY fear is that it may not be 

an easy trap to avoid. 

Let me try to set out the arguments in terms of a dilenma. 

Utilitarianism presents us, I want to suggest, with a dilenma. 

Q-le view is the one which appears to have been taken by the 

classical utilitarians. Q-l this view we think of lunan action in 

terms suggested by the gravitation theory. We _1' do this either 

in a literal way or metaphorically. We suppose actions to be 

directed towards certain 'ends', and those ends are the ends 

which attract us. To take this view with any seriousness is to 

identify the ends (the good, the desirable, the valuable) by 

reference to what is attractive, that is, what actually attracts 

us. 'Ibere are then lim! ts on what can be said to be valuable. 

Qle _1' say that, for example, a 'just distribution' has value 

only to the extent that people are actually attracted to it. Q-le 

may not, therefore, simply go merrily assigning whatever value 

one likes to justice just because one thinks justice is 

, important' • Qle may only claim justice has a high value if one 

is willing to claim that people are actHAn,. strongly attracted 

to justice. But a theory of justice which implies that we only 

have a reason to act justly when we desire to act justly, or are 

attracted to acting justly, is obviously \mS8.tisfactory. 

To take this view, then, is to tend to rule aut the question: 

Why should I try to obtain that which I .. attracted towards? It 

is not so naach that the classical utilitarian baa DO answer to 
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this question. It is, rather, that, within the limits of an 

account based on the gravitation theory, this question does not 

&rise. It is as if someone were to concede that the sun attracts 

(that is, drags towards itself) the earth, but then fail to 

regard this as relevant to the question of why the earth should, 

Qet.eris perib,yJ, move towards the sun. 

Moore's refusal to identify the desirable (the good) with what is 

desired is, I take it, tant.amolD'lt to a refusal to identify what 

is attractive with what attracts. We can then ask - or, at 

least, we might think we can then ask - whether something which 

attracts us is really desirable (or attractive, or valuable). We 

can - or, at least, we might think we can - then go attaching 

values to whatever we wish: beauty, justice, premise-keeping or 

~t you will. We might suppose that this value is recognized by 

Some distinctive faculty, or attributed on the basis of an 
, . 
orlginal choice', or some silllilar procedure which is, to all 

intents, beyond the bounds of rational critici_. In short, 

then, within the bounds of consistency, anything goes. The 

action we should perform is the one which max~s value - but 

there are no longer any substantive limits on how value is to be 

allocated. But what are we to understand by 'value'? It would 

8eem that by value, we are to understand, not actual desires or 

lfants for this would take us baclc to the attraction metaphor, but 

rather sametJrlng like '.tters' or 'is important'. 

'l'he probl_ with this view i8 that, at best, it renders 

. Utilitarianism Jejune. Suppose someone were to propose the 
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following theory: the right action to be performed on any given 

occasion is to be determined, firstly, by deciding what matters, 

and, secondly, by determining how one can best do or bring about 

what matters, all things considered. Who could object to this 

fine theory? Perhaps no-one. But, then, could anyone pretend 

that it was not entirely unilluminating? Now, what is the 

difference between this 'theory' and what becomes of 

utilitarianism cut off fran its roots? I suggest that, if we 

sever the link between value and attracting (being desired), 

utili tarianism withers into a theory as lUlobjectionable only as 

it is banal and lUlhelpful. I f we fail to notice this banality is 

it not because we continue to invest utilitarianism with an aura 

on the basis of a (perhaps unconscious) analogy, the basis of 

which we have rejected? 

Let me now turn to a second consequence which might be thought to 

follow, were we to accept a view along the lines of the one just 

sketched. (Aiain, I can here do no more than gesture in a 

direction which might merit proper investigaticn.) Suppose we 

accept that there are, to say the least, close affinities between 

the utilitarian system and the system of thought and ccncepts we 

understand by the term 'classical physics'. And auppoae further 

that there is a similar affinity between the levels of being 

system and the system of natural philosophy we think of as baving 

held away before the acientific revolution. ('Ihe fomer systesas 

have been suppa.ed ratimal, acientific, empirical, the latter 

occult, metaJlhyaical, metaphorical.) What do such analOlies 
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suggest as regards the prospects for translating from one system 

to the other, or for reducing the concepts of one system to those 

of the other? 

It is difficult to resist the temptation to believe that the 

eXistence of such analogies, were they to be demonstrated, 

suggest that the prospects for reduction are bleak. At least 

this is so if we believe that what we call the scientific 

reVolution - and the emergence of the classical physicists' 

sYStem of ideas - constituted a radical break .. 'ith the earlier 

tradition. Would we suppose that the classical physicist could 

lDake sense, in bis own terms, of the ftmdamental explanations of 

the Aristotelian system? If not, then can we really expect to be 

able to translate the reasons for actions which arise in relation 

to the levels of being system, into the reasons tor action which 

arise in connection wi th the value system? Can tie really expect 

that the central concepts of the levels of being system - notions 

like dignity, degradation and Justice - can be -.de aenae of in 

terrna of the concepts of the value system? I suaest not. 

Now suppose, to speculate still further, that we came to think 

that the prospect. of reduction are not ,ood, but bold that both 

Bhtems are able to provide us with reaaans for actiana. If this 

i. our predicament, then we should not be surprised at the fact 

that we SeeD ott. to be faced with incoamensurabl.e reaaona for 

aetiOll, the situation to which I referred at the bednninc of 

this chapter. And if this characterization of our predicament is 

~, then talk of 'balancing' t it the wei~ 1IBtaPm- is 
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taken wi th any seriousness, is misleading. ( 20) And, as I noted ':" 

earlier, if it were the case that all our concepts of practical 

reasoning were located in one of the systems I have described, 

that is, if the two systems could be shown to be, not only 

exclusi ve, but also exhaustive, then we would appear to lack any 

concepts with which to think about the 'trading off' of one type 

of reason for another. To employ concepts which make sense only 

wi thin one of the systems would be to take for granted that 

there is no problem of translation or reduction. 

'!be spectre of incaJJDensurabili ty is likely to drive terror into 

the heart of any rationalist. 1 share this terror. But perhaps 

the first point to be made is that there may be reason to believe 

that practical reasoning is no more threatened by 

incaJlDellSurability than are the natural sciences. If we hold 

that in choosing our scientific theories, we are required to give 

due consideration to a number of i.ncoaaensurable considerations 

(21), then, perhaps, practical reasoning MY be in the same boat 

as scientific reasoning. But is it not cold comfort to Imow that 

we are all at sea? Perhaps. But might not part of the 

difficul ty here lie with our notion of what is required for an 

action or belief to be rational? We may be tempted to think that 

rat ional i ty excludes Judgement, in the sense that what is 

rational must be capable of being shown to follow, by a 'handle-

-~~---~~-~~~-------------------------------------------------
(20) Of. MACINTYRE (1981), p229. 

(21) For a dillCU8Sion ot these isauea see Kuhn'. 'Objectivity, 
Value Judlaaent and 'Ibeory OlOice' in KUHN (1977). 
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cranking t type process, freD sane algori thai. Q\e problem with 
':' 

this image of rationality - conformity with some 'external' 

objecti ve standard - is that it tends to neglect the fact that it 

is ~ who must decide which external standard is to be adopted. 

Criteria of what is rational do not ocme with labels attached. 

~ we recognize that judgement has to be exercised at some 

higher level anyway t we may find it easier to <DIe to terms with 

the fact that we must exercise Judge.ent lower down, giving 

appropriate consideration to incanmensurable reasons for action. 

Easier perhaps - but not easy. 

I am very much aware that this present section bas been Ii ttle 

IIOre than a series of gestures and conjectures. I have included 

it because I think it is important to try to place the syataa of 

ideas in which Justice and f1 t.ness are t in my view t to be found 

in some kind of wider perspective. Some resistance to talk of 

higher and lower states of being is to be expected from those who 

hold that such talk is ineradicably Jletaphorical and ought to be 

abandoned as such. What I have tried to suggest is that 

utili tariani., if it is to say IIOre than 'al_ys act for the 

beat', -,y also need to be regarded as having a metaphor at its 

centre, and, perhaps, as beine attractive (if I may use that 

~) only because thinking in the manner which utilitariani_ 

l'equires of us has been made acceptable by . our willingness to 

think in a siDdlar fashion in a different - but closely related -

field. 

One final point. As regards the move.ent of the planeta, 
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Newtonian physics is, by any reasonable ~est, superior to 

Aristotelian physics. At least let us asswne that this is so. I 

see no reason to suppose that this fact provides any reason to 

believe that the Newtonian analogue, utilitarianism, is superior 

to the levels of being system. 
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.3..6 emclusions 

By way of a conclusion to this chapter, I would like to add a few 

l«>rds on t,Jle question of why we should take the levels of being 

syStem seriously. It may be felt that the levels of being system 

is a hopeless piece of speculative metaphysics, a relic of a 

bygone superstitious culture with an enchanted world-view, 

ineradicably metaphorical and hierarchical - indefensible and 

inappropriate for a culture with democratic and egalitarian 

values. I think such a view is, in all essentials, mistaken and 

I l«>uld like to make three points. 

Firstly, metali10rical the system may be. But it is far fran 

clear that the major al temati ve is any less lletaphorical, or 

that a conceptual system for practical reasoning either can or 

should avoid the use of irreducible metaphor. 

Secondly, I have tried to show that a vast number of concepts we 

USe in our practical reasoning are to be located within the 

levels of beiDI system, and that there is reason to suppose that 

they cannot be translated out of that system. 'Ibe system also 

allows us to make SODle senae of a number of our important 

eaotions. One of II)" objectives in stringing these concepts 

together has been to raise the stakes against anyone who wishes 

to say that any of the concepts of this system should be 

abandoned, or that the way of thinldng which JUkes sense of these 

concepts should be abandoned. Perhaps it is paasible to reject 

the entire S)'Btea. But it is as well to reflect on just how many 
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of the concepts we use for practical reasoning we should be 

required to reject, and how impoverished would be that which 

remained. Anyone who wishes to abandon, for example, the concept 

of desert must consider whether they are also willing to abandon 

the concepts of degradation, human dignity, self-respect and so 

on, or whether they have some means of making sense of the latter 

in a way which does not also make sense of the former. 

'Ibe final point I wish to make concerns the suggestion that the 

levels of being conceptual system is hierarchical and, therefore, 

inherently anti-egalitarian. This is a mistake and an importa!)t 

one. Egali tarianism is the view that in sane very basic sense, 

all people are equal. To say that people are equal is, I 

suggest, best thought to be a metaphor. A rather better 

metaphor, in my view, would be to say that all people are on the 

same level. The egali tar ian denies that there is a 'natural' 

hierarchy among men and women. But to deny that men and wanen 

fall into different places in a hierarchy, it is not necessary to 

deny that it makes sense to talk about a hierarchy, to use the 

concepts of the levels of being system. Q1 the contrary, to ~ 

that men and women are placed at different levels in a hierarchy, 

it ia necessary to accept that it makes sense to talk of 

(different) level.. Far from the levels of being system being 

anti-egalitarian, the system is ideally suited for the defense of 

egalitarianism, and baa good clai. to be the only syatem of 

concept. within which egalitariani •• can be defended. 

Egalitarians who abandon the concept of Justice - and, as I will 
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argue in the next chapter, desert - make a serious mistake. 
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Chapter 4 Justice as Desert 

Let me begin by reviewing the resul ts of the previous chapters. 

In Chapter Two we examined rule-relative justice. I began that 

chapter by arguing that the notion of unjust treatment is 

primary. I suggested that unjust treatment is to be understood 

in terms of the misapplication of a rule and, thereby, the 

misclassification of a case, and I argued that in order to be 

able to act unjustly (and justly) it is necessary not to lack the 

requisi te authority to judge. The question was raised whether 

justice 'beyond rules' has the same 'shape' as rule-relative 

justice. 

In Chapter Two, then, we took a narrow view of justice. We have 

now complemented this view with the discussion in Olapter 'nlree. 

In that chapter we examined the conceptual context in which the 

notion of justice - and not merely rule-relative justice - is to 

be found, thereby seeking to bring out the relationships between 

justice and at least some of the other concepts we alPloy in our 

practical reasoning. I suggested that wi thin this wider context 

the notion of treating, and, in particular, of ' treating as', is 

again the praninent conception of action as far as justice is 

concerned. We examined the suggestion that injustice is to be 

understood as a type of mfitting treatment, of failing to treat 

someone 'aa they are'. Again the notion of misclassifying 

appeared central to an understanding of the concept of justice, 

and 'authori ty to judie' to be a necessary condi tiOll of beine 

able to act juaUy or lUljuatly. 
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The account of justice 'beyond rules' so far given is highly 

abstract, and its impact on the question of what is just remains, 

perhaps, less than manifest. In the remaining chapters I hope to 

go some way to remedying this deficiency by arguing that to view 

justice as a fitness concept is tantamount to regarding 

injUStice as a failure to treat someone in accordance with their 

sieserts. In short, justice as fitness makes desert central to 

justice - and provides an account of why desert should occupy 

such a position. 

'!be claim that justice is always (and only) a _tt.er ot treatment 

in accordance with desert is controversial. 'lbere are a mDllber 

of objections which will need to be considered and satisfactory 

replies fOlDld if the claim is to be sustained. But our first 

task will be to ensure that we have an adequate accotmt of the 

COncept of desert. 
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4 • 1 The Concept of Desert 

4 • 1 • 1 The Triadic Structure of Desert 

'nle concept of desert has received attention in a' m.unber of 

recent studies. (1) Desert is a triadic relation, the variables 

of which are a deserver, that which is said to be deserved, and 

that which gives rise to the deserver deserving the deserved. 

The latter has come to be known as the 'desert basis'. Thus, for 

example, if we say that Liverpool Football Club deserve to win 

the Championship because they have shown the most consistent form 

all season, the deserver is Liverpool Football Club, the deserved 

is· the Championship, and 'showing the most consistent form all 

season' is the desert basis. We -.y, of course, be content to 

leave one or even two of the variables i.mplicit. If we say 'John 

is deserving' we leave implicit what he deserves and the basis of 

his desert. But, it appears, it is not (conceptually) possible 

to be deserving for no particular reason. Nor is it possible to 

be deserving of nothing in particular. 

What or who -.y deserve, what IIIB7 be deserved, and what -.y 

f\D'lCtion as a desert basis? Consider first the question of who 

or what -.y be said to deserve. Althouah we are often concerned 

--~---------------~------------------------------~--------------

1. The seminal work in this field ia Joel Feinbera' s ' Justice 
and Personal Desert' (reprinted in FEINBEBG (1970». I have 
found this work invaluable. I have also been helped by 
KLEINIG (1971), MILLER (1976) Chapter III, and GALSTON 
(1980) pp17o-91. Other works em desert include BARRY (1965) 
pp106-15. BEARDSLEY (1969), IDBHlW (1975), STmBA (1976), 
RAaIELS (1978). SANDEL (1982) Olapter 2, Hm'J'E\a,D (1983), 
svmDLIK (1983&), svmDLIK (1983b). and SHIm (1987). 
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with personal desert, ie. cases where the .deserver is a person, 
:' 

Use of desert is certainly not restricted to such cases. We may 

say that a poodle, a pig, or a pansy deserves a prize, that a 

manuscript deserves to be published, that a railway engine, 

building or wilderness deserves to be preserved, that electricity 

and typhoons deserve respect, and so on. There seems no obvious 

restriction on what kind of being or thing aay be said to 

deserve. Of course the being or thing has to be deserving (and 

hence must be of a kind able to deserve) - but this is no more 

than the requirement that there be a desert basis. 

What can be deserved? We think first of deserving pleasant or 

unpleasant, welcome or WlWelcaoe, forms of treataent: rewards and 

respect, prizes and praise, punishments and sufferings. 

Preservation and publication are forms of, or necessary 

conditions for, flourishing, and seem not unrelated. It seems 

plausible that what is deserved .... t stand in .. relation to 

the grolD'ld of the desert - the desert basis. !bat we deserve 

cannot, surely, be unrelated to * we are deserving. But even if 

this is so, it remains to be seen what the preciae nature of this 

relationship is. 

It Would seem, therefore, that the focus of our attention should 

... at least initially - be en the desert basis. It is the desert 

baais which determ.inea Mlo or what is deaervinl. and hence who or 

1fhat IBY be aaid to deaerve; and, I have suaeated, it i. the 

desert basis which - in Sa.8 manner yet to be discovered -
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governs what is deserved (and deservable). 

4 . 1 .2. The Desert Basis as a FAct about the Deserver 

What, then, may function as a desert basis? 1be IDOSt ftmdamental 

restriction, Feinberg suggests, is that: 

In general, the facts which constitute the basis of a 
subject's desert must be facts about that subject. (2) 

1bus Liverpool Football Club may be said to deserve to win the 

Championship for having shown the most consistent form throughout 

the season only because having shown the most cmsistent form is 

a fact about Liverpool Football Club. 

1be silP'li ficance of this restriction - from the perspective of 

justice as fitness - is this: if justice is a matter of treating 

people M they are (and, in particular, as not less than they 

are), then facts about the person concerned are of unique 

relevance. 'Jhua it is no happenstance that the ccmcept of desert 

finds a central role in justice as fitnes.; it is this 

requirement that only a fact about the deserver can function as a 

desert baai, which, inter alia, equips desert to play this role. 

1bus flUl a 100ical point of view this requirement i. important 

in accounting for the close relationship between desert and 

justice - or, at least I justice when viewed as a fi tDess concept. 

But what ot the aignificance of the restriction from a 

------~~--~--~--~--~---~----------------------------------

2. F'EINB'IR) (1970), pp68-9. 
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substanti ve point of view? How successful is the requir-e.ent 
:0 

that the desert basis be a fact about the deserver in restricting 

~hat may count as a desert basis? What exactly does the 

restriction rul~ out? Feinberg offers the foll~~ng example: 

If a student deserves a high grade in a course. for 
example. his desert must be in virtue of some fact 
about him - his earlier performances, say, or his 
present abilities. Perhaps his teacher 2YIdlt to give 
him a high grade because it will break his neurotic 
mother's heart if he does not, but this tact, though it 
can be a reason for the teacher's action, cannot be the 
basis of the student's desert. (3) 

But is it clear that there is no requisite fact 'about the 

student' to function as the desert basis in such a case? Why MY 

we not say that it is a fact, call it F, about the student that 

he has a neurotic mother whose heart will be broken if a low 

lrade is awarded to her son? (4) 

The example can be generalised. Suppose good (or bad) 

COnsequences can be expected to result from treating A in a 

Particular manner; then is it not a fact about A that he is a 

Person of whaD it can be said that, when he is treated in some 

Particular way, good (or bad) consequences follOW'? 

-~~---------------------------------------------------------~ 
3. 

4. 

lbid. pS9, original emphasis. 

It ahould be noted that W JIflY agree wi tb Feinbel'l that the 
case of the student ia not one properly described by uainC 
desert, while di'''tt=hvr that there is no tact 'about tbe 
student t in the required sense. 'Ibere are - or 80 I will 
&rille - other ccnditiona which putative desert buea .. t 
satisty; thus even it the tact di8CU88ed iD the text is a 
'tact about the student' it does not tollow that it 
qualitiea _ a desert basis. 'Ibus acreeiDI with Feinberg 
that the case is not one of desert does not setUe the 
Present issue. 
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The problem, evidently ei\ough, is that the notion of 'a fact 

about' requires interpretation. I f we wish to deny that F is 

really a fact about the student, or, at least, is a fact about 

the student in sane required sense, we shall owe an acCOlmt of 

what is to count as being 'a fact about' a subject in the 

required sense, and an explanation of why that sense of ' about' 

should be employed in the delilli tation of the use of 'desert'. 

Feinberg himself - and here he is speaking only of personal 

desert - writes that the desert basis must be: 

• • •• aoae posseased characteristic or prior 
activity. (5) 

though he does allow that: 

'Ibe basis of desert may be a complex relational fact, 
bat in that case the subject must be a party to the 
relation. The basis of desert cannot be wholly 
separate from the subject. (6) 

Again these coaments hardly resolve the issue. t.hat precisely 

counts as a 'possessed characteristic'? Is this the same 

requirement as that the desert basis must be a fact about the 

deserver? If so, why the separate mention of 'prior activity'? 

(A 'prior activity', would, presumably, give rise to a fact about 

the actor, in the required sense. Thus if 'possessed 

characteristic' was equivalent to • tact about' in the required 

~-------------~--------------~-----------------------------------

5. rug, p58. A swlar claim is made by KIeWa (KLEINIG 
(1971) : 

DeIIert can be ascribed to something or ac:.eone 
only on the baais ot characteristics p:!8lellaed or 
t.hinp dane by that thing or person. 

6. FEINBmrJ (1970), p69, tootnote 6. 
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sense the acMition of 'prior activity' would be redundant.) But 

if not, we have the new problem of what is to count as a 

'POSsessed characteristic'. 

Let us take stock. We may, .1 think, agree that any reason to 

believe that F is not really a fact about S is, ipso facto, a 

reason to believe that F is not a desert basis for S's desert; 

and We may also accept that being 'a fact about S' in the 

required sense may entail more than that the fact be capable of 

being expressed in a sentence of which S is the grammatical 

Subject. The idea - at an intui ti ve (and no doubt 

unsatisfactory) level - seems to be that, at least in general, 

desert bases must be facts which state or impl,. something about 

deservers 'in themselves', not merelY indicating how a subject 

stands in relation to other beings or objects. Even this view is 

not without its difficulties. Suppose we say that John deserves 

to beat J_ because he is the better poker player. Does the 

statement that John is a better poker player than James state or 

lJaply anything about John 'in himself'? We can, preslDDably, 

inter that John is a poker player of SCDe _rite (How QNCh merit 

lfill, of course, depend on James' ability: James' &bili ty sets 

the lower botmd.) But' being a. poker player of some IDeri t ' ia 

not the desert basis for John deserving to beat James_ What makes 

John deserve to beat James is the fact that John is 

Lbeu.r Plaur than James- 'lbus, it would see., we II.I8t either 

I'eaard such cc.parati va facta 88 t John is a better player than 

J-., as facta about John (and James) 'in themaelYe8', or allow 
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such comparative merit cases to be exceptions to the general 
':" 

requirement that desert bases be facts about deservers 'in 

themselves'. If we take the latter view we must hope to find an 

explanation for these exceptions to the proposed general 

requirement. Let us set this matter aside for the moment. (We 

will consider it again shortly.) 

I have admitted that the account of the requirement so far given 

is intuitive and probably unsatisfactory. How, then, are we to 

attempt to develop a more precise &CCOlDlt of the sense in which a 

desert basis must be a fact about a deserver? (7) 

I am inclined to think that the best route here is an indirect 

one. Consider the following question: Why should desert bases 

be restricted to facts about deservers? It might, I suppose, be 

argued that it is only with such a restriction that desert is 

able to play the central role allocated to it by justice as 

fitress. But this is, some will object, to put the cart before 

the horse. Or, secondly, it might be claimed that the 

restriction on desert bases we have discuased is simply a fact 

about the use of 'desert', and that there is no IaOre to be said 

about the _tter than that. 

Is there 8Il7 more to be said? Let us call the requirement that 

the desert baais be a fact about the deserver Rf. Qle way to 

-------------~-----~----~--~---------~----- --------------
7. For a view of how the aenae of 'about' in this context miCht 

be reatricted see STmBA (1976), footnote 2, and the works 
there cited. 
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account for the existence of Rf is to suppose there is some 

further restriction (call it Rx) such that Rx entails Rf. 

(Needless to say, the account will be incauplete unless we can 

give an account of why desert bases are subject to the 

restriction Rx. And we should make progress only if it is, for 

some reason, clearer why desert bases should be subject to Rx, 

than to Rf.) Identifying a restriction which satisfies the 

description of Rx should not only account for the existence of 

Rf, b.at provide us with a way in to determining the relevant 

sense in which a desert basis must be t a fact about' the 

deserver: the desert basis must be ' a fact about' the deserver 

in SUCh a 8EIIl8e as to mke possible the satistaction ot 1«. 'Ibe 

qUestion is: Is there a condition which satisfies the 

description of Rx? We shall need to consider this question after 

We have considered other possible restrictions on what may 

function as a desert basis. It is to that issue that I now tum. 

LJ. .3 The Desert-Herit HYPOthesis 

We have seen, then, that there is reason to suppose that. at 

least in general, a desert basis must in scme sense. be a tact 

about the deserver. Are there other restrictions which set 

liJnita on what may function as a desert basis? It would seem so; 

that is. it aeema implausible that all facts about A can function 

.. hues tor A'. deserving some treatment. I now wish to 

Conaider the tollowi.na requirement: desert buies ot A are tacts 

Which conter merit or demerit. worthiness or \.Il'lWort:.hin, on A. 
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(8) We may term this the 'merit requirement'. The suggestion 

has plausibility. If we are told that John deseT\'es a rest after 

having walked twenty yards, we should expect to be able to be 

told - of course the context may make it obvious - why walking 

twenty yards has made John worthy. And it seems clear enough 

that there is aQB connection between desert and meri t or 

worthiness. The terms are, in some contexts, virtual synonyms -

as when we say that a book deserves, merits, or is worthy of, 

attention. (9) 

8. Feinberg appears reluctant to endorse this '\-1.ew. He writes 
(FEINBEB; (1970), p61): 

It is necessary that a person's desert have a 
basis and that the basis consist in some fact 
about htmself, but neither of these conditions is 
sufficient. ••• It is impossible, however. to 
list the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
personal desert in the abstract, for the bases of 
desert vary with the mode of deserved treatment. 

In his discussion of the various types of deserved treatment 
Feinberg writes that prizes "are taken to be tangible 
expressions of admiration" (1..I2..iJl, p63) and rewards are 
"means of expressing recognition, appreciation. or approval 
of merit or excellence" (.illd, p69). But in his discussion 
of c.capensation, reparation. and liability (nwI pp74-76) 
there is no suggestion that a person deserves caapensation 
on account of a meri t-conferring desert basis. It would 
appear, therefore, that Feinberg's view is that the desert 
basis is only sometimes merit conferring. 

Hiller does appear to endorse the view that all desert bases 
are merit-conferring. He writes (MILLER (1976), p89): 

'Ibe range of possible desert bases coincides with 
the range of possible bases for appraising 
attitudes. 

By t appraisinl attitudes t Hiller refers to such attitudes as 
adldration and approval (rud p88). 

9. Feinbera aua-ta that 'deservinl' and ' beine worthy of' are 
UIIIId ~ly except in competitive situationa 1iIBl to 
deserve 1. equivalent to being III!Ilt worthy of. See FEINBmG 
(1970), p63. footnote 9. 
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Again we may note the significance of .tb.ia requirement for the 

relationship between desert and justice (viewed as a fi tness 

concept). Only if desert bases are necessarily merit-conferring 

can it be the case that justice is both a matter of treating 

people as not less or lower than they are, and of treating people 

in accordance with their deserts. In short, justice makes sense 

wi thin a levels of being system of reasoning, and desert is a 

Part of that system, by virtue of the fact - if it is a tact -

that desert bases are merit (and hence 'level') conferring. 

However, there are difficulties. In particular, there is (at 

least) one important case where we speak of desert, rut where 

there is no obvious meri t-conferring basis. The case I have in 

IIlind concerns canpensation. It is widely held that those who 

SUffer as a result of some event which is (held to be) some other 

Person's fault deserve to be canpensated. (1be use of 'deserve' 

here is natural enough.) But it is DQt (widely) held that a 

Person is made more worthy (or, for that matter, less worthy) by 

Suffering through SaDeOne else's fault. Is this, then, a case of 

desert where the desert basis does DQt bestow merit? And it so, 

must the merit requirement be abandoned - or, at least, 

restricted? 

At first ,lance one might tJrlnk that the case of CCIIIpenSation 

Poses no problem for the merit requirement; one aigbt think that 

it can be argued that people who suffer through no tault ot their 

OWn do not deserve to sufter, and hence deael"Ye CCIIIpenSation. 
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But there is a problem with this argument. We may agree that 

those who suffer through no fault of their own do not deserve to 

suffer. However, to say that someone deserves compensation is to 

say that that person deserves not to suffer. 1lle &rgument we are 

considering, then, requires us to move fran the claim that a 

person does not deserve to suffer, to the claim that the person 

deserves not to suffer. But, the latter claim does not follow 

from the former (at least, not without additional premises). To 

say that a person does not deserve to suffer is to say that there 

is D.Q reason (of a desert-generatlng type) for that person to 

suffer. To say that a person deserves not to suffer is to say 

that there iI a reason (of a desert-generating type) for that 

person not to suffer. And it does not follow, merely from the 

fact that there is no reason, of a desert-generating type, for 

the person to suffer, that there is a reason, of a desert

generating type, for the person not to suffer. Some additional 

presumption is necessary. Needless to say, some general 

presumption that, ceteris paribus at least. people who do not 

deserve to suffer should not suffer does nothing to save the 

merit requirement. The conclusion we require is not that a 

person should not suffer, rut that they deserve not to suffer. 

'!bus the problem for the merit requirement remains: we d2 talk 

of people deserving compensation, and we do D2.t suppose that to 

suffer through saueone else's fault (or, indeed, through no-one' s 

fault) renders a person more worthy than they would otherwise 

have been. 

Now one a1ght take the view that, in the light of tbia case, the 
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IIleri t requirement should be abandoned. 'ntis temptation shoulli, I 

think, be resisted. The merit requirement was not simply an 

empirical generalisation, something which happened to be true in 

the cases investigated. We expect a (putative) desert basis to 

confer merit. It is not something we can - or should - abandon 

lightly. 

'lbere is a second point about caupensation which ought to make us 

Wary of using it as a ground for abandoning the merit 

requirement. Is it plausible to regard having suffered through 

no fault of one's own as a fact about the sufferer in t;hepmelyes 

- or as implying such a fact? 

To say that a person suffers through no fault of their own is, I 

suggest, to portray that suffering as an event which is 

happening 1.2 the person, rather than as a result of that person's 

Actim (or-negligence). Now it seems to be that one cannot make 

inferences about agents (QYA agents) merely on the basis of what 

hapPens to them. 'Ibe' QYA agents' is important: We can - and do 

- JDake inferences about material objects, say, fram what happens 

to them: that they are inpenetrable, have particular denaitiea 

and 80 on. 'Ibe • merely' is alao important. We aight inter frem 

the fact that 80.eone was being puni.hed that they had 

intentiona1l7 acted Wl"'OI1I17. (We Jdght, of COUl'IIe, be aistaken 

in -.king such an inference: by saying that 'we IIliCht infer' 

8omeone was IUilt7 of intentional Wl"OI1Idoing I IIeIUl DO 80re than 

that we would have • reason for drawing auch • conclusion. not 
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that we should have a conclusive reason (i.e. proof).) But such 

an inference cannot be made merely from what happens to a person. 

We must bring in other beliefs, thereby attaching significance to 

what has happened - by construing the 'happening' as in some way 

related to an intentional action. 'nlus if I hmintentionally) 

drank poison and died you might, given other beliefs, be able to 

reason that I had been murdered by the Mafia whc:a I had betrayed. 

Such reasoning would be from what had happened - that I had 

lUlintentionally drunk poison - to a fact about lie - that I was 

disloyal. But, in this case obviously, the inference would not 

have been made merely on the basis of 'what had happened' to me. 

It would seem, then, that we cannot infer anythi.ng about an agent 

merely from what happens to that agent. If suffering through no 

faul t of one's own is indeed a mere happening, then, it seems, 

nothing can be inferred about the sufferer in himself. But if 

this is so, deserving caupensation represents a threat not only 

to the merit requirement, but also to the requirement that the 

desert basis be a fact about the deserver. What. are we to make 

of this? 

'there are, 1 think, three possible responses. Firstly we might 

regard compensation as a sound objection to both of the 

requireaenta ,. have diacussed - and abandon both. Secandly, 'We 

milbt claim that compensation is simply another exception to 

these merely ceneral requirements. After all, it .. y be said, 

did 'We not .. en exception to the requireaeot that a desert 
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basis be a fact about the deserver 'lmen we acknowledged that John 

may deserve to beat James because he is the better poker player 

without the desert basis being any fact about John in himself? 

'!he third response would be to accept that compensation poses a 

Problem for both requirements, but to argue that, the fact that 

it offends against both makes i t ~ plausible that compensation 

is a 'rogue' case for desert, that it is at least possible that 

there is more to the deserving of compensation than is 

illlnediately apparent, and that a fuller explication may reveal 

that deserving compensation is no more than an apparent COlmter

eJtample to the two requirements we have discussed. 

'nle first response is, I suggest, premature in the .light of the 

Possibility developed in the third response. But the second 

~ calls for more COIIDeDt. 1bere are two interrelated 

Points I want to a.ke. 

Firstly, we should note that the case of John deserving to win 

the poker ,ame, being the better plaJer, ia a case which does rmt 

10 a,ainst the merit requirement. The compensation example 

tfoUld, then, be the first to '0 against l.?sUrb requirements. 

tfr 8econd point ccncems the relationship between the requiraaent 

that the desert bui. be a fact about the deaerver, and the 
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requirement that it confer merit on the deserver. (10) 'nle first 
~ 

requirement is, I wish to suggest, a consequence of the second; 

that is, the merit requirement satisfies the description of Rx 

sketched at the end of the previous section. If we are willing 

to accept the merit requirement we will thereby have an 

explanation for the requirement that a desert basis be a fact 

about a deserver - for what else could confer merit on a subject 

but some fact about the subject hiDmelf? 

If the requirement that a desert basis be a fact about a deserver 

is indeed a consequence of the merit requirement, then progress 

appears possible on each of the questions left cn-er from the last 

section. Firstly, the sense in which a fact JalSt be 'about a 

deserver in himself' is such as to enable the fact to confer 

meri t on the deserver. Or, to take the argument a step further, 

the issue of whether a fact is indeed a fact about a (putative) 

deserver (in the relevant sense) will become otiose where it is 

10. Notice that it might be argued that it is the merit 
requirement which precludes Feinberg's 'DeUl'Otic mother' 
example being a case of desert. 1bus, even if it were 
conceded that a fact about the student is that he bas a 
neurotic mother whoIIe heart will break if he fails, this 
fact would not (or. at least, would not nolWllly be thought 
to) confer merit upon the student. (If we were to discover 
that someone really did think that having such a mother 
conten merit then, I sua,est, we should DDt object to his 
use ot desert in such a context. We would. of course, want 
an &CCO\Dlt ot hmf having such a mother confen merit. But 
that does not atfect the point.) 1bus in, objectina to the 
use ot 'desert • in such a caBe we aake the (not 
unreasonable) presumption that having such a mother does 
not confer merit on the student. But if this presumption 
were challenged we IIhould, I suggest. be w1lllna to withdraw 
our objection to the uae ot • desert'. and to awi tch our 
attention to the clal. that aerit was conferred on the 
student. 
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agreed that the fact is such as to confer merit on the putative 

deserver. 

The reader may wonder whether, if it is indeed the case that the 

requirement that a desert basis be a fact about the deserver 

fOllows from the requirement that a desert basis be a fact which 

confers meri t on the deserver, then might he not have been spared 

the discussion of the former requirement provided in the last 

section? 'Ibis has not been possible, in part because of the need 

to make reference to what has become a point of reference in 

discussions of desert. But it must also be noted that we are at 

Present arguing (with reference to compensation) that the merit 

requirement is controversial in a way that the require.ent that 

the desert basis be a fact about the deserver is not. If the 

meri t requirement is established, lhm it is possible to view 

other requirements as consequences thereof. The work of 

establishing the merit requirement remains to be done. But 

lenerous readers IIlight be willing to take the fact (8BS\BJling it 

is a fact) that the merit requirement ACCO\D'lta for the existence 

of the requirement that the desert basis be a fact about the 

deserver as IHIDI evidence for accepting the lleri t requirement 

itself. How else i. the phenaaencID to be ACCO\D'lted for? 

But what about progress on the other i .. ue left over trca the 

leat aectiOll, m the case ot John dellerving to win the poker 

lame beina the better pla7er, but the relevant tact - beina the 

better pIa,er - appearing not to be a tact about ..John in himself? 
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If, as I have suggested, the merit requirement is logically prior 

to the requirement that the desert basis be a fact about the 

deserver in himself, then any worries about SlICb comparative 

merit cases are, surely, diminished. Such cases satisfy the 

primary requirement for desert - namely the merit requirement -

even if the merit conferred is comparative. (And the failure of 

the desert basis to be a fact about the deserver in himself is 

accounted for by the fact that To 

return now to our discussion of the three responses, the 

foregoing, I suggest, leaves the second response in a sorry 

state. If we are able to account for our earlier apparent 

counter-example ( the comparative meri t case) in this way, the 

compensation counter-example is left on its own, thereby making 

the third response that much more attractive. 

Few theorists have expressed reservations about the relation 

between desert and compensation: John Kleining is an exception 

to the general rule. Kleining asserts that: 

Desert can be ascribed to something or someone only on 
the baais of characteristics possessed or things done 
by that thing or person. (11) 

and that: 

If a person deserves eanpensa.tion for scme 1088, then 
be does 80 not becauae things will be V8l'7 difficult 
for him if he does not get some, but becau8e his loss 
has been sustained through 80meone else's 
a1smanageaent, negligence or deception, etc. (12) 

And at this point Kleinig adds the following foomote: 

----_. ---~---------~-----------------------------------------

11. KLEIN1G (1971), p73. 

12. Ibid. 
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This fits a little awkwardly into the stipulation 
"characteristics possessed or things done by that thing 
or person". Perhaps it is closer to the forller -
damage sustained through no fault of one's own. If no 
damage is done, no compensation is deserved. (13) 

Kleinig is, surely, right to think that there is 'awkwardness' 

here. 

I want to suggest, then, that the deserving of ~tion is 

not straightforward, and should not, therefore, be used as a 

Counter-example with which to diadss the merit requirement. We 

cannot, of course, simply ignore the problem posed for the merit 

requirement by canpensation. I propose, therefore, to refer to 

the claim that a desert basis must confer mer! t Cor demerit) upon 

the deserver as the 'desert-meri t hypothesis'. We may hope to 

find that, as our theory becomes IIOre developed, it i. possible 

to show that deserving compensation is only an app&.reJIlt anomaly. 

Por the present, speaking of the desert-meri t hYpothesi. will 

record that there is a problem here to be resolved • 

.L 1.4 Desert and Rules 

I now tum to the topic of the conceptual relationship between 

desert and qualification under a rule. (14) Tbere are a number 

-~~-~--------------------~----------------~-------~--~------~ 
13. rug, footnote 10. 

14. I speak of 'qualification W1der a rule' here. rather than 
'entitlement' or 'rilht' since, though- quallficatiClft under a 
rule -.y be • sufficient condition for havinl an IIlti tltllll!ftt 
or ritlht, it ia leas clear that it ia a I'l8CellIIIU'J' ccnditiClft. 
It it were poa.ible to poaaea. ri.hta or entitlementa 
without QlalifJ'inat under a rule then to apeak of -rilht or 
enti tlementa here would be to introduce a wider topic than 
that with which I am presently concerned. 
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of issues here. Firstly. there is the question of whether desert 

always presupposes qualification under a rule; that is, can a 

deserver be said to deserve ~ by virtue of having qualified 

W'lder some rule? AI tilough this view - that desert is a type of 

quali fication or entitlement - may have been held at one time 

( 15), a consensus appears to have now emerged (16) that this is 

not so, and that, as Feinberg put it: 

••• desert is a 'natural' moral notion (that is, one 
that is not logically tied to institutions. practices 
and rules) If' (17) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
15. Thus, for .u.pl., lenn and •• t.r. Ulue (UD AJfD '1'1'115 (lISt), pU7): 

16. 

17. 

'De .. rt· i. a no~t1y. word; i\l u.. pr.euppo ... a rule bayi.., two ~~: 
(1) a concUUon to be uU.Ued; (1i) a .ad. of tHatHnt conuquent upon It . ' .. 
w. cannot •• UMt. _ .. rt. therefore. in a vacuua; we ... t be able to reI ... to 
~ .tandard or rule fro. which 'X d ••• rv •• I' follows a. a conclusion. 

Thi. pa ..... i. cited in r!IN.IAG (lt70) and "ILLII (1"1). 

Notably ••• r •• ult of r.inber,·. ·Ju.tic. and '.rsonal .... rt·: ... 'IINIIAG (1970) 
8 and ppl5-7. ... a1ao MILLII (197') ppIO-Z; S'llill (1"') ppll1-5j SVllDLI& (lIISa)' ~ 
12. DMes. 

'IINI •• G (lt70). pSI. 

It .ilbt be tboucht that lawl. r.j.cu this view wh.n he &r,u .. (1A1fLS (1172), PI)312-3): 

Th ••••• nU.l point i. that the conc.pt of eoral worth cleM. not pl"OYid •• 111'at, 

pr1Dci,l. of dbtribuUv. justice. Thi. i. beca .... it canaot be introduced -ttl 
aft.r the principl.. of ju.tice and of natural duty and obU,aUCID have ...... 
• cknowl .... ed. • •• ror a eoci.,y to orpnb. it .. 1f with ,be ate 01 ~ 

eonl d ... rt a. aUnt principl. would be like bad." an iDatitution of Pl'Ope~ 
In ord.r to punish thi.v ••• 

fhi. WUld. however. be a .iatu.. Wh.n .. w18 apeaka of 'IIOnl d ... rt' be "an. 
d ... rve on aocouat of our tend.GCY (or otherwl .. ) to let eorally. wh11. -actina ~~ "
..... Apter aU., actina ia acool'daace wltb the pl'illdpl .. of ~unice. Now it --"lr 
OOUl'M, .. ideat ,hat aucIa ·.mll de .. rt· i. depend., .... pI'1Deip1 .. ; but. tbi. '-• ., 

result of tile a .. n ... 1. 1p tbi, pvtlpylAr 9'" beial ..,iMd ." ref.nDCe to pr1rac: t.a "
There __ IIID nuoD to ...,a .. that lawl. i, e1atet .. tllat deaert ~ t, d.~~ .. 
priDelpl •• , (lor a differeDt Interpretation 01 .. ,,18 - ThoMa .... 1. 'lqaal Trea ,,-- ___ 
ec.,en-tol7 Diaor18inatioa'. in COlIN IT AL (l.n), pl. lootnote Z.) ~ ... 
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A second question is whether desert ~ arises directly from 

qualification under a rule; that is, can mere qualification ever 

function as a desert basis? (18) And if not, why not? Consider 

the following example. Suppose John has I"W'l a 1500 metres race 

in the shortest time and has not broken any of the rules of the 

competi tion. He has, let us suppose, quall fied for the first 

prize. But does he therefore deserve it? Does qualification 

entail desert? 

It is tempting to argue that, since it makes sense to say that 

John has qualified for the first prize but does not deserve it -

say because he won as a result of some unfair (though not 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
18. 'Jhe claim that qualification can flUlction as a desert basis 

appears to be made by Carr (CARR (1981), p213): 

All .terial principles of justice clearly involve 
a deteraination· of desert. but theae 
detendnations range over a vast and heterogeneous 
territory. One aight. for exaaple. aerit 
something t have a right to something, or be 
enti tIed to something, and 80 on. One might 
deserve something because one' 8 ease ia 
comprehended by a general nora or rule ••. or 
because of one' s individual achievements ••• 

Notwi thstandinc Carr's claim to be ' following Feinberg'. his 
UM of • desert' is such that: 

• •• it cc.prehends the broad variety of .,. in 
which we express tlle rightness or justness of some 
treataent for a subject. 

'Ibis is. of course, a II.ICh broader mderatandiJc of deeert. 
than I. following Feinberg. Kleini" and Miller have 
adopted. Yet it reaaina to be Men ., qualific.tion cannot 
function as a desert baais. 
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i Hegi timate) advantage - quali fication cannot entail desert. 

(19) On the face of it this appears a decisive argument. Yet 

there is, I think, reason for caution. 

Consider another example. Suppose a panel of judges is 

considering whether to award a prize to some particular book. 

They attempt to balance the book's merits against its demerits in 

order to decide whether or not the book deserves the prize. 

Suppose the judges come to the view that the cte.erits outweigh 

the merits, and that therefore the book does not deserve the 

prize. What is meant, of cause, is that all things considered 

the book does not deserve the prize. And - obviously enough - it 

does not tollow fran the fact that, all things considered, a 

book does not deserve a prize that there was DO ground for 

believing that, other things being equal, the book deserved the 

prize. 

In the light of this point consider again the cue where John has 

qualified for, hlt does not deserve to receive, the first prize. 

Is this case really a counter-example to the claim the 

qualification entails desert? A deferder of the thesis that 

qualification entails desert might, it seea., respcnd to the 

alleged count.er-ex.ample by arguing that when we say John does not 

deserve the prize we mean only that all tbino considered John 

----------------------------------------~-----. ------- ------

19. Cf. FEINBRJ (1970), p57: 

••• it i. often plausible and a1~ intelligible 
to 8&f that the .an in fact elected ~ident did 
not deserve to be. 
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does not deserve the prize. But this claim is consistent with 

the claim that there is a ground for believing that John deserves 

the prize, namely, that he has qualified for it. 

Indeed the defender appears to have a second string to his bow: 

he might argue that, if the claim that John does not deserve the 

prize does n2!: mean that John does not deserve the prize 

all things considered, then it Blst mean only that there is • 

gro\.D'lCi for believing that John does not deserve the prize. But 

this latter claim is also consistent wi th the claim that there is 

a ground for believing that John does deserve the prize (namely, 

that he has quali fied for it). 

In order to press the case as a coWlter-example it IIJSt be argued 

that, even though John has quali fied for the prize tit might yet 

be the case that there is DQ reason at all to suppose he deserves 

it. Put this way it seeIIS doubtful whether consideration of the 

example sheds any light on the logical relationship between 

qualification and desert. For deciding whether there could be 

such a case immediately raises the question at issue: does 

qualifying entail deserving? We DlUSt, it would seem, consider 

whether qualification \Ulder a rule is able to satisfy the 

restrictions on what may constitute a desert basis outlined 

earlier. 

'Ibe first requirement is that the desert basis be a fact about 

(or an attribJte of) the deserver. Is it l"M8Onabl.e to view 

'having qualified for' as a fact about, or attribute of the 
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deserver? 'Ibis would appear to be, at the v~ry least, arguable, 

and, in the absence of a defense of a more restrictive account of 

what it is to be a 'fact about', or 'attrioote of', must, I 

suggest, be allowed. 

However it is wholly implausible to suppose that qualifying lDlder 

a rule - irrespecti ve of What the rule is - confers merit (or 

demerit) upon the qualifier. (111is is DQt because a person may 

qualify by luck. Of course qualification may be the result of 

good fortune. But (I will argue) the fact that a person caDes to 

possess an attribute by good fortune does D2i preclude that 

attribute functioning as a desert basis: desert does not 

presuppose responsibility.) 'Ibe reason why qualifying under a 

rule cannot f\Dlction as a desert basis is, surely, simply that 

qualification under a rule per se is not held to be merit 

conferring. 'ftlis is not, of course, to deny that some rules are 

satisfied by possessing an attribute which is Erit-conferring. 

But it is the possession of the attribute which enables a person 

to qualify under a rule, not the qualifying under a rule, which 

confers merit. 'Ibe relationship between qualification under a 

rule and the possession of any merit-conferring attributes is 

wholly contingent upon the content of the rule. It being over 

six feet tall confers no merit, then qualifying for entry to a 

club for tall people by virtue of one's height confers no .erit 

either. 

In conclusion, then, _ MY say that, providing the desert-.erit 
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hypothesis is accepted, qualification under a rule does not 
:0 

entail desert. But we have found no other ground to exclude 

qualification as a desert basis. 
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4.1.5 Conclusions 

We have been concerned with the nature of desert. We have seen 

that desert is a triadic concept, and have concentrated our 

attention, so far, upon one of its three elements: the desert 

basis. We have seen that the desert basis must be a fact about 

the deserver which - if the desert-merit hypothesis is sOlD'ld -

confers merit upon the deserver. I have indicated that I reject 

the view that there is any requirement that the deserver be 

responsible for the desert basis. (This claim will be defended 

later in this chapter.) And I have argued that, again if the 

desert-merit hypothesis is sound, the claim that qualification 

under a rule can be a desert basis is to be rejected. 

If we tum our attention to the question of what or who deserve, 

the answer appears to be implicit in what has already been said: 

anyone or anything able to possess merit or demerit. Despi te the 

wide range of the uses made of desert, this idea - even at the 

extremes - does not appear to be ever entirely lost. It is to be 

expected that in some uses connections may become somewhat 

tenuous. Thus we are able to say that electricity deserves 

respect because, firstly, electricity is powerful, and secondly, 

power is (or was) lenerally considered to aake its bearer 

admirable - a point to which the et~lOlY of 'revere' bears 

witness. 

'Ibere are two loose ends from our discussion. One concerns 

ccwpensaticn and the status of the desert-taeri t bJpothesis. Thi. 
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issue w'iU not be considered till the next chapter. The second 

concerns what may be said to be deserved. 

We noted (4.1.1) that it is reasonable to suppose that what is 

deserved DUSt, in some manner, be related to the desert basis. 

But we have yet to Eke clear the nature of this relationship. 

'Ibis I propose to do below ( 4.2.2) when I consider the alleged 

indeterminacy of desert. The objections to the use of the 

concept of desert - of which its alleged indetendnacy is one -

is our next subject for discussion. 
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4.2 Objections to Desert 

111is century has seen, to borrow Brian Barry's phrase, something 

of a 'revol t against desert' ( 20) • I f the &rglIDent of this 

thesis ia sound then this fact is, at first sight, somewhat 

surprising for there has been no similar revolt against the 

concept of justice - and certainly no growing inclination to 

restrict justice to rule-relative justice. Nor have the concepts 

which I have suggested are closedly related to justice in the 

levels of being system - such concepts as respect, dignity, 

degradation and contempt - suffered any loss of popularity. 

Indeed, along with the concept of rights, these concepts seem 

very much in vogue, at least in circles where desert and merit 

are not. Why has there been a ' revol t against desert' to the 

point where desert seems to have lost its claill not merely to be 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
20. See BARRY (1965), ppU2-5. 1here is reason to suppose that 

the tide .. y have turned in the last few years, though 
Sterba is surely mistaken when he prefaces a review of the 
work of Robert Nozick and Murray Rothbard, John Rawls and 
Ronald Dworkin, C. B. Macpherson and Kai Nielson, and 
Alasdair MacIntyre and John Finnis with the claim that 
(STmBA, (1986), pl): 

While everyone agrees that justice, almost by 
definition, is giving people what they deserve, 
there appears to be Ii ttle agreement concerning 
what it is that people deserve. 

Sterba offers no defence of his astonishing claim that there 
is such an agreement as to what the disagreement is about. 
Indeed, in the course of ascribing theories of justice to 
these philosophers, Sterba finds it necessary to speak of 
desert on only two occasions: when outlining the view of 
Rawls and his cri tics on the question of whether a person 
may be said to deserve his 'natural assets or initial social 
assets' (IliliJ, p5 and pp7 -8), and when reporting Galston' 8 

cla1. that 'only after needs have been satisfied does desert 
becc.e the basis of the distribution of goods.' (DUd, p18). 
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the only consideration relevant to justice, but even to be A 

relevant consideration? 

I propose to discuss three objections to the use of the concept 

of desert. Firstly there is the view - perhaps more often fel t 

than expressed - that desert is inherently inegalitarian. If 

this view were sound then at least those liIbo are egalitarians 

would have reason to object to the use of desert. 

Secondly, there is the view that desert is inherentl), vague and. 

consequently, a person's deserts indetenainable. 'Ibis point 

l1ight be put by saying that even when we can agree who is 

deserving it is \UlClear !!hAt, in any precise sense, they deserve. 

or even how what is deserved could be deterained. 

A third source of difficulty for desert has arisen as a result of 

the belief that I determinism mdenaines desert'. Ql this view ",. 

may be said to deserve only on the basis of that for which we are 

responsible. (Thus if we are unable to ~trate that we are 

responsible for the possession of any particular attributes we 

shall be tmable to demonstrate that we have any deserta.) 

I propose to deal with the these objections in tum. 

§. 2.1 Desert ond Fe,) itgiani_ 

It see.s not implausible to suppose that a reluctance, an the 
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part ot at 1 ... ac.e people, to e.p1OJ the cancept of desert baa 

arisen .. a ...w.t ot an uaociation between the lIM ot the 

concept of desert and argument. for unequal treatment and 

distribution. Certainly many of those who have defended an 

unequal distribution of .terial goods have done 80 by claiming 

that the larger shares were. in same way. deserved. But this 

does not, of ccurse, show that there is anything inegalitarian 

about the concept of desert. The association may aimply be 

contingent. If so then desert .y be used in both inegalitarian 

and egalitarian arguments. 

I shall suggest that this is indeed the case. If the ground or 

grounds on whic;h people deserve to be treated - the desert bases 

- vary from one person to another, then, of course, different 

people may deserve different treatment. But where a relevant 

desert base is possessed in equal measure people do not merely 

not deserve different treatment, b.at deserve not to be treated 

differently. 'Ibis point is made by Nagel: 

••• I aa suggesting that for many benefits and 
disadvantages, certain characteristics of the recipient 
Itt relevant to what he deserves. If people are equal 
in the relevant respects, that by itself constitutes a 
reason to distribute the benefit to them equally. (21) 

'n\ere is, however, a line of argument which may be thought to 

give rise to an objection to this view. 1be possible objection 

stems fro. a claim lD8ke by Sterba that any desert basis must be a 

fact about the deserver (X): 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
21. Thomas Nagel, , Equal Treatment and Compensatory 

Discrimination', in OOHF..N ET AL (1977), p9. 
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which generally does not characterize all those who 
along with X could conceivably be similarly appraised. 
(22) 

If Sterba's claim is sound then the use of desert for egalitarian 

purposes might be jeopardized. Are desert bases restricted in 

the manner Sterba suggests? He argues: 

'!be facts which support desert claims generally do not 
characterize all those objects whose desert could 
conceivably be similarly assessed... ~ reason for 
this is that desert claims presuppose a context in 
which it is generally possible to assign different 
grades to those whose desert could conceivably be 
similarly assessed ••• While it is possible for the 
fact which is the basis for X's deserving Y to 
characterize all those who could conceivably be 
similarly appraised, for example, there could be some 
fact which characterizes each and every parent and is 
the grounds for each parent's deserving gratitude fraa 
their offspring, this is generally not the case tor 
desert contexts • 

••• Since under the usual interpretation, general 
rights are necessarily possessed by all Eft, the fact 
that Jones has a general right to life ... could not be 
the basis tor his deserving anything in a context where 
only men are being appraised since such a fact 
necessarily characterizes each and every man ... (23) 

Sterba concedes that: 

'Jbere is no reason, however, why the fact that X has a 
general right or the fact that the condi tiona of X t S 

general entitlement are satistied could not be 
understood to be grounds for his deservin, that to 
which he ia said to have a general right when a 
comparison class larger than the class of all .n is 
presupposed. (24 ) 

But, Stert. continues: 

----------------------------------~-----~-----------~-~-~ 

22. STERBA (1976). p192. 

23. .IlWI. pI92-3. 

24. DWl. p193. 
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• •• nor.sJJy Nhen questions of desert sri~ involving 
the appraill41. of individuals who happen to be JDelJ, the :-
relevant canparison class is taken to be the class of 
all men or some subclass thereof. Consequently, for 
all practical purposes, condition ( 3 ) of the analysis 
[ i • e. X deserves Y only if there is some fact about X 
which generally does not characterize' all those who 
along with X could conceivably be similarly appraised] 
does serve to exclude facts characterizing men as 
having certain general rights from qualifying as the 
basis for claims of desert. (25) 

What replies are available to such an argument? One reply would 

be to challenge Sterba's claim that the use of 'desert' is, as a 

matter of fact, restricted in the I8I'U'ler he suggests. Another 

would be to deny that such a restriction should be maintained. A 

third would be to note Sterba's concession that an even 

necessarily 'universal' attribute (to some class, A) can ftmction 

as a desert basis providing that we adopt a 'a.parison class' 

wider than A, and to argue that since this can always be done, 

there is, in fact, no restriction on the use of desert. Is this 

third reply plausible? And what follows if we adopt it? 

Suppose we claim that all men deserve a fair trial. According to 

the third reply, we can lD8ke this claim only if we are willing to 

be thereby ccmnitted to the possibility of some being or entity 

which does not possess the attribute en the buis of which lien 

deserve a fair trial. It would seem to follow, therefore, that 

the only facta excluded as possible desert bases are those facta 

which are true of all possible beings. 

--------------------------- -------------------------------------
25. lbid. 
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But. is this at. all rest.rict.ive? Is it. to say any more than that 
':' 

a deserver can deserve only on the basis of a fact about the 

deserver? Are there any facts which are true of all possible 

beings? There is one obvious candidate: that the being must be 

possible. 1bus no being could be said to deserve any treatment 

by virtue of its possibility. I can think of no other 

candidates • 

We need not. I think. pursue this question any further here. 

Instead we EY, I think, conclude that, even if I'll! were to accept 

Sterba's suggestions (and concession), there is no reason to 

suppose that the use of desert for egalitarian arguments would be 

subject to any significant restriction. 

Let us tum now to a radically different source of reluctance to 

express egalitarian arguments in the language of desert. 

Consider the suggestion that, although there is no concepV.l 

connection between desert and inegalitarianiBDl, liven the 

existence of the contingent association between desert and 

inegalitariania. the egalitarian would be lDfIkinC something like 

a tactical aistake if he were not to object to the use of desert. 

Such reluctance is, in part. based upon an flllPirical claiai I 

will not attempt to evaluate that claia. What I do wish to note 

is that, any such concem ..... t be set against the following point 

which favours the use of desert by egalitarians: by the \1M of 

desert egalitarians are able to f.... nan-eontiDCent arau-nta 
for equal treataent; an eaali tarian who eschew deeert ~ find 

that be -..t rely upon hllhly ccntircent ~ta for equal. 
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treatment, such as the utilitarian araument from diminishing 

marginal utility, or from an alleged hypothetical choice in an 

original position. Worse still the egalitarian who eschews 

desert may find difficulty even in giving a distinctive account 

of his position. Egalitarianism is characterised, I suggest, not 

simply as a view of how people should be t.reated (namely, as 

equals), but as a view of !dlx they should be treated in a 

particular way (namely, because they are equal). My suggestion 

is that egali tarianism is characterised by the belief that people 

(or whatever the relevant group) should be treated as equals 

because they are equals. ( 26 ) I f this is 80 then it follows that 

we should not identi f1' an egali tarian as saIIeQI'le who believes 

everyone bas a rl.sb.t to treatment as an equal. (27) To hold the 

belief that every person has a right to treatment as an equal may 

be a necessary condition of being an egalitarian, rut it is not 

sufficient. A person who holds that all have a right to 

treatment AI equals, but denies that all ~ equal is not, I 

suggest, an egalitarian. Such a view is Dot, of course, 

inconsistent: suppose I believe that the IIlCIahers of two races 

are unequal, brt have, in order to comply wi til a condition set by 

God for entrance into the land flowing with ailk and honey, been 

a party to a social contract to treat all, irrespective of race, 

as equals. I thus hold that all have a right to treatment as 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
26. 'Ibis is in no way to den7 that there ~ be problems in 

D8ltiDg senae of the claim that people are equals. (See, for 
exaple. Bernard. Willi_ ''Ihe Idea of Eqtality' in ~IAHS 
(1973), pp230-49.) 

27. I borrow this phrase frca Dworkin; see JMRaN (1978). p227. 
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equals, but not that all are equals. ('Ibe inappropriateness of 
':' 

the notion of a right to characterise egalitarianism stems fran 

the concluso1"1 (28) nature of rights. Desert is not conclusory. 

~alitarianiSll must be characterised in non-concluso1"1 teraB 

since the egalitarian is distinguished not simply by his 

conclusions, but by his reasons.) 

4.2.2 1be Alleged Indetel'lllinacx of Desert 

A reluctance to employ the concept of desert _y' at least in 

part, stem from an indeterminacy which has seemed inherent in the 

concept. Barry's observation that: 

••• one _,. endorse a certain specific allocation as 
'deserved' wi thout saying that this exact amount i. 
derivable frail the concept of 'desert'. (29) 

_y seem to understate the probl_: we may wonder how even an 

approximate assessment of what is deserved is to be derived • frca 

the concept of desert'. Is there any sill'li ficant relationship 

between the desert buis and what is deserved? '!be apparent lack 

of .uch a relationship - of a .ana of determining what. on any 

particular occasion is deserved - has. no doubt. led sc.e to 

regard desert &8 a IIJ'Sterious notion, too inherently vague to be 

a satisfacto1"1 concept. (30) 

--------------------~~-----~-----------------------------------

28. I borrow this tem frca John Fimis, see FINNIS ( 1980) , 
p211. 

29 • BARRY (1965), pl06. 

30. rua difficulty for propcmenta ot desert theories of j\at.ice 
ia DOted by Stewft Sverdlik. (See SVDmLIK (1983&), p688.) 
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Before we consider whether, and if so how, the gap between desert 

basis and deserved can be bridged, it may be as well to note that 

our task is n21 that of trying to bridge that gap on all 

occasions the concept of desert is employed. There is no reason 

to assume from the outset that all uses of 'desert ' do avoid 

indeterminacy. 1bere is no reason to asStDDe that all uses of 

'desert' are 'alright as they are'. How, then, is what is 

deserved to be determined or, at least, restricted? Miller 

argues that: 

1be good I .. distributing will determine the type of 
desert which is relevant - in the case of [a coveted 
office] it is ability to occupy that position, and 
other kinds of desert, whether moral virtue or athletic 
prowess, can safely be neglected. 'Ibis way of putting 
it is perhaps too sillple: there MY be controversy 
both about the nature of the good being distrib.ated, 
and about the precise basi. on which it is deserved • 
••• But these complications do not invalidate the 
essential point, that in deciding upon the just 
allocation of a good, it is not necessary to take 
&CCOlDlt of desert in general, but only of those deserts 
which are relevant to the good being distributed. (31) 

We cannot, I think, deny Miller's conclusion: we should hardly 

wish to take irrelevant deserts into &cCO\mt. But!!bkh deserts 

are relevant? Hmt does the type of good 'deteraine the type of 

desert which is relevant t • What is it about the abili ty to 

occupy an office which .skes that &bili ty a relevant desert 

basis so far as the appointaent of someone to that office i. 

concemed? Of course, we often - though by no means always -

have reason to see the duties of an office are discharged 

canpetently, and hence haft reason to appoint sc F!one who is able 

------------------------------------------------------------------
31. MILLER (1976), pp111-8, eJDphasis added. The relevance 

requirement 18 endoned by Galstan. (See GAIBIm (1980) J 

p170.) 
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and likely so to discharge them. But lhiA alone is not a gI'OW'ld 
~ 

for saying that a (relevantly) able person deserves the 

appointaent. Appointment by lot may be an inefficient system, 

bit it is not by ~ fact a system which fails to treat people 

in accordance with their deserts. ('lbere _y be good utilitarian 

reasons for appointing someone who is not the .. t relevantly 

able. And certainly there is no reason to suppose that such a 

peracn nomally deserves the appointment.) 

We say (let us suppose) that the most able candidate deserves the 

appointaent, and that the best boxer deserves to win the fight. 

'ftle desert basis must in each case be relevant to what ia 

deserved; the boxer does not deserve the appointment 

(coincidences apart), and the able candidate does not deserve to 

win a fight. But what exactly is it that Jakes being the best 

boxer relevant to deserving to win the fight. It is easy to 

overlook the difficulty here, and to think that there is no 

question to be answered. 1his would be a llistake - though it aJ 

sugest that the answer, whatever it is, will have to be obvious. 

It is, perhaps, less easy to overlook the question in the cue of 

the .. t able person deserving an appointlDent, though in that 

case it is easier, perhaps, to think the aDswer will aake 

reference to the consequences of the appoinbllent. I have &J"IU8d 

that this would be a mistake. In ~ case the nature of the 

relevance abould be the __ in the two car.: _tever it is 

that _es ability to perfOl'll a Job relevant to deaerviDI an 

appoint.nt, ahauld Jake baxm, ability relevant to ct.ervina to 

win a tight. r.rtainl,. it this i8 not 80 we ahall not be able to 
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speak of a distinctive relationship between desert basis and 

deserved. 

Is the connection between the desert basis and "nat is deserved 

simply governed by rules, norms, and conventions? Does the able 

person deserve the position because there is (we are to assume) a 

rule or norm that an able person deserves - should there be one 

available, at least - a coveted position for which he is 

qualified? If this is so then it is difficult to see how we can 

avoid regarding desert as a particular form of enti tleaent (32) -

an entitlement where the qualifying condition is the possession 

of a .erit-oanferring attribute. 

We need to proceed with caution. What exactly would it mean to 

say that the relationship between the desert basis and what is 

deserved is based simply upon a rule or convention? Here I would 

make two points. Firstly, it i8 not, clearly, merely to say that 

the relationship follows a regular pattem. Cblsistency alone 

would live rise to regularity. And the claim that a practice is 

rule-govemed must, if it is to be of any interest t make a bolder 

claia than that of mere consistency. 

---------------------------------------------------------------~ 32. Dds appears to have been the view of Berm and Peters (BDfi 
AND PE'I'FlfS (1959), p137): 

In questions of inccme distribution the condition 
[to be sat.iafied in order to deserve] is usually 
the perforamlC8 of service (and in this respect it 
differs frail 'enti tlement' which is IDOI'8 general, 
since one might be 'entitled' to benefits mlder 
rules which prescribed need, or insurance 
cantributiona, or sale of goods 88 the qualifying 
candition) • 
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Secondly, to say that the relationship between the desert basis 

and what is deserved is based on rules should not be accepted 

simply because rules or norms (perhaps sometimes) have a role to 

play at ~ point in the acccxmt of the relationship. 'Ibe claim 

that the relationship between the desert basis and deserved is 

rule-governed is the clai. that the explanation of the 

relationship terminates ianer.liately with an appeal to a nale or 

norm. (Only if the account of the relationship immediately 

brings in a rule or norm will desert be a form of entitle.ent.) 

1be question arises, therefore, whether an 8CCO\D'lt can be liven 

of the relationship between desert basis and deserved whic::b does 

not DBke inmediate appeal to the notion of a rule. I suggest 

that it can. ~ - though perhaps not the only - is 

provided by the expression theory. hbAt a person deserves is 

loverned by the requirement that he should not be treated in .uch 

a manner as lives expression to the belief that be lacks BOlle 

desert basis which he possesses. 'ftlua. to take Miller'. example. 

when distrib.ating SaDe coveted office we are to pay attention to 

the able candidate's abili ty to occupy that pasi tion siDee to 

ignore such ability would (we .. t suppose) be to act in such a 

manner as to give expression to the belief that the cardidat.e 

lacked the ability to occupy the posit.ion, or. perbape. to fail 

to live expression to be beliet that the candidate p)IIa __ that 

abili ty. A desert bui. is relevant to the diatritutiCll of a 

,ood if the distrib.atioo of aucb a good ,ives expreuicm, iD IIaIe 

_y, to beliefs conceminC the possession or 1act of the de8ert 
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basis. When making, say, a professorial appointment attention 

need not be paid to 'moral desert' since to appoint a man as 

professor is not (we are to suppose) to give expression to the 

belief that the man is righteous. (33) 

'!he most able boxer deserves to win the fight: if he does not 

win he will have been treated (by nature, the cosmos or the gods) 

in a manner which gives expression to the belief that he was not 

the best fighter. To deny the boxer some coveted position (8 

position, we are to suppose, \Ulconnected with boxing) would not 

be to give expression to beliefs regarding his boxing abilities. 

('Ibis is not, of course, to say that the trail of explanation 

must end here. We may ask for an 8CCO\D'lt of when and how an 

action IIi ves expression to 8 belief.) 

1be expression theory can, then, be called on to close the gap 

between desert basis and deserved, to provide an account of which 

desert bases are relevant when there is 8 good tD be distriblted. 

To that extent the charge of inherent radical iJdeterminacy can, 

I think, be rebutted - at least for BaDe of the occasions on 

which 'desert' is used. But two more restrained indeterminacy 
-. 

charges -.y remain. Firstly, it may be said that what will be 

------~----------------------------------------------------------

33. Cf Feinberg (FEINBERl (1970), p82): 

If this i8 so, then the kind of propriety 
characteristic of pel'8OJ18l desert ia ••• to be 
likened to, or even identified with, a kind of 
"fittincnes." between one person'. actions or 
qualities and another person'. responsive 
attitudes. 
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deserved on any occasion will be conventional, and hence, to that 

extent, arbitrary. Secondly, it may be argued that, since a 

particular form of treatment is rarely uniquely fitted to express 

a particular judgement, the adoption of the expression theory 

will rarely allow what is deserved to be determined more 

definitively than that it is anyone of an (infinite?) set 

of appropriate of forms of treataent. 

1be reply to these two points is the S81De: we laY agree with the 

objector's claim, but deny that there is any peculiar problem for 

desert. 1bus we may agree that, at least on S<laIe occasions, the 

relationship between the action or treatment (the sign) and the 

belief to which that action or treatment gives expression (the 

signified), is, at least in part, conventional in character. And 

such conventionality may be said to introduce a measure of 

arbitrariness into what the deserver may deserve. But such 

problematic arbitrariness - if that is what it is - is not a 

prahl_ for desert per see It ia, rather, an exaIIIPle of the more 

general problem of how it is that we are able to live expression 

to our beliefs. (34) 

~~----------------------------------------~----------------

34. Cf Joel Feinberg, (''Ibe Expressive Function of Punishment'. 
FEINBBl (1970) t pl00 (emphasis added): 

To say that the very physical treatment itaelf 
expreBBes condemnation i. to say .i.ply that 
certain forms of hard treataent have beccne the 
conventional BJIIbola of public reprobation. lh1I 
i. neither IIZI'8 nor Jr' m'Wk!dmJ tlwp to MY 
that certain word. baye bocRlle convent.ional 
DIrlcl.M in our ltrvra-,. tor tJw ..... iqa of 
certain attitude., or that. ch_paIDe i. t.he 
alcoholic bevera,e tradi t.ionall,. u.ed in 
celebratina IJ'e&t eventa ••• 
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Similarly, we _y agree with Barry that it 188Y not be possible to 

deri ve an ~ amount, or precise form of treatment, from the 

concept of desert, or the desert basis. But again this 

indetenDinacy is not peculiar to desert. 1be same indeterminacy 

arises whenever we encoWlter expression. 1be ideas and arguments 

set out in this thesis could (presumably) have been expressed 

using different words - and (presumably) in other languages. 

'Dlere is no one-to-one correlation between a belief or judgement, 

and the means (words, gestures, and so on) by whkll it may be 

expressed. If, then, we were to reject the notion of desert on 

this ground, we should be willing to reject the JDOre general 

notion of expression. 

4.2.3 Desert and Responsibility 

4.2.3.1 The Conventional Vi~ 

Host of us, prior to reflection, would say that there is a clear 

and straightforward relationship between desert and 

responsibility. We would say that to be deserving we must be 

respooaible for that which Mkes us deserving. If we cannot 

clat. respon8ibllty - perhaps becau8e the relevant tact was 

detendned and could not have been otherwise, or because it was 

the result of pure chance, or because it was the resul. t of some 

decisim over which we had no influence - then we cannot claim to 

deserve. Lack ot reaponsibility, we suppose, undel'llinea desert. 
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'Ibis view is intuitively attractive. If someone condeIIIled to be 

punished is able to show that he was not responsible for that 

which he is to be pwlished for, then, it seems, he has shawn that 

he does not deserve to be punished. ( It MY. of course, be that 

punishing hill can still be justified. But such punishDent cannot 

be justified by being shown to be deserved.) 

Again, it is often said that those who, through DO fault of their 

own, lack marketable skills and talents do not deserve to suffer 

as a consequence. '!be point is perhaps IDOIIt forcefully expressed 

in ccmparative terms; thus Sher, for example, notes that it seems 

intuitively unfair: 

• •• for one person to enjoy benefi ta fram mich another 
is barred through no act or omission of his own. (35) 

The attractiveness of the view that desert presuppoaes 

responsibility is, it would seell, a consequence of the more 

general fact that, in Nagel's words: 

Prior to reflection it is intui ti vely plausible that 
people cannot be morally assessed for what is not their 
fault, or for what ia due to factors beyond their 
control. ( 36 ) 

'lbere can, I think, be little doubt that this supposed inter

relationship between desert and responsibility, .men CCIIblned 

with a ,rowin, tendency to view les8 and less &8 the 

responsibility of the individual, has contrib.tted to the 'revolt 

-----~-----~----~-------------------- --~-----~-----

(35) SlIER (19'18-9), p371. Sher atte.pt.. to foraallze the 
caprative ~t in Section II (pp364-7). 

(36) NAGEL (1979), p25. Nagel does not, of course, agree with 
this view; rather, be says, it 'se _ to be WI'CInI&' (ph). 
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against desert' which was a feature of moral thought in the 
~ 

middle decades of this century. In one of the IDOst well-known 

and discussed passages of A Theory of Justice, Rawls rejects 

desert in accordance with natural talents as a basis for 

distriwtion, arguing: 

It seems to be one of the fixed points of our 
considered judgements that no one deserves his place in 
the distribJtion of native endowments, any IIOre than 
one deserves one t s in! tial starting place in society. 
The assertion that a .an deserves the superior 
character that enables hi. to make the effort to 
cultivate his abilities is equally probltlllBtic; f2I: 
character depends in large part upon fOrtmate fg1lY 
and Social circumstances for which he Can claim no 
credit. 'Ibe notion of desert seems not to apply to 
these cases. (37) 

Rawls t view appears to be that, firstly, we can deserve only on 

the basis of what is deserved, and, secondly, that a lack of 

responsibility - say, where we possess a characteristic by good 

or ill fortune - will preclude desert. 

Rawls' assumptions, that the basis of desert aust itself be 

deserved, and that desert presupposes responsibility, have been 

widely discussed and by .any rejected. (38) Galston has even 

8uggested that there is now a consensus which rejects the 

conventional view that desert presupposes responsibility. In 

summarizinc the 'major findings' of 'recent scholarship' on 

desert he has been able to write: 

--~---------~---------------------------------------------------

( 37) RAWlS (1972) t pl04, aphasia added. 

( 38) See !«JlI(]( (1974) t pp213-1 i SlDl'E (1972-3) t DI(]( (1974-6). 
ZA.I'laIIK (1916-7), SID (1978-9) t and SANDD, (1982). <blpter 
2. 
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Desert-related facts need not themselves be deserved -
earned, merited, achIeved through effort. 1bey may, to 
use Rawls's phrase, be "arbitrary fraa a moral point of 
view", in that there is no moral reason why individual 
A rather than B should be characterized by a desert
related fact. But this does not mean that these 

. DOral facts cannot be the basis of moral claims. (39) 

But if the results of 'recent scholarship' are sound ( 40), if, 

that is, desert does Il2!: presuppose responsibility, then we are 

left with a puzzle: what was - indeed is - the source of the 

intuitive plausibility of the conventional view? How were -

indeed are - we so easily misled into believing that desert d2a 

presuppose responsibility if, in fact, it does not? 

Before we consider how this puzzle adlht be solved I want to look 

at a maber of examples where the conventional view does not even 

seem plausible. Why should we consider such examples? Simply 

this: we should expect to find that whatever accounts for the 

conventional view, though present in DBnY cases wbere • desert' is 

employed. is absent in these particular cases. This difference. 

we _y hope, will provide us with a clue to the resolving of the 

puzzle. 

f .2.3.2 Cotmter-e.YAIIII?lea to the Convent.imal Vi", 

It is perhaps surprising to find that there Am a nWlber of 

-------------~----------~------------ --------------------------(39) ~ (1980). p172. 

(40) David Miller i. JDOJ'8 cautious. concluding that the claim 
that desert. can depend on17 on voluntar7 action, or 
cMracteriat.ica volUfttari17 acquired. ia 'DOt prcJ\Ia'l' but 
that .~ weight' attaches to &rg\DI!!Iftta in favour of the 
claia. See MUlIR (1976), plOO. 
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uncontroversial counter-examples to the conventional view -

notwithstanding that view's intuitive plausibility. 

Nevertheless, counter-examples do exist. (To the extent that 

such examples are counter-examples, the result of ' recent 

scholarship' is, of course, thereby confirmed.) 

The first examples I want to consider concern non-personal 

desert, that is, the deserts of non-persons. '1bese cases pose a 

problem for any defender of the conventional view: why does non-

personal desert exist at all? If desert presupposes 

responsibility, how can it be that what cannot be responsible can 

deserve? 

'J'here is no doubt that non-persons gy) deserve. Buildings can 

deserve preservation, manuscripts can deserve publication, fruit, 

vegetables, flower arrangements and poodles can all deserve 

prizes, flags and other national symbols, holy places, and areas 

of natural beauty can all deserve respect. 

1be existence of non-personal desert is not, of course, a knock 

dOMl argument against the conventional view. SeE, no doubt will 

be tapted to diamias evamples of non-personal desert as simply 

irrelevant. It is certainly possible to claia that the use of 

'desert' is such that, if responsibility is possible then it is 

neceBII8.I7, whereas it it is not possible it is oot necessary. 

But it .. t be acbitted that, as it stands. such an 8CCOlUlt is 

not onl,. unill\8inatirC and ad hoc, but leaves desert to look a 

most peculiar concept. It a .erel7 contin.ent lack ot 
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~esponsibility is enough to undermine desert, why should a 

necessary lack prove insufficient? This would, at the very 

least, be surprising. It would require an explanation of sc.e 

sort. 

1be ID08t tempting 'explanation' would be to II8ke the shuffle of 

clailling that there are ~ concepts of desert: personal and 

non-personal desert. 'lbat is, that the term 'desert' is 

ambiguous. But this is hardly ilBpressive. It is, surely, again 

better to agree with AnscaDbe that: 

Where _ are tempted to speak of 'different senses' of 
a word which is clearly not equivocal, we _y infer 
that we are in fact pretty JDUCh in the dark about the 
character of the concept which it represents. ( 41 ) 

I suggest, then, that we accept examples of non-personal desert 

as being putati ve counter-exaaples to the ccnventional view. 

A second group of counter-examples concem the tundalllental facta 

about a being. Most m.-n beings are, we suppose, free and 

rational, and we say that they deserve to be treated as such. 

Rata and cockroacbes we think are neither free nor ratianal.. IAt 

us .. sume we are correct in our ascriptiona of freedo. and 

rationality. Now suppose it is objected, an behalf of rats and 

cockraaches. that they are not responsible for being ncm-ratianal 

and unfree. and that. they do not, therefore. deserve to wffer _ 

.......--.. ---------------~--..-~---.--.------~---~--------,-
(41) ANSCXJIm (1963). pl. 
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a consequence. Similarly, the argument goes, we cannot claim to 

deserve on the basis of being free and rational, for we cannot 

claim to be responsible for being free and rational. 

'Ibis argument is not, I take it, persuasive. Free and rational 

beings deserve to be treated as such - and their being deserving 

of such treatment is in no way undermined by any lack of 

responsibility for being free and rational. Siailarly gods, if 

they deserve to be worshipped, deserve such treatment 

irrespective of whether they are responsible for being gods. Nor 

can my dog complain - when I do not worship her - that she is not 

responsible for being a dog, and for not being a god. In such 

cases, it appears, the question of reponsibility simply does not 

arise. My dog deserves to be treated as a dog - no more, no 

less. ('l'be issue of ~ dogs deserve to be treated - whether, 

for example, they deserve better or worse treatment than humans -

is a separate question. I will say nothing on that issue.) 

Finally. consider the case of ccmpeti tiona - beauty contests, 

athletic and other sporting events, games of skill (chess, 

bridal, poker, for example) 8I¥f so on. In such cases we can 

apeak of the various ccapeti tors as deserving or not deserving 

victory. Tbe actual winner is not, of course, always the 

competitor who deserved to win - and thus, when the .ost 

deserving caapetitor does win, we are able to speak of the winner 

being a wortJur victor or cballpion. In Judging whether a 

particular cc.peti tor deHrye. to win we do not, I suggeat. 

consider whether the caapeti tor ia respmaible for poIISesBinI 
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those characteristics which are relevant to achieving success. 

Of course many competitions require effort and training by anyone 

who wishes to have any hope of success. But this is beside the 

point - for if it were the case that SCIIIIeOne were able to out-

perfol'll all other canpeti tors without such training then he or 

she would deserve to win. (We might, of course, consider the 

caapetition poorly organised, or that the victor did not deserve 

those 'gifts' which permitted victory without effort. But these 

considerations are, again, beside the point.) As Miller notes: 

When we say the prettiest girl deserves to win the 
beauty contest, the most skilful shot deserves to win 
at marbles, the ablest candidate deserves the 
scholarship, we look no further than the present 
qualities of the individuals concerned. (42) 

Miller's point - that 'we look no further than the present 

quali ties of the individuals concerned' - applies not only to the 

competition counter-examples to the conventional view, but 

equally to non-personal desert, and to those cases where we are 

concemed with f\mdamental facts about a beinl. It is enouah for 

a building to ~ of historical significance to deserve 

preservation; it is enough for an area to ~ of outstanding 

natural 'beauty to deserve conservation. 'ftle question of its 

responsibility for being like that does not arise. SiJdlarly it 

is enough to ~ free, rational, or a god in order to deserve 

treatment as such; it is not necessary to be responsible for so 

being. 

_______________________________ ' _____ • ____ I ___ ......... ________ ~ ___ _ 

(42) MILLm (1976) t pp96-7. 
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It seems, then, that there are clear cases ~here a lack of 

responsibility does not undermine desert. If this is so then the 

conventional view must - as recent scholarship has suggested - be 

false. 1he al temati ve would be to claim that although we sm 
speak of desert in these cases, we are mistaken. Anyone who 

wishes to defend that view owes an argument to explain why we 

should view present practice as mistaken or inappropriate. It 

will D2t be enough merely to assert that desert presupposes 

responsibility. ~ is the point at issue. 

~t us take stock. We began with what I called the conventional 

view - that desert presupposes responsibility. We have now seen 

that there are a n\aber of co\Ulter-examples to this view. Indeed 

it seems clear enough that, in an unrestricted form, the 

conventional view must be false. Desert does D21 always 

presuppose responsibility. Yet, as we saw at the beginning, 

there ~ cases where the issue of responsibility seemed 

unquestionably relevant to desert. Responsibility is then, 

sc;getimg relevant, sometimes not. If this is so, the question 

is: mm and !f.bl does a lack of responsibility lDiermine desert? 

In particular, can we offer an 8CCOW'1t which explains DOt only 

* it See118 80 intuitively attractive to say that desert does 

presuppose responaibili ty, OOt also 8CCO\D'lts for the fact that we 

teel no compmctian to eschew the use of 'desert' in certain 

cases where there is simply no question of the putative deserver 

being thou8ht responsible. 
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4.2.3.3 Accounting for the Belevance of Responsibility; Logical 

ErrorAccotmts 

1be simplest possible account would be to claim that we confuse 

deserving with deserving to deserve, and by aaking such a 

conflation are able to deny desert claims in cases where the 

would-be deserver does not deserve to deserve. (Such a 

conflation will, of course, serve to undel'llline all desert claims, 

ei ther i.Dmediately, or by reiteration: nothing can ever deserve 

to deserve to deserve to deserve ••• ad infinituD.) 

An example may help to make the issue clearer. Hi tIer. let us 

agree, was an evil 1II8Il, and deserved to be treated as such. But 

did he deserve to deserve to be treated as an evil Iml? Let us 

suppose that be did DQt deserve to be an evil 18Il; beiDI evil was 

not, for example, some fitting pmishment for his actions in a 

previous life. It follows then that he did not deserve to be in 

the position of deserving to be treated as an evil Iml. lie did 

not deserve to deserve to be treated as evil. But it does D2t. 

of course, follow that he did not deserve to be treated as an 

evil man. Yet if we conf'late deserving to deserve with deurvinC 

thi8 i8 precisely what does follow. 

It would, of course, be foolish to deny that 8UCh a conflaticn 

has ever been 1IIde. Yet it seeII8 doubtful M1etber such a lOlical 

error can be the source - or. at least. the _in aource - of the 

plausibility of the ccnventional view. 'lbe re&pal1M8 of thoee who 

defend the COIM!Ilticnal. view is likely to be that they are not 
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cooflating deserving with deserving to deserve. Rather, ~ey 

would argue, to deserve requires that the would-be deserver 

deserve to deserve. Those who find the conventional view 

plausible are likely to find this requirement, this inference, no 

less plausible. The issue is, then: Is ita plausible 

inference? Are our deserts undermined if we do not deserve to 

deserve? 

Consider the following argument: people do not deserve their 

natural skills and talents. But it is on the basis of these 

undeserved skills and talents that they are said to deserve 

particular foI'IIIB of treatment. Just as a receiver of stolen 

goods cannot have an (indisputable) title to ownership, 80 the 

holder of undeserved skills and talents cannot have an 

(indispJtable) claim to deserve. 

Whatever the merits or otherwise of the analogr, this &rg\aDent 

has the wealmess of confusing not deserving with deserving not. 

If people deserved not to have their particular skills and 

talents then it aight plausibly be argued that they cannot 

deserve to benefit or suffer by virtue of possession of those 

skills and talents. But it is, of course,. generally accepted 

that it is om: the case that people deserve not to have their 

skills and talents; rather they merely do not deserve them. The 

distribution is not, we are to suppose, tmjust or \D'lfair; it is, 

in Rawls' phrase, simply 'arbitrary fro. the D)ral. point of view' 

- that is, neither just nor unjust. 
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It aay be said that this is a piece of sophistication not 
~ 

generally recognised, particularly by life's losers. It is, to 

say the least, tempting to view our aisfortunes - and even the 

good fortunes of others .. as evidence of the cosmic injustice 

which, we are taught from childhood, is to be aocepted as part of 

life. The point is not unimportant: we are, after all, 

attempting to accotmt for the plNl!ibility of the conventional 

view, to account for the attractiveness of that view. In 

developing such an 8CCO\Dlt it IE.)" IBtter less _t is true, than 

what we are tempted to believe. 

It may, then, be that we do, sometimes, confuse not deserving our 

skills and talents wi til deserving not to have those skills and 

talents, and thereby infer that deserts based on those (not 

merely undeserved, but lD'ljustly held) skills and talent. are 

\D'ldendned. But the CCIIIIIlisaion of such an error seems far fran 

explaining the Intui ti ve appeal of the conventional view. 'I1lat 

appeal, I suggest, 8urvives the uncoverin. of the po.aible 

conflating of the undeserved (Le. that which i. not deserved) 

and the mljustiy held (i.e. that which we deaene not to have). 

1bere i8, in other words, an attracticn in the view that we 

cannot deserve on the basis of what we do not deserve (but do not 

deaerve not to have), and this we have Jet to account for. 

Finally thia acccunt otters little hope ot exp1.ainina those cases 

where we do DMr regard • lack of reapanaibilit., .. tmdem1n1D1 a 

desert claia. Why ahould we suppose we are aeduced by the 

ICCical error an as. occasiona, but DOt all? 
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4.2.3.4 Accounting for the Relevance of Responsibility; the 

Attribute Requirement 

We must, then, tum our attention elsewhere. The next 8CCO\mt I 

want to consider draws on the analysis of desert we gave at the 

beginning of this chapter. Desert, we saw, is a triadic relation 

between a deserver, that which is deserved, and the desert basis. 

We accepted that the desert basis must be a fact about the 

deserver. We have also adopted the merit require.ent as a 

hypothesis. Given this 8CCO\mt of desert, is it possible to 

account for the initial intuitive plausibility of the 

conventional view? Are we able, given this analysis of desert, 

to explain !dr! desert is saaetiJDes - though only sc.etimes -

thought to be \.IIldenained by lack of responsibility? 

'n1e account I want to consider is this: a lack of responsibility 

is able to subvert a desert claim by \D'ldermining the claim that 

the (would be) desert blai. _1 proper 11 be aid to be a fact 

about the (would be) deserver. (43) As we have seen, the desert 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(43) ....... 1 (IAJIDIL (1H2) piS • ..,...1. ori.l ... 1) ...... t. that aD ar.-nt of th~;·-;-"--
availabl. to "wi.: ott. la 

ro .. ,. •• "wI. doe.. that I do DOt de .. n. the .... 1'101' c:baracter that led _ ~ 
reaU .. IIY oIUU •• i. DO 1 ... 1' enoup. To denJ IIY de..n. he •• 1. ehow that 
do DOt bau \be requi.it. cbaract.l'. 01' aU.mativel,. tat I baJ.I it, but ftOt .~ 
tbe required ....... -

lut tIlie i. pnci-17 \be ar .... t "wi.' theo.., of the penaD anova bla to ~ 
..... wI. OM aOcept tMt -- uncIe •• ned de .. n .... 1. -UUY • .all' to cl -. 
that •• aD ...... 1. ...... r.tandi ... of the pel'-. thie coadiU. could nev.I'-
principl. be .. t! On "wla' conception. the c:banct.l'istlca J poue •• do '" 
IU&Gb to the .. 11 but are onl, nl,ted to the .. If. .tandlDl alva" at a cel"~~t 
dll1aDCe... .. 

Ie CaD ... iD dai. Up' how Ia"l,' ......... t froa ubitru1De .. uncI.nine. de-. 
aot dil'ec'l~. ~ cl.ialn. I cannot d ••• ry. vbat i. ar'ltrarll, .lven. ~~ 
lndincn~ ... abovU, I GUIIOt " .. " what ia anltl'U'll~ IIv_. *' la. u.. t 
'I'. __ ~ of ....... 1 •• canot po ..... It ia the _iat.aDced. canatltQtl t 
.... aeonaI7 \0 pJ"CWide a ... n ..... ~ 

fbi. banat of c.oepU .. of the .. If upon which lavla ... ld .... \0 rei, to Op1 
ar .... t 1 •• to _~ \be leat. cootl'OV.l'llal. We could DOt. 1\ lIQUid .... 1_:~ "'
.. If of MY partloelu iadJddual. ...., r __ • , ......... 141 - .... to "WO .. u.i"'~ "
•• a .. If oone ........ to eada tad ...... l' --. 
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basis IllUSt be a tact about the deserver. 1be suggestion is, 

therefore, that the lack of responsibility does not wxiel'lline 

desert directly; rather if severs a vital link between the (would 

be) deserver and the fact which would, but for the lack of 

responsibility, f\DlCtion as a desert basis. I will call this the 

'attribJte requirement accowlt'. 

How does this process - this severing - occur? Consider again 

the distinction between what people m - their actiCDS - and what 

happens to t.haa. We are, at least in general, responsible for 

what we do, bit. not for what happens to us. Also, we can (and 

do), at least in general t infer facts about a per80Il frail what 

they do, which we cannot make fran what happens to tbeII. (44) If -----------------------------------.. _---------------.. 
(44) Again thia ia not to deny that we cannot make aome 

inferences on the basia of what happens to a per.on. 
Considered as a body we ~ ake inferences about h~ as 
we Jay about other bodiea. FraIl the fact that you have a 
certain terminal velocity (in a given atllospbere) I may 
infer that you have a certain _s. 

Secondly we .. y draw inferences about a penon subsequent to 
the event in question. If you have been present in a 
serious car accident I ..,. inter that JOU cauld be injured 
and reluctant to travel by car in the near future. 

'ftlirdly, if a particular event has happened to JOU I may 
infer that you have characteristics which _e that event 
possible (or likely). If you have had a ..mtaineeriDl 
accident I .,. inter that you IIOmlta1neer, that. JOU chooH 
to place JOUI'Rlf at pbJaieal risk, that you are perhaps 
careless, and 80 on. 

Fourthly, liven a particular set of belief. I ~ regard 
what happens to you as a .i~: I..,. infer frca the fact 
that you fail in b.udneu that you are not a E ocr of God '. 
elect; or tlQl the fact that you float on _tar 1 _,. infer 
that you have ca.itted ac.e cr_. 

We can, theft, .a certain inferences on the basis of what 
happens to a person. But in the cue of tID .etien 1M _y 
make inference. hued on the aaaociated intetj.. 'Ibis is 
not the cue with JIel'e 'happeninga' for in aucb cas. there 
i. no int.-ticm. 
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I believe you have deli berately trodden on ~ foot I wi 11 hold 
:' 

you responsible, make inferences about you (that you are violent, 

malicious, etc.), and believe you to be deserving (of censure, 

etc.). If, however, I believe you to have inadvertently (and 

non-negligently) trodden on my foot I shall DQt say of you that 

you deserve to be treated in sane particular way. In the second 

case baving trodden on my foot is something which has happened to 

you, treading on my foot is, in an important sense, not something 

which you have ~. It is, then, plausible to view as 

associated a lack of responsibility, a failure to provide 

evidence of facts about the subject, and a lack of desert. ( 45 ) 

A caDJ8rable &rgLDent can be developed in the case of aspects of 

character. If I am short-tempered I may view being short-

tempered as something for which I am not responsible, something 

that bas happened to me (and hence saoething which the real me is 

not), something from which no inferences about the real IDe can be 

drawn, and hence as Il2t sanething on the basis of which I - that 

is, the real me - can have deserts. 

Consider another example. Suppose John cannot help being cruel 

to cats. He is not - we are to suppose - responsible tor being 

cruel, and he cannot therefore have deserts on the basis of his 

cruelty. He cannot, for example deserve censure. So, at least, 

--~-. ---------------------------~----~--------------------
(45) ct. RIafARDS (1986), p200 (emphasis original): 

• •• it is acarcely radical to say that when we are 
concerned with what a person deserves, we are 
interesteet in his behaviour a8 a display qf 
character. 
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it is argued. Why can he have no deserts on the basis of his 

cruel ty? Because being cruel is not reallY a fact about John, 

not a fact about the real John, or John ' in himself': being 

cruel is at most something which has happened to John, not 

something be is. 

A lack of responsibility undel"lllines - or is thouCht to undermine 

- the claim that what we have is a fact about the putative 

deserver (a fact about the putative deserver's real self), and, 

since the desert basis must be a fact about the deserver, the 

desert claim itself is undermined. (And, we may add. to say that 

different fran saying that desert presupposes responsibility.) 

It will be recalled that we are to require proposed accounts of 

the plausibility of the conventional view - the view that desert 

is undermined by a lack of responsibility - to explain not only 

the plausibility of this view. bit alao the l.I&ik of plausibility 

of that view in the three types ot case identified earlier, m 
non-personal desert, cases where the desert basis is a 

fundamental characteristic, and COIIIpeti ti ve deserts. 

How well doe. the attribute require.ent account fare in 

explaining why a lack of respoosibili ty does D!i& appear to afCect 

desert in the excepticna we have identified? 1be account ia 

perhapa .. t aucceuful in dealinl with ca •• are the desert 

baais ia a funda.ental characteristic - a.aber.hip of a 

particular kind (that ia t heiDI a ,od. MIl. or dog. etc.) t or 
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being rational or free. If the attribute requirement account is 

sound, then the plausibility with which a lack of responsibility 

undennines a particular desert claim will be proportional to the 

plausibility of denying that the putative desert basis is really 

a fact about the deserver, that is, a fact about the putative 

deserver's real self. It will be most difficult to deny that 

, ftmdamental' facts are really facts about. the putative deserver, 

thus it. will be IDOSt difficult. for desert to be undermined in 

such cases. I may not be responsible for being free or being a 

man, but these characteristics are so fundamental to any 

conception of me - the argument. goes - that it is simply 

impossible to regard being free and being a man as things which 

have happened to (the real) me. 'Ibus this account of the origin 

of the conventional view is able to accotmt for our apparent 

failure to apply that view in such cases. 

What of non-perscnal. desert? Here it might be argued that, since 

there is no possibility of action (in the relevant sense), and 

hence no distinguishing between what the PJtative deserver does 

and what happens to it, there is less impetus to seek to isolate 

the equivalent of a 'real self' to which events My happen wt 
which remains \D'ltouched by them. 1hus, the argument goes, it 

seems less plausible to deny that PJtative tacts about forests, 

books, brlldings, and so on, are indeed really facts about SCIIe 

forest, book or b.Jilding. If the attrihlte requireaent account 

were indeed to be the explanaticn of the nolWll. attractiveness of 

the conventional view, we might not, therefore, expect a lack ot 
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responsibility to undenaine non-personal desert. 

What of those cases I have called competitive desert? How can 

the attribute requirement account explain ,,"by we feel no 

compunction to deny that the most skilled chess player deserves 

to win the championship even if he cannot claia responsibility 

for being extra-ordinarily able at chess? Why. in other words, 

are we reluctant to divorce chess playing ability frca the player 

in such cases. so reluctant to elaia that being .oIled at chess 

is simply saaething which has happened to hill. not something 

which tells us anything about the player in himself? 

It is not easy to see how the attriblte requi~t. account can 

make sense of this reluctance to see desert \D'lderwi ned by a lack 

of responsibility in these cases. (We _y eYeD be teIapted to 

abandon that reluctance, and to agree that, though we do not 

nol'l8lly consider responsibility when Judging who the IDOBt worthy 

victor would be. we 2YIdU: to do so. Or, at least. that we ought 

to do so were there not extraneous reasons for not doinl so.) 

As I have said, it is not, I think. easy to see .my we ahould 

have any particular reluctance in such cases. '!here would, ot 

course, be enor.ous - probably insuperable - practical 
. 

difficult.ies in trying to distinguish between the skills or 

talents which CCIIIIetitors could claia really to poe .... and 

those which were. in 8CIIDe sense, llerely associated wi th thaa. 

a.at such difficulties do not seea to be .ore aevae in the cae 

of callJeti tiona than elaewhere. 
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It might, I suppose, be suggested that it is simply a fact about 

the competitions we hold that they <at least in general) are 

considered to be well designed when the co.peti tor who is most 

able in a relevant way, or possesses IIOSt of what is being sought 

- irrespective of whether possession of that skill, talent or 

whatever is sanething for which the individual competitor is 

responsible - has the best chance of winning. Thus it is, it 

might be argued, the nature of the particular competitions we 

hold that makes issues of responsibility irrelevant. 

111is argument, even if accepted t < and I do not suggest it should 

be) does not support the 8CCOlUlt we are considering; at most it 

removes a difficulty which the &CCO\Dlt might otherwise face. 1be 

argument is, we might say, &CCO\D'lt-neutral; it -.-ill remove these 

cases as a possible difficulty for any account. 

1be attribute requirement account of the plausibili ty of the 

conventional view has, then. 1 iJDi ted success in .Jting sense of 

cases where the conventional view fails, or SealS to fail, to 

apply. But there is a more significant difficulty confronting 

this account: the conventional view is siaply .,re plausible 

than are the premises of this account. 

What I mean is this. The notion that there are real or 

transcendent selves which. in ae.! WB7. CCIIe to have certain 

properties contingently associated vi th thea, i. a possible W&7 
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of thinking. We can, that is, auppose that John is indeed not 

really cruel to cats - that is, the ~ John is not cruel to 

cats. ~ merely has cruelness to cats associated (in some way 

yet to be explained) with him. 

But being a possible description is not enough. We need to be 

willing to think of this description as the best description of 

the state of affairs if this is to be the aource ot our readiness 

to believe that a lack of resJ)QPSibiliU undermines desert. And 

surely that is just not so. 1be best descriptian, I suggest, is 

simply that John's propensity to be cruel to cats iJl a tact about 

John - the real John. He is not, we may agree, responsible tor 

having such a propenei ty. But he ia, nevertheless, cruel. 

The attribute requirement account is, then, in the end, 

unsatisfactory: it is certainly a logically possible account ot 

how the orthodox view could have CCIDe to seem plausible. But 

although it WOUld 8CCOlUlt for the tmdermining ot desert if we did 

believe that the pertinent tacta were not really facts about the 

putati ve deserver, the problea ia that we are ready to believe 

that desert is undendned without believina that the fact is not 

a fact about the p.ltative deserver. '1bat i., we feel drawn to 

denying that John has deserts on the basis ot a PI:oPenai ty to 

cruelty which he cannot help, without wishing to claim that John 

i8 not really cruel, does not really have that propenai ty. And 

t.bia view the 8CCO\.U1t cannot explain. Again, then, we IIISt look 

elsewhere. 
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4.2.3.5 ACCQWlting for the Relevance of Responsibility: the 

Deserts Account 

As we saw, desert is a triadic relation - a relation between 

deserver, that which is deserved, and desert basis. 1he 8CCOm'1t 

we have just considered focussed upon the desert basis. The 

&rg\.Dent was that the desert basis had to be an attribrt.e of the 

deserver, and that a ladt of responsibility undel'llli.ned the claim 

that the putative desert basis was indeed an attribute of the 

deserver (at least in the required sense). 

I now propose that we tum our attention to the deserts, that is, 

that which is said to be deserved by the deserver. Is it 

possible that deserts - or rather ~ deserts - presuppose 

responsibility on the part of the deserver? If this were 80 

then, it seems, we would have an explanation of how a lack of 

responsibility can come to seem ,to undermine desert. 

Now it is indeed saaetiMs - though by no means alW&1B - the case 

that nt is said to be deserved presupposes a responsibility Oft 

the part, of the deserver. Where this is so. to 8&y that the 

treat.ent (or whatever) is deserved, while denYing that the 

(alle,ed) deserver 11 responsible, is to make a conceptual 

mistake. 

Perhaps the clearest example of this concerns bler• To bl .. 

someone is to hold them responsible. It i., therefore, a 
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conceptual mistake to say that saoeone deserves to be blamed for 

sometQing they are not responsible for. ( 46 ) 

A little more controversial, perhaps, is the case of punishment. 

However it is at least arguable that to describe a form of 

treatment as punishment is to imply that the person so treated 11 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(46) Cf J.I ••• Squires. ·Bl ... •• r'printed in ACTON (1989). pZll: 

To bl... a person is to be of the opinion that b. 18 r •• pon.ibl. for an 
undesirable upshot. that he has done what he oUlbt not. 

and Anthony M. Quinton. 'On Punishaent', reprinted in ACTON (1969). pS9: 

'1 .. loinl to puni.h you for 80IMthini you have not done' 18 a. .b.urd a 
.t.teaent .. '1 bl ... you for th18 ev.nt for which you were not r •• pon.ibl •• ' 

Whether we should consider the •• anin. of bl ... to cant. in the notion of re.pon.ibility i., 
perhap •• unclear. Willi .. Kn.al •• (ACTON (1989). pp190-1) su •••• t. that: 

In it. basic u •• ·bl ... • doe. not .. an 'Ux re.pon.ibility on'. but r.th.r • ... at 

ill of', 'c.n.ure·. 'find fault with'. 

N.v.rthel.ss lDe.l. loe. on to concede (~. pltl) that: 

In aU cues [of bl_in.l it 18 ••• ....s that the person blued could have cboHn 
to act otherwi ••••• 

thus it would .... to follow that to bl... i. to i.put. r'8PQn.ibility. this appe.r. to 
hold true .v.n wh.n w. bl ... the inani .. t. - the we.ther, f.ulty virina •• nd so on. In such 
c •••• w. ISy sa, that the w •• ther, the f.ulty virin •• or whatev.r, i. re.pon.ibl.. (If, •• 
..... r.asonabl.. the c.ntr.l .. anin. of • r •• ponsibl.· 18 • U.bl. to be called to .iv. an 
.ccount' or lansw.r.ble· th ••• non-per.onal uae. of bl •• e .nd re.pon.ibility .re 
Ht.phorical. ) 

Wheth.r • person i •• lw.ya bl •• eworthy for .n und •• ir.bl. outco.e for whieb he i. 
re.pon.ibl. will depend •• t l .. at in part, on the view of re.pon.ibility taken. w. DOrI&lly 
.uppo., th.t • p.r.on is not r •• ponsible for wh.t he could not h.ve pr."ented. 
Notwith.tandina the appe.l of this View, it does not corre.pond to nch of what WI .y, do, 
and f .. l. HaD, people f.el • respon.ibility for the con.equence. of the .ction. of their 
children. and. under certain eire.atance., the Covernllnt of their country •• v.n wlaera what 
has bean don. i. not 8OIMthin. they f .. l they could re.sonably have been expected to prev.nt 
- or ,ven, aaaetile •• could have prevented. the.e are ti ... when WI ISy fe.l r.spon.ible 
but would not acc.pt bl.... We .. y have to .eeept r •• pon.ibility ev.n where w. bane done 
nothina wron.. But a. Squir ••• ull •• t •• blIII doe. not .xtend to .uch c ••••• 

On the topic of bl .. e se. also BEARDSLIY (1989). 
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viewed as responsi ble for that \o,'hich t.hey are being punished for. 

The distinction between punishment and the infliction of a 

penalty, Feinberg argues, is that: 

punishment is a conventionnl device for the 
expression of attitudes of resentment and indignation, 
and of judgments of disapproval and reprobation, ... 
Punishment, in short, has a symbolic significance 
largely missing from other kinds of penalties. (47) 

But an attitude of resentment or indignation is appropriate only 

towards those considered responsible. Thus, if this argument is 

sound, to punish a person is to give expression to a belief that 

the person punished is responsible (for ~natever the punishment 

is for). If a person is, for some reason, not responsible it 

does indeed follow that they cannot deserve to be punished. It 

is not that they cannot deserve punishment; so much as that they 

cannot - logically cannot - deserve ~Itli shment. 

Resentment is, of course, one of the 'reactive attitudes' 

discussed by Slrawson. Other such attitudes include gratitude 

and forgiveness. (48) Again a lack of responsiblity will 

undermine any claim to deserve gratitude or forgiveness; we can 

be grateful only when there is someone responsible for our 

receiving the benefit; we can forgive only when there is som~one 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
(47) Joel Feinberg, 'The Expressive Function of Punishment', 

reprinted in FEINBERG (1970), p98, emphasis added, original 
emphasis deleted. If this view is sound we should, 
presumably, in cases of strict liability, be willing to 
speak of penalties rather than punishments. This is, I 
suggest, acceptable. 

(48) STRAWSON (1962), p190. Strawson also mentions love and hurt 
feelings but these are not normally described as being 
deserved. 
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responsible for the injury we have received. (49) Lack of 

responsibility undermines the possibility or gratitude or 

forgiveness being deserved. But it is a misleading ellipsis to 

say of these cases that lack of responsiblity has W'ldermined 

desert. 

A further example is reward. To give a reward ia. inter alia. to 

acknowledge responsibility. (50) Rewarding contrasts with. for 

example. praising. admiring and cri tiei.ing which do not 

presuppose responsibility on the part of the recipient. We are 

restricted in what or who we can give rewards to; while 

paintings, essays, buildings, lBCbines, vegetables. etc can be 

praised, admired, criticised, and win prizes, none of these can 

be rewarded. 1be higher anDal.s are in IIOIDe W18 hard cases -

bit it seems not \D'lre8Sonable to say that, to the extent that we 

are willing to describe our action as genuine rewarding. we are 

viewing the dog. or whatever. as I'eSporwible. 

My point, then, is this: it is not that the non-responsible 

cannot deserve rewards; it is that the)' cannot deserve rewards. 
---~--~~~-~---------------~-~----------~---------------
(49) Notice that we cannot forgive the weather or the wiring. or 

be grateful to e1 ther abould they tunctiCll in a way which 
brings us benefits. This confirma the au"estion made 
earlier that such cases are .taphorical. 

(50) Cf BARRY (1966). pt08: 

• •• we can onl), speak of 'reward.' and 
'punisb.enta' where there i. voluntary effort 
involved at acme point. 

ruB. no doubt. ptts the point too atrcnl17. We -.y apeak 
of a ptl'8Cll being pmished tor their wi.-.. and winea 
require. little in the way of effort - voluntary or 
otherwise. 'lbe iBSUe i. cne of reapanaiblity. DOt effort. 
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I have suggested that certain forms of treatment - foram which 

are often said to be deserved - do themselves presuppose 

responsibility. To blame, ptmish, forgive, reward, resent, and 

show gratitude, are, I suggest, examples of cases where 

responsibility on the part of the recipient is (logically) 

presupposed. These are, to use Strawson's term, reactive 

attitudes. Examples of cases where responsibility is D.2.t 

presupposed appear to include: ac:hiring, criticising, grading I 

praising, the giving of prizes, and the showing of respect and 

consideration. 1bese may be appraising attitudes, but they are 

not reactive attitudes. I am not, of course, denying that we 

may hold responsible those WCIIl we criticise and praise; what I 

.. denying is that we .un - lociq1ly IlU8t - hold responsible 

those whaD we criticise and praise. Criticism and praise do not 

work like that; blame and rewards do. If this account is correct 

it suggests that the normal - and tradi tiona! - view of praise 

and blue as an opposing pair is to be questioned. (51) 

_._--------------------------._--------------------_.----------------------------(51) '1M pairilll of prei .. and bl ... 18 ubiquitou. the aHOCiaUaa baa a lon~--;;~ii ... ----
OCCUZ'. (in 'raulation, of cour .. ) in AriRoUe. (1M n.IIS. (l'ZI) pp35 and ". to..: 1 
tnulationa of 1M "n' a f Ibetaric I. 3.5 and I. 9.ZI.) fbe a .. ociation 18 r.:!:-- -! 
i_reble IIOdem witer.. ror enapl., r.inber, (nIUDO (1170). pl1. ......1 '-t .... 
writ •• : a ....... 1 

• •• tbe re.poIIN. which per.ona are _id to d ... n. io polar CODtUS. COIle 18 
contrutiDC ,ain - rewud ..... puni ...... t. ~naUOD and liability, char •• ---~ 
credU ... i .. NMl bllM ... ..... 

... at_ nJIIIIIC (1170). p14. lIowY.r prei .. and bl_ are _ a ' .... t contraa1.~ 
the ~ite fit prai .. i. ~Uon or criUci_i tile oppo.1t. of belna b~ __ • 
pronouced b~l._. Of COUI''' to bl ... 18 to illpute lault, ..... tIN. to bcrlbe a t ....... 
• icei to pn18e i. to ucribe .irt.... hai .. and bl_ are. tbea. CODe.pt. att.a..a!.'!al~-' 
...... 1' of a contraatilll ,air: W virt ... and vice. IleYertbel ••• ,bey U'e -~_'--: 
differellt i tbe difference 1. clear, I .u .... t. if we tbJat of what i. to be OOIlt~ ~ 
pral.inI God. the contra.t i., aurely, with rtyUiU the DevU. to IllIM th. Dn11--" "''' 
... tb1lll .. 1te dill.nat. ~ ... 

It ., be Uat prai .. aad bl ... wen at OM tiM a ' .. U, ooat .... tinl PIliI" f 
once "'I ..... po_Ibl. to bl ... without illpl,inI n.poaaibil1t,. II _ then i, .::. t, .., 
bHa po •• U.I. to bl ... a pit lor belna a pl ... it i. (-.siMa thouPt to be) ~ 1fit .... 
prei .... for beiDI", Jut ..... If 'bl ... • did once .... aucb a .... thea. t~. '-
cIDubt t .. t it doe. DOt Rill "taiD It. -- ...... 

An aU~I'DaU" aCCOUDt wuld be to clau. tbere are two ...... of ',...1 .. '. __ 
napon.ibl1it" tbe otber not. I __ n ~tbet1c to tbi. .iew than -at .~ 
...... ' acoo.ta. !ben do appear to be tw ....... of 'fault': it I ., • 1a • ,~~~ 
do DDt ~l, n-.pona~bllit': If I .. y • 1. the SbI fault of • I do ~l, naonat'ilt:1P~ • I 
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QJ.r third account, then, is this: a lack of responsibility often 

precludes the possibility of a particular fol'll of treataent being 

deserved. This is DQt because, in itself. desert presupposes 

responsibility; rather it is because the particular form of 

treatment said to be deserved presupposes responsibility. In 

supposing that desert itself presupposes responsibility we Eke 

the mistake of transferring to the notion of desert what is 

properly associated only with &lQIDt of those fOrE of treatment 

which can be deserved. 

It is not easy to assess the extent and potency of this tendency. 

But there are two reasons to expect it to be extensive. 

Firstly. those forms of treatment which d2 presuppose 

responsibility - blame, pmdahment, rewards and so on - are a 

very significant sector of the fora of treatment which are said 

to be deserved. In other words. when we think of desert, we tend 

to think of such notions as blame J pmiahlDent J rewards J and 80 

on. Perhaps philosophers are particularly prone to thia 

distortion; as Feinberg wri tea: 

• •• when Iililoaophera t.hemsel Yea lake Juda--ts about 
personal desert, the deserved modes of t.reataalt they 
have in mind are a!.oat invariably puniahaent and 
raerda. (52) 

A (mistaken) transfer of responsibility frca deaervecl to desert 

itself, Idght not, therefore, be unexpected. 

Secardly - and this is related to the first POint - there ia a 

------- . -- . -----.. ----~ .. ----~--------... -.-------,-------
(52) Cf. FIINBDrJ (1970) J pp65~. 
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tendency to apply those fonDS of treatment which d2 presuppose 

responsibility beyond their proper range. This is particularly 

so in the case of reward and pmishment. Thus it is tempting for 

all recipients of material benefits and sufferings to describe 

themselves as being thereby rewarded or punished. By describing 

benefits we receive as rewards we thereby claim that we are 

responsible for that which we are being rewarded for. 1bis, in 

tum, has a tendency to justify our receipt of those benefits. 

Conversely, by describing our sufferings as punishments we 

thereby imply they are justified only if we are responsible for 

our suffering or its cause. In cases where we are DR! 

responsible, the description of a suffering as a punishment 

feeili tates the demonstration that the Buffering is tmjust. 

But such extensions of reward and punishment will, in turn, 

increase the tendency to think that all deserts - and hence 

desert itself - presuppose responsibility. Of course if the 

receipt of a benefit really is a reward, then the receiver will 

D2t deserve that benefit (not, at least, as a reward) if he or 

she was not responsible for what it was received for. 1bus, if a 

substantial salary is thought of as a reward - and not 

tmnaturall:J perhaps, people who get large salaries do like to 

think of theIl as rewards (or used to before they began to be 

described as • caapensation packages') - a claiJD to that reward is 

undercut if the employee is not responsible for the skills and 

talents which enabled him to gain his position. Such as arcument 

does om:. of course. show that a large sal.ar:r is not deserved i it 

shows cnl7 that it is not deserved M • rew.nI. It l'eIIaina 
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possible Ulat it is deserved as a canpensation, an expression of 

praise, a mark of respect, or as some other fora of treatment. 

And, of course, it remains the case that a particular salary may 

be justifiable though not deserved.) 

How well does this account allow us to make sense of those cases 

where the conventional view seemed not to apply? 

As regards the deserts of non-persons, deserved foras of 

treatment here never presuppose responsibility. (We cannot 

pmish or reward non-persons.) 'Ihus we might expect, in such 

cases, desert not to be infected by a8sullptions of 

responsibility. And this is, of course, what we have fOUld. 

Consider now cases of f\D1damental characteristics, or natural 

kinds. What can be said if, for example, my dog were to ask wh1 

ahe should suffer for being a dOl when beine a dOl i8 not 

something abe is responsible for? Why should abe deaerve less 

than, 881', a child of mine. My suaestion is that the account 

just ,i ven enables us to pUl the sting, or at. least. IJOIIe of the 

sting, in thi8 rebJke. We...,. agree that abe - the dog - cannot 

deserve to be mmiabed for being a dog. If her t.reat.nt was 

punishment it would indeed be undeserved. But if 1 t 18 llerell 

the treating of her as a dog, in an appropriate -.mer and wi til 

due respect. this is not, in i taelf. pm1s111ent.. (Of coune 117 

deC .-y wiab to know what .... her lea wort.h7 of respect. than a 

Ju.aan beire. But that ia an entirely different. iaaue: it i. an 
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issue which does not depend - at least not in any obvious sense -

on whether she is responsible for being a dog. And as I said 

before, this is not an issue 1 propose to discuss here.) 

Finally, consider the third type of difficult case for the 

conventional view: competitions. In these cases it is, 1 

suggest, illlpOrtant to distinguish between desel'\-ing a prize and 

deserving a prize M a reward. 1 suggested earlier that the 

concept of a prize does mt have the notion of responsibility (on 

the part of the recipient) built into it, the coocept of a reward 

does. (53) A lack of responsibility will not, then, tmdermine 

any claim to a prize. But a lack of responsibility will 

undermine a claim to a reward - and hence a claim to deserve a 

prize as a reward. 

My suggestion is, then, that responsibility is irrelevant to the 

deserving or otherwise of prizes ~ prizes. '!be IDOSt beautiful 

--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
(53) 1bis claill is in conflict with the view of the meaning of 

'prize' given in the CQncise Oxford Dictionary of Current 
Enclilh (4th Edition) which defines the relevant sense of 
'prize' as: ' 

reward given as symbol of victory or superiority 
to student ••• , to canpeti ti~r in athletic contest, 
to exhibitor ot best specimen of manufactured 
products, works of art, etc., in exhibition; ••• 

My claim is that a 'prize' is simply that tihich is given .. 
a 8ymbol of victory or superiority. Whether a prize is a 
reward depends on whether the recipient has dmlC anything 
tdlicb can be rewarded. 1bat which cannot act cannot, I 
elata, be ~ed. The Concise Oxford Dictionary of 
CUrrent Epglish (4th Edition) i8 at leaat consistent in 
defining • reward' as t return or recc "ipfID8e for service or 
merit'. .in if a reward i8 indeed, inter alia. a fretum 
tor lleri t' it is unclear why we never speak of rewarding 
works of art.) 
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girl deserves to win the beauty contest, the .. t bc:u¥:ina baby 

the bcxmcing baby contest, tlle most able chess pl.,er tlle chess 

championship. Questions of responsibility for being beautiful. 

bouncing, or skilled at chess are irrelevant. These cases of 

desert - the deserving of prizes QYA prizes - are unaffected by 

the presence or otllerwise of responsibility. But, as I suggested 

earlier, there is a tendency to extend the application of the 

notion of reward. It is. telllpting - especially for victors - to 

think of a prize as a reward. Now. of course ~ victors can 

properly be said to be ~ by the prizes they win. But 

these are, I claim. precisely those cases where the victor gm 

claim responsibility for (at least some) of those virtues and 

skills which have enabled him or her to win the prize. (Where 

such clabB are not possible - as in the case of a bouncinl baby 

competition - though we II&y speak of a particular baby deaervina 

the prize. we could not speak of the baby deserving to be 

rewarded by winning the prize.) 

In short, then, the conventional view - that lack of 

responsibility undermines desert - breaks down in the case of 

caapeti tions because we are there concerned with prizes. 'Ihou8h 

many foras of treatment which are said to be deserved -

punisblent. rewards and so on - presuppose a reapcI1IIibility on 

the part ot the recipient, prizes do not. Where we are concerned 

with prizes QYI prizes. since the receivinl of a PJia does not 

presuppoae respanaibility. desert is not __ mined by a lack of 

respanaibili ty. '!be ai tuation is made aliChtl7 "1'8 <:aIPlex by 

our williDgnea on 8CID8 occuiona to view the receiving of a 
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prize as a reward. In these cases, since rewards dO' presuppose 

responsibility, a lack of responsibility will undermine the 

desert. But in none of these cases is the desert claim being 

undermined by any conceptual relationship between desert and 

responsibility - for there is none. In each type of case it is 

the relationship between what is deserved and responsibility 

which determines whether tile desert claia is Wldendned or not. 

At this point it may be objected that the a.ccomt is jej\.Ule for 

it makes little difference Whether we call a benefit a prize or a 

reward. We have, the objection goes I simply divided benefits on 

the basis of the responsibility of recipients, labelling one 

group prizes, the other rewards. 

'I1le objection would be sound if it were indeed the case that the 

question of responsibility was the only difference between a 

prize &I'd a reward. But this is not so. Prizes &I'd rewards are 

different notions and have different functiOllS. Firstly, as 

Feinberg notes, the giving of prizes is 'non-polar' - people are 

divided into those who deserve the prize and those who do not. 

Rewardi.ng, by contrast, is a t polar' concept - the opposite being 

punishment. (54) 

Secondly, the relationship between prizes and justice contrasts 

sharply with that between rewards and Justice. If prizes are to 

---------------------------------------------'-------------------~ 

(54) FEINB1RJ (1970). p62. 
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be awarded then Justice requires they be awarded to thoae who are 

enti tIed to them; and that those who win are those who deserve to 

win. ( 55 ) But there is never a requirement of Justice that 

there be prizes. ·(56) In the case of rewards, however, the 

situation is different: at least on saae occasions a person is 

thought to deserve a reward; and failure to offer a reward is 

unjust. (57) 'Ibis is part of the notion of t C08llic justice': 

the virtuous should be rewarded, the evil pmished - even if 

there is no tangible reward and virtue has to be its own reward. 

As Miller notes: 

1be reasons for which one deserves a prize are rarely 
of the 88IIIe kind as the reasons for which cne deserves 
a reward. (58) 

Rewards are often - though not always - tokens of gratitude; 

prizes never perfor. this function. (59) It ia, however, 

normally the case that both rewards and prizes express praise of 

the recipient. (60) But neither of the converses hold: we.y 

praise without either awarding a prize or bestowing a reward. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
( 55) 'Ibe injustice which obtains when those who deserve to win do 

not win is a case of what bas caae to be known as cosmic 
injustice. It does not, of course, follow that anyone ia to 
be blamed (still less pmished) for such injustice. See 
FEINBBl (1970) pp83-5, especially Footnote 25. 

(56) Cf MIum (1976), p92. 

(57) ct Ibid, ppl16-7 

(58) Dad, p88. 

(59) FEINIII3J (1970), pp68-9 

(50) 'Jbere are excepticna of courae: a police reward paid to an 
iDf'or.r who i. himelf a known crildnal hardlJ expt ••• 
praise; and nor do booby pri_. 
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1be distinction between rewards and prizes (and, for that matter, 

praise) is, then, clear enough. 'nleir respective relationships 

with responsibility are not the only difference between these 

concepts. It should be expected, therefore, that the treataent 

which is appropriate if a prize is deserved will be different 

from, and based on different considerations to, what is 

appropriate it a reward is deserved. 'lbere is no reason to 

suppose, therefore, that distinguishing between prizes and 

rewards - as well as tokens of esteem and respect - will be, in 

any sense, a pointless exercise. 

Our judgement on this third account ot the origin of the 

intuitive plausibility ot the conventional view aust, I think, be 

that it is superior to the other accomlts we have considered. It 

otters a plausible account ot how we come to hold the (mistaken) 

view that a lack of responsibility W'ldermines desert, together 

wi th a plausible explanation ot why this belief is m& held in 

certain cases. Unlike the previous 8CCO\D'lts we considered lit 

requires us neither to hold that we are victims of simple logical 

errors, nor to abandon tmviamental beliets of what people are in 

themselves. 

4.2.3.6 Conclusion 

I propose to conclude, then, that the (mistaken) association ot 

desert and responsibility has arisen as a result ot desert having 

been - no doubt tmCOIWCiously - viewed .. one ot the concepta 

....twtying reactive attitudes. ('Ibis. in tum. is to be explained 
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by the association of desert with blame, reward and punishment -

concepts which do embody reactive attitudes.) It is true that 

the use of desert presupposes an appraising attitude. But 

nwctive attitudes are no more than a proper subset of appraising 

attitudes. There is no reason to suppose, therefore, that desert 

presupposes responsibility, or to reject desert em that 8CCO\.Ult. 

We .ay, then, conclude that 'recent scholarship on desert' Cat 

least if we are to accept GalstCJn's S\DI&rY of it) is sound: 

desert does not presuppose responsibility. Of course we could be 

reasonably assured of this by the mere existence of the CO\.Dlter

exuples listed at the outset. But though it is BOIIIething to 

have cowrter-ffl''''''?hm to a view, it is IIOre reassuring to have an 

CXRianatiQD of why that view seemed plausible but is false. 

Knowledge of such an explanation protects us fnll the seductive 

attractions of the conventional view in the future. 

But there remains the fwviamental issue upon which we toudled at 

the begiming: can it be right for the IIOral assessment of a 

person to be based on factors beyond their control? Om such a 

view ever escape the charge of being callous and 1mCivilised? 

Qx:e again the conventional view is attractive - but not without 

difficulties. Most of us would draw a distinction between the 

.oral .tatus of a person and that ot a DQIl-per..a (tor exNlple, 

a lower am-l or yol.D1g foetus). Yet these are DOt ditterencea 

for .tUch the respective beinp can - in 8117 ordlMry _ - be 
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held responsible. Q1ce again. then. the conventional view must. 

surely. be aistaken. 'lbe answer to this issue is, I suggest, no 

more than a truism: those who have virtues or vices for which 

they are responsible deserve to be treated as having virtues or 

vices for which they are responsible; those who have virtues or 

vices for which they are D2t responsible deserve to be treated as 

having virtues or vices for which they are D21 responsible. 

(Notice again that a lack of responsibility does not preclude 

desert, though it does affect what is deserved.) It may seem 

that this is simply a reformulation and cansti tutes no progress. 

But I think this would be a mistake. Certainly the issue has not 

been caDpletely resolved; bit I suggest, it is • in this fora, 

easier to get to grips wi tho 'Ibe issue is that of determining 

which practices give expression to a belief that a person has 

virtues or vices for which they are responsible, which practices 

to a belief that a person has virtues or vices for which they are 

not responsible. (To repeat: as with any language there will be 

a significant conventional character involved.) In each case, of 

course, the person will be treated as they deserve. Justice 

deIIands no less. But in what sense can it be callous to treat a 

person with a fault for which they are not responsible as having 

a fault for which they are not responsible? 
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§.3 Justice as Fitness and Justice M Desert 

In the light of the accOW'lt of the concept of desert developed in 

this chapter, and the 8CCOlUlt of justice outlined in the previous 

chapter, i. e. justice as fitness I we DBY now consider the nature 

of the relationship between justice and desert. My claim, as I 

have indicated, is that justice as fitness makes desert central 

to justice, and that to act \B1justly is to fail to treat saaeone 

in accordance with their deserts. 

'Ibe claim that desert is central to justice is growded on the 

account of the concept of desert outlined above; in particular, 

the claim rests on the requirement that the desert basis be an 

attrib,ate of the deserver, and on the desert-.eri t hypothesis. 

If (but only if) a desert basis IIlUSt be an attribute of the 

deserver, it follows that to fail to treat an entity in 

accordance with its deserts is to fail to treat it in accordance 

with its attributes, that is, as it is. (To trMt it as if it 

were other than it is is to give expression to a aiscl_ifyiIC 

judgement about it.) And if (but only if) it is also the case 

that the desert basis lDust canter lDeri t or deaeri t on the 

deserver (that is, if the desert-merit hypothesis holds), tJ.\ it 

follows that failure to treat an entity in accordance with ita 

deserts will involve treating the entity as higher or lower than 

it is. But these are, of course, the central claiE of juatice 

as fitness, the consequences of locating justice within the 

level. of beinl conceptual spt.. 
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It would appear, then, that the concept of desert is, if justice 

is a fitness concept, perfectly - and perhaps uniquely -

fashioned to play a central role in substantive debates about 

what is and is not just. We -.y, therefore, if we prefer, speak 

of justice not only as fi tness bat also as treating people in 

accordance with their deserts. 

It is therefore not surprising that those uses of the concept of 

justice which most readily exemplify justice as fitness - the 

uses I referred to in Ompter Q1e as transparent - are precisely 

those cases where the injustice is most evidently a failure to 

treat someone in accordance with their deserts. 'Ibe example of a 

transparent use gi ven earlier - that of a refusal to trust a 

trustworthy person - may, evidently enough, be properly expressed 

in terms of desert: a trustworthy person deserves trust, and to 

refuse to trust is unjust, being a failure to treat the person in 

accordance with their deserts. Similarly if I believe that you 

have betrayed lie when you have not, or if I believe JOUr last 

philosophical paper was a piece of plagiarism when in fact it was 

all your own work, I will have done you an injustice, and this 

-y be naturally expressed by saying that I have treated you as 

you deserved not to be treated. In general, if I condeal you for 

a crime you have not cODlDitted, or blame you when you are 

blameless, I will have treated you as lacking sc.! virtue you do 

not lack, or possessing scae demerit you do not possess. Such 

cases are naturally to be expressed in terms ot deserti and in 

each case the injustice arises through a failure to treat the 
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person in accordance with merit or dealer! t bestowinl attrib.atea 

they possess or lack. 

Another set of cases readily expressed using desert concerns 

competitive situations where those with more of the relevant 

skill fail to win. 'Ihe better football tea. loses, the faster 

runner comes second, the better bridge players take the wrong 

view; in such cases where luck interferes we ~ be lIDVed to say 

that 'there is no justice', or that the losers deserved better 

luck. When the best team wins we lay acknowledCe this by saying 

that we have 'worthy champions' to salute.) Such cases, where 

virtue goes unrewarded, are, clearly, cases where people fail to 

receive in accordance with their merits or deserts. (61) 

I have claimed that justice as fitness makes desert central to 

questions of Justice: if justice as fitness is sound then to act 

justly is to treat people in accordance with their deserts. 'Ibus 

if there are considerations relevant to justice which cannot be 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
61. We speak of such situations as being unjust, though .alit of 

us do not consider that there ia rMIICIl to act to nulli fy 
the injustice. Talk of injustice here relies. I think. on 
an implicit personification of nature, a belief in Fortuna 
perhaps, or __ other JDethod of MkinI .... of the claia 
that the victiA of the injustice baa been ~tly treated, 
that ia, • acted towards'. SaIecDe capable of trMtina ... t 
be supposed, it would seem, if the victia i. to have been 
treated. Now for IlOst of us, talk of treated here is 
idimlf1tic - we do not actually believe that there i. 8IlJOO8 
who bas treated the victia lmjuat.ly. If BO, then to apeak 
of injustice here i. no .ore t.Mn a ... of ccwet .... tinl 
with the victt. - who i. a vietta, not of lnj\wtlce, brt. of 
bad luck. Thi. i. conceded, of cour.e, in our 
acknowlq8llellt that auch cue. of ' co .. lc inJu8tice' 
provide no reasan tor action. 
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expressed in terms of desert, then it would appear that the 

central claim of justice as fitness is false. The thesis 1 shall 

be concerned to defend from here on is, then, that to act justly 

is to treat people in accordance with their deserts - no more, no 

less. Justice as fitness is, then, justice as desert. 

'lbe view that one acts justly if and only if one treats people in 

accordance with their deserts is ~ a novel view. 1be view that 

justice is treatment in accordance wi th desert was expressed, 

notoriously, by Hopkins: 

Justice is getting what one deserves; what could be 
simpler? (62) 

But this view has been challenged. For.y purpose the IIOSt 

important challenge was made by Feinberg. Feinberg argued, 

firstly, that the concept of desert is a more well-defined 

concept than had previously been assumed; and secondly tllat, 

given this narrow and specific definition of desert, there is 

more to justice than treating people in accordance with their 

deserts. (63) 'Ibis was developed by Miller who argued that, from 

-------------------------------------------_ .. _--------------------
62. IIlSPQfS (1961), p433, and cited in FEINIDG (1970), p56, 

footnote 3, and MII...l..m (1976), p83. 

Cf. C»tPBELL (1974), p2 (original eIII{ilasia): 

••• it ia arguable that justice, in its' 
distincti ve meaning, is to be defined as 
distribution in proportion to the deserts of 
possible recipients. 

63. PEINBDIJ (1970), p80: 

'!be clams of justice are hardly ext.usted by the 
~ principle that eveI'JOM OUIbt, ceWi, 
paribJa. to get what he deserves. 
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a conceptual point of view, Justice could require treat.ent in 
':' 

accordance, not only with deserts, but alao with rights and 

needs. (64) Justice as desert has also been rejected by the two 

most influential recent works on social justice. (65) 

In outlining the concept of desert I have, to a large extent, 

followed Feinberg. It should be clear, though I wish to 

emphasize the point, that I do D2t wish to defend justice as 

desert by attempting to widen the scope of ' desert' • Nor - and 

again though this should hardly need saying I do wish to 

emphasize the point - do I wish to claia that those who deny 

justice as desert are making a substantive .oral error. __ claia 

that to act justly requires only attention to desert. i. a 

gmceptllAJ claim. 

4.3.1 Two Strategies 

How. then. is the taIIk of ahowing that j~tice is all and only • 

Etter of desert to be achieved? 'Ibere are, it .. t be adIIltted. 

considerations which am relevant to justice, but which ... not 

to be expressable in tera of desert. (And there are. let __ not 

foratet. consideratiana which are expressed in te1W' of desert, 

-------~----------------.-- .----~--------------------- ~ 

64. KILLm (1976). p151: 

••• I have attellpteci to aepa.rate the e+ en notion 
of justice into three ele_ents. Each ot the 
criteria which have been dilltinlui-- - ritbta, 
deserts and nel!lcla - toma a part of that notion, 
and each ia irreducible to the othera. 

65. I refer to RAWlS (1972) end tmIat (1974). 
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but not without posing difficulties for the account of desert we 

have adopted: the clai.8 to deserve caapensation when one suffers 

through saneone else's. or no-one's, fault is an example of such 

a case.) How are these difficulties, these apparent COlUlter-

examples, and anomalies to be accoWlted for, and explained away? 

'lbere are, I believe, two general strategies. 'lbe first - which 

the reader is likely (and rightly) to view with extreme 

suspicion - is to claia that the action in question is Ilistakenbr 

referred to as unjust. 'lbus we might argue that failing to treat 

people in accordance with their needs, though wrong, is not 

unjust. (I shall D5&, in fact, offer such an argument as regards 

needs. ) 

As I have said the reader may rightly view attempts to defuse 

alleged counter-examples in this way with suspicion. At ~ 

limit the strategy is no more than the ruling out of counter-

examples by definitional fiat - and such a IKJYe is, evidently 

enot.Jgb, pointless. As I suggested in lIlY introductory chapter, 

the linguistic practices of native speakers (and especially those 

who have no theoretical axes to grind) will be relevent. It is 

not the end ot the story; but it is, to echo Austin, the first 

word. Broadly speeldng, if native speakers ~ use 'unjust' to 

refer to a certain practice then it will be an up-hill struggle 

to c:te.onatrate that we ought, on conceptual grounds, to eschew 

such use. CDweraely, it the noma! native speaker eaclIewa the 

term un.iuat in referring to a particular action (1drl.le using 

the action) then it will be a cbm-hill 
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• struggle' to show that the particular action is not. from a 

conceptual point of view, unjust. 

'Ibis is not, I think, an area in which there can be Imock-down 

&rglIDeI'lts. We will always be faced with the choice of revising 

our view of the counter-example, or of accepting it as a genuine 

cotD'lter-example which tmdermines the general theory. It is for 

eacll reader to decide how best to adjust his or her 'web of 

belief' (66), to bring example and theory into harmony, and I 

cannot ask for more than a fair hearing. However, I would ask 

the reader to agree that it is possible that we (and, ironically, 

this i8 perhaps particularly true of philosophers) are mistaken -

that is, ccmceptually IDistaken, - in describiDg a particular 

action as wUust. It is a matter of setting W8 belief as a 

cotD'lter-weight to the suspicion that I may be excluding potential 

counter-examples by the convenience of defini ticmal fiat; and of 

ccaing to a judgellleJlt as to whether to reject the theory, or 

revise the description of the apparant counter-ex.alllple - All 

Wna cqnsidered. 

1be second stratecY i8 far less cant.roveraial and - normally -

far .,re satiaf)i.ng. '!be nonal ~t. against the view that 

Justice is concerned only with deserts is to elaia that there is 

sc.e other consideration relevant to Justice (e. g. needs) and 

that. this consideration cannot. (or ctoe. not) f\mction .. a desert 

---.----------~--- --------------'-------,-------------
66. rua p.raae 1a. of COU1"8e. the t.i tle of CIJINE AND ULLIAN 

(19'10) • 
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basi. - being either not an attribute of the deserver, or if an 

attribute, not merit-conferring. 

111is &.rg\Bent can be defeated by a demonstration of indirect 

desert. (67) 1bus, for example, if there is saE attribute X of 

P such that, X is meri t-conferring , and to treat P in accordance 

with X it i8 necessary to treat P in accordance with his or her 

needs, then we may say that P deserves (albeit indirectly) to be 

treated in accordance with his or her needs, even though need is 

not functioning (and indeed may be unable to function) as a 

desert basis. 

In short, then, it does mt follow frail the fact that X is not a 

possible desert basis, that a person cannot deserve to be treated 

in accordance with X. Whether any particular claim is to be 

construed as indirect desert depends on the plausibility of the 

actual (though only implicit) desert basis, and on the 

plausibility of alternative (and especially conflicting) 

--_._---------------------------------. -------------------------
67. Cf CAMPBmL (1974), ppl-2 (S!pbasis added): 

Againat this t.endency to suta..e the principle of 
allocation in accordance wi th need under the 
heading of Justice I wish to &rIIUe that it is 
c;:onceptual.ly mistaken ••• for welfare mralists to 
!llpl,. that need per R is a cri tericn of a just 
distribution ••• 

My thesis rests on the preaise that there is a 
close logical association beb1een the concept of 
JU8tice and that of deaert or .eri t, an 
association which, I will argue, ndes out 8117 
'imole and direct conceptual link between the 
principle that distribution ou.ht to be 
proportional to need and the idea of justice. 
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.,.- . -

descriptions of the justification tor the distribution of 

treatment in question. 

To sUlllllLrise: the defence of justice as fi tneas requires the 

completion of a programme, a programme of eliminating, or 

reducing to desert, those considerations which seem relevant to 

justice. but )'at resist expression in terms of desert (as we have 

explicated that notion). The undertaking of this progra.ae 

occupies the rellBinder of this thesis. I should ..te clear that I 

take the claim that there are considerations relevant to Justice 

which cannot be properly expressed by the use of desert (as drawn 

here) to be the ajor objection to justice as 1i tnesa. 
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4 .4 Treatpent According to Deserts 

I have spoken of justice as being the treatment of people in 

accordance with their deserts. But how is this Pu'ase 'according 

to deserts' to be understood? 

I propose that a person is treated according to their deserts 

unless, either they are not treated as they deserve to be 

treated, or they are treated as they deserve not to be treated. 

A person who is treated as they do not deserve to be treated is 

D2t thereby not treated in accordance with their deserts (and 

hence not thereby treated tmjustly). 

An example .,. Eke this clear. You may deserve an ice-cream 

(frail _). By buying you an ice-cream I treat you in accordance 

wi th your deserts. But suppose I buy you an ice-cream without it 

being the case that you deserve one. 1bis is still 'treatllent in 

accordance wi ttl your deserts' for although you do not deserve an 

ice-cream, it is not the case that you deserve not to have one. 

If I bJy you an ice-cream ~ you do deserve not to have one 

(p~ly because you have done something which you OUCht not 

to have done) then I do fail to treat you in accordance with your 

deserts. 

In S\.IIIDIry, to fail to treat someone in accordance wi tb their 

deserts is to violate a desert clabl. art. it does D2t follow 

frail the fact that ..eane is treated in accordance with their 

deserts (and hence, on the view I ... defending. are treated 
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justly) that they deserve whatever they receiw. 

If I have understood his argument correctly, Sverdlik would 

object to this 8CCO\D'lt. He writes: 

Suppose that there is a person who has no deserts with 
regard to punishments and that person i8 pm!shed. Now 
in this case there is no desert-claia that has been 
contravened. Someone has no de8ert, but ia 
intentionally harmed. 18 there not, nonetheless, a 
moral problem here? 

It EY be responded that there is indeed a desert-c1aia 
here, ill., a claim not to be punished. I II1Mlf find 
it odd to say that X deserves not to be punished. It 
seems more proper to say that X does not deserve to be 
punished. But... [thi8] suggestion destroys the ••• 
distinction ••• between acts not in accordance with 
desert and acts contrary to desert. If me can tum a 
statellent which, pri ... facie, holds that there ia no 
desert-claim at all (but where a har. has been 
inflicted nonetheless) into a statement that the perecn 
deserved not to be harIIed, then all wra1IB are contrary 
to desert, and nothing would be lett of the category 
'not in accordance with desert' (bit not contrary to it 
either). ••• It seems preferable, therefore to hold 
that there are cases where there are no desert-claiD8 
and where a wrong i8 done precisely because there are 
none. The scapegoat i8 wronged not because be or she 
deserves not to be barMd. Rather. the ICAWOAt bee 
no deserts. and ia barMd; thil i. what i, wngr. (68) 

It appears to follow fran this &rg\IDent that an injustice can be 

done, even though no-one's deserts have been violated; that ia, 

even though everyone has been 'treated according to their 

deserta' (in the sense explained above). 

I agree, of courae. with Sverdlik that one cannot aimply turn a 

ltat.e.nt that A baa no deaerta into a 8tat.elDellt that A dellervea 

not to be treated in I0Il8 particular ~. But I __ eat we a)' 

-------- -------. -------,-------------------------. 
88. svmILIK (1983b), pp322-3, aaphaaia added. 
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reject Sverdlik'. - to my aind - paradoxical and confusing 
':' 

conclusion, without making such a move. Nor need we say - if it 

is to be considered ' odd' - that the scapegoat deserves not to be 

pmished. We may say simply that the scapegoat is innocent and 

deserves to be treated as such. I f he is punished he is not 

treated as he deserves; that is, he is not treated in accordance 

wi th his deserts. 
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Q)apter 5 Indirect Desert; A PmrrMne of Beduct.icm ,. 

Let. me begin by reviewing the &rg\aDeIlt. so far. 1 have suggested 

that justice is to be understood in terms of the notion of 

treating beings fittingly, and, in particular, of not treating 

them as if they were less, or lower t than they are. We have seen 

that this view of justice 'beyond the rules' is congruent with 

rule-relative justice. And we have also seen that, 80 conceived, 

justice takes its place as a concept wi thin the levels of being 

system. 'lbat system has, we saw, ~ distinct. types of re&Scm 

for action associated wi t.h it: the requirement that we avoid 

'treating as less', and the requiraent that we avoid degrading, 

that is, reducing or 'pking less t • The fi tnesa concepts, of 

which justice is one, are, I have suggested, associated with the 

fonaer type of reason for action, that is, with treatinC a being 

as less than it is. 

'Ibis view of the concept of justice led us to regard desert as 

the fundamental concept wi t.h which to express considerations 

relevant to justice - if, but only if, we accept that an 

attribute of the deserver must f\D'lCtion as the desert basis, and 

the desert basis aust confer aerit (the 'desert-merit' 

hypothesis) • Now a problem with this view - the view that to 

treat someone lmjustly is the fail to treat theal in accordance 

wi th their deserts - is that it i. widely held that there are 

considerations relevant to justice which cannot (properly) be 

expressed in the languace of desert. In the present chapter I 

will be concemecl with aaae of theae cansiderations. '1be topica 

2'13 
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we will deal with will include contributive, distributive and 

compensation principles. 

1be reader will recall that we encountered a particular problem 

with canpensation. I suggested that, though it is widely held 

that people who suffer through no fault of their own (especially 

when this suffering is the fault of some other person) deserv~ 

compensation, it is far from clear that there is a (merit

conferring) attribute on &CCOlUlt of which people .ay (at least 

sanetimes) be said to deserve compensation. 

In the present chapter, then, I will be concerned with a number 

of seemingly problematic cases for the thesis that justice is 

always, at root, a matter of desert. I will be attempting to 

show that, contrary to appearances, these cases do not 

demonstrate that the justice as fitness approach is. at best, an 

incanplete characterization of justice. Rather, they are cases 

of indirect desert. 

It would be enough for my thesis to show that the &rg\.IIIenta 

against the view that justice is always a matter of desert do not 

succeed. But to leave the inquiry at such a point would be most 

unsatisfactory. I shall, therefore, not content IIY8elf with 

arguing that the claim that there are considerations relevant to 

justice but irreducible to desert has not been -.de out; I will 

also try to show b2!! these considerations, alleged to be 

problematic for justice as desert, can, with logical propriety, 
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be expressed in terms of desert. Indeed I shall suggest that 

these allegedly problematic considerations. far from being 

irreducible to desert. are only -we fully intelligible when 

expressed in terms of desert. However. even if .y at te.pts to 

carry out the reduction are unsuccessful. it will remain possible 

that a reduction to desert may be possible in some other marmer. 
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5. 1 Wholes and Memhcrs 

I want to begin with a discussion of two concepts which, I will 

claim, playa major role in indirect desert; these concepts are 

wholeness and membership. At the risk of stating the obvious, 

let me say that the iJDportance of these concepts in political 

thought and philosoJily over the centuries has been of staggering 

proportions. Their role has not always been explicit - as is, 

indeed, suggested by my claim that they are important for 

indirect desert. Yet there is no ideology - whether 

(individualistic) liberalism, fascism, or socialism - which is 

not shot through with commitments for or against these two 

parameters of virtue. 

What are we to understand by these values or virtues? First 

wholeness. The notion that some thing or being is to be thought 

a whole is to be contrasted with the view that it is a part. - a 

mere part as we say. 1he notion of wholeness involves the idea 

of canpleteness, of lacking nothing. A whole may be COIIIpOSed of 

parts, but if so those parts must fit together, without 

fractures, to form an integrated and integral eati ty, a Wli ty • 

Wholeness is a virtue, albei t a metaphysical virtue. for to be 

whole is to be superior to that which is a mere part. (1) 

------------------------------------------------------------------
1. 1M etJlDOIOlY of 'whole' is of saae interest in this regard. 

'Whole' in one of its senses means in good health; hence 
wholesaae food and 80 on. Indeed 'whole' is et,.,logically 
related to 'heal' as well as to 'holy'. See The Ccp;iSC 
Oxford Dictionary of Current &urlisb (Fourth Fditicn). 
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1be idea that each person ia a 'whole' a cc.lPlet.e unity, .a7 be 

seen as an attempt to express, albeit by use of a different 

metaphor, one of the central ideas of Kantian ethics, that is, 

that each: 

••• man and in general every rational being exists as 
an end in himself, not merely as a JI!!I!MI for arbitrary 
use by this or that will: he ImlSt in all bis actions, 
whether they are directed to hiasel f or to other 
rational beings, always' be viewed at the ft" ti., as 
an end. (2) 

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss whether men are 

indeed wholes, or, indeed, what would count for or againat this 

proposition. Rather I will take it for granted that this view 

has been held, and that those who have held it have viewed the 

fact that each .an is a whole as conferring dipi ty, as relevant 

to his status as a being. 'lbat is, I will take wholeness as 

merit-conferring. 

~e notion of membership fW'lCtions, I suggest, in a similar way. 

To be a member is to belong to; again the distincticn ia one 

which divides higher and lower status bein.s. To aay that 

saaeone is a full........mer of a society, or to _y that sc.eane 

ahould no longer be considered a Jllfl8ber of the IuDan race, is to 

..Ite a nol'lD8tive atat.e.ent. To be made an outcast ia to be 

deni.rated. (It i. tnae, of course, that.aD7 aocieti. honour 

guests - who are, of course, outsiders. But such people are not 

thouIht of 88 ncn--.bera per H - rather .. DDn1 ~ of a 

PArticular aociety, no~lly aa .eabera of aDother aociet,. 

outcasts are not treated as guests.) 

-------------.. --...... --------------------..._--------------------
2. PA~ (1948). p80. 
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It is, I suggest, iDJDe<iiately apparent that these two merit-

conferring attributes - wholeness and membership - pull in 

opposite directions. To be a member is to be part. of, or a 

partner in, something greater. How can we view a person as both 

whole in himself And a member of, a partner in, something 

greater? Is it possible to express both - or are such 

expressions necessarily contradictory? Is it possible to achieve 

a s;ynthesis between these virtues, or can we hope for no more 

than a caapranise? This is, I suggest, is ODe of the central 

questions of political philososphy. But it is not a question 

which can be directly taken up here, though I will Eke scme 

comment on the issue later. We shall do little more than 

investigate how different views of what is, and is not, just can 

be understood as carmi bDents to the virtues of wholeness and 

membership, operating through the medi\DD of (indirect) desert. 

I have spoken of wholeness and membership because these terms do, 

I think, emphasize the meritoriousness of these qualities. But 

they are, of course, closely related to IIIBn7 other political 

ideas and values: wholeness might be thought DOt unrelated to 

what many writers use individualis. to reter to (3), and 

membership is, evidently enough, closely connected with 

camnmi ty • ( 4 ) But the most elegant terms are, surely I those in 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
3. For an introduction to the notion of indi viduali_ see LtJKm 

(1973) • 

4. Ql the topic en COIIIIPlIlity see, ...... t a vast literature, 
NISJm (1967) <2lapter 3. 
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which Cohen describes the Hegelian dialectic of undifferentiated 
~ 

uni ty, di fferentiated disunion, and their synthesis, 

differentiated unity. Cohen argues that the: 

••. rhythm of priaative whole, fragmentation, and 
reunification asserts itself widely in Westem thought. 
It beats not only in Hegel and ••• in Marx blt in much 
religious doctrine, in the Christian triad of 
innocence, fall and redemption, in Aristophanes account 
of love in Plato's SDIJ)OSh., in ~ psycho-analytic 
narrations of the generation of the person, and -
seminally for GeI'lml philosophy of history - throughout 
Schiller's Letters ql the Aesthetic i'd"catiql of 
Mankind. ( 5 ) 

An unrelieved determination to view aan as a member will generate 

a view of human society as an undifferentiated \Dlity; a similar 

determination to see man as a whole corresponds to differentiated 

dislD'lion. Whether it is possible to preserve the virtues fn. 

both membership and wholeness is, as I have suggested, not 

obvious. But I shall claim that this 'rhythm' is to be fO\D1d 

also in conceptions of justice. 

Being whole and being a .. ber -1 Beall strange .eri ta - and I ... 

willing to accept that I may be extencling the use of 'merit' in 

applying it in this sense. (It is perhaps less strance to 8&1 

that wholeness makes a being worthy.) The notions are, of 

course, metaphysical; but. again !.bH 8e e no reason to exclude 

wholeness and membership functionin, aa aeri t-conferrin, 

characteristics. We seem to have no reluctance to regard fIB 

beings as higher. .,re worthy. and f~ is alao a metapbplcal 

concept. 

--~----------------------.--.-.-----------------,---------.--~ 

6. ~ (1978). pl1. See abo a&N (1973-4). 
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5.2 Contributive Principles 

Social justice requires the specification of contrib.ative and 

distributive principles: principles which indicate how much each 

person is to be required to contribute, and how IIIUch is to be 

distributed to each person respectively. It is normal to speak 

of desert in the case of distributive principles but we do not 

normally speak of what people deserve to contriblte. But we may 

speak of a 'deserved liability' to contriblte. (6) 

5.2.1 Contribution According to Ability 

What principles are offered governing deserved liability to 

contribute, and in what sense can they be viewed as desert? 'Ihe 

most weU-1mown contributive· principle is probably: 'from each 

according to his ability.' Do we deserve to be held liable in 

accordance with our abilities? If BO, what is to be the desert 

basis? At first sight it JDight seem that there is no problem: 

our abilities we IIl1ght suppose function as the desert basis. But 

suppose someone prefers D2t to contribute in accordance with his 

abilities - suppose indeed he did not wish to CClI'ltribute at all. 

Could we say that a failure to hold him liable would be to do hia 

an injustice? If we admire someone's abilities there are, 

surely, less onerous and more appropriate wa)'B of bestowing our 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
6. Here I borrow fran Feinberg who notes a sillilar feature of 

reparation, namely that we do not '... 8&7 of a tortfeasor 
that he deserves to __ reparation ••• '. Feinbera 1088 on 
to sugest that ''lbe other pole of deserved reparaticn ia 
deserved liability'. See FEINBmG (1970) t p75. 
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praise than sending a large tax clelland! It lIllY be that ability 
:" 

is • desert basis, but it is implausible to view it as the desert 

basis for liability to contribute. We IDUSt look elsewhere. 

There are two interpretations of the ability contribution 

principle, and it is important to distinguish between them. Ckl 

one view the principle is the other side of the coin to 

distribution according to need (7); those who are able to provide 

less need to be given lighter burdens. Ql this view liabilities, 

like needs, are viewed as negative, and liabilities should, 

ceteris paribJs. be I8de as light 88 plSsible. Here neec:ts are 

viewd as necessary evils. If this i. our view then it 8eeIDB 

reasonable to suppose that whatever solution (if aD)') i. found 

for explaining distribution according to need in tenls of 

indirect desert, will, by natural extension;" cover this -

interpretation of contribution according to ability. 

But there is a more radical interpretation of the ability 

contribution principle. Ql this view frem each according to 

their ability i8 interpreted as requiring - or indeed allowing -_ 

each to contribute as IIIUCh as they are able. lbat is, on this 

interpretation we drop the 88s\8ption that caotributian is a 

necesaary evil. that ceteris paribw contributiCIM should be .. 

low as possible. (8) Justice demands that _ be allowed to 

-------------- .. ---------~-------~~------- ----- ---------
7. Aa, of course, it occura in Marx'. griti.. of the Gotha 

pmgnyeo. See MARX AND iX&S (1968), p3Z1. 

8. Hence it i. inappropriate to apeak of liability when 
.doptinl tbi. interpretation. 
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contrib.ate all that we are able; only thereby do we contribute 

according to our ability. To be refused to be allowed so to 

contrib.rte is to be done an injustice. 

111is is not a conception of justice with which those of us who 

live in Western liberal societies came much into contact - not, 

at least outside family life. It is a conception of justice 

which applies in a community which engulfs the individual. 

Suppose, for example, that a family is struck by a disaster and 

it is normal, in that society, for all members of the family to 

contribute as much as they are able to oveI'COlle the disaster; rut 

ane member's contriwtion is refused - perhaps because of some 

previous antagonism within the family. By having his 

contribrtion refused this person is treated as an outsider, an 

outcast; he is treated as if he were not a meeher of the family. 

If this is indeed his status then, of course, no injustice is 

done. But those who consider that this is not his status will 

regard his treatment as unjust. 'lbia ia intellilible in tel'D8 of 

justice as fi mess: he deserves (or is believed to deserve) to 

be treated as a 1DfItDbet"; and be is treated as less than this, as 

an out.aider. 

It ia not difficult to think of examples of such injustice where 

solidarity or coamunity fee1in1 ia particularly strong. Not to 

be allowed to contribute fully in a IDOIlaBtic (:Ii 

be dane an injustice of this type. In an Is1aie Fundamentalist 

state (such as Iran) a JOUDI .an who, for sc.e reason, ia not 

allowed to contribute fully to a hob war .,. ccnaider M.aelf 
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\D'ljustly tfeated if such treatment represents treatment as an 

outsider, as an alien, and he considers himself to be a full 

member of the society. 

1be desert basis, then, when the ability contrib.ation principle 

is interpreted in this way, is wwbership. 'lbe societies of 

which such injustice is characteristic are those exhibiting 

undifferentiated unity, societies where the individual is 

engulfed by the caIIIIUlli ty • 

It is, perhaps, arguable that any society which caDits itself to 

the tmWavering achievement of ~ ideal - the worship of a god, 

the brllding of SaDe mom.ent, the conquering of the world, the 

production of beauty - will find a place for injustices of this 

form. And it is arguable too that classical utilitarianism - the 

single-minded production of happiness (including the belief that 

we are obliged to produce people if this increues the total 

stock of happiness) is a theory of this tJPe. It need hardly be 

said that II8IlY who are sJIIPBt.hetic to utilitarianiBlll recoil frca 

such an interpretation of their theory. Yet it is notoriously 

difficult to find a satisfactory alternative to the claasical 

version of utili tariani.. which ~ appear to carr,. this 

implication. (9) 

~------.. -------.. ------------ ------------------, ---,-----
9. See SIOOWICK (1981), pp415-6 and PARFIT (1984). Part Four. 
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5.2.2 Contribution According to (boice 

Let us now turn our attention to societies exhibiting 

differentiated dislUlion - societies where the individuality of 

each member is emphasized to the exclusion of such values as 

solidari ty and fratemi ty. What is the contrihlti ve principle 

characteristic of such societies, and how is it to be understood 

in tenDS of desert? 

'nle most well-lmown recent expressiOl'l of a theory of society 

embodying unreaittingly the values of individualism, of 

differentiation, is, I suggest, that of Robert Nozick'. Anarchy 

State and Utopia. (10) Setting aside aquisition and 

rectification, Nozick s\.llllllries his contributive principle as: 

Fran each according to what he chooses to do, ••• (11) 

On this view the deserved Habili ty of each is precisely what he 

individually wills it to be; to require a greater cont.rihltion _ 

MAinst the will of the individual - is tmjust; it is treat hila 

as he deserves not to be treated. 

Why is this? What in this case is the desert bLsis? I am, of 

course, going to suggest that the desert basi. is the 

(presupposed) Woleness of the iJdividual. Each peracm is not 

some mere part, to be used at (another's) will. Each 

individual's relation to society is DQt that of aD &rill'. or leg'. 

---------------- . ----------------------------------------------
10. NOZICK (1974). 

11. lbJ.d, p160. 
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relationship to a person - to be used as necessary to the benefit 

of the whole. The 'root idea' according to Nozick is that: 

••• there are different individuals with separate 
Ii ves, and so no-one may be sacri ficed for others ••• 
(12) 

Part of what it means to be treated as a whole is to have one's 

will respected: DQt to be used as a means or a tool to the 

achievement of SOlIe end to which one has not oansented. 

5.2.3 Prospects for a Smtbesis 

What, then, for the prospects of a contributive principle 

consistent with the demands of treating people both as .. bera 

and as wholes? Ckl the level of contribrtion there is DOt, I 

think, any problem. 'Ibere is no incaDpatabilit,. in practice in 

allowing all who are members to contrib.ate, and to treat each .. 

a whole by not requiring more than they choose to contribute. 

The problem is, of course, that for various reasona in .ost 

aocieties the adoption of such a contrib.ative priDciple will lead 

to the state having little to distribute. (13) It... I will 

&rI\18, the various distributive principles also presuppose the 

values of wholeness and IIfIIDhership, then we can Me the various 

~t. about what is Just as. on so.e occasions. clashes 

between treating .. wholes and treatin8 as .ebers, but an others 

as clashes between expressing wholeness in ccntrlbation thereby 

..tinc it iwpOln.ible to expre_ 1tholeneu in c:liatribution or 

~tion. 

---~---------------~---..---------------,-. --------.. -~---
12. lbid. p33. 

13. 1bcu8h there are exceptioaa - • well-known heiDI the 11v1nl 
of blood (in certain aocleti.). See TI'lHBS (19'10). 
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I need hardly say that it is not part of my task to show which 

principles we should adopt. It is enough for the matter in hand 

if we are able to show that no view of justice is inconsistent 

wi th justice as f1 tness and justice as desert, and, ideally, to 

show how casting debate in these terms enables us to bring into 

focus what is really at issue. nus I claiJI to have now done 

with regard to contrib1tive principles. I propose, then, to pass 

on to a consider.ation of distributive principles. 
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5.3 Distributive Principles 

I propose to consider two distri buti ve principles which may be 

thought to pose particular difficulty for justice as fitness and 

the claim that justice is, at root, always a matter of treating 

people in accordance with their deserts. These are the 

principles of distribution according to need, and distribution 

according to contribltion. I begin with need. 

5.3.1 Distribution According to Need 

As in the case of the ability contrib.rt.ion principle there are 

two interpretations of the principle 'to each according to need' • 

Again the 'radical' interpretatioD - the interpretation 

corresponding to undifferentiated unity - ia that of 

distribution to members according to the need of the social 

union. In other words, justice is done when each i8 provided 

with what is necessary in order to realiae as fully as poasible 

BaDe social ideal, or the well-being of the whole. Again this ia 

not a view of justice which those of us who live in Westem 

liberal societies often meet. But suppoae aoae co .. unity -

organized on JDCnaStic linea perbape - baa aet it..elf aa.e ideal. 

In order to achieve this ideal a certain diatribution of 

resources is appropriate. Now suppoae ODe ... ben ia liven mm 

than 'hi. abare' under this sch I!I. Be ia, I sua-t, thereby 

ia treated .. an outaider (ttl a .... t) -aht be u.ted. (Apin, 

one can be done an injustice by IlStt& being required to MIle 
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sacrifices.) Here again, then, this possibly unusual aspect of 

justice can be lO'lderstood in terms of desert - albeit indirect 

desert. A member - if he or she is indeed a member - deserves to 

be treated as such, and is done an injustice if not treated 

according to his or her deserts. 

Needless to say this is not the interpretation of the need 

principle which .ost of its proposers have in mind. Rather they 

hold that justice requires each to be treated in accordance with 

their own needs. This is the view which Marx expressed in the 

slogan: 

FraIl each according to his ability, to each according 
to his needs! (14) 

though it may be doubted whether Marx would have vieECi this as a 

principle of justice. (15) Nevertheless the view that a just 

distrirution is, sometimes or in part, a distribution according 

to need is both widely held and defended by some theorists. (16) 

---------._._---------_._._------------------------------------------------------
14. KlIX AND INGILS (1IS8) p321. 

15. On the controv.rsy over tier.'. vi." of Ju.tic .... WOOD (1'71-2), IU5.Ul1 
(1178-1), WOOD (1.78-1), &ad IUCHAXAN (1117-1) pplZO-3Z. 

I.. See, for • ....,1 •• IIILLD (117.). pplZ2-.. ltill.r cite. UJC&a (1172) and 
IfAIIWI (1'71) .. opponent. of thb vi..,. 

Lucu appeer. to bay. "vlHd bi. vi.., to allow ..... to be .. appropriate 
criteria of _t dl.tribuUon - thoulh DOt the only OM. .. witea (LUCAa 
(1180) pI13): 

' •• d, tb.r.fore, althou,b a lo,ically prop.r ba.l. 01 
.pporti~t. i. DOt the only. or tbe priM, ODe, _r 1a it 
lUitabl. to be .leyatell into beiDI tile only one. It·. ~ 
of beina i8perlOftally ob~ecUye I. in -.ny ca ... apurioua. ad i. 
anyhow _t a 1'efIUi~nt of ,juatlce. whleb. beille Ulpart,1ally 
(lU'UculU' to _ch JUty. i. peculwl~ concemed vitia .. ~ 
facton, .... b a • .ucla concerned .,itla a ...... ,.~ .... ita • 
.. Utl __ t. and de...-t ... .,ith bi. JQ'ticular. IIIut 10 _ .... 
s.p.r8Olla1 ...... 

J.ucu (UJCAI (1110'. pp1N-5. footDDte ') i .... UI1 •• a ...... " or witen .,.., 
have allo.,ed di.tribut10n accord In. to ne.d a. a potential ba.l. of 
apportl ..... t: ••• (117.), pp270-2; .IDUWI (1113), ",-7; __ (1118) 
.77.101. 'J.AI'IOI (1112) piS; and UICIIII (1"'). 
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Why should need be thought to raise a proble. for justice as 

fi tness ? Why cannot people be said to deserve in accordance with 

their needs? The basic argument for this claim is that need will 

not function as a desert basis because need is not thought to 

confer merit (or, for that matter, demerit). More strictly, not 

all those who hold that justice requires that people be treated 

in accordance with their needs also hold that need confera merit. 

Miller argues: 

• .• need is inappropriate as a basis of desert; being 
needy cannot l18ke us deserving... What disq\Blitiea 
needs fro. being taken as grounds for desert ia, 
first, that (for IICBt needs) everyone has t.ha \Wltil 
they are satisfied, and, second that no one wiabea to 
have theIa or adIIlires others for having theII. ( 1'1) 

Notice how easily Miller slides from the clai. that need i. 

inappropriate as a basis of desert to the claim that being needy 

cannot make us deserving - thereby excluding the posaihilit7 of 

indirect desert. 

Both of Miller'. arguments are rejected by Galstan. (18) Galsten 

agrees that need cannot function as a desert basi. but arauea: 

1be correct reascn ia implicit in the nature of the 
relation betMMsn deserved treatment and desert-baai •• 
If f i. to _rye as a desert-buia, it ia a necee •• 1"J 
conditian that x, the treatment appropriate to it, be 
accorded the IICJIIe normati va or .,ral evaluaticm as f. 

------~------~- .------------------~--------------.-.----------~ 

17. MILLm (19'18). p88. 

18. GAlBIO' (1980), pl'14. 
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If f is regarded as good or desirable. so is x. and 
similarly if f is regarded as bad. Clearly need does 
not satisfy this criterion; it is regarded as 
undesirable but the treatment to which it gives rise is 
considered desirable. (19) 

Unfortunately Galston offers his opponent no reason why the 

principle from which he argues should be adopted. If it is 

simply a generalization about the (normal) use of • desert I the 

argument can be turned on its head. and need offered as a 

cO\mter-example. If it is more than a generalization we are 

enti tIed to know how it is to be justi fied. 

Let us. however. for the purposes of the &.rglBeIlt. assume that 

the case against justice as fitness is as difficult as it can be. 

Let us grant that need does not confer Erit. that the desert-

meri t hypothesis holds. and that there is nothing conceptually 

inappropriate in speaking of • to each according to their need' as 

a principle of justice. ( 20) At first sight it MY appear that. 

if we accept these claims. we must abandon the view that justice 

is always a matter of desert. But, as we have seen. there is 

another possibility: indirect desert. 'Ibe fact that need cannot 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
19. 1lW1. Galston also asserts that (ibid): 

Both Feinberg and Miller den7 that need can be a 
desert-basis. 

'Ibis is not quite true. Feinberal suuests that need seeaa 
an inappropriate basis for reward (FEINBiBl (1970) pS1). b.at 
does allow QDC role for need as a desert buia (il'WI. p93): 

It i. only in respect to CCIIIP8l8&ticm that need 
can be a desert basi •• 

20. For an attempt to araue that diatritutioo accordinrI to need 
is D2t a principle of Justice see C'AMPBfLL (197.). 
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confer merit entails (let us grant) that need caMOt fW1Ctlon _ 
:" 

a desert basis. But it remains possible that there i8 ~ 

attribute (or set of attributes), "I, such that the possession of 

attribute (or set of attriootes) ., confers merit, and that to 

treat saneone as possessing attribute (or set of attriootes) y it 

is necessary to treat theaa 'in accordance with their needs'. 

The concept of need in relation to practical reasoning is 

problematic and in need of analJSis. To give the concept the 

attention it deserves would, however, distract us fre:. the main 

line of arguoent. Let me therefore take the risk of workinl with 

an unanalysed and intuitive notion of need. I take it that what 

those who urge the principle of 'to each according to their 

needs' have in mind by a need is a lack or want of some basic (or 

perhaPS not so basic) requirement necessary for life itself, or 

for a decent, and preferably fulfilling, life. (21) 

'1bere is, however, one apparent rillk in neglecting the pJraUi t of 

this topic which deserves COIIIDeftt. In a IDOIDeDt we shall be 

examining how the notion 'to each according to their needs' is to 

be underatood. In particular we ahall be concemed wi til bow the 

principle is to be interpreted in cases of relative acarcit)', 

that is , cases where not all needs can be utiafied. 'Ibis.., be 

sOlD8what unfair to SOlIe of the proposers of distribution 

~----------- ------- --~--~-----------------------------

21. For di8CU8sian of how 'need' is to be \mderatood in the 
context of Justice Me Bmfi AND PEltiCS (1959) pp141-8, BARRY 
.(1965) pp41-9. JllAYIRXD (1968), CAMPBILL (197.), MIWiR 
(1976) pp126-36, GAlB'lOl (1980) pp162-8, and PLANT El' AL 
(1980) a.. 2-5 and 1. 
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according to need for their (albeit possibly unstated) 8SSlillption .,. 
has been that the principle is to be adopted only in condi tiona 

where all needs - or all mAl needs - as against mere wants, 

desires, or preferences, can be satisfied. (22) Indeed the 

phrase may be used in conjuction with the clai. that, were 

resources not wasted on satisfying mere desires, whims, and false 

needs, together with allegedly wasteful competi tion and other 

coamercial practices (advertising, packaging and the like) there 

would be little or no difficulty in satisfying all needs USing 

present productive capacity. 'Ibis view, evidently enough, makes 

the issue of the proper definition of need, or real need, 

pa.r8IDO\D'lt, and the interpretation of the principle in condi tiona 

of relative scarcity otiose. 

It is, I think, clear that such a view is misconceived. 'Ib.i.s is, 

perhaps, most evident in the case of health care. It is not 

tmreaSonable to suppose that there is no limit to the benefits 

which additional reaources are able to provide in this field, 

though they may, no doubt, be subject to the law of diminishing 

returns. Nor, I think, can it be denied that at least scae of 

these benefits will satisfy real needs - many, indeed, allow the 

------------~-~-~-~-----------------------------------------

22. 111ua Marx argues (MARX AND mGELS (1968), pp32o-1, emphasis 
added) : 

In a higher Jlhase of COIIIIIUIlist 8OCie~, ••• after 
the productive forces have also increased with the 
all-romd developaent of the individual, and all 
the aprinp of wealth flow IIOre al:Jundlmtly - 2Dlz 
!rbml can ••• society inseri be on ita banner.: 
Froll each accordina to hi. abilltJ', to eaeh 
accorc:U.na to his needs! 
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continuation of life itself. It ia a trui .. to _;, that those 

who determine what proportion of available resources are to be 

used on health care and related research. and those who decide 

how those resources are to be used. will always face decisions 

which determine whether, and whose. real needs are to be 

satisfied. I take it, then, that the issue of the application of 

'to each according to their needs' in conditions of relative 

scarcit;, is not otiose. 

I also propose to take it for granted that needs can be 

quantified, and interpersonal caoparison of need is possible, 

albeit, perhaps, only in SaDe rough and ready fashion. 'Ibese 

ass\.Dptions would appear to be necessary if we are to be able to 

appl;, the principle that people should be treated in accordance 

wi th their needs. In other words. these aastaDpt.ions IllUBt be made 

if the objection to justice as desert from the principle of 

distrihltion according to need is to let off the 1l'CUId. 

It is neceBS&l7 to be clear what it IIe&NJ to ...,. that people 

should be treated in accordance with their needs. If IICIIMne 

claims that goods should be distriblted 'according to needs' 

there are, I think, at least three poasible (thou.h perhapa 

interrelated) principles which t.he:y ~ have in aind. Let us 

distinguish between these principles. 

A first suaestion llight be that I'eIIOUrce8 abould t. distributed 

in proportion to need: the lreater the need the Ireater the 

raource allocated. But thia Pl'OPO'Ml baa 8D obvious difficultJ. 

21a 
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:' Suppose there are five pints of blood avai lable and three 

patients: A requires eight pints, 8 requires five pints, C 

requires two pints in order to survive. If we distribute in 

proportion to need A might receive two and two-third pint, B one 

and two-third pints, and C two-thirds of a pints. Thus no-one 

survives. It is difficult to see Why such a division should be 

adopted. 

But perhaps this example deals too quickly with the suggestion of 

proportionali ty. Perhaps we should say that each of the patients 

is in equal need: after all each requires blood to survive, so 

each is in the same danger. If we take this view of their needs 

then to assign the resources in accordance with need would be to 

give equal amounts, ie one and two-third pints, to each patient. 

Again this interpretation seems to have little to recoumend it. 

In such a 8i tuation it is reasonable to argue as follow: we 

cannot save patient A whatever we do; and we can save ei tiler B or 

C b.at not both. Assuming that the blood left over from treating 

C is useless, there i8 nothing to choose on grounds of need 

between saving B or C. 'Dle buds of our consideration here seems 

to be that to treat people according to their needs i8 to act in 

such a manner as to maximise the number of satisfied needs, or 

minimise the number of unsatisfied needs. (Where the nQDber of 

needs are constant these will, of course, be equivalent.) 

We caIe, then, to this second interpretation: goods should be 
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distributed so as to minimize the nt.aber of unsati.fied needs. 

'Ihose who hold this view will, we may suppose, ,dab to 'weight' 

some needs as being more important than others. So let use say 

that this principle is the principle that the nu.ber of units of 

WlS8tisfied need should be minimized. 

There is, however, a third interpretation of the principle: 

namely that we treat people according to need. lI'ben we say that 

those in greatest need have first claim. Ql this view we are to 

satisfy the needs of those in greatest need first, then those in 

next greatest need, and so on. 

It is clear enough that the second and third views are different 

and _y come into conflict. 'lbey caae into conflict when tho8e 

in greatest need have needs which are expensive to satisfy, and 

those in less need have needs which are cheaper to satiafy. 

Illustrations are often contentious. but consider the following: 

suppose that with available resources a hospital is able to 

prevent one man losinl both his lees. or one hundred IBl losinC 

one leg. 1be principle of need interpreted as tboae in INateat 

need have first claim. the third interpretation, will illply that 

the J8Il in danger of losing both legs ia to be trMted first. If 

we adopt the second interpretation we aust try to wei.h the 

greater needs of the few against the lesser needs of the 1IIBnl'. 

At BaDe point -~ _ we .... t this sort of talk 1Bk_ senile 

- by increaainl the mlllber of IBl who are at ria of loaina one 

leg we reach a point where .ore ..uta of need are _tiatied by 

devoting reaourcea to the with 1.. ..... but 
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whose needs are cheaper to satisfy. 

Which of the two principles - that 'the number of units of 

unsatisfied need should be minimised' or that 'those in greatest 

need have first claim' - do those who propose distribution 

according to need as a principle of justice have in mind? Or 

rather, which ought they to have in mind? (23) 

It is, I suggest, clear enough that the first principle - that 

unsatisfied need should be minimised - is a form of 

utilitarianism. It might be derived from the principle of 

maximising happiness on the basis of an empirical claim that to 

minimise unsatisfied need maximises happiness, or it may be 

defended as a form of utilitarianism in its own right by adopting 

the particular theory of the good that an unsatisfied need is 

intrinsically bad, or that a satisfied need is intrinsically 

good. (Again these are equivalent when, but only when, the 

n\Dber of needs is constant, or to be taken as given.) If we 

adopt this principle our justification will, presumably. be of 

the form applicable to utilitarianism generally: we identify what 

ia bad and what iB good (defending this claiJD when necessary) and 

claim that, rationally, we ought to act 80 as to lliniaise that 

which is bad, or aaximise that which is good. I propose to refer 

to this principle as need-utili tariani •• 

-----~---------------------------------~------'-------------- -----
23. Scheffler suggests that the 1IOSt. plausible ccnsequentialiat 

principle ia a compra.ise between theBe two principlea. 
'lbiB ..,. be intuitively attractive bat if, as I suggest, 
they are ~urable it ia \mClear baN thiB could be 
defended. See SQIili'FUJl (1982), p31. 
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But there seems to be no sense in which the claia that those in 

greatest need have first claim is a utilitarian principle. 111is 

is not a verbal quibble over how 'utilitarian' is to be used. 

'lbe adoption of the principle that those in greatest need have 

first claim will, I have argued, on SOlIe occasions mean that 

total need dissatisfaction is D2t Ilinimised. 'l1rl.s principle 

cannot, therefore, be defended by arguing that tie are acting 80 

as to maximise what is good, or lDinimise what is bad. If the 

defender of this principle is to have a reply to the need

utilitarian he must adopt some other form of justificatory 

argument; in short be must appeal to some other reaaon for 

action. As I have said, this is not merely a quibble over the 

use of • utili tarian ' - though I do think it .. t lD1Wiae and 

confusing to refer to a view as • utilitarian' when it departs 80 

radically in its fundamental values and accepted pattems of 

Justification fl'Clll classical utilitariani_. (24) 

----------------------------------------------,-------------
24. My view aay be contrasted with that of T. D. Caapbell. 

C'ampbell argues that we aay appeal. to 'h~ty' and that 
this is conaistent with (negative) utilitariania., the 
principle that tboae in greateat need have first clam and 
that aid should be proportional to need. He .r~ea 
(CAMFBELL (1974), pI5): 

~ ty does not require '-- simply to relieve the 
sua total of 8ufferin •• but to relieve the 
suffering of individual human beiDla and the 
oblieation is greateat where the suffer in. ia 
areatest, in that the perscm tmo is autferinl .. t 
baa first clam on the available~. 'lbat 
is. beneficence as -bodied in the }IriDclple of 
negative utilitarianiaa abacIi- U. cI1at.rib.atiw 
principle that thou in p.test need ClUl&ht to 
receive .,at _iatance or, aore apecificall7. 
that aid ahould be proportianal to need. 

21'1 
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How, then, is the principle that those in greatest need have 

first claim to be defended? The adoption of this principle will 

mean that (where the allocation of resources is useful, that is, 

does indeed assist in the satisfaction of need) we will. firstly. 

allocate resources to the most needy person lD'ltil they are equal 

in need with the second most needy person. At this point we 

allocate resources equally to these two individuals until they 

are equal in need to the third most needy person. and so on. 'Ibe 

effect of repeated application of the principle that those in 

greatest need have first claim may be a t.endency to an equality 

of welfare. We may. therefore, suppose that the principle that 

those in greatest need have first clam is not \DlCOlU'leCted wi t.h 

equality. 

I will argue that there is a comection between the principle and 

equality. but that this is not it. '!be repeated application of 

the principle DIU have a tendency to equality of welfare but it 

need not. If we can most effectively Wprove the position of the 

worst off only by incentives to those who are already better oft 

then a first concem tor those in greatest need _y, in practice, 

entail increasing inequalities of welfare. (25) 

Bow. then, is the principle of need to be defended? Is it. 

indeed. a defensible position? I have suggested that the 

principle relies upon a ground or grounds outside the 

utili tarian t s 8)'11t. of practical reasoning. It ia natural , 

-----~---.. -~---------------'----------,------
25. Cf. RAWLS (1972) t Section 13. 
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therefore, to look to justice as the underl)'ina ground. And • ., 
after all the principle is offered by many as a principle of 

justice! If the arguJDent of thls thesis is sound it follows that 

the most needy cieservet first attention. But why? What is - or 

are - the bases of this desert. if indeed desert (albeit indirect 

desert) it be? 

If we consider what attriblte lligbt be thought not only merit

conferring. but also such as to satisfy the oondi tion that to 

treat people as possessing that attriwte it is necessary to 

treat them in accordance with their needs, we aight think first 

of the attrib.ate of 'possessing a 1OOd'. We suppose that human 

beings have a good of their own (and hence intereata), and we do 

not - or at least do not usually - auppoae that u-ru.-te objects 

(rocks. railway engines, matchsticks and so en) have a good of 

their own (or interests). We appear to distinguish. then, 

between that which is said to be la beinl', and that which i. 

_rely 'a thlna' on this. or ac.et:.hinc like thi., bui.. (To be 

treated as a plaything is to be treated as a .ere toy, b.tt alao, 

I sUllest, as an entity without a good of its own. without 

interests. ) Between rocks and InIMna is an a.r-. of ccntenticn; 

it ia, perhapa, unclear _ to which, if any, ani -1. and plants 

have a load of their own. ru. question I do not propose to 

explore. 

I. the notion ot lbavlDg a lood' to be reprded _. an attritute 

which centers 8arit? It 8ea. wideb held that that whidl hall a 
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good of its own is higher than that which is a mere thing. (26) .,. 
But it may, of course, not be that beings with a good are thought 

higher because they have a good, but rather for some other 

reason. ('Ibe possibilities might, I suppose, include possessing 

consciousness, being alive, and so on.) But even if possessing a 

good is not thought to bestow merit or worthiness itself, it may 

still be possible to do a being an injustice by treating it as if 

it did not have a good. This will be so if (though not 

necessarily only if) all and only beings possessing scae merit

conferring attrib.ate (call it IZ') have a good; for if this were 

so then to treat a being as baving no good would be to treat it 

as if it lacked Z when, in fact, it possesses Z. It seems not 

implausible to asswae, therefore, that either lpossessing a good' 

is a merit-conferring attrib.ate, or that the more caaplex state 

of affairs, outlined above, obtains. At any rate let us indeed 

assume BO. 

How are needs related to having a good? We need to as.., here _ 

if the present line of &rglDent ia to bear fruit - that beings 

which have a good are capable of having needs. If we "e this 

---------------------------------~----------------------------

26. 'Ibougb not lDli versally. Campbell suggests (CAHPBmL (1974), 
p15): . 

But the idea of human worth, which is lIIBIlifested 
in the view that the interests of all Iuaan beings 
are of equal moral significance, is quite distinct 
fna the idea of merit. In fact, equality of 
human worth is presupposed by 1I0st if not all 
.oral principles and bas nothinl specifically to 
do with justice in ita distinctive sense. 

As will beca.e apparent I do not dissent fro. the view 
ex:preaed in the aeccmd sentence. 
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ass~tion then we shall be able to say that to faU to treat a 
:0 

being in accordance with ita needs is treat it as if it has no 

good. I take it that this assumption is acceptable. Notice that 

we do nQt need to 8SS\IDe that only that which has a good can have 

needs (and hence that whatever has needs has a good). To make 

that ass\.IIIPtion would mean that, were we to say that • cars need 

petrol' we would either have to concede that cars have a good, 

or, perhaps, that there are different senses of 'need'. But we 

do not need to 8S8\1De that only beings with a good can have 

needs. Let us, therefore, not make that assumption. 

1be next question concerns the question of whether, if we fail to 

consider the needs of a being we treat that being as not having a 

good. 'Ibis will be so if, by failing to consider the needs of a 

being, we treat that being as incapable of having needs. Is this 

true? If A fails to give consideration to B's needs will A be 

giving expression to a belief that B is incapable of having 

needs? A failure by A to give consideration to B'8 neeet. can be 

thought to provide I reason for the belief that A believes that B 

is incapable of having needs. Why? Simply becaL8e were A indeed 

to believe that B could not have needs, A would not have 

'Ibis evidence, such as it is, can, of 

course, be defeated by evidence which favours acco\mtina tor A'. 

failure to consider B's needs in some other W8¥. 'lbat ia, it 

Jlight be poaaible to believe that A believea that B does have 

needs despite hi. failure to ,ive (8n7) consideration to them in 

his reasaninC as to bow be abould act. (Or, I 8Upp08e. _ aillht 

CaDe to think that A believes that B can have needs but. that he 
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has none at the IftCIDent.) 'Ibe relationship between beliefs and 

actions is a complex one. Nevertheless we QQ attribute beliefs 

on the basis of actions. A' s failure to consider B' s needs may. 

then, be taken as evidence that A believes that B is incapable of 

having needs. '!here are all kinds of reasons M1y A might t show 

consideration' for sanething which he did not believe existed. 

(An adult might show consideration for the needs of Santa Claus, 

wi thout believing in the reality of Santa Claus' needs.) 

It is, then, at least plausible to suppose that the belief that 

'to each according to their needs' is a principle of justice can 

be grounded on a belief that people are beings with a good. and 

that to fail to treat a person t according to their needs' is to 

treat tJlem as if they do not have a good, and hence as they 

deserve not to ,be treated. In short, justice requires that 

people be treated with concern for their needs. 

But this is only a beginning for !!Q!h those who hold that those 

in greatest need have first clai. (let us call this the 

t principle of need') .m need-utilitarians can argue that their 

view requires that the needs of each person are considered. 

~ neither view treats people as lacking a good. In the case 

of need-utilitarianism, all needs are considered in order to 

determine which action will result in the ainiaua level of 

\D'lS&tisfied need. In the case of the principle of need, the 

objective will be to determine who is in gr.test need. It would 

seem, then, that neither view is unjust as far aa the requ1re_ut 
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that people be not treated as if they lack a good ia concerned. ,. 
'Ihus we have no reason, as yet, to believe that justice requires 

the adoption of the principle of need. 

Distribution in accordance wi th need has been regarded as 

connected with equality. 'Ibus Miller writes: 

• •• if the satisfaction of needs is seen as a _tter of 
justice, [an] underlying premiss is required. The 
premiss is difficult to state with clarity, but it -.y 
be expressed by saying that every 18ft is as worUly of 
respect as every other. '1bat is to say ••• there ia an 
underlying equality... (27) 

This view appears to be Bound. If I All intrinsically more 

iIIIportant than 100, then, presl.lM.bly, lIlY needs are lOre important 

than yours. Conversely, if the person in greatest need has first 

claim irrespective of who be or she ia, this presupposes an 

equality of concern - pre8\ml8bly on the basis of a belief that 

each is equally worthy of concern. 

But, of course, the defender of need-utilitariania can claim 

that biI principle treats each as wort:hy of equal cancem. (28) 

Need-uti 11. tariani_ does not treat one person'. needs as DIOl'e 

1IIlportant than any other. (29) To paraphrase Bentham: each 

----_._.-------------------------------------------------------------------------
2'. NILLRI (11'1) •• 141. 

21. '01' an ua-n' ,bat at the 1'00\ of law!. UaeoI7 of JuaUce U .. a rip' to 
equal 00Dce1'D ... "..-ct .... DWOI&JI (1171). Chapter I. 

21. Ban ......... Red that till. la ..,'lel ... , fol' ,tuttce ........ ther. 1. no 
oanfl1ct _t_ Juatlce and tltlU\ulai_ (UII (1111) •• 121): 

..... 'tad our_I ••• IIoaad to .1 ...... 1 wi," to u. dIalna of 
all \be JU"\i.. (\be , ..... t1_ of .18\1'l'-".,. ~'_)I .. 
till., la tan, 1.... to ... .1..,. .. dial ... .......1. eeek to 

... ia1 .. _UllfaotS-. 
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person'. lUli t of need is to count for one, and no person' s unit 

is to count for IIOre than one. 

How then is the principle of need to be defended against its 

rival, need-utilitarianism? As I have suggested, the supporter 

of the principle of need is likely to appeal to justice. He is 

likely to claia that the principle of need is amre just than 

need-utilitarianism. But bow can this be? 'lbe requirement that 

people be treated as beings with a good and as equals are IlQt 

sufficient to defend the justice of the principle of need in 

opposition to need-utilitarianism. 

If justice as fitness is sound, and if the principle of need can 

be said to be more just than need-utili tariania. then it Bl.lSt be 

the case that there is some further meri t-conferring attrirute, 

treating people in accordance with which, requires that the 

principle of need be adopted. Mlat might such a further merit

conferring attribute be? 

'lbe clash betM!en the principle of need and need-utilitarianism 

is, I take it, the familiar clash between justice and 

utiltarianiam, expressed in terms of needs. Now it is, of 

course, a standard objection to utilitariani_ that it treats 

people only as a means. 'Ibe characterization of utilitarianism 

as a theory which bids us view people as containers for happiness 

is a graphic means of making this point. It ay be objected that 

utilitariani .. supposes there to be aaae social entity whose lood 

we are to l&1Ci.ize. And it ~ be objected that. there i. no IIUdl 
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entity. (30) But these arguaents are onl7 objections to 

&rglDeJlts in defence of utilitariani... If 80, such arguments 

can, at most, demonstrate only that such a defence of 

utili tarianism was unsound - rather than that there is anything 

objectionable in utilitarianism. 'Ibis IBY be of saae iIIportance 

as IDBIlY people find utilitariani_ intuitivelY attractive; the 

idea that there should be as II.ICb as possible of what is good ia 

difficult to resist. But to defeat utilitarianiaa it is hardly 

enough to show that the utilitarian has some unsatisfactory 

arguments available to him. 

Is there a positive objection to be made to utilitarian! •• ? 

Rawls -kes the point that: 

Utili tarianism does not take serioualy the distinction 
between persons. (31 ) 

To put the point positively, utilitarianism does not treat people 

as separate, as wholes. And if 'being a whole' canters _rit (or 

if all and only beings with BCIIDe other JDerit-conferrinl attriblte 

are wholes~, then it would follow that to treat a person .. it 

they were less than a whole is unjust on the J~tice .. fi tneu 

account: it is to treat them as they deserve not to be treated. 

- ------------~---- .. -----------~-----~~-----~~----~ 
30. Cf. M>ZI(]( (1974). pp32-3. See alao RI~ (1971), p87. 

who cites (footnote 27. p87): GAlJ'I1IIm (1963). pl26; GRItZ 
(1967), ppl90-7; and FINDLAY (1961), pp235-6 on thi. iaaue. 

31. RAWLS (1972). p27. See alao pp187 -9. See alao NOZICl 
(1974) p33; criticised by Nacel in 'Libertariani_ without 
Founciationa' (PAUL (1982), ppl96 ff). Parfit baa 8I"IIUfJCl 
ap.1nat the view that we are separate in the deep requiaite 
_. (See PARPIT (1984). pp329-47.) 
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How are we to treat people as wholes? How are we able to live 

expression to a belief that each person is a whole, canplete in 

themselves, separate from others? Now one means - though only 

one means - would appear to be by way of the adoption of the 

principle of need in preference to need-utilitarianism. To adopt 

the view that treating people according to their needs should be 

lUlderstood to mean that those in greatest need have first cl.a.i.m 

is to live expression to the belief that each person is a whole, 

is separate, and canplete in themselves i it is to do this by 

explicitly considering each person's needs separately. The 

person in greatest need is held to have first clai. _ 

irrespecti ve of whether it happens to be the case that needs are 

to be found amongst others in such a way that it is possible to 

remove more needs by attending to the less needy. 'Ihe adoption 

of such a decision procedure, particular in an extreme case, 

involving as it does a positive refusal to 'add up', will 

unequivocally assert the separate, 'whole' status of each person. 

It is perhaps arguable that need-utili tariani_ does not deny the 

'whole' status of people, but rather siJDply fails to express that 

each person is a whole. If this were so, then we should need to 

consider whether such a failure to express is unjust. 'Dlere are, 

it would seem, times when it is mJust to ra..in • silent' , and 

times when it is not. What, if anything, a ailence expJ:'e8BeS 

will depend upon the context, upon what ia t.o be taken tor 

granted. 

What ccnclusions are we able to reach? I have argued that it 18 
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possible to view the principle of distribution according to need, 

interpreted as the need principle, as a principle of Justice 

wi thout abandoning Justice as fitness. I have argued that the 

principle of need can be understood as a case of indirect desert 

where the desert basis is that of being a separate, whole being, 

a being of equal moral status, and with a good. 1bese are not 

unattractive beliets and I conclude, therefore. that the ar8\JDeOt 

is successful in providing a plausible around tor the principle 

of need. 

'Ibe principle of need is moat plausible when we are considering 

the division of goods which no-one has produced or ccntributed. 

'Ihis is not to say that it is not applicable in cases where this 

is not true, blt clearly additional argument and Judgement is 

necessary in those cases. A further factor concerns the 

responsibility or otherwise of the persons in need. Many 

supporters of the principle of need tight at l_t beai tate to 

claiJD that it applies equally to self-inflicted Deeela. 'Ibis is 

not inconsistant with the under lying rationale of the principle 

of need as I have sketched it: while the principle of need 

expresses in part the wholeness of each person. 80 too does 

holding each responsible for the COl'UIeqUencell of Rlt-inflicted 

injuries. 'Ihe principle of need. restricted in application to 

those needs for Mdch the needer ia not responsible, i. clOlie to 

another principle: that of c"mpensation. We will be exaaininI 

thia latter principle in a -.ant. '1bouCh ita CX'Il'~ IBJP 

be the --. ita grcuda are. or so at least I aball araue. 
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radically different. But there is no inconsistency in this: 
':' 

liberals and socialists may advocate similar policies for 

di fferent reasons. 

As I have said, to defend justice as fitness it is, strictly 

speaking, enough merely to indicate the possibli t,. of indirect 

desert. I have gone beyond this, and have tried to shaw how the 

reduction can be performed. Justice as fitness does IlQt; however, 

depend on whether the defence of the principle of need I have 

given is accepted. I t does, however, have to be acceptable if I 

am to discharge my undertaking to show how justice as fitness 

allows us to make sense of certain moral principles, to \mcover 

the source of our disagreements. I do not clai. that the 

particular defence I have given (based on indirect desert) is the 

2Dll ground for the principle of need. But I .ust confess I do 

not see how else it can be defended. As I hope I have shown, it 

is ~ defended by an appeal to utilitarianism, while appeals to 

humanit,. and equality are incanplete: need-utilitarianism is 

consistent with those concerns. 

5.3.2. Distribution According to ContriWtism 

I augested that the distriWti ve principle corresponding to the 

state of undifferentiated unity is the principle of need 

interpreted in tel'l8 of what is appropriate for each aetDber for 

the efficient achievement of the needs of the whole. What, then, 

is the distributive principle corresponding to the state of 

differentiated disunion? 
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One possibility is proposed by Nozick: 

•.• to each according to what he makes for hi.self 
(perhaps with the contracted aid of others) and what 
others choose to do for hila and choose to .ive him of 
what they've been given previously hmder this -.xim) 
and haven't yet expended or transferred. (32) 

As Nozick himself notes, this has certain defects as a slogan and 

he offers the S\.IIID&I"Y • 

• • • to each as they are chosen. ( 33) 

If we grant that the state can have no distribrt.ive role (beJQl1d 

that of enforcing Noziclt's nlles of acquisiticm, transfer and 

reparation) then we are, I think likely to be led to Nosick'. 

principles of distribltion, or ---thing like them. 'lbere •• e ... 

little difficulty ia viewing Nosick'. principles as indirect 

desert: the desert baais is, of course, that of wholeness. 

But suppose we do not accept the anarchic aspect of Nosick'. 

philosophy. How then ailht we view di.trib.ttion? I _ loing to 

auggeat that the principle of 'to each accordinl to their 

ccntribltion' is an appropriate response to WI question, and 

that j\8tice as fitness allows us to make aeme of what wauld 

otherwise be a problelll8tic principle. 

'!be view that it i. J-t for people to receive (fl'Cll lOCiet7) in 

---~-.. --------'-------------.---------------.-- -- -- -
32. RlZIat (1974). pl60. 

33. .DWI 
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accordance with their contrib.ition (to the social whole) has had, 
:' 

and still has, wide appeal. As Barry suggests: 

••• there is no doubt that desert 11 attrib.ited on the 
basis of actions, efforts and results produced, and any 
attempt to 'say that we are always (confusedly) 
rewarding and pmlishing (say) efforts seems to E quite 
misguided. (34) 

It would then, be a serious point against justice as fitness if 

it were not possible to express the relevance of contrib.ition to 

justice in tel'lE of desert. But it may be wondered, why should 

the contrib.itioo principle be thought to constitute a problem 

case for justice as fitness? Do we not say that people dese~ 

in accordance with their contribJtion? 

~ ability to contribute is, no doubt, often govemed by factors 

beyond our control. But this is not in itself, a problem: I 

have argued that a lack of responsibility does n2t undermine 

desert. Lack of responsibility does, I suggest, preclude the 

possibility of deserving to be rewarded for one's oontrihltion. 

( 35 ) But it does not preclude deserving on the basis of one' 8 

contrib.ition per Be. 

'Ibe problem with contributiao nevertheless does indeed arise frcm 

a lack of responsibility. It is to be admitted that contriootian 

is, at least in part, a .. tter of luck; makiDI a significant 

--~-----~--------------- ------------------------------------
34. BARRY (1965). pl07. aeccnI emphasis added. See also REEaIm 

(1966), pp78-9j FEINBaG (1970), pp89-90, RAWLS (1972). 
pp305-U; and HILLER (1976). especially ppl02-9. 

35. Cf. FEINBlRJ (1970), p92. 
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contribltion is, to a larae extent, a _tter of being in the ., 
right place at the right time. We ay l8ke a aajor contribution 

to the coamon good without even having the intenticm of doing so. 

Conversely, we may intend to contribute but faU through no fault 

of our own. It would appear, therefore, that 'baving made a 

contribution' cannot - and is not - autaaatically regarded as a 

basis upon wch to ascribe .erit. 

whether 'having made a contribution' can, sc.et.iIIes, even be 

regarded as an attribute of the contributor. It..,., at best, be 

a consequence of the contribJtor's attributes together with other 

factors. Indeed, making a contribution .ay be 00 Blore than 

saaething which happens to the contributor. Desert on the baais 

of contribJticn is, then, sillilar to deserving oepensation: we 

d2 speak of desert in these cases, bit. the nature of the desert 

basis is unclear. 

As Barry suggests, it is important not to ccntuae contrib.ation 

and effort. It i8, perhaps, widely held that a willingness to 

l8ke an effort is a virtue. If 80, then it can be said that 

people who .te an effort deserve not to be trated as if they 

have not .-de an effort. ('lhis view will not. p!'e&'_bly, be 

held by tboae who do not believe that .r-it i. bestowed by a 

willingness to engace in directed activity - perhaps seein, 

virtue in a willingness to wait patiently.) We are, I think, 

inclined to view the fail\U"e to aucceed of tbaae who Be an 

effort to .. Jet another caae of 'OWIIfc ~Ucet. Aaa\.aiDI 

the etfort i. _11 directed. the failure ia to be attribated to 

bad luck. It., penani~ nature or forblDe - ..,. reaard the 
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\D'lfortunate as:' having been mistreated - treated lD'lfitUngly ar¥l 

tmjustly. But if we do not personify nature or fate, then I am 

inclined to think that we do not really believe that the 

\D'lfortlmate person has been treated (that is, acted towards) at 

all, at least as far as the failure is concerned. By 

coami.serating and sympathising with those who experience bad luck 

which thwarts their efforts, we treat those who .Jte an effort as 

'effort-making' thereby giving expression to our belief that they 

are effort-making. Anyone who believes that justice requires 

that material goods should, even sometimes, be distributed in 

accordance with effort will need to demonstrate haw failing to do 

so gives expression to a (mistaken) belief that someone who has 

actually made an effort is indolent. I am incliDed to think that 

we do not usually make such an inference. If this is so, then it 

would appear that a failure to distrirute benefits in accordance 

wi th effort is not unjust. 

But let us return to the role of contribution. If we accept the 

desert-merit hypothesis we must accept, I think, that 

contribrt.ion cannot ftmCtion as a desert basis. But, as we have 

seen, it does not follow fl'Clll the fact that CClDtrib.ation cannot 

. function as a desert basis, that the manner in which people 

deserve to be 

contribrt.ion. What is required, of course, is an arggaent that 

'to each according to their contribution' i8 a case of indirect 

desert. If auch an &rg\.IDeIlt can be developed tIBl we abould be 

able to accept the conceptual propriety of 'desert in accordance 
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wi til contribltion', while preserving the deaert-.eri t hJpotheaia 

(and justice as fitness) frail a potential CCUlter-example. We 

may also hope to explain ~ people' s deserts aight be thought to 

depend upon their contribltion. But how is the principle to be 

accounted for in tenlS of indirect desert? 

To be alive is to be at risk. We are able. we suppose, to 

control what happens to us to &cae extent. But we l'eIIBin verT 

aach at the 1DereJ' of fortune, of lood and bad luck. We miCht 

st.1.Bble into a land flowing with Ililk and honey, or perish in the 

desert i secure a dream Job by being in the riabt place at the 

rilbt time, or be .de redundant; we -.y have a lite of good 

health or be struck down by accident or disease. Life. for all 

of us, then, is a series of risks froll the .ollent we are 

conceived. (It aight also be thought that life i. a lottery even 

before one is conceived - in the sense that ',g, one is' is in 

8ClIII8 sense a _tter of luck. &at this path needs to be trod with 

caution. ) 

How are we to distrib.ate these risks? One possible approach i. 

that we should allow the risks of life to 'lie where theJ fall' -

lBlleas explicit risk tranaferrina and risk ahariJJC ccntncta have 

been entered into. To adopt. such a view is, J think, to reapand 

to the risks of life as the supporter of the principle of need 

responds to needs - to view tn. as providinl aD opportunity to 

give expI'e88ian to the belief that each pel'SOD i. a separate 

whole, each with their own relationahip to fortune. Now, of 

courae, JUCb of tlat whim we produce .. t be recarded as a 
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'joint product'. How are the benefits (and losses) of joint 

production to be distributed? The person who appeals to 

contribution is, I suggest, arguing that the principle of leaving 

risks to lie where they fall should be extended into the field of 

joint products. To distrirute 'according to ccmtriootion' is a 

natural extension of this principle of risk distrib.ation. 'lbe 

benefits and bJrdens arising fran the risks of life are returned 

to the individual considered to be their bearer. If leaving each 

with the benefits and burdens of their own good and bad fortune 

is a means of expressing the separateness, the wholeness of each 

person, then so too, it would seem, is the extension of this 

approach to the distribution of the benefits and burdens 

generated in societies whose processes of production are highly 

integrated; and this approach is, I suggest, the principle of 

distriootlng in accordance with contribltion. To distriwte 

according to contrib.ation is to leave the risks of life with the 

individual. I 

People are, let us suppose, (separate) wholes, and, since 

wholeness confers BIeri t, they deserve not to be treated as less 

than wholes. To distrib.ate in accordance wi t.h ccmtrib.ation i8 to 

unravel and thereby to give expression to the belief that each 

person i8 a (separate) whole. Is to fail to distriblte according 

to contribJtion to give expression to the belief that people are 

not wholes - and thereby (if people are wholes) to act un.i\Btly? 

To fail to distribute according to contribution i8, let us 

suppose, (ceteris mribys) to fail to ,i ve eII4'ti88icn to the 
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belief that people are wholes. Whether to fail to live 

expression to the belief that people are wholes will be to give 

expression to the bel lef that they are not wholes wi 11, as with 

needs. depend upon the context. 'lbere are tu.es when it will be 

unjust to remain 'silent', and ti.JDea when it will not. 'Jbe baais 

of 'to each according to their contribution', then, appears to be 

that 80 to act is to treat each pel"llQll as a ..,le. If this 1. 

so, then contrib.ation does not constitute a COW'lter-exanlPle to 

the desert-meri t hypothesis, nor to j\Btice as fi t.neaa. Indeed. 

if the argument I have given is sound it allows us to .Jte sense 

of the notion that goods should be distributed in accordance wi til 

contribution. 

It should not, I think, surprise us that the __ virtue

'wholeness' - underlies both the principle of need and the 

principle of contribution. We may think of the belief that each 

person is a whole as a (perhaps even !Jm) fundamental tenet of 

liberalism; we find the principle of need supported by the 

'welfare liberal', and the contrib.ation principle supported bJ 

the 'free-aarket liberal'. In each case we find an att..pt being 

-.de to ,ive expression to the belief that each person i. a 

whole. The problem of Justice, a8 far .. liberali •• i. 

ccncemed. is the problaa of tr7ing to deteraine how beat to .ive 

expression to the wholeness of each person - DO doubt in the 

context. of other caaaiderations. 

-------------.. ---.-------------~---------------------------------
36. Ql this iaaue see MIUD (1970). ppl06-8. 
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I have said nothing of the problems which arise when we attempt 

to identify one person's contribution. (36) I have no wish to 

deny that these are formidable. '!bey are, fortunately, beyond 

our present field of interest. It is not part of IIY task to show 

how other's principles should be applied, still less to argue 

that they should be applied. My task is simply to show that they 

are not COlUlter-examples to justice as fitness, and, hopefully, 

to render such principles more intelligible by placing them 

within the context justice as fitness supplies. 
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5.4 Cqmpen.,tign 

I want now to examine the case of CCIIIlJ)enBation and to consider 

whether caapensation poses di ffieu! ties for Justice as f1 tnesa. 

I shall take 'caapensation ' to Iae8I'l sa.e benefit provided to 

aaneone who has suffered, with the intention of returning the 

sufferer to (or towards) the level of well-being experienced 

before the '10118' which is being CCIIIlJ)enBated. In abort, the 

objective of ccapensation is, I take it, to nullify suffering. 

We speak of people 'deserving compensation'. But, aa with 

contribution the fact that we employ the tera 'desert' in 

relation to cClmpensation does not mean that ~enaatiClll 181 not 

be problematic for justice as fitness. And. indeed. I want to 

suggest that c> ."ensation is problEllatic, the reason being that 

to apeak of caupensation being deserved is itself problematic, at 

least if we endorse the desert __ rit bJpothesia. A person ia not 

always - on perhaps even generally - held to be .-de .ore worthy 

by suffering, even it the sufferer sutfers through DO tault of 

hia own. 111\18 'having suffered through no fault of one'a own' 

cannot, I take it, t\8lCtion as a desert basi.. I need bardl,. .set 

that it does not follow fl'Cll thi. that CXIIIP'GMtian cannot be 

deserved. What is required is, ot course, tor there to be __ 

attribute which people are thought to po.ses., and which is 

thought to canter .ri t, and for it to be the cue that to retuae 

to e<apenaate (in the &ppI'Opriate ci~tancea) ia to treat the 

sufferer .. I-dEl.,. that attritute. 
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It is. as I suggested earlier. important to avoid oyerlooking~the 

problem here: it is possible to overlook the problea if one 

argues that those who suffer through no fault of their own do not 

deserve to suffer. and hence deserve not to suffer. and hence 

deserve canpensation. It is plausible to suppose that those who 

suffer through no fault of tlleir own do not deserve to suffer. 

And certainly those who deserve not to suffer. deserve 

compensation. But it does not follow fran the fact that A does 

not deserve to suffer. that A deserves not to suffer. Yet 

without this step the argument will not go through. How. then. 

can we speak of people deserving compensation? 

lA!t us begin by considering in what circtDDStances compensation is 

thought to be due, and hence required as a matter of justice. As 

we have seen, it is necessary that someone has suffered in some 

way. And it is at least widely held that fault is relevant. 1he 

question of how fault is to be assigned cannot be discussed here. 

I will simply take it for granted that fault can, in some way, be 

assigned. In what way is fault relevant? 

Let us begin by distinguishing between three different types of 

case. 1bere are cases of suffering which are regarded as n0-

one's fault; cases which are regarded as the fault of the 

sufferer; and cases which are regarded as the fault of some 

perscm or persons other than tlle sufferer. 

Consider first the case of someone who suffers through their own 
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fault. (Injuries caused through -*ing, in the knowledge of 

the dangers, might be thought to tall into thia category.) 

Arg\.IDent here is Wllikely to be over the question of whether the 

sufferer deserves compensation - that is, over the question of 

whether the sufferer deserves compensation (deserves not to 

suffer) or does not deserve cc.pet1S&tion (does not deserve not to 

suffer). Rather, &rg\.Dent ia .ore likely to be over the question 

of whether the sufferer deaerwa to suffer or does not deserve to 

suffer. The question of coapensation ('not auffering') i. 

thought by IDBIl7 not to arise. (37) The argl.IIeIlt as regards 

caapensation is usually between those who hold that all those who 

suffer through no faul t of their own deserve CCllpensation (the 

'no-fault view'), and thoae who hold that thoae who auffer 

through DO fault of their own deserve compensation CIlly if the 

suffering il the fault of scaeqna (the 'faul t view'). (38) 

The fault view mipt be thought equivalent to the view that thoIIe 

who auffer through no fault of their own deaerw compensation, 

b.at no-one has a duty to provide it (that ia, ev81'J(Dt 11&7, 

wi thout injustice, refuse to provide it) unI... the aufferinl ia 

their fault. To take this view will, prest.mably. then i-equire a 

diltinction to be drawn between ca.. where there ia a dutJ to 

----- -.----~--. . ----~-~-------------- ----~~------

37. Cf. FEINBIRJ (1970), pp75-6. 

38. Feinberll reserves the tams 'cclll .... tian' for cue. 1ddch are DC.'HXMt' a fault., and __ 'reparaticm' for ca.. 1&h1ch 
are the fault of ac:.e person or persona other than the 
sufferer. (See PEINBDO (1970). p75.) I have DDt followed 
h1a in this: I believe it ia DOmal. to apeM of both .. 
cc.penaation, thouah I do, of cour.e. aare8 that it i. 
iJIportant to diatin8u1ah between the two tn- of cae. 
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treat people in accordance with their deserts and cuea where 
~ 

there is D2 duty to treat people in accordance with their 

deserts. I am inclined to think that this war of setting the 

matter out has nothing to recauoend it. It is true that we JDay 

say that a person deserves praise wi thout implying that anyone 

has a duty to provide the praise - there being only a duty not to 

refuse praise, or otherwise to act in such a II8Dl'ler as to treat 

the praiseworthy person as unpraiseworthy. But the case is 

different with compensation. The holder of the fault view 

believes it to be not 1.D1just, not only for everyone to fail to 

offer compensation to the person who suffers through no-one's 

fault, hit also for everyone to refuse so to offer. It would 

seem then that what the fault view holder believes is that those 

who suffer through no-one's fault do not deserve cc.pensation. 

'Ibere is, it must be admitted, often a reluctance to say as IIUch. 

'Ibis is presumably because we so naturally (thoqgh fallaciously) 

infer fran 'does not deserve' to 'deserves not'; and, of course, 

the fault view bolder need IlQt (and usually will not) hold that 

those who suffer through no-one'. fault deserve not to receive . 
compensation. It is, I suggest, this conflation of 'not 

deserves' wi th 'deserves not' which leads people to want to say 

b2tb that those who suffer through no fault ot their own deserve 

compensation, and that everyone -y without injustice refuse that 

canpensation. But once we see that the .ave trcma 'does not 

deserve' to 'deserves not' is fallacious, there ia no reason to 

talk aa if there i. aaDetimes no duty not to refuse to give that 

which i8 deserved. 
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What is the Justi ficatton for fault caapensaticn? 'lbat ia. • 

should the person responsible for another's inJUI'f compensate the 

injured party? There are no doubt utilitarian reasons for 

enforcing such compensation. But why is compensation required as 

a matter of Justice? 

It is easy to overlook this question - to take it __ If-evident 

that justice does require such cc.pensation. But there is a 

questicn here, and it requires an answer. 

Hart offers the following account: 

Froll distribution in this wide .ense we .uat 
distinguillb 9" mpensatim for injury done bJ one peracn 
to another. Here the connexicn bet1leeft 1Ibat 18 just 
and the central precept of justice 'Treat like caaea 
alike and different cases di fferently' is certainly 
less direct. Yet it is not too indirect to be traced 
and may be seen in the followinl 18Y. 1be laws which 
provide for the compensation by one person of another 
for torts or civil injuries might be ccnaidereci unjuat 
for two different reaacna. 'lbey ailbt en tile cae hand 
establish \a'lfair privileges and t.amit1ea.... But 
such lawa aight al.80 be wajuat in quite. different 
way: tor while aaking DO unfair diacr~ticn they 
Ilight fail al. toaether to provide a re.edy for certain 
types of injury inflicted by one peraon en another ••• 
In this _tt.er the law might be unjust while tratlng 
all alike •••• 

'!be connexion between the Justice and injud.ice of the 
~tien for injury, and the priDciple '~t like 
cases alike and different cases different17', li_ in 
the fact that out. ide the law there i. a .oral 
CCDvicticn that thoee with wtw.. the law is concemed 
have a right to .. bal forbearance frc. certaiD kinds 
of hanaful canduct. Such a .tructure of reciprocal. 
rilhtll and obligations proacribina at l_t the ~ 
IIOrta ot ham, ccnati tute. the baIIia, thm. DOt. the 
whole. of the .orality of tMtI7 social II'OUP. Ita 
eftect i. to create ~ individl.l •• ...u and, ill a 
_. an artifical equality to ott.t the lDeq\aliti_ 
of nature. For 1iben the 8Oral. code torbida cme ~ to 
rob or use violence OIl another even wh_ .uperior 
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strength or cunnirC would enable him to do so with 
impunity, the strong and cunning are put on a level 
with the weak and simple. Hence the strong man who 
disregards mrality and takes advantage of his strength 
to injure another is conceived of as upsetting this 
equilibrium, or order of equality, established by 
morals; justice then requires that this .,ral status 
gyQ should as far as possible be restored by the 
wrongdoer. (39) 

'Ibis is an interesting argument. If sucessful it would not, I 

think, be incompatible with justice as fitness. 1be desert basis 

would, presumably be a '.,ral equality' of some kind. But I do 

not think the &rglDent is successful - or, at least, I do not 

think, it accounts for all our beliefs in this area. Suppose 

there were a society whose members were equal in strength and 

cunning. Reparation on Hart' s argument, would not then be 

necessary. But this is D2t, I suggest, what we believe. 

Feinberg's answer is as follows: 

We say that a person deserves caopensaticn for harm 
wrongly inflicted by others, in which case it is called 
• redress of injury', 'amends' or ' reparation' and 
functions not only to repair the ctamage but also to 
'restore the IIOral equilibrita', as would an apology or 
expression of remorse. Reparation' sets things' 
straight' or ',i ves satisfaction'. ( 40) 

Reparation ••• is alwa)'B the acknowledgement of a past 
wrong. a 'repa,.ent of a debt' and hence. I ike an 
apalOl)' • the redreuing of the IDDral balance or the 
restoring of the 1tat\W QUO ante culPllQ. (41) 

Feinberg suggests, then. that reparation Cie fault caapensation) 

----------------------------------~---------------------------------

39. HARI' (1961). pp159-61. 

40. FEINBIBJ (1970). p74. 

41. 1J2id. p76. 
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., 'repairs the da-ge' and 'restores the .oral equ1librb.'. But 

why should the demage be repaired b)' the person who has caused 

the injury? Why are such cases to be caapared wi th the repa)'lDellt 

of debts? 'Ibe difficulty of such questions is that it aeems to 

many of us self-evident that if you injure SQIEOIle you Bhould 

make SEnds. It is easy to fail to see the issue here. 

It is worth noting that we are not exclusively ccmcemed with the 

reparation of intentional harm. A society in which there was DO 

intentional harm coamitted might still be considered unjust if it 

failed to provide for reparation where the inJUI"1 to one party 

was the fault of another. But haw coul.d we set about persuadinl 

the IBIIbers of such a aociety that their CUlTeDt practice .. 

unjust? 

I want to suggest that the f\mdamental purpoee of a -JIlt. of 

faul t caapensation is, 78t acain, to live expreaion to the fact 

that each person i_ a separate whole. 1be pn-poae of deterwiniDl 

fault i8 akin to the purpose of detenaining contrimt1an .. far 

as joint products are concerned. If each person were to live 1n 

total isolation there would be no need to treat people in 

accordance with their ocntr1bution, or to CQI( .... te .. far .. 

the 'fault view' ia concemecl. For __ people a 'ane penon to 

an island' si tuation has seemed to be one in which there ia 

(aDoat) no probl_ of Justice. 'ElIch has tbe1r (M1', .. it 

were. It is alao, of courae, a picture which ",i_ the 

already. Distribution accordinl to contribution, and fault 
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co.pen.ation are, I think, both atte.pts to unravel the 

convoluted affairs of men in a manner which provides each with 

the winnings and losings of his own private 'game of chance' with 

nature or forttme. 'ftle typical questions of the lD'lraveller are 

CO\D'lter-factual. 'What would have happened to John if ••• ', , Is 

anyone -.de worse off than they would otherwise have been?' (42) 

The execution of this unravelling may, of course, become 

hopelessly bogged down in attempting to answer these counter-

factual questions. 

I can do no more here than make this suaestian. It would, 

obviously, require a good deal of &rg\mlent to &bow how viewing 

the function of fault caopensation in this way ailht sheds light 

on the kinds of distinctions we draw in this area. Nevertheless 

I hope there will seem at least some plausibi 1 i ty in the 

suggestions that contribution and fault compensation are closely 

related, that their relationship to justice is a similar one: 

that each person is a separate whole, and that the injustice of 

failing to compensate in the case of fault is to be explained in 

terB8 of treating wholes as less than wholes, that is as less 

than the,. are. 

I want now to tum to the second view of when ollapenaation is 

due: the 'no fault' view. Q\ this view, all those who suffer 

through DO fault of their own deserve cliI'qaUlation, including 

--------------------------------------'------------------.-
42. Of. Nozick'. di8CU8sion of the 'Lockean proviso' in MlZIQ( 

(1974), pp178-82. 
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those who sufter throuch no-one'a fault. It ia poaaible to 

defend such compensation practices on grounds other than Justice. 

If there is no requireEl'lt to prove fault. then. for example, 

aa.acb legal tilDe and lawyers' fees will be saved. But I _ 

concerned here, not wi til questions of efficiency and convenience, 

but with questions of justice. Justice as fitness, if it is to 

be successful, .. t allow us to make sense of thia view too. Ibf 

are we to do this? 

It might be thought possible to account for this view as an 

application of the principle of need, and hence on the basia of 

concem and treataent 'as a whole'. But a probl_ with takhC 

such a view is this: there appears to be reaaao to believe that 

no-fault compensation aight be more plausible than the principle 

of need. If this were indeed 80, then to defend a view that 

justice requires the adoption of the no-fault compenaation 

principle on the basis of the principle of need would be to t.I7 

to defend one principle on the basia of a les. plausible 

principle. And this Be 7S unlikely to be persuasive. 

In what sense ia the principle of Deed leas pJ.au..ible than the 

no-fault compensatic:m principle? Consider .pin the cue of 

thoae who suffer through their own fault. The Do-fault 

compensation view does DOt, of course, cover 1:.beae ~. a.at 
they are covered • the principle of need. Now it ia, I ",eat. 

widely thought to be .ore plausible that thoH .., 8Uffer t.hrouIb 

no fault of their own deaerve CCDpei •• tian, tMD it is tlPlIlbt 

that those who auffer throu.h their own fault deserve 
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canpensaticn. At first sight then, it looks as if the principle 

of need is a principle with less plausible consequences (and is, 

therefore, a less plausible principle), than the view that those 

who suffer through no fault of their own deserve caapensation. 

Now it lliibt be said that the principle of need does not operate 

in the case of self-inflicted injuries. But why not? CkIe could 

argue that there are good utilitarian type reasons for not 

providing caapensation in those cases. 'Ihe problem with this 

line is that, for .ny people, this is beside the point. The 

point is that it i8 .widely held (I suggest) that failing to 

canpensate self-inflicted injuries is not unjust. Utilitarian 

tJPe 8.1'I\IIeIlts can, at .,.t, show that, though ccllip#0S8tion in 

such cases is required by justice, it is wrong (for reasons which 

outweigh considerations appertaining to Justice) to provide such 

caopensation. What we require in order to prevent the principle 

of need 'caaing into operation' in cases of self-inflicted inj\U7 

is an &rgliIent to show that to caopensate in these cases would be 

un.1ust. An &rg\.IDent to this effect would get the principle of 

need off the hook, as it were. Now the probl_ with w.a .ave ia 

that it appears to require us to Bar that thoBe who suffer 

through their own fault, do not merely not deserve not to suffer 

(ie not deserve ealJPeNl&tion) but actually deserve to suffer! In 

other words, the .ere fact that there are no reasons (of a 

Justice related tne) • those who have self-inflicted injuries 

should suffer, i8 not enough to defeat the pre8\IIPtion in favour 

of it being a _tter of justice that thoae who sufter through 
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Belf-inflicted injuri_ IIhould receive e-wpensation (or strictly, 

be considered for eo'lllerdlAtian) once the principle of need baa 

been adopted. In abort. it would IIeeII that the welfare liberal 

.. t either regard fault as wholly irrelevant .. far as justice 

is concemed. or he aust adopt • full-blooded retributiviat 

attitude to self-inflicted inJuriea. The full-blooded 

retributivi. here i. the view that tbo8e who .utfer throuIh 

their own fault deserve to suffer. To..,. that people deserve to 

suffer is to say that. if they did not suffer. we aight have a 

reason to ..te them suffer! 

If the foregoiDg &rg\IIent is SCUKi, it would __ to auuest that 

that supporter of the principle of need faces saoethi.nl of a 

dilfJlllDa. Now perhaps the difficulty can be avoided. and I would 

not like to place any great reliance upon the &rI\JDef1t I have 

liven. But 1 t does aualeat, I think. tha t we should look 

elsewhere for an arguaent aupportinl the view that justice 

requires that those who suffer through no fault of their own 

deserve caapensation. 

'!he 'no-fault' view - that ia. the view that all those who suffer 

through no fault of their own deserve compensation - can, I 

think. be defended frca an entirely different ~itian. I have 

suaested that the fault view is to be \Dierstood in terM of the 

notion of \DU'avellinC, and of t.reatinC each peraon as a whole. 

'Ibe idea is, I auaested. to I_va each person with their 'own' 

rillb. to arranp _tters so that each person faces nature or 

fortune 'alone'. Now there ia. I want. to auaeat, an ent.irely 
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different view of how the riska of life are to be distributed; we 

may take the view that risks should not be 'left' with the 

individual, but should be shared by the society or group. It is 

this view - the 'raveller's view', a view which bids us face 

nature or fort\D'1e wi til a coamon front - which tmderpins the no

faul t canpensation principle. 1hiB is not a DOVel idea - at 

least to those familiar with Rawls' theory of j1.8tice. As Rawls 

sa,..: 

In justice as fairness men agree to share me another's 
fate (43) 

It is this view which, I suggest, underpins Rawls' justice as 

fairness. Q.ar present task is to uncover by ~t this view is, 

in tum, lUlderpinned. 

How then can this view be defended as a view of justice? Can 

justice as fitness accoamodate such a view? And if so what is 

the virtue or merit-conferring attriblte on 8CCO\mt of which 

people may be said to deserve caopensation when their suffering 

is no-one' s fault? 

1be answer, surely, is clear enough. By agreeiIIC to share each 

other'. fate, by facing nature with a common front, by D2t 

allowing risks to lie where they fall, we express to each other 

that ,. are I81bers or partners. If the notion of being a -.her 

can, as I suggest it can, be viewed as _rit-ccaferring then if 

-------------------------,----------,------,-------------.. ~ 
43. RAWLS (1972). p40. 
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.an, or a particular II'OUP of Mn, are partners or BE hers, to 
~ 

fail to provide Cno-fault) canpenaation would be to fail to treat 

them as the,. deserve. 

1be belief that both being a IIIfIJDber IOd being a tibole are aaeri t

conferring attributes, and the belief that a pel'llOn possesses 

both attributes, and that justice requires that they be u-.ted 

as possessing both attribute. is, I auaest, a tIOUl'Ce of tension 

in our thinldng about which acti0118 are just. 'lbia ia, it would 

seem, the aource of the divergence between and vi thiD what ailbt 

be termed socialist and liberal conceptiOllll of justice. But it 

i8 important to note that there ia no diaagree.ent over the 

ccmcept of justice here: each view i. an interpntaticn of the 

Balle concept of justice, naael,., that each peraoD ia to be 

treated as not less than they are, that ia, each person ia to be 

treated in accordance with their deserts. Where disagreement 

liea ia over the vtrtuee, the _rit-conferrinl attributea, or, 

.,re otten perbapa, over their relative 1IIportance. 

For .-ny of us, a satisfactory concepticn of justice will include 

both the require.ent that people be treated as whol_ IDd as 

_hera. '!be theory of justice we require, then, will be one in 

which we expreaa. to use Cohen 'a ten., both our differentiation 

and our un! t,.. ( .. ) 

----------,-.. -----------~~--------- --------,----,---
44. See &lao RAWLS (1972) t Section 79, especiall7 p523, footnote 

4. 
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Whether such a B1IltheBis iB possible iB, as I have Buggested, 

open to 80IDe question. But it i., I think, t.portant to note 

that justice does not require us to go out of our way, ever 

searching for more ways to express our separate wholeness, and 

our solidarity or COIIII1Un&lity. What is required is only that we 

avoid acting in ways which give expression to a belief that 

others are either non-..bers or mere parts. It is, perhaps, 

this 'negative' cbaracter of justice - Justice being a llatter of 

avoiding injustice - which makes the possibilty of expressing 

both at least plausible. 

I suggest, then, that the justice of no-fault cc.pensation is to 

be defended on the basis of such treatment being required in 

that is, to avoid treating 

others as non-lllflGbers when they are (allegedly) JDelDbers. Such an 

argument presupposes, of course, that to be a non-member is to be 

inferior to a member. I have not examined the question of 

whether such a clam can be defended. It is, I think, clear 

enough that it 1ft! accept that being a member or partner is a 

merit-conferring attribute, tJasm one way in which expression can 

be given to the belief that such an attrlbate i8 poasessed by a 

being, is to share risk with that being: • for rieber, for poorer, 

in siclmeaa and in health'. as we say. 
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5.5 &atitleeenta M Desert. 

I should like to conclude this chapter by retumiDl to the topic 

of the distinction between rule-relative and nan-rule-relati ve 

justice, and in particular, the relationship between enti tlementa 

and deserts. 'Ibe reader will recall that I began aT ~t by 

distinguishinc between rule-relative and non-rule-relati ve 

justice; I attempted to characterize rule-relative j~tice (in 

terms of misapplying a rule, and thereby aisclasaifying) and then 

1feI1t on to suggest that justice 'be1QIId the rules' is to be 

understood as analogous to, or congruent with. rule-relative 

justice. But i8 the relationship of congrumce the whole atory? 

Are rule-relative and non-rule-relative JU8tice ai.ply 

'parallels'? Or is there ..a 11&7 in which _ ~ infer frca one 

to the other? In particular, is the fact that IICIIe act is rule

relatively unJU8t a reason to think that the act ia unjU8t 

• beyond the rules'? 

In a.pter 'Ibree I tried to sketch an account of wh7 it miJht be 

wrong, ceteris paribas. to act unjustly. 1be basic idea was 

that, in 80IIe sense, by treating a being 88 1... than it ia, we 

thereby render it leas than, but for our aistreatment. it would 

have ·been. M I re.u-ked in a.pt.er 'Ibree, auch an IICCCUlt, even 

if auccesaful in the case of non-rule-relative justice, ae m to 

offer little hope of being able to explain wh¥ it i. WI'CIJC to act 

unjustly in a rule-relative senae. Unlea. t that ia t rule

relative Justice can, in sa.. va~t be reduced to non-rule-

relative justice. Is INCh a reduction poaible? And it .0. how? 
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It may seem that the prospects for reducing rule-relative 

justice to non-rule-relative justice, that is, for showing that 

cases of rule-relative injustice are, ipso facto, ceteril 

paribm, eases of non-role-relative injustice, are less than 

bright. To achieve such a reduction would require it to be shown 

that entitlements, by their very nature, are reducible to 

deserts. But how might this be done? 

As I have claimed in Olapter Four, 'having qualified under a 

rule' is hardly a plausible desert basis, at least if we accept 

the merit requirement. 'l1le reader will, by now, have anticipated 

the next question. Can we show that an entitlement is an 

indirect desert? It is not the ease, we 118y agree, that 'haVing 

qualified under a rule' can function as a desert basis. 

Nevertheless, might it not be that there is saoe attrirute, call 

it y, such that every person possesses attrirute y, y is meri t

conferrring, and to fail to treat people in accordance with their 

entitlements is to treat them as if they lacked attrirute y. If 

this is BO, then is not to fail to treat people in accordance 

with their entitlements, to treat them as they deserve not to be 

treated? 

The problea with this argument is that it is difficult to see 

what attritute y could be. 'lhis ~. of course. be no IIOre than 

a failure on DIY part. I shall certainly ..a no attempt to 

demonstrate that no attrib.tte could satisfy all the features I 
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have ascribed to attribute 'Y. Neverthele ••• for what it i. 

worth. IIJ 8uspicion i8 that there ia no attribute 7. 

But if we are \D'\able to reduce entitlements to deserts, what are 

we to sa'Y of nale-relative injustice? What reason do we have to 

avoid acting in a .aDDer which ia unjuat in a rule-relative 

sense? 'lbere will, no doubt, be load consequentiali.t reuona to 

avoid acting in a rule-relatively unjU8t fashion on aafty 

occasions. But this is a contingent matter and, as 1IUCh, there 

ae ... no :reason to bold that there aast alwap be such ~. 

'Dlere i8 also the problem, if we take this view, ot ~ we call 

aiaapplying a rule mJust, rather than 8i.llp1'Y Wl"OIC. though I 

auppoae it aigbt be argued that thia use of • unjust' i. based an 

an analogy with non-rule-relative J~tice. 

Now I am inclined to believe that to treat a person aa 

unentitled, when they are in fact entitled is, at least in the 

absence of disqualifying conditions, unjust, not only in a 

relative sense, bit also (and thereby) in an absolute sense. I 

_ inclined to think that .,.t of us would not be happy with an 

account of rule-relative justice which failed to iJlpl7 that there 

ia anything unjust in an absolute aenae, unjust t be70nd the 

rules', about rule-relative injustice - at least in the abaence 

ot reasons to the ccnt.r&rf. It ia, therefore. a point aaainat 

j_tice as ti tneaa if it ia urwhle to account for the inJuatice -

in an aolute sense - of rule-relative injustice. And, I 

venture to hope, a point in favour of -"-ti08 as fitne.. if it 

can. 
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I should, therefore, like conclude this chapter by offering an 

8CCO\D'lt of how it might be possible to t reduce' entitlements to 

deserts on at least sc.e occasions. If we are successful, then 

we will be able to connect up this argument with the &rg\aent 

designed to shaw what is wrong with failing to treat people in 

accordance with their deserts. We should then have an &rg\IEnt 

running from (at least some) failures to treat people in 

accordance with their entitlements, to degradaticm. 

I want to suggest that to deny a person that tD which they are 

entitled (that is, have qualified under a rule) .ay be \D'ljust (in 

a non-rule-relative sense) because it may be ~t, at least 

under certain candi tions, to be to give expressian to a belief 

that the person denied deserves not to receive that to which they 

are entitled. It is l.Dljust to treat someone as if they deserve 

not to racei ve saoe good, if, in fact. they do not deserve not to 

receive the good. 

Let IDe illustrate. CDlsider the case of a cardidate who does 

well in a caupetitive entrance examination through good fortune. 

Now it _y be agreed on all sides that this candidate did not 

deserve to do well, nor to be allocated a place. But if an 

entrance examination is held, and this candidate is successful, 

then to deny a place to the candidate MY be thought DO langer to 

be simply to give expression to the belief that the candidate 

does not deserve a place - which would have been the cue had 
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there been no entrance ... ination and the candidate had been 
., 

refused entry - rut rather to ,ive expreaaion to the belief that 

the amdidate deservel not to receive a place. As we uw in our 

discussion of canpensation, it does not follow flUl the tact that 

A does not deserve x, that A deserves not to have x. To say that 

the amdidate does not deserve a place is to aay that, were the 

candidate not to be given a place, there would be no injustice; 

the candidate will not be treated al lackin, aoae .eri t

conferring attrib.tte which ia, in fact, posseaaed. (To say that 

the candidate does not deserve a place is to say that there il 

nothing, ceteris mribus, unjust about the candidate recei vine a 

place.) However, to aay that the candidate deaerve. not to 

receive a place i8 to say that it would be unjuat, ceteria 

mribus, if the candidate were to be offered a place. Now this 

latter claia - the claim that a candidate deserves not to receive 

a place - is a desert claim, and presuppoaea a desert baaia, that 

i. a merit, or in this case, demerit-canferring attribute. 

I want to CCDClude, then, with this auaeation that entitlements 

_y be reducible to deserts. I t is 1l!I&, I think, the cue that 

to be entitled ia to be deservinC. What aight be the case, I 

suaeat, ia that at least -.etu.. - and. perhape. t.hc.e tmea 

when we wiah to say that a rule-relatiVe injustice i. ~t in 

some non-rule-relative sense - to deny (with the requi.ite 

authori ty. of course) saaeane that to which they are entitled. i. 

to treat the peraao denied 88 if the,. deserve not to receiw that 

which they have q\aJ.ified for under the nal_. And if it i. not 

true that the7 'deeerve no~·. to treat ~ .. if ~ 'desel"Ye 
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not' -.y be said to be to fail to treat the person in accordance 

with their deserts. 

'lbe basic idea of this a.rglIDeIlt is that the existence of a rule 

renders acting contrary to that rule expressive of a belief which 

the action would not have given expression to had tJlere been DO 

rule. If a IBIl enters a church wearing a hat, such an action ~ 

be thought to give expression to a belief, which the action wauld 

not have been thought to give expression to, bad tJlere been DO 

rule that IDen are to remove their hats on entering churches. 

If we are denied sCllDething for which we have qualified we DlY. at 

least on some occasions, conclude we are being denied because it 

is thought (wrongly) that we deserve not to receive that for 

which we have qualified. Now I do not wish to suggest that rule

relative injustice can always be reduced to desert in this ~. 

It would seem that if the judge is understood to reject the rule, 

rather than to fan to judge in accordance with the rule ill 

particular case, then there will be no reason to suppose that in 

failing to apply the rule in any particular case, the Judge ia 

,i ving expression to a belief that the judged deserves not to 

receive that which he has qualified for under the ndes. 1bere 

is, clearly, IIILICh more to be said an this isaue. But I hope that 

I have at least done enough to show that it is not obvious that 

80ti tlementa caooot be reduced to deserts. 
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Chapter 6 Obligationa. Promises. Rea\lelta and Justice 

In this final chapter I propose to discuss the relationship 

between fulfilling an obligation (1) - in particular, the keeping 

of a promise or the compliance with a request - and justice. 

Failure to fulfil an obligation has, by m&nJ theorists, been 

considered lDljust. If this view is taken then these cases pose a 

problem for the account of justice I have given. How, it III&Y be 

asked, does failing to keep a pranise constitute treating one's 

pranisee as less than he is? How does failure to caapI,. with a 

request treat the requester as less than he is? Ibf can these 

actions be viewed as failing to treat anyone in accordance with 

their deserts? 

At the end of Chapter Four I indicated that there were two 

strategies available to the defender of justice as desert when 

faced with an alleged counter-example. a. strateQ we have 

deployed in Olapter Pi ve: the \D'lCOvering of indirect desert. 

'ftle other strateaY i. to deny that the alleged CO\D'lter-example ia 

indeed a case of in.jUltice. '!bus we MY deny that failure to 

fulfil our obligationa ia unjuat - thougb we aball not, 

preswaabl,., wish to deny that sucll failures are wrona acticna. 

I do indeed propose to argue that failure to keep a prcaiae ia 

--------~--- -----~------------~~-- ~ - .------~-~-~----

(1) An obliaation ia a relaticnahip which exiata between two 
parties .. a result of 8aDe prior cc .. dttinl actico. <kl the 
concept of obli,ationa aee RICHARDS (19'11), pp'l6-101; 
GAIJ'DI1ER (1963), pp174-91, LDIDf (1962) pp141-3; and BRANM' 
(1965) • 
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not unjust. My argument may be viewed in one of two ways 

depending upon how much the reader is willing to concede. It is, 

I claim, a fact that native Fnglish speakers without theories to 

defend do DQt use the tenn 'tmjust' in their criticism of those 

who fail to fulfil their obligations. My own view is, then, that 

whoever wishes to claim that failure to keep a promise is unjust 

faces an uphill struggle. 'Ibis evident reluctance en the part of 

ordinary users of the language has, in some way, to be accotmted 

for. 

Those readers who are willing to agree with me that failure to 

keep a promise is not unjust may view the 8CCOlUlt which follows 

as an explanation of why such failure is not tmjust. Q'l the 

other hand, those readers who are ~ willing to concede this 

point may read on to find arguments recommending that their 

practice of calling such acts unjust be revised. The same 

argument will be offered to fulfil these different functions. 

It may be asked - indeed the point has been ~t to me - why, if I 

do not believe failing to fulfil an obligation is an unjust act, 

I should discuss such obligations in a thesis on justice. I can 

only repeat what I said in O\apter <me. Firstly, it is a fact 

that nUlDel'OUS philosophers have claimed that failure to fulfil a 

praDise is tmjust. To ignore the subject would, therefore, be to 

risk the accosation of having ignored a set of obvious counter

examples. And secondly, it is not true that our understanding ot 

justice is advanced only by the study ot the concept of justice 

itself. One may leam about a cotmtry by understanding the wider 
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region in which it lies i one can understand a concept D)re fully 

by understanding its context, that is, by adding an appreciation 

of neighbouring concepts. Obligation, I claim, is such a 

neighbouring concept. 

Let me say at the outset that _y concern is only with the 

relationship between obligatians and non-role-relative justice. 

Clearly if there is a rule to be taken as given and I am denied, 

by saaeone wi til the reguisi te authority, that MUch I have been 

praaised I shall, of course, have been treated m.justly in the 

rule-relative sense. A judge in a civil case who fails to 

enforce a contract fails to ensure that the sueing party receives 

according to their entitlement. This, I take it, is 

\D'lCOIltentious. '!be issue is whether failure to keep a praaise is 

unjust in a non-rule-relative sense. 

I propose to conduct lIlY exploration by using, as -.y guide, the 

account of reasons for action developed in Q1apter 1bree. '!be 

reader will recall that I there suggested that we employ two 

conceptual systems in our practical reasoning: the value and the 

levels of beinl systems. In a sense then, the discussion we are 

about to undertake will conati tute a teat of whether the 

framework outlined in Chapter Three is an illUliinatin, one. 

Justice as fitness locates Justice within that fra.work ... 

wi thin the levels of being .,.u.. A . teat of the illtmMtinC 

capacity of the tra.work MJ' be expected to be • teat of the 

illl.Dinating capacity of parts of that '!be preunt 
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discussion may, therefore, be expected to test, not so much 
... 

whether justice as fitness is true or false, but whether it is 

illUllinating . 

Pranising is a practice which has received enormous attention 

from philosophers over the last few centuries. By contrast, the 

practice of making requests has received very little attention. 

'Ibe two practices are, I will argue. not entirely unrelated. I 

will discuss requesting in the final section. 
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G.t. Premises and Justice; Preliminaries 

In tllis chapter I propose to try to develop an account of why we 

should keep our praniaes. It will facilitate the developnent of 

that argument if a number of issues can be dealt with first. 

111is is the task which will occupy us in this first section. 

'ftlere has been IIICh discussion of M1ether the obligation to keep 

a promise can be &CCO\Dlted for by utilitariani_. (2) It would 

not be appropriate for me to try to review this literature here. 

For the purposes of orientation I will siaply outline my 

position. There are often utilitarian reasons for keepinl 

promises. But, it would sea. there are, or could be. prcaiaea 

which there are no utilitarian reasons to keep. However, this 

does DQ! show that there is anything wrong with utilitariani_ 

until it is shown that there is reason to keep such promises. It 

is indefensible to say simply that we should keep promiae. 

because 'a premise is a promise', or for no reason at all. What 

the utilitarian requires is a reason, and I do not see how this 

can be reaarded as an tmreasonable demand. 

---------------~-----------------------~---~---------------

(2) In ~ di~ion of praaising I have dI'8IID particularly on 
ATIYAH (1981), and FINNIS (1980), pp298-308. See alao 
FRIaLW> (1949), Olapter 7; MELDm (1956); HAMLYN (1961-2); 
~ (1962-3); GRICE (1967), a.pter 2; J. R. Searle, 
'How to deriw 'ought • fro. 'la' reprinted in II.JIB:W (1969). 
pp12o-a.: R. M. Hare. ''1be PraaiaiJC a.e'. reprinted in 
~ (1969), pp144-66; ~ (1971); McNEILLY (1912); 
CAMI!'ID ( 1912) : a..ARK ( 1912-3) ; UJCKE (1912-3) ; HANFLOO 
( 1914-5); IDUNS ( 1976); and ANSaJtBI (1981), papers 2 and 
10. 
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We may say that to .alee a promise is to place oneself under an 

obligation to act as one has promised. Now this is, of course, 

true. But the utilitarian is right to say that it has not yet 

been explained how promising gives rise to a reason for action. 

It is true that if one has an obligation, one has a reason for 

action. But it is a mistake to suppose that the obligation givel 

rille to the reason for action. 'Ibis is to put the cart before 

the horse: it is the reason for action which gives rise to the 

obligation. An obUgation signals that there is a reason for 

action, for one has an obligation only if one has a reason for 

action. But it does not make clear what the reason for action 

is. To suppose that a reason for action can derive fran an 

obligation - or for that matter, a right - leads to sterile and 

circular discussions. cne can put this point by saying that the 

terms 'obligation' and 'right' are elements of a conclusory 

language. ( 3 ) Conclusory tenns are fashioned for expressing 

conclusions - conclusions to such discussions as what is just. 

Talk of rights and obligations is appropriate in law, for there, 

there is an obvious point to expressing conclusions. But simply 

to give a conclusion when one has been asked to give a reason is 

to fail to engage in debate. Utilitarians are, in my view, 

justifiably JII1Btified and irritated by &rglIDents which mad with 

appeals to rights and obligations. 

It is not exactly helpful to say that one has a reason for action 

when one has premised 'because one has praaised'. Of course, if 

-----------~---------~----~----------------------------- --~ 

( 3 ) I borrow this teI'lll from FINNIS (1980), p211. 
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aile had not promised, then one "'QuId not have the reason for 

action which one does have because one has promised. But it is 

obvious that this is not an explanation of why one should keep 

promises. 

It would be bad tactics, I think, to try to argue that the reason 

one should keep a promise follows from the fact that there is 

(allegedly) a rule that promises should be kept. If we take this 

line we must explain what reason ,,~ have to keep the rule that 

promises should be kept. Now it seems plausible to suppose that 

the reason to keep this rule will derive, either from the nature 

of the particular rule, and hence from the nature of a promise, 

or from the nature of rules in general. If the fonner is the 

case, then it is difficult to see "nat will have been achieved by 

the introduction of talk of rules. The latter suggestion 

requires us to believe that the reason we should keep a promise, 

utili tarian considerations apart, derives from the nature of 

keeping rules in general. Now it may be that the existence of a 

rule that promises should be kept adds some reason for keeping 

promises, deri ving from the keeping of rules in general. But 

this seems less than satisfying. It is difficult to resist the 

temptation to believe that the rule exists because there is some 

reason to keep a promise, and not vice versa. 

I will assume that our intuitive idea of what it is to promise is 

adequate for our discussion. But it is important to note that 

there is a distinction between promising and indicating an 
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intention. (4) It may not always be clear whether someone has 

promised (or merely indicated an intention), since we often make 

promises by the use of such phrases as 'I will'. (And by such 

imperatives as 'Rely on me!') Nevertheless it is, I think, clear 

that to promise is not simply to indicate an intention: it is 

readily intelligible to say, for example: 'I intend to come to 

your party, but I am not pranising. ' 

It is worth noting that not all entities which can have 

intentions indicated to them can be promised. We can indicate 

our intentions to machines but we cannot make promises to 

machines. To be able to be promised, it is necessary to be able 

to trust or 'have faith'. And this might suggest that only a 

being with free will can be promised. (A machine might be 

dependent upon its programmer. But it cannot trust or lack faith 

in its programmer.) But an entity may be able to have an 

intention indicated to it if it is able to receive information. 

Thus I may indicate my intention to deposi t $100 next week to a 

bank's suitably programmed automated teller. But I cannot 

promise the machine that r "·ill do so. (If the machine were to 

ask me to promise then I would have to regard myself as promising 

the bank, or suspect the machine of having ideas above its 

station! ) 

It is not obvious that the utilitarian can cope with the fact 

---------------------------------------------------------------~-

(4) This distinction is discussed in ATIYAH (1981); see 
especially pp50-1 and pplOO-2. 



that we distinguish between promising and indicating an 
':" 

intention; it would seem that the utilitarian reasons for keeping 

our promises are also reasons to act in accordance with our 

expressed intentions. But if we give ourselves no additional 

reason to act by pranising, why do we promise? Why might we 

indicate an intention but decline to pranise? I do not mean to 

suggest that the utilitarian can offer no answer to this 

question. I.earl only to suggest that the question should be 

pressed. 

It is, no doubt, wrong to simply ignore (or fail to attach "the 

appropriate significance to) the interests of saaeone who is 

relying upon us to perform an acticm. 'Ibis will be 80 whether we 

have promised to perform the action, or whether we have only 

indicated our intention to perform the action, or indeed, even if 

we have done neither. If someone tells us, out of the blue, that 

they are relying upon us, then we ahould live due conaideration 

to their interests. ru. is becauses it i8 wrong, other thine-
being equal t to ignore someone' s interests. It is, obviously 

enough, wrong on utilitarian arounds. It _yalso be unjust: we 

_y araue that to ignore someone' 8 intereata ( ie fail to take 

treat the person aa if they have no 

intereata. or, perhaps, as if theT were being. incapable of 

having interests; and we IDIQ' hold (aa I suaested in the course 

of our discusaion of need) that an entity which baa, or i. able 

to have, intereata is .ore wort.hy than an entity which lacb. or 

i. mabIe to have, intereata. If una to 

ianore sOII8one'. intereat. i. unjust. (A siailar, thoulh 
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slightly.ore caaplex argument would presumably apply in the case 

of a failure to attach appropriate significance to saneone's 

interests. ) 

Arguments along these lines provide reasons for (at least 

sometimes) keeping promises. But they are not, of course. the 

kind of reasons we are interested in. 'lbey are IRlCh too general. 

What we wish to mow is whether there are any reaSons to keep 

premises per. see Of course, there will be contingent reasons of 

various sorts to keep at least some promises. But are there any 

reasons to keep pranises which arise out of the very nature of a 

promise? 

I f there are to be reasons to keep pranises per se, and if the 

account of reasons for actions given in Chapter Three is 

accepted, then there are two possibilities in addition to 

utili tarian and rule-relative considerations. Firstly, there is 

the possibility that by failing to keep a promise we treat aame 

being as less than they are. ('Ibis would, on the view that 

justice is to be lD'lderstood in terms of fitness, be necessary if 

failing to keep a promise were to be unjust.) Secondly, there i. 

the view that failing to keep a promise degrades, this is, makes 

some being less than it would otherwise have been. I propose to 
." II 

investigate these two possibilities in the next two sections. I 

begin with the possibility that tailing to keep a promise 

involves treating some being as less than they are. 
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6.2. ers-i sea and Justice 

If we fail to keep a prcaise without good reasons. do we thereby 

treat the person proaised as less than they are in sa. way? Ql 

the face of it this looks implausible. If to fail to keep a 

praBise is no IDOre than to treat the person praaised as if they 

had not been praaised. then it appears that we can do no IDOre 

than treat our ptUlisees as other than they are: to be promised 

does not make one more worthy than one would have been if one had 

not been praaised. 

1bere is. however I another consideration. I suggested in the 

previous section that to be capehle of being praaised. it ia 

necessary to be able to trust and so forth. It i8, I suspect. 

necessary to have free will. Now it is, of course, widely held 

that beings which possess free will are higher. more wortbJ. than 

those which lack free will. If it were the case. then. that if 

by failing to regard a prca1se as a reason for action we were to 

be treating the praadsee. not as having been praalaeci, bit as 

unable to be prcmsed, then failing to regard a prcmse as a 

reason for action Ilight be unjust (on the justice as fitness 

account) • 

But ia this possible? Wh7 should we rep.rd the llhOr1nI of a 

promise as any .,re than trea.tirC the praliaee as unpraaiaed? 

Why should we go on to .-lee the further claia that such action 

amounts to treat.ent. not merely aa unpromised. but aa 

unpraDisable? What can be said in favour of this further claim? 
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Unless we actually deny that __ t we said amotUlted to a praUse, 

we must concede that all that was necessary for there to have 

been a promise is t as it were, in place. I f all the extemal. 

signs are there, and we still treat the promisee as lmPraaised, 

are we not treating the praaisee as l.Ulpromisable? 

Notwithstanding this line of argum~nt, the imputation of 

unpromisabili ty to the (would-be) promisee is not made. It is 

not made, I think, because the praaisor, having promised the 

promisee, has already treated the proorlsee as promisable. This 

is, I think, sufficient to head off any tendency to view the 

promisor's later conduct as giving expression to the view that 

the promisee is unpromisable. 

I have suggested that, if a person is not thought to be made IDOre 

worthy by being promised, then it cannot be unjust (on the 

justice as fitness account) to treat a premised person as if they 

had not been praaised. Now this argument is, of course, invalid. 

To rely on this argument is to overlook the possibility ot 

indirect desert. 

It does not follow, from the fact that a characteristic or 

feature does not confer merit, that people do not deserve to be 

treated in accordance wi til their possession of, or lack of. this 

feature. All that follows (ass\llli.ng the desert-merit hypothesis 

holds) is that this (non-merit-conferring) feature cannot i.tsel.f 

fW'lCtion as a desert basis, and hence people cannot be said to 
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deserve sa.e for. of treat.ent directly on the basis of the 

possession of the feature or characteriitic in question. It 

remains possible, however, that there exists some characteristic, 

X, such that, characteristic X is merit-conferring, and to treat 

someone as possessing X, it is necessary to treat them as they 

have been promised. 

I am inclined to think. however, that it is implausible to 

suppose that such a characteristic exists in the case of 

promising. A pralise is held to provide a reason for action only 

for the person who has made the praaise; the fact that you have 

been pranised a football by a third party does not, in itself. 

provide me with any reason to supply you with a football. 'Ibis 

may not defeat the p)Ssibility of indirect desert. But it is far 

fran easy to imagine how an argument developed along sucll linea 

will be able to &CCO\D'lt for the fact that the promisor has a 

reason for action. b.tt third parties do not. 

I am inclined to believe that it is not possible to araue that 

failing to keep a promise is (in a non-rule-relative sense) 

unjuat. I also believe that this is not a point against justice 

as fitness, b.tt rather a point in its favour. For, as I have 

said. nati ve English speakers uninfluenced by theoriea do Dmi: 

call failing to keep a promise Wljust. 'lbey say, of COUl'M. that 

it is wrong, iDIDoral or sc:.ethina that cne should not do. art. 

they do not say that it is \l'L1yat. ~ eachewal of '-"-t t and 

'unjust' in this cantext ia a fact which we need to take into 

account, and which Deeds to be accounted for. It milht be araued 
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that failing to:, keep a pranise iJ unjust, and that people who 

fail to talk in this way are failing to draw distinctions in the 

best places. But if so, that must be argued. I see no reason to 

attempt to develop such an argument. 

I have attempted to cast doubt on the claim that it is unjust to 

fail to keep a promise - at least in a non-rule-relative sense. 

But I am not suggesting that promising and justice are unrelated. 

It is not failing to keep a pranise which is, per set ceteril 

paribJs at least, unjust, rut rather refusing to believe that 

(given a reasonably noma! course of events) the pranisor will 

fulfil his promise which may be tmjust. To so refuse to believe 

is of course, unjust only if the promisor is, in fact, 

trustworthy. (Such a refusal of belief may. rut need not, isSUe 

in an unwillingness to place oneself at risk with respect to the 

promised action. And an unwillingness to place oneself at risk 

with respect to the pranise (that is, depend on) may, but need 

not, give expression to an unwillingness to believe. I may be 

unwilling to depend on you for reasons other than lack of trust; 

I may, for instance, have a fetish about self-sufficiency.) 

'!be injustice of treating a trustworthy person as lD'ltrustworthy 

is, of course, readily intelligible in terE of the justice as 

fitness approach. It is lIlY example of a transparent use of 

, justice'. And this is, of course, a situation in which native 

English speakers would not besi tate to use the tel'lD ' unjust' • 

Talk of justice here is intelligible if (bit pretU8bly only if) 
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we are willing to regard being trustworthy as a virtue. As, of 

course, we are. 

My priMrY concern is to exhibit the relationship between, on the 

one hand, just and unjust treatment, and on the other, merit-

conferring characteristics, or virtues. I do not, therefore, 

need to argue, or even to claim, that tnultWOrthineBa iJl indeed a 

virtue. Nevertheless I should like to hazard a few remarks upon 

trustworthiness, and such closely related virtues as 

dependability, reliability, faithfulness and integrity. Why are 

these virtues? 

'lbe central imaCe - we are back wi th me~rs again - employed 

by these concepts is one of a solid entity, of definite shape and 

high density, unchanging over time. (These are the 

characteristics possessed by, say, a billard ball or a diamond -

and lacked by a cloud.) To be dependable i. to be 'hangable 

from' - the term being etymologically related to suspend, 

pendul\ID, pendant and pendulous. We speak of a reliable peraon 

as one who does not let people down, who may support others, be 

supporti ve. A person of integri ty does not disintegrate, fall 

apart, when relied upon. All these uses are figurative, 

borrowing the idea. of a solid phyaical object, an object which 

can be hlUll fran and stood on, and will not collapse. A ,ood 

walking stick, a tn.ty staff. is dependable and able to aupport; 

it is solid, not flbDsy. 

Closely related virtues are constancy or ccnaia1:anc7. of not 
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being changeable, capricious or fickle. Only if one has 

constancy can one be trusted, relied upon, over time. 'We'll 

support you ever IOOre' sing the supporters on the terraces; Jesus 

calls Peter a rock; solidity and continuity are readily 

associated. But why are they virtues? 

No doubt that which is solid and stable over time is useful for 

achieving many and various purposes. But are these virtues. 

virtues only because they are useful? No doubt supportive 

spouses and 'the party faithful' have their uses J rut are they 

only admired because they are useful? (Utilitarianism, as is 

well-know, has problems with these virtues: it is far fran clear 

how utilitarianism can avoid undercutting these (useful) 

qualities. ()}e can trust a utilitarian to be a utilitarian. But 

it is not easy to see that 'trust' is doing any work here.) 

I want to suggest that the virtues of being reliable, 

trustworthy, faithful, constant, dependable, possessing 

integrity, and so on, might be -.de sense of by reference to the 

notion of identity. (5) If ~ consider the iMge latent in these 

virtues, that is, an image of a steady, solid, substantial object 

(in contrast to something airy, nebulous, insubstantial, liable 

to disintegrate, changeable) it seeas plausible to suppose that 

---------------------------------------------~--~------------~ 

(5) A different argtDent might start fraa the claim that what is 
dependant (for its continued existence) on something is 
lesser than what depends on nothin. for its continued 
existence. See Norman Malcol.'s discussion of Anselm's 
Q1tological Argument in HICK (1964), especially pp53-4. 
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the (separate) identity - and, indeed, the reality - of such 
~ 

objects is less in question. When we individuate Ule world we 

are, no doubt, able to divide up reali ty in a n\lllber of di fferent 

ways. But if we find that one part of what there is is solid, 

well-integrated, and enclosed within a definable bow1dary where 

sharply contrasting medillDS meet, then it is easy, it would seal, 

to regard such a 'part of what there is' as a separate t.hing, .. 

an individual entity. We are also likely to reprd such an 

entity as being IIOre real, more substantial. As we .ave around, 

such objects impede us, offer resistance. Now perhaps it is not 

too far-fetched to suppose that these aspects of the IletaPlor are 

also transferred. '!he Ell of integrity, who is worthy of our 

trust, and offers resistance, is said to be a Iml of subatance, • 

real man. (He -.y, of course, alao be described as stubbom, 

iDDovable, inflexible, and obdurate (cf. durable) - a bard 1811.) 

Do we admire those who possess these characteristics because they 

seem to be more real, to partake, to a areater de,ree, of 

actuality? D. H. Lawrence, in his bitter poeIIl 'How Beaatly the 

Bourgeois is', suggests that the bourgeois lacka substance, aoes 

'soggy' when 'confronted with ••• a new life demand.' 

Touch hill, and you'll find he'. all gone inside 
just like an old JaJahroaD, all WOI'II)' inaide, and hollow 
under a ~th akin and an uprilht appearance • 

• • • 

Standing in their thousands, ~ appearances, in damp 
England 
what a pity they can't all be kicked over 
like sickeni.na toadstools, ••• (6) 

--------------- . ---------------,----------------~-.------ -~-~ 
(6) 'How Beastly the Bourgeoia ia' in UWRfHZ (1950), ppI37-8. 
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Notice how Lawrence uses 'appear~nces', suggesting that the 

bourgeois springs up overnight, as it were, but also questioning 

their reali ty. 

In the case of constancy, we might again make sense of this 

virtue in terms of identity and reality. That which exists 

unchanging over tilDe seems to have a greater claim to be regarded 

as a thing, as &aDething, when we indi viduate. A man 1dlo is 

constantly changing his coomi tments, beliefs, allegiances and so 

on might be likened to a series of ephemera; he is not SOlIe firm 

point of reference in a changing world, rut rather subnerged in 

that changing world. 

'Ibis 8CCOlUlt is, perhaps, contentious and what I have said, of 

course, 8IDO\Dlts to no more than a suggestion as to the direction 

in which the matter might be investigated further. But I shall 

not attempt to pursue this topic here, for, as I have said, 117 

thesis does not rely upon explicating the virtues. For my 

p.u-poses, it is enough to claim that if one believes that to 

treat the reliable as if they were \U1reliable is lD'ljust, Jibm one 

is thereby ca.itted to the view that reliability bestows merit. 

Finally, in this section, I would like to say a few words on the 

question of whether failing to keep a pranise is unjust in a 

rule-relative sense. I have already noted that I believe moat 

people would be reluctant to describe failing to keep a Pl'GDiae 

as tmjuat, even when they believe it i8 scaething one should not 
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do. It would seem, then, that there is a reluctance to regard 
, 

failing to keep a pranise as lU'ljust in any sense - including the 

rule-relative sense. If there were a law that promises must be 

kept, then a judge who misjudged a case and treated a promised 

person as if they had. not been praaised might be said to be 

acting lU'ljustly, in a rule-relati ve sense. And, we should, I 

think, not hesitate to speak of injustice in this context. How, 

then, are we to account for our reluctance to describe tailing to 

keep our promises as lU'ljust - even in a rule-relative sense? 

'lbere is, I think, no question that we BlSt allow that a rule 

that promises should be kept is thought to exist. We are, I take 

it, not reluctant to say that the praaisee is entitled to that 

which has been promised. Does the person who tails to keep a 

promise lack the necessary authori ty to judge whether the 

pranisee has qualified \D'lder the rule? As regards 'moral rules', 

authority to Judge is not, I think, rule-governed. If the 

account of non-rule-govemed authority to Judge developed in 

Olapter 'Ibree is sound, it is di ffieu! t to see how there can be 

thought to be a lack of the necessary authority. Gi ven their 

vested interests, it would be unwise to allow a promisor to serve 

on a Jury to determine whether the (alleged) prcadsee had indeed 

been premised. But this is not, surely, a reason to regard the 

pruUsee as not competent 80 to serve. (Having a vested interest 

does not preclude one fran acting tmjustly!) 

I suspect that the answer to this question aust lie in the 

following direction. Althoulh, when we fail to keep a prcai_. 
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we may be treating the promisee as if they had not been promised, 

that is, acting as we would have acted had we believed the 

promisee had not been promised, when we fail to treat our own 

promisees as if they had not been prauised, this is (at least 

normally) not regarded as evidence that we believe that the 

promisee has not been promised. If I explicitly and stemly 

pranise to CeDe to your party and fail to arrive, your first 

thought is Wllikely to be that I do not believe you have been 

promised. A quite different thought will cross your mind. By 

contrast, a sincere judge who treats a promisee as unpromised may 

very well, provided there is no countervailing evidence, be 

thought to believe that the would-be praDisor bas not promised. 

Our reluctance to call failing to keep a promise unjust, if 

indeed we are so reluctant, might be thought to lend some support 

to that part of justice as fitness which suggests .that justice is 

intimately related to the expression of a belief. Where the 

relevant ( false) belief cannot plausibly to impJted, we seem 

reluctant to employ the notion of justice. 
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6.3. WhY PtaDises Sbould be Kept 

Why, then. should premises be kept? What reason do we have to 

act in the manner we have promised, which we do not have. if we 

have not promised? I have suggested that uti li tariani_ cannot 

provide an adequate acCOWlt of the obligation to keep a promise. 

I have also suggested that, leavina aside the possibility of 

rule-relative injustice, it is not unjust to fail to keep a 

promise. If these two claiE are sound, and if the t)'l)OlOl7 of 

reasons for action sketched in Chapter Three is cOlent and 

canplete, and if there is indeed a distinctive reason for action 

generated by a promise, there would appear to be only one 

possibility remaining: the reason, or reascms, for action to 

which a promise, by its very nature, gives rise are of the 

'raising' and ' lowering' type associated with the levels of beinl 

system. 'Ibis set of reasons for action arises fran the belief 

that we should not make a being less worthy, leas .ritable, than 

it was, and otherwise might have been; we should not lower, 

degrade t debase beings. '!be theory I have developed so far, 

then, appears to suggest that the distinctive reason to keep a 

promise - if there i8 one - is that to prcaiae Md to fail to 

keep a PIUdse is, ceteris paribus at least, to debase t to lower, 

to degrade. 

At first sight there appears to be an obvi0\8 reuan to believe 

that to fail to keep a praalse debases: br 8UCh acticn the 

promisor debeses hiaself. (7) To make a prcm_. and to then act ----_ ... ----- --.- ----------------..-,-.. ~----------.----------,--------
(7) Sidpick (SIDGWICX (1981), p224) suggest. that a I8Il M¥ be 

moved to speak truly by: 

••• the sense of the dearadaticn ot tal8ehood, ••• 
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as if one had no reason to act in accordance wi th the promi se 

(arising from the fact that one has promised) is to be Wlworthy 

of trust. If we believe that being trustworthy (faithful, 

reliable) is a virtue, and if we believe that to make a promise 

and then to ignore the fact that one has promised ( that is, to 

fail to regard onesel f as having an additional reason to act 

generated by the very nature of the promise) is to render oneself 

unworthy of trust, then to fail to keep a promise is to debase 

oneself. 'Ibus one has reason to keep the promise in order to 

avoid debasing oneself. 

But now consider the following &.rg\.IDellt. It has been suggested 

that by failing to keep a pranise 1IIe debase ourselves by making 

ourselves mltrustworthy and \BU'eliable. But consider the case 

where we do not pranse, but do indicate an intention to perform 

some particular act. If we do not perfonn the act, do we not 

thereby make ourselves unreliable? And if so, do we not thereby 

debase ourselves? If this is so, then is it not the case that, 

as far as self-debasement is concerned, we have no more (though, 

of course, no less) reason to keep a pranise than to act in a 

manner in which we have indicated an intention to act? 

I am inclined to think that there is at least sc.ething in this 

argument, and if so, it would seem that we must look elsewhere if 

we are to make sense of the distinction we draw between .ting a 

promise and indicating an intentioo. But let me sketch bow it 

might be possible to develop a counter-&rg\.IDeDt &cainst this 

argument. 
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Suppose I indicate that I intend to act in a particular way, but 

fai I so to act when I could. There are, of course, many 

different kinds of reason why one aigbt 80 fail to act, but let 

me mention just three. Firstly, one Ilight have a change of 

belief about 'the world' - one Iligbt change one'. beliefs about 

what is and is not the case, in sc.e sense. Seconclly, one JDight 

have a change in one's fundamental beliefs about how one abould 

act, what things are important, and 80 on. nrlrdly. one might 

have a failure of will. (Of course we are often unsure how we 

are going to act, and. as a result, are only willin8 to ofter 

predictions in conditional or probabilistic form. As reaarda the 

tormer, if the antecedent conditions are not met, then, of 

course, we cannot act in a manner contrary to our prediction. 

Probabilistic predictions can only be criticized over a long 

run. ) 

Suppose I tail to act as I have indicated an int.entian to act, an 

accow'\t of the fact that I have, in the meantt.e, chanaed 111' 

beliefs - I change lIlY aind on 8CIIIIe relevant point. Do I t by 

failinl to act in accordance with the intention indicated I .-Ice 

IIJS8lf leu reliable? Perhaps it can be argued that 1 do not. 

It MY be adai tted that ~. P.e:t'lKln who changes their belief. i., in 

general, 1_ reliable than a person who does not. ('!bey are 

also, perbapa, .ore stubbom and inflexible.) It M7 alao be 

adlaitted that by failinl to act in accordance with an expreaaed 

intention, I provide evideDce of 117 unreliabilit~. But, it aigbt 
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be argued, a person's unreliability is in part a function of 
... 

their having changed their mind, and this fact is not undermined 

simply by a person continuing to act as if they had not changed 

their mind. If so, then perhaps I do not make myself IDOre 

unreliable by failing to act in accordance with an expressed 

intention because, gi ven that I have changed my mind, I do not 

make myself less unreliable by acting in accordance with my 

expressed intention. 1be intuitive idea here is something like 

this: if I act in accordance with an intention I have indicated, 

the reasons for which action I have abandoned, am I not 

preserving a facade of continuity to cover my underlying change? 

(he the one hand one might reply that a facade of continuity is 

better, as regards reliability, than no continuity at all. But 

on the other. it is less than clear how reliable one should 

regard a person who is willing to continue to act in a manner 

they no longer believe in - perhaps only for the sake of 

appearances. 'n1ere is, obviously enough, a great deal more to be 

said about such a case, and clearly there are important 

distinctions to draw. But I cannot pursue them here. Let me 

sillply conclude by saying that, perhaps, in failing to act in 

accordance with an indicated intention, I do not make myself more 

\D'U'eliable than I would be, were I not to fail so to act because, 

given the circumstances, I do not make myself less \D'lreliable by 

continuing to act as I have indicated an intention to do. 

But might not this &rglDent be applied in the case where I have 

not (merely) indicated an intention, but praDised? I think not. 

To fail to act in accordance with an indicated intention is jjg 
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give evidence that one lacks constancy, and hence to give 

evidence that one is \.D'lreliable. But we ought not, I think. to 

say that to fail to keep a pranise (unless one has adequate 

reason not to do so) is to give evidence that one is 

tmtrustworthy. and. therefore \Ull"eliable. Surely. to fail to 

keep a promise (in the appropriate circumstances) is to ~ 

tmtrustworthy and lUlreliable. (Siailarly, a person Wo suffers a 

failure of will does not merely give evidence that they are weak

willed. To suffer failures of will is to be weak-willed.) If 

this point is sound, then it seems plausible to say that a person 

who (without adequate reason. at least) fail. to keep a proadse 

therebY makes himself tmreliable, and therebY debases hiMelf. 

But a person who fails to act in accordance with an indicated 

intention does not thereby debase hiDBelf. 

Does a person debase himslf by changing his mind? It seems at 

least open to question whether changing one'. mind ia acmethina 

one d,Qg, rather than something which happens to one. But a 

person prone to conatantly changing his mind is widely thought to 

be, in ~, less wort'.hy. (Olanging one'. aind ia. of 

course, said to be a wcman'. pri vileae - which sua-ta that it 

is not something to be admired!) 'lhis is not (1UCb of) an 

argument for tmDl to avoid finding one's Ilind beiDI changed 

(say, by restricting one'. reading to thoae with whoa one 

agrees), but rather an &rg\IDent for t.rying to avoid baviol a aind 

which needs chancinc in the firat place. But DO doubt thia, too, 

alight be leas than an unqualified virtue. 
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Finally, what of failing to act as one has indicated an intention 

to do, through a failure of will? Is so to act thereby to lower 

oneself? '!his seems doubtful since a genuine faHure of will 

would appear to be something which happens to one, rather than 

sanething which one does. 1hough, of course, to ~ cowardly is 

held to be less worthy. 

It is at least arguable, then, that the avoidance of self

abasement gives rise to a distinctive reason to keep promises. 

But it would be bizarre to suppose that such a reason is the only 

or distinctive reasa'l for keeping a pranise. If saneone fails to 

keep a promise. they are. of course, more likely to be criticized 

for what they have done to their promisee than to themselves. 

People who fail to keep promises are said to wrong their 

pranisee. How is this possible? 

As I have said, if the theory being developed here is sound. we 

should expect failing to keep a promise to involve lowering. And 

we would expect this lowering to be. not only of the promisor. 

but of the promisee. How is the promisee debased by being 

praaised, and the premise not being kept? 

'Ibe answer is, I think. fairly clear. If I praDise you that I 

will perfol'8l some particular action, and if you believe me 

trustworthy. and believe that I will perfor. the action in 

question, then if I do not perform the action (in those 

circumstances in which you believe I will perfolW the &etian), b)r 
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my failure to act I make false your belief. ~ result of this 

series of events (and non-event) is that you have beUeved a 

falsehood. A person who (too readily) believes falsehoods is 

COIJIIIOllly referred to as a fool. .W if the particular chain of 

events I have outlined occured, then you very well Ilight aay that 

you had been 'made a fool of'. 

Let us belin by noting that you would aay that you had been 18k 

a fool of. You would not say that you bad been treated as a 

fool. Of course, we do often complain of being treated as fools, 

which, if we are not foola, is (if wisdom is a virtue) \mjuat. 

But in the circumstances with which we are here concemed. we are 

willing to admit that we ram fools or, at least, that we have 

become fools, have been made fools of. We complain, then, that 

we have been lowered, debased, made into a fool. 

1be second point to be Dade ia that, as I have already iaplied, 

we can only complain of having been lowered by having ccme to 

believe something which is false if we regard a tendency to 

believe falsehoods as a demerit. Alain. we do not need to artue 

that to be a tool is indeed to be lowered i the contingent claia 

that 'if we regard being .-de a fool of as being lowered, then we 

are able to say that to tail to keep a promise (in the 

appropriate circumstances) ia to debase the ptUdaee' is enou8h. 

(I do not, of course, wish to den7 that it i. possible to ~ 

that the praaiaee i. debased in -.e other wq.) Pem&p. ... 

regard wisdal as a virtue and foolbhnesa as a vice at 1_t in 
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part because we regard the wise as more free (more rational) than 
':' 

the foolish. And we believe that what is free is higher, has 

more dignity, than what is unfree. We resent being treated as 

. unfree, and we feel our dignity threatened by 'creeping' 

determinism. 

'Ihirdly, we are not, of course, made a fool of if we do not trust 

the promisor, if we do not believe that (in the relevant 

circumstances) he will perform the action he has pranised. It 

appears to follow, therefore, that if the promisee does not 

believe that the promisor will perform the action Pranised, then 

the prcmisor does not have :tb.i§ particular reason to keep the 

promise - he will not degrade his pranisee by failing to keep the 

promise. (There are, as it has been said, JDaIly and· various 

reasons to keep promises: the preservation of the pranisor' s 

dignity, as well as utilitarian type reasons. It is not 

necessarily the case, therefore, tllat one has no reason to keep a 

praoise when one's promisee has not trusted one.) Now one way to 

put this point is to say that, if the praoisee does not rely upon 

the promise, the promisor does not have this 'avoidance of 

promisee debasement' reason to keep the promise. But if we PUt 

the point this way, we must be careful to avoid ms\mderstanding. 

It is necessary to be clear what is understood by the te~ 

'rely' • 

It seeas to be saoetimes assumed that a person can be said to 

have relied upon a promise only if he has placed himself 

_terially at risk with regard to the action praaiaed, that is. 
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if he stands to be financially affected by whether or not the 

promised action is performed. Notice first that one can rely (in 

this sense) upon a promise without trusting the promisor. One 

can choose to place oneself I18terially at risk without holding a 

belief that the promised action will be perfor.d. Indeed a 

promisee I18Y place himself at risk of loss if a pnaiaed action 

is not perfonHd, and believe that the actioD will not be 

perfonlled. Now mere material reliance, that ia, placing oneself 

at financial riak, does not give rise to the reason for action 

which we are presently considering. ( It may, of course, Ii ve 

rise to other reasons why the proaaisor should keep hi. promise.) 

But as Ions as we do not interpret rely to mean _terially rely 

( ie risk financial loss), we may say that it ia the case that 

reliance is necessary if the reason for action we are presently 

discussing i. to operate. 'Ibe reason for this is simple: to 

believe the praaisor will keep the praDise is ipso facto to rely 

upon the promise, for if the proaise is not kept in these 

circ1.lDStances. then the prc:.isee is .ade a fool of. 

Belief in the promise is enough to place the praaisee at risk. 

It _y, of course. be that in law cnly material reliance 1s taken 

to be reliance. (It so, then the situation would __ to be 

caaparable with the case of insurance where _in, a material 

insurable interest is necessary if one is to be able to enter 

into an insurance contract.) But the fact that the narHlaterial 

risk ot being ... a tool -.y be ianored in law is, ot COUI'IIe. 

no reason tor us to overlook the risk, and the consequent 
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automatic reliance which is generated by trust. 

I have suggested that one reason for a promisor to keep a 

promise, assuming that the promisee has believed that the 

pranisor will (given the appropriate circumstances) perform the 

action promised, is to avoid making a fool of the promisee, and 

thereby degrading him. But, we must now consider, does not the 

same reason for action arise when a person indicates an intention 

to act in a particular way, and the person to whom the intention 

is indicated, believes that the action will be perfoi'med? If I 

say that I intend to come to your party taoorrow night, but 

decline to promise, do I still make a fool of you if&you believe 

that I will cane, and I do not caoe? -!~ .. 

'." 

Let us begin by noting that in such a case, the perWon to whom 

the intention is indicated does indeed come to:: believe a 

falsehood, namely, that the person indicating an intention will 

act as he has indicated an intention to act. He is, then, a fool 

- in the sense in which this term is being used. But it does not 

follow that be has been ~ a fool by the person indicating an 

intention. It I say that I intend to come to your party, 8lki YOU 

believe I will calle, and I do not. it -.y well be that I have not 

made a tool of you, but that you have made a fool :of yourself. 

But if you said that I had made a fool of you, the1'l(. perhaps YOu 

would have in mind one of the following: that I had decided not 

to cane in order to make you believe a falsehood; or that I had 

actually praaised to caDet or that I had never intel1decl to caae 

and hence was deceiving you when I indicated to you that I had an 
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intention to come. Now the first case is one where I have :' 

deliberately set out to try to make you believe a falsehood. In 

such a case, it would be appropriate to say that I had made a 

fool of you since it would seem that I have the intention of 

ensuring that you believe what is false. But leaving this case 

aside, it would seem that in order to be said to have -.de a fool 

of you, I must have praaised or deceived you as to 1117 intentions. 

But, why should we say in these cases that I have .-de a fool of 

you? Why is it that it is r who make a fool of you when r fail 

to carry out what r promise? Why should we say this, rather than 

that you have made a fool of yourself? And why is the situation 

similar in the case of deceit or lying? 

Let us take stock. If you believe that I will regard -.y praaiae 

to you as giving rise to a reason for action, when in fact I do 

not, then you believe a falsehood, and might be called a fool. 

But may we go OIl from this claiJD, and claim further that it i. I 

who make you a fool - by which. I take it, we man that it i. I 

who am responsible for J'OU having becaDe a fool? And if 80, why? 

It is. I think, easy to go wrong at this point. It is easy to 

suppose that the promisor laY be said to we the ptUdaee a fool 

because what the praai.see believes lies wi thin the p:JIWer of the 

pranisor to make true. Now this will not do. 'lbe fact that I 

gzuld make your beliefs true. that is. it ia in .., power to do 

SO, i8 hardly a sufficient ccndi.tion tor reaponaibilit7. We do 

not believe (and, I auaeat, riahtly so) that we have 8D7 aeneral 
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duty to try to .ake true as many of people's beliefs as we are 
~ 

able to. (Your belief that I will not' complete this thesis on 

time does not give me a reason not to complete this thesis on 

time. ) And even ~ f there were such a general duty, this would 

hardly indicated that there is a reason arising out of the 

pranise. 1be (alleged) reason for action would exist whether 

there had been a praaise or not. 

If it is not the fact that the promisor could make the Promisee's 

belief true which gives rise to the promisor's responsibility for 

the promisee holding a false belief, is it s~ly the fact that 

the praaisor has Jade the promise and thereby led the promisee to 

hold the belief? (Had the promisor not pranised, the pranisee 

would not have caoe to the belief.) 

It would seem that this solution will not work either. Let us 

note that we distinguish between making a promise about our 

future actions, and making a prediction about our future action. 

You may predict that you will come to Hong Kong next year, while 

expressly denying that you are pranising to do so. Indeed I see 

no reason to suppose that one cannot predict that one will 

(intenticnal.ly) perfonl SaDe action while, at the ti.Jle of the 

preciictiCD, having the intention not to do so. I may fear - on 

the basis of the life-patterns of others - that in later life I 

will beccae an enthusiastic supporter of the Qmservative PartY. 

And I may, in IDCIDeI'lts of disenchantment with myael f, Predict that 

this will occur. But I do not, of course, intend this to happen, 

nor do I praDise that it will. 
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If we predict, but decline to praaise, then we may be under some 

duty to act as we have predicted. But we do not believe that, if 

we only predict, we are under (anything like) the obligation we 

are under if we pranise. To break a promise (for no good reason) 

which has been believed is to make a fool of the promisee. If 

the person to whom one makes a prediction, a 'predictee', 

believes the prediction, and the prediction turns out to be 

false, then the responsibility for the predictee's false belief 

falls on the predictee. Or, at least, largely so. The point is 

that there 11 a distinction to be drawn bet~ predictins and 

praDising, and that this difference is, at least in part, the 

fact that a promisor has, we suppose. sc.e reason to keep a 

praDise which a predictor does not have for asking the prediction 

cane true. 

To sl.lDlrize. It appears to be held that responaibiltiy for the 

pranisee's false belief (and hence degradation) falls on the 

shoulders of the promisor. But this fact is not (fully) 

explained by the fact that the prcaisor has it wi thin his power 

to D8ke the praaisee's belief tnJe. nor by the mere fact that, 

had the promisor not acted as he has. ie had he not promised, the 

pranisee would not have held a false belief. 'lbese condi tiona 

are satisfied, not only in the case of (at least acaae) pram_. 
but also in the case of (at least soae) predictions and 

expressions of intention. And in those c.ses the s.ae 

responsibility does D2t fallon the shoulders of the person 
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making the prediction or indicat.ing the intent.ion. So how does a 

promise differ fran a prediction? How does mking a pranise live 

rise to a reason for action which merely predicting does not? 

I want to suggest that the crucial element ih the case of 

promising is the fact that.. as we have seen. if the Pranisee 

fails to believe that the praaisor will act 88 he has Praaiaed 

(in the absence of adequate reason for not doing so). the 

promisee risks doing the praaisor an injustice: a person treated 

as untrustworthy. when they are. in fact. trustworthy. is done an 

injustice. To be pranised is, therefore, to find oneself in 

something of a dilemma. To believe that the promisor will 

perfonn the action pranised is to risk being made a fool of if 

the action is not performed. But not to believe that the 

promisor will perform the action promised is to risk doing the 

Promisor an inJ'ustice if the action is, or would have bee n. 

perfonned. We can set this situation out in a diagram, 

A promises B that A will do X: 

A does/would have 
performed X 

A does not/would not 
have perfo~ X 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
B believes 
A will do X 

B treats A justly; 
B does not become 
a fool 

B becomes a fool 

--------------------------------------------------------~------~-
B does not believe 
A will do X 

B does A an in
justice 

B does not treat A 
unjustly; 
B does not becaDe a 
fool 

It would seem that once A promises B there is no way that B can 

avoid being at risk. at risk of being unjust or being made a fool 
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of. 1he' outcome' is dependent upon whether A does, or would 

have, performed the promised action, and this B cannot control. 

(B might ~ A to do what he has promised. But this does not 

make B less of a fool for having believed, if he has believed, 

that A would perform the pranised action without being forced.) 

Nor, it would seem, can B avoid taking any risk by suspending 

judgement, by neither believing that A will perfonl the action, 

nor believing that he will not. At least this is 80 it we 

beleive that declining to believe that a (trustworthy) person 

will perform a promised action as pranised is to do that person 

an injustice. B cannot avoid risk by merely pretending (that is, 

acting as if) he believes that A will perforll the premised 

action. If B fails to believe A will perforll the pro.ised 

action, and A is, in fact, trustworthy, then B does A an 

injustice merely by not believing that A will act as promised. 

Finally, let us note bow difficult it is to know whether .. rene 

is to be trusted. To be trustwort.by is perhaps aillply to be a 

person who will regard a promise as giving rise to a 

(significant) reason for action, a person who can be truateci not 

to go and .-Ite a fool of 8CIIeCIIle. This ia rarely saaethirC of 

which ale can be (rationally) certain. 

How does this help? Why should the fact that the praniaee ia at 

risk of doing the promisor an injustice transfer the 

responsibility tor the praaiaee beo-Jnc a fool (it be believes) 

to the prcmdaor? MiCht it be &rIUed that reapon8ibility tor hal'Il 
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presupposes fault of some kind? If so, then the fact that the 

promisee must (on pain of riskins doing the promisor an 

injustice) trust the promisor is, perhaps, sufficient to show 

that the pranisee is not at fault if ·he believes the promisor, 

and hence he is not responsible for becoming a fool. But 

although this may show that the pranisee is not responsible, 

would it be sufficient to show that the pranisor is responsible? 

Why might it not be that no-one is responsible? (Of course there 

is a strong temptation to say that the promisor is responsible 

because he is at fault for not keeping the prallise. But this is, 

I take it, to beg the question.) Perhaps it might be argued that 

at least one of the pranisor and promisee must be responsible for 

the promisee becoming a fool. 'Broken promises do not just 

happen' we might say. If this is accepted, and if we regard the 

trusting promisee as having a good defense against an imputation 

of fault - namely, that he has to believe that his promisor will 

act as promised in order to avoid the risk of doing an injustice 

- then perhaps all the responsibility must, in normal 

circlDllStances at least, caoe to rest with the promisor. 

'lhis argument might be developed along the following lines. The 

promisee must treat the promisor as trustworthy if he is to avoid 

(the risk of) doing the promisor an injustice, and hence of 

acting wrongly. It is, therefore, in some sense necessatx 

('morally' or 'practically necessary') for the pranisee to trust 

the promisor. 'Ibe responsibility for the consequences of the 

praDisor betraying this trust are laid on the shoulders of the 

promisor, on the basia of some principle that 'necessi tJ 
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transmits responsibility'. If I ~t do other than I do, then 

I am not responsible when things go wrong. In the analogous (?) 

case of natural necessity, we do not hold responsible those who 

cannot act (or 'act') other than they do. If you throw me out of 

a window and I land on scaeone, killing them, then it is, of 

course, you who are responsible for the death of the passer-by. 

It is, presumably, naturally necessary that I fall. 

Responsibility for an event is tranaitted back through the chain 

of events to saoeone who 'could have done otherwise'. 

Such an account may be thought to raise as many questions as it 

answers. 'lbere will be those who will boule at the idea of 

practical necessity, and one .ay wonder whether acting in 

accordance with reason is enough to tranait responsibility. 

There is also the problem of showing that the promisee, in 

trusting the pranisor, IH acted rightly - ie in accordance wi th 

reason - for the prcaiaee, though he has reason to trust the 

promisor (ie to avoid the risk of doing an injustice), JDilbt a180 

be thought to have reason not to trust the praU.sor. At least, 

this will be ao if we regard allowil'll oneself to be made a fool 

(But is it?) If it were, then, 

although the promisee may not 

fool, he may be said to have reason to avoid becaa:inc a tool if 

he can. 

'Ibis i8, however, as far as we can take thia diacuaaion bere. If 

an 8CCO\D'lt of the obli,ation to keep a prcaiae ia to be .i~, it 
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would seem that it must arise out of the fact that the promisee 
~ 

risks doing injustice if he does not trust his promisor, and 

becaning a fool if he does. This situation arises, not only in 

the case of pranising, but also with regard to truth-telling and 

lying. If A tells B that he t At believes that X, then B must 

believe that A believes that X if be, B, is to avoid the risk of 

treating A as dishonest when he is, in fact, honest. ('Ihe virtue 

of honesty is presumably to be accounted for in terms of 

reliability and the • solidity' Etaphor.) 1bus, in order to 

avoid the risk of doing A an injustice, B must believe A. ('Iha.t 

is, B must believe that A believes what he is saying. B need 

not, of course, believe that what A is saying is true.) But to 

believe that A is sincere is to risk believing a possible 

falsehood, namely, that A believes that X. 

If we now consider the case where I indicate to you an intention 

to caae to your party, rut decline to pranise to do so, then 

having declined to promise, you do me no injustice if YOU 

entertain doubts as to whether I will come. Since you are no 

longer required, on pain of doing me an injustice, to believe 

that I will come, if you do indeed come to hold this (u 

hYpothesis) false belief, you will not be able to hold me 

responsible unless I can be said to have deceived you. (If I 

have told you that I intend to come, when in fact I have no such 

intention, then I will have lied. In such a case the liar does 

uke, or does attempt to make, a fool of the person lied to, as 

we have just seen.) Or perhaps we should say, since these 

_ttera are usually ~lex and inexact, that if I have only 
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indicated an intention, then I am ku responsible for you having 

believed a falsehood (ie become a fool). I am less responsible 

because you have not been forced to choose between believing that 

I will caDe, and impugning my trust",'Orthiness. 

Finally, consider the case where A praaises B that he will do X, 

rut B does not believe that A will do X, and it is indeed the 

case that A would not do X. As I have said, if B does not 

believe that A will do X, then A will not debase B by not 

performing the action promised. Hence tbiJl reason for performing 

the promised action disappears. Are A and B open to cri ticiam 

for such behaviour? A might be criticized for trying to make a 

fool of B. If there is reason not to l8ke a fool of SCDeODe then 

there is reason not to attempt to do so. 1his criticism of A can 

be sustained only if it can be held that B might have believed 

that A would perform the promised action. I f one can be sure 

one's pIUlises will not be taken seriously, then there is no risk 

of debasing one's promisees. And, of course, a person who makes 

ridiculous promises is more likely to regarded a8 foolish, 

ridiculous or amusing, than wicked. 

Can B be criticize tor havina not believed that A would perform 

the promised action when A would not have performed the action? 

It is easy to think that B i8 vindicated, blt perhaps this is not 

always so. Given the inherent \mCertainty, by so be1iev1nl, B 

has risked being unjust - and 'wan'. We are naturally hesitant 

to criticize pmtera who win. But a winnina 1IDb1e .. ,. ver,- _11 
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be open to criticism. 

Let me now draw the discussion of promising to a conclusion. It 

will be recalled that I began our discussion of promising by 

suggesting that breaking a praUse is not unjust. We do not call 

such an action unjust. '!bose who were will ing to accept this 

point have now been given an accO\Dlt of why this should be so: 

promise-breaking leads to the degradation (of both parties), but 

it does not mvol ve mistreatment (in the narrow sense of anyone 

being treated as less than they are). '!he reason, or reasons, 

for action which arise out of the very nature of a promise are 

not reasons of the type which (I have suggested) are associated 

with lUljust actions. To break a pranise is not, ipso facto, to 

treat sane being as less than they are, but to ~ them less 

than they were t and would have been. 'Ordinary usage' respects 

this distinction, and eschews talk of promise-breaking being 

unjust. We have, then, seen that there is an underlying 

rationale for that eschewal. 

'Ihose readers who were unimpressed by the facts I have alleged 

regarding 'ordinary usage' have been provided with an &rIUIDent 

1"'f!tit!"!f'ing that they adopt a new practice: that of ceasin& to 

call tailing to keep a promise unjust. 1be argument for this is· 

contained not only in the present chapter, blt in this thesis as 

a whole: the argument just given assumes, of course, that 

justice is a fitness concept. 1hose who decline to accept this 

recaraendation owe an argument as to ~ we should depart tram 

ordinary language, as well as a plausible account of justice and 
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the reason for keeping a promise. 

It will also be recalled that I hoped to persuade the reader that 

the account of reasons for action provided in Olapter Three would 

prove useful and illuminating. It is for the reader to judge 

whether this has been achieved. 
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6.4. ReQuests and Political Obligation 

In this final section I should like to examine the question of 

whethe,r a request, by its very nature, gives rise to a reason for 

action. If I ask you to do something - scratch my back, say - do 

you have a reason to act which you would not have had, had I not 

made the request, and, indeed, a reason which arises by the very 

nature of a request? 'Ibis topic may, at first sight, appear to 

be a radical departure from what we have been discussing in the 

present chapter. But I hope to be able to show that this is not 

so. 

Let me note at the outset that, as usual, I am concerned only 

wi th the question of Mlether a request (by its nature) gives rise 

to A reason. I am not concerned with the strength of the reason 

(if any) nor with the circtDDStances in which the reason might be 

thought to be a conclusive reason. Let us note also that a 

person _y consider a request (that is, not ignore the request) t 

but decide not to comply, judging that there were stronger 

reasons for not complying, than caaplying. 

If we ask why we should act in accordance with a request, we are 

likely to think first of arguments which make reference to the 

wishes of the requestor. It is, of course, often the case that a 

requestor wishes the requestee to act in accordance with the 

request, and a pu-pose and effect of making a request may be to 

COIIIDUJ'licate the wishes of the requestor to the requestee. Often, 

perhaps, though not alwa)'S. 1be requestee may already Imow (ancl 
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~ requestor _y Imow that the requestee already knows) the 

wishes of the requestor on the matter. And, of course, there are 

occasions when we would not assume that, merely because we are 

being requested to perform some action, the requestor wished us 

to perform the action. It is, for example, possible to request 

saneone to perform an action, not because one wishes them to 

perform the requested action, but only because one wishes them to 

think that one wishes them to perform the action. (Given the 

appropriate cil'C\lDStances, requesting a person to perform an 

action which one does not wish them to perform II&Y be a 

reasonable way to lead them not to perform the action.) It-.1' 

be that the mere fact that a person wishes an act to be performed 

gives rise to a reason for action, though this is, I think, less 

than obvious. But it is, at any rate, not unreasonable to 

suppose that we do have reason to act in accordance with the 

wishes of others. There is the standard utilitarian view that, 

gi ven the interest people take in themselves, there is a good 

chance that they are better judges of their own interests than 

others are. And there are other lines of &rg\.IDent which lliaht be 

developed: the avoidance of possible inIIul t by patemaliatic 

treatment, the avoidance of possible resentment at treat.nt 

thought callous, the avoidance of frustration if what is desired 

is not obtained, and 80 on. 

My present inquiry is concemed with the question of whether any 

reason for action (in accordance with the request) ari.. cut of 

the very nature of a request. 1 take it that we ~ ipore, 
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therefore, reasons which would have existed even if the request 

had not been made. A reason for action which arises as a result 

of a wish will exist if that wish exists, and whether or not 

there has been a request. Such reasons are not generated by the 

(very nature of a) request. For our purposes we may set such 

considerations aside. 

We may also set aside those reasons which, although they would 

not have existed had there been no request, arise only 

contingently as a result of the request. 1bus, for example, if 

we think people who make requests are usually pushy and 

demanding, and we want to rid ourselves of such people and 

consider the best way to do this will be to canply with their 

request, then we have a reason for action arising as a result of 

the request. Or, of course, we might think such people should be 

'taught a lesson'. But clearly such reasons for action are only 

contingently related to requesting, and cannot be said to arise 

out of the very nature of a request. 

I have said that requests are usually thought to indicate wishes. 

'lbey also serve to indicate that ' interference' in the affairs of 

the requestor is being permitted. (We may tell someone that we 

have Il2t asked for their help - thereby implying that they should 

'mind their own business'.) But it will not, of course, do to 

say that the whole point of requesting lies in this removal of 

barriers which might otherwise be thought to exist. Such a 

suggestion overlooks the posi ti ve character of requesting; a 

request has to do with seeking. 88 the et,.,logy of requests 
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suggests. I may tell you that your help would be welcome, ~ 

wi thout requesting your aid. And I may request you to stop 

torturing your cat - which can hardly be regarded as removing a 

barrier to your interferring in DIY affairs. 

Let us now tackle our problem. Do we have a reason to act in 

accordance with a request - a reason which arises out of the very 

nature of requesting? How could there be such a reason? Ravine 

come upon a section on requesting in a chapter which has been 

largely concerned with promising, the reader will, no doubt, have 

anticipated that requesting is going to be compared with 

promising. And indeed it is. 

Requesting and promising are both 'things we do with words'; '1 

request', like 'I promise', is a performative utterance. To say 

'I promise' is not to report that one is prallisilll, and to say '1 

request' is not to report that one is requeatinC. (8) 

A praaise is, as we have seen, closely related to the indication 

of an intention, though these two 'activities' are different, and 

we can indicate an intention without making a praadae. A request 

is closely related to the indication of a wish, thouIh again the)' 

are different, and we can indicate a wiah without makin. a 

request. (I m1 say: "As a _tter of fact I wiah you would 

scratch my back - but I _ not aaking you to.") We often we 

----------------~-------------------------------------------~ 

(8) Cf. SEARLE (1969), pp66-9. 
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promises by saying "1 wilL •• "; we often make requests by saying 
':' 

"1 wish ... ". A promise made by a person who does not intend to 

keep it is said to be a I lying promise '; such a promise may 

decei ve the promisee as regards the intentions of the promisor. 

A request made by a person who does not wish the requestee to 

canply with the request might be said to be a I lying request I 

(9); such a request may deceive the requestee as regards the 

wishes of the requestor. 

Pranising and requesting are both concerned with the future. 

111is point manifests itself in the way in which we may make 

pranises and requests by the use of locutions which may also be 

used to make statements and ask questions about the future. "1 

will do the shopping" may be a pranise, or only a prediction; 

"Will you take your holiday in the autumn?" may be a request. or 

it may be (only) a question about the future of the person asked. 

Canpare who is able to promise and be promised. wi tit who is able 

to make a request and be requested. I want to suggest that 

(peculiar circumstances apart, at least) all and only beings 

capable of making praDises and being pranised, are able to make 

requests and be requested. Earlier I suggested that a machine 

may have an intention indicated to it I but it can neither promise 

nor be pranised. Similarly machines can nei tiler be requested nor 

make requests - notwithstanding attempts to make them 'user

friendly' (sic) - tnough they may have wishes indicated to them. 

--~-----------------------------------------------------------~ 

(9) Ibid, p66. 
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and are able to indicate wants. (A car with a petrol indicator 
~ 

is able to indicate its lack or '-'8I"lt of petrol.) Machines can 

give and receive information, ask and be asked questions. But 

the business of promising and requesting is beyond thai. Beliefs 

about the cape.cities of animals are, perhaps, I80re ccmtroversial. 

But it seems plausible to suppose that, here again, requesting 

and promising go togeUler; either one holds that an animal can do 

both, or neither, or that they are equally probl~tic. As I 

have suggested I am inclined to think that a necessary condition 

for being able to engage in promising and requestinc i. that the 

being be rational and possess free will. nus is as one would 

expect if it were indeed the case that a prcaiae and a request, 

by their very nature, give rise to a l'IMOD for action. 

I have suggested that the utilitarian MY have a probl_ with the 

distinction between pranising and indicating an intention. (If 

. we do not gi ve ourselves an additional reason to act by making a 

promise, why should we draw a distinction between premising and 

indicating intentions, as, of course. we do?) Now I suaest the 

utilitarian i8 going to have .imilar proble •• with the 

distinction between making a request and indicating a wish. If 

we do not ai va others an addi lional reuon for action by -.kine • 

request, why should we draw a diatiDCtion between requesting and 

indicating wishes, as, of course, we do? But if we do give 

others an additicnU reason for action. what i. it? It i. very 

difficult to see how the utilitarian could concede that there i. 

an additional reason here - and hence very difficult to Bee how 

he could .ake sease of the distinction. 
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It is interesting. I think. to note that the rationality of 

prayer to an omniscent God might be thought to depend upon there 

being an additional reason for action generated by a request. or 

in this case, a prayer. There is, of course, no need to indicate 

wishes to an omniscient being. Needless to say. it is not 

di fficul t to imagine some functionalist type explanation of why 

people pray to a being they consider to be omniscient. But we 

should do people the honour of trying (very hard) to understand 

their actions as rational. before we go in for merely trying to 

accOlD'lt for those actions. If we do not. we are likely to 

perpetrate some pretty gross injustices. (At least, they will be 

injustices if we regard rationality as conferring worthiness -

as, of course. we do.) 

To make a promise is, it is said, to place oneself under an 

obligation, to bind oneself, and to bestow upon the promisee a 

right to have the promised action performed. Is requesting, 

then. the action by which one may place Saneone else under an 

obligation, to bind others, and to bestow upon oneself the right 

that the requested action be performed? If not, why not? Of 

course, one .. y not li.Im the idea of being liable to be placed 

under an obligation by anyone who takes a fancy to making a 

request. But likes and dislikes are beside the point. 1be 

reader _y like to be assured that there can be good reasons not 

to fulfil one's obligations. 'lbere can be good reasons for not 

complying with a request, just as there can be good reasons for 
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not keeping prc.isea. And, to repeat, I make no cla.bls as to the 

relative importance of the various reasons for actions: I use 

the term 'obligation' here, not to indicate importance, but 

because, as in the case of a praaise, a request (I will argue) 

gi ves rise to a reason for action through an act of will - in the 

case of a request, the will being that of the requestor. 

Now in IIOdem Western society I at least, it i8 not, I think I 

generally held that people can be put wxter an obligation sillply 

by being requested. One writer, for the purposes of 

illustration, tells us: 

As I drive up to London in my ccafortable car, JOU may 
feel and tell IDe that (out of beneficience) I ouaht to 
stop and give a lift to the inoffensive-looking peraon 
standing hopefully, tb\llb suitably protruded, at the 
side of the road; and I Ilight agree wi tb that; but I 
would not, I think, agree that I have, or am lDlder, an 
obligation to do so • 

••• 1 am not bound, as the driver of a private car, to 
offer lift. to ever)'Qn8, or even to anyone, who M1 
solicit that service ••• (10) 

A less parochial view is offered by Leamon: 

••• obliptiona ••• are tJl)ically incurred by previous 
COIBitting actions. Of course, again what actions are 
cnnm i ttal will vary (rca society to society. To us I 
the ID08t f8ll.iliar caani tU.ng actions are prc.iainl or 
Ii ving one' s word lenerally ••• leas clearly delineated 
cases of obligations, at least in our .ociet" 
[include] ••• the obli_tion to live IDle1 to a beaar 
havinC been .1.1 

-------------------------------------------~--------------~--

(10) WARNOCK (1971), p94, emphasis original. 
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asked for it. This. •. case illustrates a concept 
which has relatively rare application for us - that of ~ 
being put under an obligation to someone by their 
conduct rather than one's own. In certain societies, I 
bel ieve, a knock on the door 0 f one's house by a 
stranger at once puts one under an obligation of a finn 
kind to provide hospital ity and, if necessary, a bed 
for the night. (11) 

But, of course, we must not simply trade our intuitions on this 

matter. What we require are arguments. If we may put ourselves 

tmder an obligation, 'si.lllply,by doing so', (given that there is 

such a practice as promising) why may we not put others under an 

obligation 'simply by doing so' (given that there is such a 

practice as requesting)? Of course, we camot just assume that 

one cannot be put under an obligation by another 'simply by his 

doing so' without begging the question against the claim that 

requests provide reasons for actions. Whether one can give rise 

to an obligation by, say, begging, hitchhiking or whatever is 

precisely what is at issue. The belief that one can only bind 

oneself t though no doubt widely held in certain societies, is D2t 

obvious. It requires &rg\.DeIlt. 

Let lie offer an argument in favour of the view that a request 

gives rise to a reason for action (and, thereby, to an 

obligation) by its very nature. In the light of the striking 

parallels between requesting and premising we uncovered earlier. 

might it not be the case that the obligation to act in accordance 

with a request arises in precisely the same manner as our 

------------------------------------------------------------------
(11) LEHHON (1962), p141. 
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obligation to keep a promise? Let us investigate. 

I have argued that a promisor has a reason to keep a promise when 

to fail to do so would be to make a fool of the promisee. 

Perhaps we should consider, then, whether the requestee has a 

reason to act in accordance with the request because to tail to 

do so would be to l8ke a fool of the requestor. It to tail to 

regard a request as providing a reason tor action is to make a 

tool ot saDeOne, then I take it, we have, in consequence, a 

reason to act in accordance with requests. (At least, we took 

this tor granted in the case ot praaising.) But is to ignore a 

request, that is, to fail to regard having been requested as a 

reason tor action, to make a tool of the requestor? And if so 

how? It is not, ot course, enough that the requestor merely 

becomes a fool, that is, the person making the request merely 

comes to believe something which is false. What is required ia 

that the requestee is, in some way, responsible for the requestor 

becaming a fool if he, the requestee, ignores the request. But 

how can this be? 

Let us begin by reminding ourselves ot the &rI\D8nt for keepm, a 

promise. I have argued that the reason that we have to keep a 

promise, and which ia generated by the very nature ot a praaiae, 

arises in the followina way. Suppoee that A praaiaea B. If A 

fails to regard the existence of the prc:aise as leneratinc a 

reason to perfona the act praa1aed, u.. be l8kes a fool ot B, it 

B believes that A will regard the existence of the praUse .. 
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generating a ~ason to perfonn the promised action. A makes a 

fool of B because B must believe that A will regard the promise 

as generating a reason for action if B is to avoid the risk of 

doing A an injustice - viz, treating him as if he were 

untrustworthy when he is tnastworthy. 

Suppose, now, we try to develop a sillilar argument in the case of 

a request. Suppose B requests A. (I reverse the order since, in 

the case of a request, we are anticipating that the obligation 

falls on the requestee.) 'Ibe argument would then need to proceed 

as follows. If A fails to regard the existence of the request as 

generating a reason to perform the act requested, then he makes a 

fool of B, if B believes that A will regard the existence of the 

request as generating a reason to perform the requested action. 

Why? A makes a fool of B because B must believe that A will 

regard the existence of the request as generating a reason for 

action if B is to avoid the risk of doing A an injustice. 

But, we must ask. what is the injustice which B risks doing if he 

does not believe that A will regard B' s request as providing hia 

(A) with a reason for action? 'Ibe injustice is, I suggest, that 

of treating A as uncaring or indifferent when he is actually 

caring and concerned. Can we deny that to be caring, like to be 

trustworthy, is a virtue? (To be caring and concerned is, 

perhaps, to be loving, in the sense that ' love' is used when we 

are enjoined to love our fellow men.) 
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In the case of pranising I suggested that to fail to regard a 

promise as generating a reason for action is to render oneself 

untrustworthy. It is, that is, to degrade oneself. The 

parallel, in the case of a request, is the degradation which the 

requestee brings upon himself by ignoring the request; to ignore 

a request is to render oneself uncaring, unconcerned, unloving. 

'D1e reader may be suspicious. Is there not something obviously 

di fferent between a premise and a request? In the case of a 

promise the initiator, as it were, the promisor, comes to have 

the obligation. In the case of a request (if my a~t is 

accepted) it is nQ.t the initiator (the requestor) who caDeS to 

have the obligation. How !aD this be irrelevant? 'Ibe facts 

referred to are, of course, to be accepted. But it must also be 

said that it is for those who believe that this difference is, in 

some way, relevant to show hO'A it is relevant. 

'Ibe difference is relevant, I am happy to agree, to the question 

of whether one should go making promises and requests. One 

should not promise if one is unwilling to incur an obligation. 

And one should not request if one should not put the other person 

under an obligation. But this is to concede that requeatint ds&I 

create an obligation - and that i8 lIlY point. To say that (in 

certain circllDStance) we should not make requests is not at all 

to say that it the request is made there i. no oblilation. 

Notice that a perscn who thinks of makina a request bit then 

declines to do so on the Irounds that they believe the request 

would be ignored does not thereby avoid doing an injustice if the 
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prospective requeslee would have regarded the request as a reason 

for action. Prospective requestees have a duty to trust that 

their requests will be thought to give rise to reasons for 

action. (Notice the use of trust here.) If someone declines to' 

make a request of us we do (at least sometimes) feel hurt -

though, of course, the fact that a prospective requestor declines 

to request does not necessarily give expression to a belief that 

the prospective requestee is uncaring and indifferent. (111is is 

parallel to the point that to decline to rely upon a promise is 

not necessarily to give expression to a belief that the promisor 

is tmreliable. As I have said, one may have a fetish for self

sufficiency. ) 

We often do not suppose that a request does, by its very nature, 

give rise to a reason for action. If the argument I have 

sketched aoove is sound, and there is indeed a reason for action 

generated by a request, this ~ssion calls for some explanation. 

Why is it easy to overlook the reason for action generated by a 

request? 

As I have said, there are usually utilitarian type reasons for 

action arising from the wishes people have, and with which 

requests are usually associated. (There may be other non

utilitarian type reasons too.) In other words, it is often the 

case that there are reasons to do what is requested which do not 

arise as a result of the request. And there is another POint 

here: when there are no such reasons (ie no reasons to do what 
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is requested, independent of the request), there will usually be 

reasons for not doing what is requested, and it may well be clear 

that the action requested should not be performed. Thus I might 

ask you to perform some action which (perhaps) lDlbeknown to me, 

is against my interests. One of the reasons for not doing as one 

is requested to do is, of course, that it is usually a bother. 

Now if there is no reason for action independent of the request, 

it seems likely that the requestor is simply putting the 

requestee under an obligation to go to (what would have been, had 

there been no request) unnecessary trouble. And this might be 

thought to suggest a lack of concern, by the requestor for the 

requestee. In such a case, the requestee might be forgiven for 

wondering why he should not repay the requestor in the same coin. 

(I skate over an enonoous issue here.) 

It is, then, difficult to spot reasons for action which arise out 

of (the very nature of) a request. 'nley will not often exist 'on 

their own', and when they do, there may be (stronger?) 

countervailing reasons why one might be at least forgiven for 

ignoring the request. Thus reasons for action generated by 

requests tend to exist only amongst other reasons for the same 

action, and become questionable when those other reasons are 

absent. It is these features of the situation which, 1 suggest, 

makes the existence of the reason for action which arises out of 

the nature of a request easy to overlook. But the fact that a 

reason is, perhaps, difficult to isolate is not a reason to 

suppose that it does not e~ist. 
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It would appea.r that - a.gain ~n parallel wi th the casE' of 

promising - at least as far as the present account is concE'rned, 

this reason for action is not generated by a 'request' \oI,'hich the 

requestor ~lieves will be ignored, for such a requestor will not 

be made a fool of if the request is ignored. It appears, 

therefore, that a motorist has no obligation to offer a ride to a 

hi tchhiker who believes that the motorist will not regard the 

'suitably protruded' thumb as giving rise to a reason for action. 

If the foregoing account is correct, it would seem to follow that 

to ignore a request is not, in itself, unjust, though it is, 

ceteris paribus, wrong. At least this is so if we accept the 

justice as fitness account. TIle requestee makes a fool of the 

requestor, he does not treat him as a fooL I take it that this 

accords with what we would be inclined to say. But, on the 

justice as fi tness account, it is unjust to refuse to make a 

request to a caring sympathetic person on the grounds that II 

will simply be ignored. And I suggest that we should indeed 

regard such treatment as unjust. 

The reader may be wondering whether this topic deserves the 

attention I have given to it. Does it really matter very much 

whether a request, by its very nature, gives rise to a reason for 

&etion? I am inclined to think that the question of whether 

there is anything which might be termed 'political obligation' 

may turn upon precisely this question. It might be possible to 

offer what might be termed the 'Request Theory of Political 
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Obligation'. (12) 

1his thesis is not about poli tical obligation or the nature of 

law. So let me simply make some crude assumptions for the 

purposes of exposition. Suppose that the law were viewed as the 

cOlJlD8lld of the state, and political obligation as an obligation 

to canply with those cOlllDallds, that is, to obe,. the law. I f a 

citizen is to have a political obligation then he must, of 

course, have reason to obey the law. ('ftlere are no obligations 

if there are no reasons.) Now, of course, ci tizens have many 

reasons to obey the law. But, I take it, if we say that citizens 

have a political obligation, what we mean i8 that they have an 

obligation to obey the law even when the reasons tor compliance 

which arise fran the (contingent) consequences of caapliance are 

absent. Thus the question of whether there ia such a thing as 

poli tical obligation seems to depend upon whether there ia a non

contingent reason to obey the law. 'Ibe obligation mght be said 

to arise fran the very nature of the law i tsel t . 

If we accept this view then we will regard a utilitarian attempt 

to derive political obligation as aimply wrong-headed. It is to 

attempt to around what must be necessary upon what is only 

contingent. By contrast, the social contract theorists might be 

said to have started with IDOre than the,. have: it there were a 

contract there would, perhaps, be no proble. ot political 

----------------------------------------------------------------~-

(12) For an excellent analysis and critique of other theories ot 
political obligation see SI~ (1979). 
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obligation. But the problem is to show that there is an 

obligation even if there is no contract. 

It might be thought that the best way to begin to try to argue 

that there is such a thing as political obligation is to claim 

that the law (at least where there is political obligation) is to 

be regarded as a cOlllD8lld issued wi th authori ty. But the problem 

wi th this approach lies in squaring it with the republican axiom 

that, 'in the beginning' no-one has authority over anyone else. 

It is difficult to avoid the suspicion that to attempt to derive 

political obligation within a system with such an axian is to 

attempt to square the circle. Authority to COlllDalld might give 

rise to political obligation, rut authority to ccmnand is more 

than we may assume. Paradoxical as it might seem, then, the 

prospects for deriving political obligation might improve if we 

were to regard the law as a request. 1llos~ who baulk at the 

claim that the state has a right to cOlJlD8lld, might be willing to 

concede that it may request. (We might be able to argue that 

everyone is allowed to make requests to everyone else.) It might 

be objected, I suppose, that laws do not look much like requests. 

1bis is, of course, true. Those who make them, those who enforce 

them, and those who obey and disobey them may very well not 

regard them as requests. But I am not endeavouring to defend the 

kinds of practice people engage in; I am concerned only with the 

marmer in which members of a political cammmi ty might be able to 

impose obligations upon each other, while at the same 

time recognizing each other as free and equal. The Request 

1beory of Foli tical Obligation might suggest that the citizens of 
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a democratic state (whose laws could be ~garded as the requests 

of more of its ci tizens than could the laws of a dictatorship) 

have more political obligation(s). If this be urged, I am 

delighted to live with such a result. I am inclined to the view 

that democratic practices do give rise to more 'political 

obligation' than do dictatorships and the like - and the present 

argument suggests reason for that view. 

If we accept the Request 'Jheory of Political Obligation, we milht 

caoe to speak of the Hitchhiker State. Can the Hi tchhiker State 
., 

be justi fied in terms which even the libertarian anarchist must , 

accept? I am inclined to think, as I have suggested. that a 

request, by its very nature, may give rise to a reason for 

action, and to an obligation. But as we have also seen, it seems 

not unreasonable to suppose that, at least on sane occasions. 

requests should not be made. It might be interesting to examine 

the question of the circumstances in which requests should not be 

made with a view to determining what (some of) the laws that 

ought not to be passed might be - and, of course. for clues as to 

why they should not be passed. Anarchists, however, might take a 

leaf from the b:x>ks of those shopkeepers who ask their cust.aDera 

not to ask for credit. They aieht eet their (oblieation 

creating?) request in first I and put up signs saying "Please do 

not pass laws as refusal to comply _y cause offence". 
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